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TAX ADJUSTMENT ACT OF 1966

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1966

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMIrrEE ON FINANCE,

Wahington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to the call of the chairman, at 9 a.m.,

in rcom 2221, New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long
(chairman) presiding.

Presentt: Senators Long, Smathers, Anderson. )ouglas, Gore,
ralma(lge, McCarthy, Metcalf, Hartke, Williams, Bennett, and
Dirksen.

Senator LoNO. The hearing will come to order.
This hearing has been called for the purpose of receiving testimony

on the recomnmendat ions of the President for raising revenues to help
defray the rising costs of the Vietnam conflict.

Public notice of the hearing was made on February 17, and persons
desiring to testify were urged to submit their requests by the close of
business 'Wednesday, February 23. Only one request was received.

The President's program, together with certain refinements made by
the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives,
and by the House itself, is reflected in H.R. 12752, which passed the
House Wednesday.

Without objection, a copy of the bill before us, together with a sum-
mary of its provisions prepared by the staff of the joint committee,
and the committee announcement, will be made a part of the record
at this point.

(The documents referred to follow:)
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,,'rit CONGRESS He.Re 12752

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

FERuARY 24,1966
Read twice and referred to the Conmnittee on Fhiance

AN ACT
To provide for graduated withholding of income tax from wages,

to require declarations of estimated tax with respect to self-

employment income, to accelerate current payments of esti-

mated income tax by corporations, to postpone certain excise

tax rate reductions, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE, ETC.

4 (a) SHORT TITL.-This Act may be cited as the "Tax

5 Adjustment Act of 1966".
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1 (b) AMU0NDrIRNT OF 1954 CoW,,.-Except as otherwise

2 expressly provided, whenever in this Act an amendment or

3 repeal is expressed in terins of an amendment to, or repeal

4 of, a section or other provision, the reference shall be con-

5 sidered to 1e made to a section or other provision of the

6 Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

7 TITLE I-ADJUSTMENT OF CERTAIN COLLECTION

8 PROCEDURES

9 SECTION 101. INCOME TAX COLLECTED AT SOURCE.

10 (a) lHRUunONTAoE METrHOD OF WITIIIIOLDIN.-Sub-

11 section (a) of section 3402 (relating to requirement of

12 withholding) is amended to read as follows:

13 "(a) REQUIREMENT OF WIT1IIIOLDINo.-Every em-

14 player making payment of wages shall deduct and withhold

15 upon such wages (except as otherwise provided in this see-

16 tion) a tax detennined in accordance with the following

17 tables. For purposes of applying such tables, the term 'the

IS amount of wages' means the amount by which the wages

19 exceed the number of withholding exemptions claimed, multi-
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1 plied by the amount of one such exemption as shown in the

2 table in subsection (b) (1) :

"Table 1-If the payroll period with respect to an employee is
WEEKLY

3 "(a) Single Person-Including Head of Ilousehold:

If the amount of wages is:

Not over $4 --------------------
Over $4 but not over $18 --------
Over $13 but not over $23
Over $23 but not over $85 ......
Over $85 but not over $169 -------
Over $169 but not over $212 ------

O ver $212 ----------------------

4 " (b) Married Person:

If the amount of wages is:

Not over $4 --------------------
Over $4 but not over $23 ---------
Over $23 but not over $85 --------
Over $85 but not over $169 -------
Over $169 but not over $340 ------
Over $340 but not over $423 ------
O ver $423 ----------------------

The amount of income tax to be
withheld shall be:

0.
14% of excess over $4.
$1.26 plus 15% of excess over $13.
$2.70 plus 179o of excess over $23.
$13.30 plus 20% of excess over $85.
$30.10 plus 25% of excess over

$109.
$40.85 phis 30% of excess over

$2 12.

The amount of income tax to be
withheld shall be:

0.
14% of excess over $4.
$2.66 plus 15% of excess over $23.
$11.96 plus 17% of excess over $85.
$26.24 plus 20% of excess over $169.
$60.44 plus 25% of excess over $340.
$81.19 plus 30% of excess over $423.

"Table 2-If the payroll period with respect to an employee is
BIWEEKLY

5 "(a) Single Person-Including Head of Household:

If the amount of wages is:

Not over $8 ------------------
$8 but not over $27 ------------
Over $27 but not over $46 -----
Over $46 but not over $169 -----
Over $169 but not over $338- -----
Over $338 but not over $423 -----
Over $423 ----------------

The amount of income tax to be
withheld shall be:

0.
14% of exces over $8.
$2.66 plus 15%o of excess over $27.
$5.51 plus 17% of excess over $46.

_ $26.42 plus 20%o of excess over $169.
$60.22 plus 259o of excess over $338.
$81.47 plus 30% of excess over $423.
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"(b) Married Person:

If the amount of wages is:

Not over $8 --------------------
Over $8 but not over $46 --------
Over $46 but not over $169 ------
Over $169 but not over $338 ------
Over $338 but not over $681 .......
Over $681 but not over $846 ------

Over $846 ----------------------

The amount of Income tax to be
withheld shall be:

0.
14% of excess over $8.

$5.32 plus 15% of excess over $46.
$23.77 plus 17% of excess over $169.
$52.50 plus 20% of excess over $338.
$121.10 plus 25% of excess over

$081.
$162.35 plus 30% of excess over

$846.

"Table 3-If the payroll period with respect
SEMIMONTHLY

to an employee is

"(a) Single Person-Including Head of Household:

If the amount of wages is:

Not over $8 --------------------
Over $8 but not over $29 ---------
Over $29 but not over $50....
Over $50 but not over $183 .......
Over $183 but not over $367 ------

Over $367 but not over $458 ------

Over $458 ......................

3 " (b) Married Person:

If the amount of wages is:

Not over $8 --------------------
Over $8 but not over $50 .........
Over $50 but not over $183 -------
Over $183 but not over $367 -----

Over $367 but not over $738 ------

Over $738 but not over $917 ------

O ver $917 -----------------------

The amount of income tax to be
withheld shall be:

0.
14% of excess over $8.
$2.94 plus 15% of excess over $29.
$6.09 plus 17% of excess over $50.
$28.70 plus 20% of excess over

$183.
$65.50 plus 25% of excess over

$367.
$88.25 plus 30% of excess over

$458.

The amount of income tax to be
withheld shall be:

* 0.
* 14% of excess over $8.

$5.88 plus 15% of excess over $50.
$25.83 plus 17% of excess over

$183.
$57.11 plus 20% of excess over

$367.
$131.31 plus 25% of excess over

$738.
$176.06 plus 30% of excess over
$917.
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"Table 4-If the payroll period with respect to an employee Is

MONTHLY

"(a) Single Person-Including Head of Household:
If the amount of wages is: The amount of Income tax to be

withheld shall be:
Not over $17 ----------------- 0.
Over $17 but not over $58 ------- 14% of exces over $17.
Over $58 but not over $100 ------- $5.74 plus 15% of excess over $58.
Over $100 but not over $367 ---- $12.04 plus 17% of excess over

$100.
Over $367 but not over $733 --- $57.43 plus 20% of excess over

$367.
Over $738 but not over $917 --- $180.63 plus 25% of excess over

$733.
Over $917 --------------------- $176.63 plus 30% of excess over

$917.

"(b) Married Person:

If the amount of wages Is: The amount of income tax to be
withheld shall be:

Not over $17 ------------------- 0.
Over $17 but not over $100 ------- 14% of excess over $17.
Over $100 but not over $867 ---- $11.62 plus 15% of excess over

$100.
Over $367 but not over $788 --- $51.67 plus 17% of excess over

$367.
Over $733 but not over $1,475 - $113.89 plus 20% of excess over

$783.
Over $1,475 but not over $1,883..- $262.29 plus 25% of excess over

$1,475.
Over $1,833 ------------------- $351.79 plus 80% of excess over

$1,838.

"Table 5--If the payroll period with respect to an employee is
QUARTERLY

3 "(a) Single Person-Including Head of Household:
If the amount of wages Is: The amount of income tax to be

withheld shall be:
Not over $50 ---------------- 0.
Over $50 but not over $175 ---- 14% of excess over $50.
Over $175 but not over $300 ---- $17.50 plus 15% of excess over

$175.
Over $300 but not over $1,100 -- $36.25 plus 17% of excess over

$300.
Over $1,100 but not over $2,200... $172.25 plus 90% of excess over

$1$100.
Over $2,200 but not over $2,750... $392.25 plus 25% of excess over

$2000.
Over $2,750 --------------- $529.75 plus 80% of excess over

$29,750.
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"(b) Married Person:

If the amount of wages is:

Not over $50 -------------------
Over $50 but not over $800.....
Over $800 but not over $1,100 -----

Over $1,100 but not over $2,200....
Over $2,200 but not over P 9425 ----
Over $4,425 but not over $5,500 ....
Over $5,500 ---------------------

The amount of income tax to be
withheld shall be:

0.
14% of excess over $50.
$85.00 plus 15% of excess over

$300,
$155 plus 17% of excess over $1,100.
$342 plus 20% of excess over $2200.
$787 plus 25% of excess over $4,425.
$1,65.75 plus 80% of excess over

$5,500.

"Table 6--If the payroll period with respect to an employee is
SEMIANNUAL

2 "(a) Single Person-Including Head of Household:

If the amount of wages is:

Not over $100 .................
Over $100 but not over $350 -----
Over $350 but not over $600 ----
Over $600 but not over $2,200 ....
Over $2,200 but not over $4,400-..

Over $4,400 but not over $5,500..

Over $5,500 ..................

3 i"(b) Married Person:

If the amount of wages is:

Not over $100 -------------------
Over $100 but not over $600 ------
Over $600 but not over $2,200 -----
Over$2200 but not over $4,400 ----
Over $4,400 but not over $8,850 ....
Over $8,850 but not over $11,000...

Over $11,000 ..........

The amount of income tax to be
withheld shall be:

0.
14% of excess over $100.

$35.00 plus 15% of excess over $350.
$72.50 plus 17% of excess over $600.
$44.50 plus 20% of excess over

$2,200.
$784.50 plus 25% of excess over

$4,400.
$1,059.50 plus 80% of excess over

$5,500.

The amount of income tax to be
withheld shall be:

0.
14% of excess over $100.
$70 plus 15% of excess over $600.
$310plus 17% of excess over $2,200.
$684 plus 20% of excess over $4,400.
$1,574 plus 25% of excess over$8$850.

$2,111.50 plus 80% of excess over
$11,000.
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"Table 7-If the payroll period with respect to an employee is
ANNUAL

"(a) Single Person-Including Head of Household:

If the amount of wages is:

Not over $200 -----------------
Over $200 but not over $700 .....
Over $700 but not over $1,200 ....
Over $1 ,200 but not ovAr$4,400....
Over $4,400 but not over $8,800__.
Over $8,800 but not over $11,000___

Over $11,000

" (b) Married Person:

If the amount of wages is:

Not over $200 ----------------
Over $200 but not over $1,200-....
Over $1,200 but not over $4,,I00__

Over $4,400 but not over $8,800.,

Over $8,800 but not over $17,700-.

Over $17,700 but not over $22,000.

Over $22,000 .................

The amount of Income tax to be
withheld shall be:

0.
14% of excess over $200.
$70 pl)us 15% of excess over $700.
$145 plus 17% of excess over $1,200.
$689 plus 20% of excess over $4,400.
$1,569 pus 25% of excess over

$8,800
$2,119j)lus 30% of excess over

$11,0.

The amount of income tax to be
withheld shall be:

0.
14% of excess over $200.
$140 plus 15% of excess

$1,200.
$620 plus 17% of excess$4,40.

$1,368 plus 20% of excess
$8,800.

$3,148 plus 25% of excess$17,700.

$4,223 plus 80% of excess$22,000.

over

over

over

over

over

"Table 8-If the payroll period with respect to an employee is a
DAILY payroll period or a miscellaneous payroll period

3 " (a) Single Person-Including Head of Household:

If the amount of wages divided by
the number of days in the pay-
roll period is:

Not over $0.50 .................
Over $0.50 but not over $1.90 ....
Over $1.90 but not over $3.30 ....
Over $3.30 but not over $12.10 ----
Over $12.10 but not over $24.10--

Over $24.10 but not over $30.10.

Over $30.10 -------------------

The amount of income tax to be
withheld shall be:

0.
14% of excess over $0.50.
$0.20 plus 15% of excess over $1.90.
$0.41 plus 17% of excess over $3.30.
$1.91 plus 20% of excess over

$12.10.
$4.31 plus 25% of excess over

$24.10.
$5.81 us0 _ 30% of excess over
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" (b) Married Person:

If the amount of wages divided by
the number of days in the pay-
roll period is:

The amount of income tax to be
withheld shall be:

Not over $0.50 ------------------ 0.
Over $0.50 but not, over $3.30 --- 14% of excess over $0.50.
Over $3.30 but not over $12.10 ... $0.39 plus 15% of excess over $3.30.
Over $12.10 but not over $24.10.-. $1.71 plus 17% of excess over$12. To.

Over $24.10 but not over $48.60-.. $3.15 plus 20% of excess over
$24.10.

Over $48.50 but not over $60.30. - $8.63 plus 26% of excess over
$48.50.

Over 60.30 -------------------- $11.58 plus 30% of excess over
$60.30.1'

(b) AMOUNT OF WITIHIOLDING EXEMPION.-Para-

graph (1) of section 3402 (b) (relating to percentage

method withholding table) is amended by striking out the

table set forth therein and inserting the following table in

lieu thereof:

"Percentage Method Withholding Table

Payroll period Amount of one withholding
exemption:

W eekly ........................ - $18.50.
Biweekly- .--------------------- 26.90.
Semi monthly ------------------- 2 9.20.
Monthly ---------------------- 58.80.
Quarterly --------------------- 175.00.
Semiannual --------------------- 850.00.
Anim al ------------------------ 700.00,
l)aily or miscellaneous (per day 1.90."

of such period).

(e) WAGE BRACKET WITILIOLDINO.-Paragraph (1)

of section 3402 (c) (relating to wage bracket withholding)
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1 is amended by striking out the tables set forth therein and

2 inserting the following tables in lieu thereof:

"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is weekly and
he is not married-

And tew And 9M number of tlbboldlug animdonh dlmed b-

are-

lhan t 2su o I & 1 i 1 'r
The amuount of lucere ftz to be wilbheld Waull be-

8D .......84 .......

$3.
4.

$17.$18:::$1 ......
$1 ......$142.... 

11m .....

$17.810 ....

$18.
$19.

$20.$3......

$472.....

$"5.

$52..-.

S.-

$54......

87(°0.

P7:::::

$81.

88m ......

$02.°...

$82.....
Soo..

$4.

$12...

$14...

$6 ....
$17 ...

19...

$34..
$38.
$3 ....
837 ....

$42. ....

$4 ....

$52..

s....

no....
$82-.

so $0
.10 0
.20 0
.40 0
.80 0
T70 0
so0 0

.00 0
1.10 0
1.29D 0
1.40 0
1.80 0
1.70 0
1.80 0
zo00 0
2.10 .20
2.30 .30
2.40 .40
1S0 .60
2.70 .70
2.90 :go
8.00 1.00
3. 20 1.10
8.40 1.80
8.80 1.40
8.70 1.60
3,00 1.70
4.10 1.00
4.20 2.00
4.40 2.20
4.80 2.80
4.70 2.10
4.00 2.80
8.10 2.80

.20 3.00
1.40 3.10
8.60 8.80
1.80 8.80
1.00 8.80
&.10 1.80
1.30 4.00
1.40 4.10
1.80 4.80

1.0 .0
&900 4.70
7.10 4.80
7.80 1.00
7.50 1.20
7.80 8.80
7.80 1.80
1.00 570
1.10 1.80
1.80 1.00
1.80 1.20
1.80 1.40
1.80 1.80
%.00 &.70
9.20 1.0
0.80 7.80
9.00 7. 8D

10.so 1.00
10.860 1.30
10.00 1.60
11.80 9.00
11.80 IS80
12.00 9.70
11830 1M.00
12.60 10.80
13,.00 10.70
11.830 11.00
18.70 11.40
14.10 11.70
14.80 12.00D
14.00 12.40
1&.80 1170
1&.70 1&.10

.10

.20
.40
.80
.70
.go
.0

1.10
1.20
1.40
1.80
1.70
1.80
2.00
2.10
1.30
2.40

2.70
%0
1.00
1.20

140

8,70

4.10
4.20
4.40
4.70

1.80
8.70

&.40

7.00
7.40
7.70
1.10
1.40
1.70
9.10
9.40
2.80

10.10
10.40
10.80

.20

.80

.80
.80
.70
.00

1.00D
1.20
1.80
1.40
1.80
1.70
1.0
zoo0
220

2.40
2.70
8.10
8.40
1.70
4.10
4.40
4.80
5.10
&.40
1.80
1.10
a.80
1.80
7.10
7.80
7.80
1.20
1.80

.10

.80

.70
1.00
1.80
1.80
220
2.50

3.10

1.80
4.20
4.80
4.80
1.20

1.0
&290

10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
00

&0
&0

0
&0
&0

3.90 .10
.80
.80
.90

L20
1.80
LBO

s0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

!- I , I
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"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is weekly and
he is not married-

And Iw.... Ad th number of withholding empions le d le-

A Buk" 0 1 11 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 7 1 L1 if1i9 10 o
kast- than-

The &meunt of Income In to be withhold ahall be--

$9 ...... $100... 11M.10 $1& 40 $11.10 S880 $(L0 $4 .0 $2.10 0 $0 $ to
$100..... $10... 1.80 14.10 11.70 0.40 7.10 4.80 2.60 .60 0 0 0
$108- $110... 17.80 15.10 12.60 10.30 8.00 5.70 8.40 1.30 0 0 0
$110 .....$ 115..- 1L80 18 10 1&40 IL10 8.80 .50 4.80 2.10 .10 0 0
$11 ..... 20... 19.80 17.10 14.40 11.00 9.70 7.40 .10 280 .80 0 0

12 .. $12... 20.80 1& 10 18.40 1280 10.50 &20 8.00 &70 1.50 0 0
125 ..... 130... 21.80 19.10 18.40 18.80 11.40 9.10 .80 4.80 180 .40 0I " .... 5138... 2180 20.10 17.40 14.80 1.20 9.90 7.70 8.40 8.10 1.10 0
13. $140... 2 280 21.10 18.40 15.80 13.10 10.80 8.60 8.20 &90 1.80 0
140 . 145... 24.80 21.10 19.40 18.80 14.10 11.60 9.40 7.10 4.80 20 .60
145. 50... 28.80 13.10 20.40 17.80 1.10 1160 10.20 7.90 8.00 I.30 1.30
10 .. 1600... 27.80 24.0 21.90 19.80 1.60 18.90 11.80 9.20 .90 4.60 2.40
100:. $70... 29.80 28 .0 28.90 21.80 iC E) 1.00 1. 20 10.90 8.00 &80 4.00
70. 180... 31.60 2 880 2690 21.80 Q.00 17.90 18.20 1160 10.80 8.00 .70

S$190... 3410 30.80 27.90 2.30 260 19.90 17.20 14.80 1100 9.70 7.40
190. 00... 8.60 3380 29.OE) 27.30 24.80 k90 19.20 1.80 1&80 1140 9.10

.... $210... 39.10 88.80 3240 29.80 26.60 2 2L0 1&0 18.80 18.10 10.80
$210 .... 20. 41.80 3&8.80 34.90 31.80 60 2.90 2.20 20.50 17.80 1.10 1180
$220 ... 44.90 40. 0 37.40 84.00 8%70 27.90 2.20 2260 19.80 17.10 14.40

... 47.80 4&80 39.90 8.80 4&20 29.90 27.20 24.50 21.80 19.10 1.40
D0.80 46.80 42.70 89.00 38.70 3180 29.20 280 2&.80 21.10 1.40

. .8 0 49.80 43.70 4170 38.20 34.80 31.40 21850 25.80 23 10 20.40
88.-8t 0 52,80 4&.70 44.70 40.70 37.30 33.90 ft.60 27.90 28.10 22.40
.. .80 8 80 81.70 47.-, 43.60 89.80 38.40 8.10 20.80 27.10 2 .40
682.0 8.880 84.70 W. 46.60 4160 8. 90 88.00 31920 29.10 38.40
0 .80 01.80 87.70 1A.70 49.60 45.00 41.00 38.10 84.70 81.30 28.40

10... 080 64,80 00.70 8.70 8.0 48.80 44.60 40.00 37.20 3.80 80.80
$810.... ... 71.80 87.80 3.70 59.70 6.00 81.60 47.00 43.80 89.70 8.80 33.00
820..... -. 74.80 70.80 6.70 1670 88.0 684.00 800 4.50 4180 28.80 85.50
$330 . 840... 77.80 7&80 0 W.7f, 0 70 61.60 87.80 8300 49.80 48.80 41.40 8.00

80.80 78.8 7 1,0 H70 087 48 00 88 180 48.80 44.40 4a.80
88.80 71.8 75./0 71.70 67.60 0&00 .80 6.80 G1.0 47.40 4&40

80 percent of the encen over $30 plua--

,aandover ., o i... oI 77.2D 1 ., , 09. 10 0.I G. 101.10 7.00,90[



12 TAX ADJUSTMENT ACT OF 1960
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"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is week and
he is married-

And te wee. And the number of wthMMIINklng .,emlione i cdimed I&-

At But La
%Pi. tan- ,

The eneuns ot Ineomo tax to be withheld ehell bo-

1. o " go a) o 0o $ o
. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S20 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0......... ... .4 0 0o o 0 o 0 0 0 0

. .. o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0o 0 0 0

o ....... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o
1 14... 1.10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,.000' .... 10 0 0.11: :::: : 1808 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

aI. . .... 1.10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a Io.... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0~l0.

. 11:: .9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1t.... 10 .40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 09.10

0, 00 00 o 8 8 o
To 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

.9 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 10 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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0.. .80 1.0 8 0 0 0 0 0

. .... To L , o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. .... so ,8 o 0 0 8 8 0 0 0
4.:00 to o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4.80 .40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 04.40 2.40 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4.60 9.0 .70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6.8 740 .110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4,2 &10 .9M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.9 0.90 .00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0...... 0.... .o 0o . 0o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 . .00 &0 1.20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 2 . 30 30 1.80G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2........0 26 1.600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 &0.0 3.70 i.860 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0S.... &1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0. .... M 1.o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.... :[ : :: &. .o s o I o "0 o too o
7...... ?.... .0 4.20 2. V .80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.. .... 640 4,00 2.30 .80 C 0 0 0 0 0 0

00:::: U0 4.80 2.80 .60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.. .. 6.70 4.60 20 .70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

. 1 .... 4.0o 4:0 , : o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 .... 7.00 4.90 2 I'm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 .... 7.10 10 3.10 1.80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7.80 .90 0.20 1.80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7. .4 0. 4 3.40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T . L?,&0 & &4 t 0 00 1.4...... 0. 00 08 1.60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

$ .... 7,7 .70 & T0 1.70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
$0 so 0.0 1 .90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 .% & .0 0 4.00 2.00 .10 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 . 8 .10 4.10 9.10 .80 0 0 0 0 0 0
sea. .... .40 40' 4.80 2.80 .6 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.70 0.70 4.0 .0 .7 0 0 0 0 0
9.00 7.00 4.90 12 3.9No0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.80 7,90 a.920 0.80 13so 0 0 0 0 0 0... 6.0t 7.9 &.00 &so0 1.80 0 0 0 0 0 0

1::.... . 0 0.80 1. I0 0 0 0 0 0 o
2.. 4.... 10,80 0&.So C30 4.30 2.30 .80 0 0 0 0 0

$. 7.... 30.MU80 .80 0.40 4.40 2.40 .60 0 0 0 0 0
06 .... 0. 0.80 6.70 4.70 2.70 .60 0 0 0 0 0

.. ......31,10 9.30 0. , . .10 0 0 0 0
. 6 10 90 7.'T 08 1.40 0 0 0 0 0
1:.... 1 .1 ,. 7. , .O 0 0 0

10 j9 7.90 0.0 3.0 1.90 .10 0 0 0 0S....4. .80 4 , o o o. .... 17 0:.60 08 0 o

i 0 3.10 9,40 7. 40 & 0 3 0
1 .4 0 7.40 0.40 1.40 1 .00

.. .... 
1  

. 70 070 1.70 0 0 0 0
00... 1. 1 130 10. 6 8 00 6.60 410o 9.0 0
o00.8 .. , .00 19.0 .80 . 60 9. 00 .0o 0 0
: ... 4 1t 1t i . 1 930 7.1 0.80 0.20 0 00to... ,7. 10.80 3 .t 30.0 o tO . -- 0 0

s 3Q IW n 
8 

no1: 48 0 0

.... L0 7.IU 10.80 .. 1. 90 00 1. 0
0 ..... ... 10.1 . 1 4. 0 3.1 0.0 a . I 0.0 .0 0



TAX ADJUSTMI-ENT ACT OF 1986
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"It thes payroll period with respect to an employee is weekly and

he Is married-

And hO umadLAnd tbs sumbor t 8 tbboldlog sunm8ian. thlned 8.-
br-

At Buti lowI6i~~fO b
kai- than-

TM amaal of assautamUso be withhold shall b*-

1S5... 17t.8 so 9 $ 1 0. 40 5. 28 so $48. 0
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TAX ADJUSTMENT ACT OF 1966
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"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is biweekly and
he Is not married-

Ad tlhe wo And do iumbe, ot w6&ell da4 emmpdenkined b-

At so 1 0I ml1t1 1 30fi I s b

Thkmaooflem u, ewthldualb.

12 ......

10 .....

128.182 .....
141 .....
10 .....
I1. .....
108.....
183 .....

14.....
16.....
IS.....

10....

10.....
in0.....

1(....-
1(.....

11..°..

14.....

124.
19..
182.
186.
140.
144.
14..
I..
186.
1.0.
164.
16....

176.
18o.
184.
16..
192.
1.6.
0.

10o...
9110 . ..
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116 ...

0ie...

lie...

100...

140...
1(3 ...
11...
112...
114..
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.80
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1.00
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2.40
2.70

2.60
11,90
4.90

2.10
&.40
2.70
6.10
&.40
&.70
7.10

740

2.10
2.4
9.0
90.10

10.10
10.80
11.90
11.80
11.60
12.90
1180
12.90

14.90
14.80
14.0
1&20

12.90
17.80
17.60
1&.00
12.80

19.80
20.80
21.90
1.90
22.0
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W.70

90.10
go.9

3.70

58.70
41.7
42.7
42.70

I47.70o

.80

.80

.90
1.90

100
2.80
2.80
2.90
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2.80
4.10
4.40
4.70
2.00
2.0
2.90

2.90
7.80
7.80
7.901
2.80

9.80
9.60

10.00
10.90
10.70
1,.00
11.80
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12.40
12.70
1& 00
11.40

14.6do

17.80
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1270

11.40

S3.70
2L40
24.10
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Iwo
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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2.0
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2.40
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2.10
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7.40
7.80
2.10
2.80
&.0
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12.40

17.80
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21.80
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
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2.00
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7.00
7.60

9.70
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11.00
11.70
12.40

~1 0
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1.10
1.80
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2.60
2.0

4.00
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2.80
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3180
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I I
io
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

& 0

0o.
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so
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
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TAX ADJUSTMENT ACT OF 1966
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"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is biweekly and
he is not married-

And tM waspe And the number of withboldlng em ne detmed Se-
are-

Theamoute lneeme to l be withbeld ehell be-

. 409.70 $44.30 835 8.50 $ 0 523.80 $15.70 854.10 55.00 56.50 51.10
O 51.70 44 80 40.90 3660 30A0 26.00 20.40 15.60 11.80 6.70 2.80
. 54.70 49.80 48.90 38.60 83.10 27.70 23.00 1.40 53.0 0.20 4.50

88.70 58.80 47.00 42.50 87.10 31.70 26.40 21.50 17.20 12.00 A.10
08.20 57.30 85.90 406.0 45.10 38b.7 80.30 26.20 20.50 16.00 11.50
5.20 61.50 5890 10.50 45.10 89.70 84.80 200 24.00 19.40 14.90
78.20 0.60 19.90 54.50 49.10 48.70 38880 27.00 22.50 U.80
7 5. 71.50 64.50 5.50 U.10 47.70 42.30 87.00 81.50 2.20 21.70
53.60 70.80 59.50 03.00 87.10 5.70 46.30 41.00 38.00 30.20 23.10

55.50 85..0 74.30 08.00 0.30 6.70 503 45.00 39.00 34.20 280
98 .0 $7.80 79.50 78.00 0.50 59.70 54.0 I.00 43.50 8.20 82.50

107.00 99.50 91.40 53.0 7&V8 09.50 02.50 57.00 51.00 40.20 40.50
42 5880.. 113.60 105.50 97.40 8.80 .80 74.60 67.SC 01.10 55.00 50.20 44.80

. 119.00 111.50 103.40 96.80 57.80 79.00 72.50 05.50 60.00 5.20 48.50
12560 117.50 100.40 101.80 0380 55.20 77.50 75.50 54.40 58.20 52.50
13.00 12.50 115.40 107.80 90.50 91.20 55.10 7.10 0.40 02.70 05.50
5. 1 0 129.60 121.40 158.8 105.80 97.20 1.10 55.10 74.40 07.70 60.90

P 0d oe..

)00.149.80 141.0 133.40 12,,.80 117.30 100.20 101.10 9& 00 S&00 77.70 70.90
8.,16&600 147.50 180.403 181.80 123.30 118,90 10,1 9,0 820 760

70. 1651.60 INS.(50 146.40 137.30 129.80) 121.20 11t8.00 97g.0o 0 80.90
M M0.. 167.60 149.Il0 151.40 14& 80 136.80 i127,90 119.10 11.0 10&00 ZV 8.90

30 Perom% ot theJ olowe over $M2 plus-$720 ed *--. '1 70.,SMao a.40.4 10.0 9,.0 .50



TAX ADJUSTMENT ACT OF 19066
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"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is biweekly and
he Is married-

And the wIMe And the number of withholding exempUe claimed I#--

At But eemw
lesa-- then-.

The amountofIncome las to be withheld ahell be-

70.

1:::: --

4o .....

10 ....

64 ....
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12 ....

82..

112....00
to1....
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12D....
124...
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18 ....

140....
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148.
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....
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10.
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00..
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.20
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1.60
1.90
2.10
2.4 o

6,.0
s.7o

4.10
4.40
4.70
4,90
8,20

8,80
180

&% 10

.40
0,70

1.0D

7.22
7.80
7.90
&.20

IL,80

8.80
9.10
9.40
91.70

1.00

0,30

10.60

10.80

10. go

11.0

11 D
1.80

2.10I

12.40
12.70
1.00
11.80
13. 8
1M.90
14.20
14.80
14.80

18.40
18.70

17.40
18.2OD
18.80
19.20
18.80
2040
21.22)
21.80
2.20

22.80
3.40

24.22
14.70
28.80

18. 70
17.40
28.10
98.70

88.70
W8.40

.10

.s0

.80

.90
1.20
1,80
1.70
2.00
2.80
2.80
2.90
.10

8.40
8.70
4.00
4.80
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8.10
8.40
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8.80I
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7.90

8.40
8.70

9.80

9.90
10.20
I). Il0

10.80
11.10
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12.22
12.80
12.70
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18.90
14.50

18.70
18.80
18.90
17.80
15.10
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19.80
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21.10
21.70
22.80
22.90

14.20
28, s4

82.20
88.90

1.00
!.80
1.60

1.90
2.20
2.40
.70

3.00
8.30
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4.40
4.70&OD
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8.80
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8,40
8.70
7.22
7.80
7.00
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8.70
9.80
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4.70
8,30
8.80
6.40
7. O
7.180
8.20

9.40
10.22
18.60
11.20
11.80
1 2.40
18.22
18.80
14.20
14.80
15.40
18.22
17.10
18.80
20.10

93.10
24.70

.90
1.80
to

t.oo

2

2.80
8.20

8.70
4.80
4.80
8.40
6.90
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9.22
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10.20
10.80
11.40
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18.10
14.6018.10
17:80
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90.80
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3.90
4.40
8.00
6.80
6.208.80
7.40
8.00

12,0018.50

18.00
38.80

.10

.70
1.20

2.90

4.00

8.00

9.80
Ii 00
12.80

so
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.o

0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
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0

0i
0
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I
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0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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TAX ADJUSTMENT ACT OF 1966
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"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is biweekly and
he is married-

And tbe weds An th number of withho1ding 0o90MPUO clmed b-
a - . I 

. ..., . . . .

802.10
23.80
25.30
26.90
29.60
82.90

39.70
43.1046.50
49.90
58.40
57.40
61.40
65.40
89.40
73.40
77.40
81.40
85.40
89.40
93.40
97,40

101. 40
105.40
109.40
118.40
117.40
121.60
02180
131.50
1S& 0
141.0
146.80
151.50
150 50
161.80
107.80
173.30
179.80
183.80
191.80
197.80
2D. 80
209.30
215.30

$18.00
19.60
21.00
22:80
24.90
28.80
31.70
85.10
38.50
41.90
45.830
48.70
5.10
88.00
80.00
84.00
8.00

72. on

90. 0
84.00
810
92.00
98. 00

100.00

104.00
108.00

112.0
11.00
120.00
124.70
119.70
184.70
119.70
144.70
149.70
104.70
119.70
163.20
171.20
177.20
193.20
160.20
193.20
201.20
207.20

$14.00
15.80
17.00D
18.80
20.70
23.70
27.10
50.80
33.90
87.80
40.70
44.10
47.50
50.90
K.80
b8.60
82.80
6.80
M0o
74.60
7ao
82.0
86.60

0.80
94.60
8&.60

102.80
106.80
110.80
114.80
118W
123.0D
11 00
188.00
18.00
143.00
14& 00
153.00
158.00
163,10
169.10
175.10
181.10
187.10
193.10
199.10

68.90 
62.10

~8 7.40 
8.50

12.90 
8.90 

4.90
7,40
8.90

10.40
12.70
15.70
18.70
921.70
24.80
28.20
0 1,.60
65.00
88.40
41.80

8920 6.205.8
800
58.9

.080

7.80
8 79.90

60.0 580 750
52 7.8 .
9 11.90

19. 8D103.90

12014090958

107. 
10

11.111.018.80
119.80188 14.50 14
1296.00

1 14.001 180 12.8
15180 .87.9

171.00
177.D00

191.0 8500 148

$2.10

8.0
!!.60
14.60
17.0
20.60

27.00

89.9
$7.20
40.0

47. 40
50.80
54.60
88.50

70.60
74.50
7& 50
K ,50
90,60
14,50

102.50
105, 60
1 10.50
114.80
11&60
122, 80
132.00
137, RD
149, 80
147.80
182.90
187.0
in ,90
IM8 90
174.90

s0
0
I.10
2.80
4.80
7.60

10.60
13.60
1.80
19.80
22.80
25.80
29.20
82.60
6.O
89.40
42.80
46.20
49.60
5.10
87.10
81.10
65.10
69,10
73.10
77.10
81.10
95.10
89.10
0.10
97.10

101.10
10.10
10.10
112.10
117.10
121.10
128.10
131.10
138.10
141.10
14&110
181.10
128.10
161.10
15, so

80 Percent of the exc over $1,140 p ' "--

86.0 242.80 284.40 221.80 j21&301 - 01 9.DIto179 e.8

At i1W
The amount *lucene tax s be withheld slll be-
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74.90
78.90
82.90
88.90
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94.90
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102.90
10.9o
I10.9o
114.90
i8.90
123.40
12. 40
13.40
1M 40
140.40
148.40
1540
15&40
163.80
160.60
173.80

187.80103.60
199.60
205.80
211.80
217.80
22280
229.60
2K880
241.80
247.80

1885.80
87.80
89.00
40.70

46.601
50.00
83.80
57.0
61.80

70.00
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"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is semimonthly
and he Is not married-
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"It the payroll period with respect to an employee Is semimonthly
and he is not married-
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"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is semimonthly
and he is married-

And the au And tShe number wibblhldlng exemptions eklmed In-
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"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is semimonthly
and he is married-

And the wages And the number of withholding exemption claimed I*-
are-
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"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is monthly and
he is not married-
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"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is monthly and
he Is not married-
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94.60o
1n180
110.80
13.80

1480

171608
187.60
199.60O
111.60o

so0

00
0

00
0
0
0
0
0
00

00
0
0
0
0
0
1 0
&0

11.0
10

21.0
81.00
S&.40
5200O180
17.10
X& 10
S& to91.10
8.10

107.107M.10

123.10
13.10
141.0
151.0181.80O
161.80
171.80

194.10

$O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2.0
&0
1.0
2.0
2 0
3.0

A190
28.70
3.60
71.40

67.40
78.40
70. 40

111.40
119.40
127.40
13.60
146.60
13.60
16160
171 60

60 pecent of the zoom over $1,W0 plus-

87.60 1 81110 Milo ISK10 1 W40 I 710 I~f 2601 3= 10 1 217180
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28
"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is monthly and

he is married-

And the wagoae- And the number of wtbeiding ezemptions &elmed I-

e 1 2 8 d 4 6 6, 7 1 8 1 3 low
At Btionmore

The amount ofinoome tax to be withheld &bWl be--

632 .....
638 .....
$40 .....

V& .....

$104 .....
$10 ......

$62 ....

$64 .....

680 ....
$72 ....

$7I6 .....6100 ....
$10 .....
$106 ....
$112 ....

116..

120.....
124 ....

$140.....
19 . ...
1280....

614-.

18 ....616....

IN-.

$64....

6168.8176..

3180....
818....

$1....-

V20.C.

$260..
6272....
$296..

$20...

616....

278....

610...
$112..
$118...

12W...6124 ..
6128. -

I 40..
114...

6180..
6164..

1...

$0
.20
.70

1.30

1.40
3.00

4.10
4.70
5.20
3.80
6.30
6.90
7.80
&.00
8.60
9.10
9. 70

10.80
11.40
120
126
1&.20

1300
18.60
16.20
18.80
17.40
16.00

19. 20

2D 40
21.00D
21.60
2120
2180
23.40
24.00
24.60

22.0
2.00

27.60
26. 20
216.80
2640
80.00

8160

8Z.40
3M.so
3U.80
8&.70
8t.0
ft 10
39.80
40.80
41.70
41,0
44.10
45380

.40
1.00
1. 80
2.10
2.70
3.20

4.80
4.0
3.60
6.00
6.60
7.10
7.70
30

8.80

11.10
IL 60
12.20
12.60
1&.40
14.00
14.D
1&.80
13.80
16.40
17.00
17.80
13.20
16.80
1%.40
20.00
20.60
2L 2D
2L 60
#2 40
23.00
21.60
24.6W
28.70
28.0
28.10
Mao8
80.860
81.70
31 0
34.10
86.80
K360

.10

.70
1. 20
1.80
2.30
%g00
3.80
4.00
4.60
3.10
&.70
6.80
6.80
7.40
7.0
6.50
9.10
9.0

10.20
16.70
11.80
11.90
12.80
1&.10
1& 70
14.80
14.0
1&.so
17.00
1& 20
19.4a 60
21.60
2&.00
24.20
25.40
25.8s
27.60

$0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.

12

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
L 0
2.0



TAX ADJUSTMENT ACT OF 196

24

"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is monthly and
he is married-

And the waes And to numbe of withholding exemptions claimed i--

At 3 t ~ 0 1 2 3 4 8 7 8 1 9 0or
ko ot- thae-

The amount of inomtnotuto be hedsa e

137 .....

846....

8360.

$340:.

$760.::
840.-

8720.-
886....
$1840.

$I08.-
81.10---.

81,20...
$1,280-.

$1,40...-
81,280...-
81,120..
1 560...
81,400.-.
81,480..

81,72...

$2.000..
81040..

81,080..

82,12...
82,160.-.
82,20...-

82.800...

S420...

830...

s...

81,040.
81,080
81,120.
81,180.
31,020.
31,240.81,280.
81,12.
81,380.$81,40 .

81,20.
aw' :

81,180.
$1,00.
$1,10.

81.200.

$1,740.

$12.80.

81.860.

$1 840.81,880.

31,5W.
I'. .

$1,040.
81,080.
$1,00.
821040.
$1.080.
82,20.
82,010.82.160.

M820.
82,280.2400.i

210.82,280.
$2,420.

82,440.

82,440andover..I

840.80
47.70
48.90
80.10
82.80

83.90

5. 7089.00
62.4088.80
69.20
72.6078.6O0
"7.40
82.80
8K20
89.60
04.70

101.50
108.80
11.30
123.30
131.80
1 0.30
147.80
1M.30
183.80
171.30
179.80
187.80
195.30
203.3
211.30
219.30
227.30
285.30
243.30
251.80
259.80
288.0
278. 0O
2W.00
288. 6
08.60

31860
128.60
338.80
348.80
30.90
371.00
38300
38.00
407.90
419.90
431.00
443.9
4K.00
487.90
479.90
491.90
W09.00
51.00
527.00

$837.70

40.10
41.80
42.80
43.70
44.90

'23.1047.30
49.40
52.50
5.00
50.30
62.70
f8.10
80.50
72.00
7.8o
7.70
84.80
91.60
08.40

108.20
112.00
119.70
127.70
13. 70
143.70
151.70
159.70
1W7.70
17. 70
183.70
101.70
109.70
207.70
215.70
223. 70
231.70
239.70
247.70
2M. 70
284.0
274.60
284. 60
294. 60
304.00
314.60
324.00
3400

344.00
34.40
881. 40
37840
3540
40140
414.40
42 40
4840
4W540
40140
474.40
408.40
49. 40
518. 40

$29.60
01.20
31.40
32.60
83.80ft.00
3820
37.40
88.60
40.70
43.70
4& 70
49.70
82.80
8.20
59.60
83.00
80.40
00.80
74.00
81.70
8880
95.8o

102.1010&.90116.00

124.0
18. 0
140.0
148.00
18&.036.Oo
164.00171. 6
180. 0
188.60
10. 60
24. 60
212.00
220.60
22800
23. 60
244.60
25160
28W60
2.40
279.40
289.40
209.40
309.40
319.40
829.40
33.40
349.40
860.90
372.90

420.90
430
444.0

4f.00
492.9

128 2021.40
22.60
23.802& 00
28.20
27.40
28.60
29.80
31.00
34.90
37.00
40.90
43.90
46.90
49.00
63.10
W80
W. 90
6.00
71.80
7860
8340
92.20
09.0

105.80
112.80
125.80
128.30
138.30
144.80
182.30
1030
168.80
17. 30
184.30
10.80
200.30
20.30
21.80
224.30
23130
24a.30
248.80
28%.30
26480
274.80
284.80
204.80
304.80
314.80
324.80
334.80
a44.90
385.40
3867.40
379.40
391.40
403.40
41.40
427.40
4340
481.40
4W340
475. 40

$11.80
12.70
13.90
1.10
16.80
17.80
18.70
19.90
21.10
23.20
28.20
29.20
32.20
8.20
38.20
41.20
44.20
47.20
65.20
85.10
61.90
8.70

78. 0
82.o
8.10
08.00

102.70
10.50
11. 70
124. 70
132.70
140.70
148.70
15. 70
164. 70
17170
180.70
188.70
1. 70
204. 70
212.70
M8. 70

228.70
28.70
244.70
25.70
2 0.70
27.30
286 s
25. 30
30D. 30
310.30
325. 0
335.30
s45.8o
3M8.80
381.00
373.00
8.90

397.00
408.00
421.00
43.00
44.00
457.00

$3.30
4.40
5.60
.70

7.80
&00

15.60
11.20
12.30
14.40
17.40
20.40
23.40
26.40
29.40
32.40
3.40
88.40
41.40
4.90
8 .00
88.8o
6.80
72.40
79.20
8.60
92.80
09.60

10.40
113. 20
121.00
129.0
137.60
143.00
183 60
161.60
1M9.0
177.00
18.00
103.00
201.00
200.00
217. O0
22.00
233.00
241.00
24.00
257.00
2 .70
27& 70
288.7
295.70
3D0&70
31&70
328.70
38.70

348.70
358.4O
38.40
380.40
30140
404.40
416.40
428 40
440.40

.70
1.00
3.00
4.10
6.10
8.00

11.70
14.70
17.70
20.70
2.70
2. 70
29.70
32.70
37 20
43.20
49.20
ft180
62.40
89.20

82.80
89.80
0&840

103.20
11. 60
117.30
12. 80
13.30
141.30
149.30
157.30
165.80
17330
181.30
180.30
107.80
208.30
21.30
221.80
229.20
237. 30
245.30
253.3
261.80
271. 10
281.10
291.10
301,10
311.10
821.10
381.10
341.10
351.10
3=00
374.90
38K.90
308.00
410.00
422.90

.70
&50
6.30
0.10

11.90
14.0
17.90
20.0
2.0o
28.40
34.40
40.40
4& 40
83.8o
59.80
66.10
72.90
79.70
88.80
03.30

10D. 10
10.00
11&70
121.70
129.70
137.70
14. 70
153.70
161.70
10.70
177.70
18. 70
10 70
201.70
200.70
217.70
225.70
233 70
241.70
20.70
257.70
285.0
27.8 0
28K.80
28.80
886.80
31K. 0
3A.0
336.80
348.30
357.40
369.40
381.40
39140
408.40

.0
3.70
6.30
9.80

12.20
1.20
19.70
25.70
81.70
37.70
43.70
49.70
8.20
83.00
69.80

83.40
05.20
97.00

103.80
118.60
128.0
134.60
142.00
1W . 60
158L.OD
1686 0
174. 0
18160

198.0026 OD
214.00
22160O235.60
238.00

254.80O2816OD2K. 00

271.90
281.90201,0
301.00
$11.00
321.9
331.90
341.90
351.90

387.90

to
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.20
4.60
8.80

22.0
2&0
34.0
45.0
4&0
a3.o
30.0
88.70
73.80

87.10
83.0

100.70
107.80
114.30
122.30
13020
183.30
148.30
181 30

io

170.30
178.30
188.30
104.30
2D2130
210.30
218.30
228.30
234.30
24130
280.30
207.3
277.30
117.30
297.30
317.30
327.30
337.30
347.30

35 o
o7.4

s0
0
0
00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

2.80
8.40

14.20
20.20
28.20
32.20
U120
44.20
85.20

8.0

83.80
70.40
77.20
34.00
00.80
97.60

104.40
111.20
118.70
12,70
134.70
14270
180.70
158.70
183.70
174.70
18270
100 70
18. 70
26. 70
214 70
222.70
230. 70
238 70
240 70

26. 70

254.70

2728D
28280
2a180

2. 80
31280
822.80

342. 80
352.00

30 percent of the excea over $2,440 plus-

38.00 I 140 1408,1 481.401 463.0 144.40 142.0 411.40!1 39& 90 87840J 3%800



TAX ADJUSTMENT ACT OF 1966

25

"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is a daily pay-
roll period or a miscellaneous payroll period and he is not married-

And the wep And the number ot withholding ezemptions claimed Is-.dividedby(. .. ..
number 4hlu
In steperid 0 1 1 3 4 1 a t 11 1 I 1 r

are-

At 8at The amount of Iacome tx to e withboheld elmall be the rollowingamount =amue by the
leet- ten- number ot das In each peeod-

- 1then-I

71.20 ....
1.78.6

28 ....
8250....

76 ...

1.00...

$3.20...

$3S.80....

$5.78....

8D...
80....
7o...

173.0...
6.00...

$728....

6.0:...

9.00....

.60....

S.7 ....
1.8 ...
0.805 ...

100...
1 ....

$2.0...
$13....
$130...
1.5....

$140...
14 ....I 180...

818.80..
818.00..
18.50..I 700..
17.80..
18.00 ...

$13.80..
$19.00...

$19.50 ...

$20.00 ..

$2 00..
$2200 ...

$1.23...

$.50..
$.76..
$.00..
28..j50..

.00..

.26..
80..
78..

$478..
$800..
.25..

$.78..
$.00..

$6 28..
$3.0..

$3000
5.

$.7..

$10.:00.
$10.80.
$11.00.

12.00.
I4.00..

$1 4.80..18.00..

$16.80..
$17.00.

$17.80..
$1 8.00..
$18.80.
$19.00..

1.80..
$2.00.

$0
.08
.10
.10
.18
.20
.20
.28
.80
.35
.88
.40
.45
.80
.88
.80
.60
.65
.70

.80

.0

.98
1.00
1.00

1.18

1.20
1.40
1.80
1.40
1.4

1.80
1.60
1.6
1.8

2.0
2.18
2.28
2.88
2.45
2.85
2.65
± 78
1.88
298

8.05
3.18
8.28
8.88
1.45
3.80
3.80
4.00
4.20
4.40
4.68
4.80

so
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.08
.10
.18
.18
.20
.28
.25
.80
.35
.40
.48
.45
.80
.88
.80
.65
.70
.70
.78
.80
.8
.90
.95

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.10
11

1.20
1.28
1.88
1.40
1.80
1.80
1.70
1.78
1.68
1.98
2.00
2.18
2.2
2.88
2.48
2.88
2.68
2.78
2.88
2.08
3.00
8.20
8.40
3.0
8.80
4.00
4. 20
4.40

$0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.05

.10
.18
.18
.20
.25
.so
.80
.8
.40
.43
.80
.46
.65

:so
.68
.70
.78
.80
.80
.68
.95

1.00D
1.10
1.20
1.25
1.6
1.48
1.80
1.60
1.70
1.810
1.68
198
200

2.18
2.28
2.88
2.48
2.58
2.68'
2.80
3.00
8.20
3.40
3.0
8.80
4.00D

$oo
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00

0
0
0
.35

.10

.10

.15

.20

.20

.20

.80

.88

.88

.40
1.08
1.10
1.20
1.30
1.70
1.78
1.85
1.0

1.10
1.20
1.80
1.48
1.68

1.60

0
0
0

0
0
.05
.10
.18
.18
.20
.28

.46

.88

.60

.70
.80
.95

1.00
1.18
1.20
1.80
1.40
1.48
1.68
1.68
1.70
1.80
1.0
2.00

22
2.48
2.65
2.8
3.00
8.28

.10

.18

.25

.30

.40
45

.56

.68

.70

.80

.90
.98

1.00
1.18
1.28
1.80
1.40
1.80
1.88
1.70
1.68

2

2.48
2.6
2.8

.06

.10

.18

.28

.80

.40

.45

.88
.68
.78
.80
.go

1.00
1.00
1.18
1.28
1.68o
1.88
1.70
1.80
2.10
2.80
2.80

.8a

.40

.80

.55

.68

.78

.68

.0
1.00
1.20
1.40
1.88
1.70
1.0
2.10

.10
.20
.28
.68
.40
.80
.60

.90
1.00
1.28
1.40
1.88
1.78

.05
.18
.20
.80
.40
.55
.78
.90

1.00
1.28
1.40

.10
.28
.40
.55
.78
.90

LI0
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26

"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is a daily pay-
roll period or a miscellaneous payroll period and he is not married-

And the wages And the number of withholding onemptln clmed Is--
number dasain such podI 2 2 4 6 7 8 l 0

At But The amount oflnoom*e tat be withheld eal be the following amouN mulie by the
keg.- less number of days In such periode-

than-

827.00... 828.00. $&.15 14t 8 $4.20 $3.85 $3.45 83.05 82.70 82.30 $1.00 $1.60 $1.25
.00... 828.00. 240 4.90 4.45 4.08 8.65 3.25 2.0 2.50 2.10 1.78 L40
:00:-. 300. 8.05 6.11 4.70 4.25 3.85 &.5 3.10 2.70 2.80 1.00 1.0

.$300. .20 8.4 4.20 4.4 4.05 3.5 3.30 2.90 2.70 2.10 1.75
.... 81 6.2 .0 8 .4 4.70 4.40 4. 8 32.05 3.30 &10 2.70 2.80 1.95
00. 0 .50 &905 2.45 4.95 4.80 4.08 3.70 8.30 2.00 2.50 2.15
00..

.  
6.80 8.23 5.70 .20 4.75 4.25 3.00 3.50 .10 2.70 2.35

834 .00... 7.10 6.5 6.95 5,48 2.00 4.50 4.10 3.70 A.20 2.,90 2.58
500..K 7.40 &. 6.28 8.70 &25 4.78 4.80 3.00 L0 8.10 2.78
.0... 00- 7.70 7.18 0.85 0.00 .80 .00 4.80 4.10 &.70 830 2.95

MOD :80 8.00 7.45 6.85 0.80 .78 .25 4.78 4.30 &20 280 3.15
MOO.00: , D. 30 7.78 7.15 0.CO .00 .50 4.00 4.55 4.10 &.70 2.5
8000..40.tO &600 2.08 7.48 6.00 6.80 2.78 8.25 4.80 4.80 2.00 2.55

.00::.41.00. 4.00 8.88 7.75 7.20 6.00 0.08 4.50 4.0 4.85 4.10 2.75
00. 42.00. 9.20 8.05 2.08 7.80 6.00 6.5 &7 .0 4.80 4.35 .95
00.. .00. 0.80 .9 L.35 7.80 7.20 6.85 6.08 5.8 4.08 4.00 4.15
00"" 0 0.80 9 .25 .05 8.10 7.80 .95 6.95 5.80 2.80 4.85 45

10.10 9.55 8.95 .40 7.80 7.25 6.05 2.10 .85 .10 4.0
o4 .0 40 9.88 0.25 8.70 8.1o 7.55 .95 N .4 O 5. 3 4.85

7.00. 10.70 10.15 9.55 9.00 4.40 7.85 7.25 6.70 2.10 8.00 5,10
47.00.. 0: 11.0 D 10.45 0.85 9.80 5.70 .15 7.5 7.00 2.40 585 .5
8.00... 9.00. 11.30 10.75 10.15 9.00 9.00 248 7.88 7.30 .70 .15 4.0
849.0... 0.00. 11.80 11.05 10.45 9.00 9.80 8.75 4.15 7.80 7.00 2.45 .85

80 percet of the ezems over $80 plus-

110nd 1r. 78j I IS 117.20j 10.00j 1M05! 1 .46 1 9 1~' 11.301 7.75j 7.15! & 2.0 0.00
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27

"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is a daily pay.
roll period or a miscellaneous payroll period and he is married-

And the waes And the number of withholding exemptions claimed iw-
number o:: dlmYa ..inie the
lnsuch perod 0 1 j I 4 5 6 7 8 l1ot

are- more

At But The amount of income tax to be withheld shell be the following amount multiplied by the
tetd- le number oftdays In such period*-

I then-

8.75.$1.00-...
81.25 ....
$1.0 ...
81.75..
82.200....

$8.5 ....50 ....
.75....

$4.00....
14.25....
84.0....
84.75....
85.25....

85.50....$5.75....
$86.00....
86.25...
85.0 ....
$5.75 ....$7,00 ....

$0.25....
$87,50 ....
87.75 ....
8.00 ....
8.25 ....
$8.0 ....
$8.78....
s.0....
$925 ....
$89.50 ....
$8.75 ....
$1.00...
$10.50...

111.00...
811.0...
812.00...
512.50...
$13.00...
$13.50...
$14.00...
$14.50...
$15.00...
$15.50...
$16.00...
$18.50...
$17.00...
817.0. .
818.00...

18.0...
1.00...

110.75..

$1 .50..
81.75..
82.00.
812.25..
82.50..
82.76..
85.00..
853.25..

85.75..
84.00..

85.25..

86.50..8875..
87.00..
87.25..

83.00..
85.25..
8350..

F6.76..
8.00..
825.

8.75..
810..

81.50.

$13.00.
810.50.
$14.00.
$11.50.
815.00.

81280.
816.00.
$16.50.
817.00.
817.50.
$111.00.
818.50.
819.00.

$17.00.

$12.00.
$25.00.

.$8 80
0 .5 0

:to 0
.10 0
15 0

.20 0
* .20 0
* .25 0
* .50 0
* .65 .05

.38 .10

.40 .15

.45 .15
.45 .2D
.50 .25
M8 .25
.60 .50
.50 .5
.65 .35.70 .40
.75 .45
.75 .50
.80 .50
.85 .85
.90 .50
.00 .65
905 .65

1.00 .70
1.05 .75
1.05 .80
1.10 .80
1.15 .85
1.20 .00
1.20 .85
1.25 .95
1.50 1.00
1.55 1.85
1.55 1.10
1.45 1.15
1.50 1.20
1.86 1.50
1.65 1.25
1.75 1.45
1.50 1.0
1.00 1.50
2.00 1.65
2.65 1.75
2.15 1.85
2.25 1.0
2.25 2.00
2.40 2.10
2.50 2.15
2.50 2.25
2.65 2.25
2.75 2.46
2.85 2.50
2.0Of 2.50
5.00 2.70
8.18 2.80
5.50 3.00
8.45 3.15
3.68 303.85 8.50

so so
0 0
O 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

01% 0
.6 0
.10 0
.15 0
.15 0
.20 0
.25 0
.50 0
.50 .05

.39 .10

.40 .10

.40 .15.45 .20.50 .20.55 .25.55 .30

1.70 1.40
1.75 1.45

1.85 1.55
1.95 1.5
2.0 1D.70
2.10 1.7
2.5 1. 85
2.25 1.05

2.50 2.15

2.65 2.55
2.50 2.50

3.00 2.65

8.15 2.05

10
.15
.25
:so
.5
.46
.50
.50
.65
.75
.80
.90
.95

1.65
1.10
1.20
1.26
1.55
1.40
1.65
1.70
1.85
2.00D
2.20

. mi

.10

.15

.25

.30

.40

.45

.85

.60

.70

.75

.85

.0
1.00

1.25
1.40
1.65
1.70
1.85

to
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
.0

.0

. 05

.10

.70

.75

.30

.95
1.10
1.25
1.40
1.65

so
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.0
0

.0
.0
.05
.80
.50
.95

1.10
1.250

$8 so
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
O 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

.05 0

.15 0

.20 0
.25 0
.40 .1
.05 .2
.70 .4

1.00 .
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"If the payroll period with respect to an employee is a daily pay.
roll period or a miscellaneous payroll period and he is married-

And the wages And the number ot withholding exemptlons claimed I.-
divided b th

In such =erlod 0 1 1 2 4 5 1 7 18 1 10.
are- I nM

At out The amount or lnmmo lta to be withheld shall be the following amount m lt l und h7 tiie
lesat- less number of days In sueh Perloe-

than-

$25.00 ...$26 00...

8.....

$2.00...
12.00...

830.00...
531.00...
$3.00...
$3.00...
.00...

W D.0..o
$3.00.$39.00..

sn.oo2:"
530...

$40.00...
$41.00..
$42.00...

$43.00...
$4.00...
$0.00 ...

$47.00...
$W000...
$81.00...
62.00 ...

$5300 ...
$9.00 ...

$17.00..

$99.,00 ...
$6.00 ...
$6.00...
$6.00...-

$6.00 ...
$6.00 ...

$6.00..
$66.00 ...

76.00..

$70.00...
$171.00...
$72.0...
$73.00 ...
$74.00 ...
$7.00 ...
1176.00...
$77.00...
$7.00...
$79.00...

$26.00. $4.0
$27.00. 4.23
$2.00. 4.45
$28.00. 4.63
$30.00. 4.68
$31.00. 8.65
102.00. 5.25
$3.00. 0.45
$3.00. 5.85
635.00. .065
$36.00. 6.086.28

8.45
6.65

0.0 6.63
$41.00. 7.05
$42.00. 7.28

S 045.0. 7.5
$46.00. 6.83$47.00. 8.25

8.2

8.90
$31.00. 9.15
$8.00. 9.40
$33.00. 9.63
$84.00. 9.90
5.00 10.15

10.40
7 : 10.65

$66.00. 1.90
$69.00. 11.15
660.00. 11.40
$61.00. 11. I
$6.00. 11.93
$63.00. 12.25
$64.00. 12.65
6.00. 12.85
$66.00. 13.15
$67.00. 13.45

.00. 13.75
.00. 1.08
$.00. 14.8

$71.00. 14.65
67.00. 14.95
$73.00. 18.25
$74,00. 15.85
$76.00. 15.8
676,00. 16.18
$77.00. 16.48
67.00. 16.75
7900. 17.05

600.00. 17.63

$3.65
3.83
4.05
4.25
4.45
4.68
4.65
6.08
6.25
6.45
6.65
5.63
6.05
6.28
6.48
6.63
6.83
7.08
7.25
7.45
7.65
7.83
8.08
8.25
8.43
8.63
8.90
9.15
9.40
9.65
9.90

10.15
10.40
10.65
10.9011.18
11.40
11.65
11.95
12.25
12.53
12.63
13.15
15.45
15.75
14.05
14.35
14.63
14.95
15.25
15.,53
15.6.5
16.15
16.45
16.78

8.50
3.63
3.85
4.05
4.25
4.45
4.65
4.83
5.03
5.25
5.45
8.65
5.65
6.08
6.28
0.45
6.65
8.83
7.05
7.28
7.48
7.63
7.63
8.08
8.25
8.45
8.65
8.90
9.15
9.40
0.65
9.90
10.15
10.40
10.35
10.90
11.18
11.40
11.70
12.00
12.30
12.60
12.90
13.20
13.50
13.80
14.10
14.40
14.70
15.0015.80

1&.90
16.20

$3.00
3.20
3.35
3.90
8.70
3.90
4.10
4.30
4.50
4.70
4.90
5.10
5.30
6.50
5.70
5.90
6.10
6.90
6.90
6.70
0.90
7.10
7.80
7.60
7.70
7.90
6.108.20
8.90
6.70

9.20

10.20
10.45
10,70
10.95
11.20
11.45
11.70
12.00
12.90
12.60
12.90
13.20
13.50
13.90
14.10
14.40
14.70
18.00
15.3015.60

$2.35
2.70
7.6
3.05
3.203.35
2.90

4.10
4.30

4.70
4.90
5.10

8.70
5.90
6.10
6.30
6.90
6.70
6.90
7.10

7.50
7.70
7,90
8.10
&.20
8.90
8.75
9.00
9.28
9.50
9.75

10.00
10.25
1090
10.75
11.00
11.25
11.50
11.78
12.05
12.33
12.65
12.95
13.25
12.65
15.8
14.15
14.45

08
2.20
2.35
2.55
2.70
2.90
3.06
3.20
2.40
3.63
3.75
5.90
4.10
4.30
4.50
4.70
4.90
5.10
1. 305.90
5.70
5.90
6.10

6.70
6.906.79

7.50

7.70
7.90
8,10
8.30
8.10
8.75
9.00
9.25
9.50
9.75

10.00
10.2
10.50
10.75
11.00
11.28
11.90
11.so
12.10
12.40
12.70
13.00
13.90
13.60
13.90

61, 701.621.081
2.20
2.40
2.653
2.70
2.90
3.0
.25

2.40
3.5
3.75
&.95
4.15
4.35
4.56
4.76
4.958.15
5.35

5.75
8.956.15
6.35
6.6W
6.75
6.95
7.15
7.63
7.55
7.75
7.95
5.15

8.56
8.75
9.00
9.28
9.50
9.75

10.00
10.25
10.90
10.78
11.00
11.28
11:0
11.80
12.10
12.40
12.70
13.00
18.30

61.401.5
1.70
1.90
2.08
2.28
2.40
2.6
3.78
2.90
2.10
5.25
3.40
3.75
3.93
4.18
4.635
4,88
4.78
4.95
5,18
8:3
5.63
5.75
5.95
6.18
6.65
&.6
.75

6.95
7.15
7.6
7.6.75

11.60

5.805

9.05
9.20
9.65
9.90

1& 05
10.30
10.6

11.05
11.30
11.63
11.83
12.18
12.4812.78

$1.18
1.20
1.46
1.60
1.76
1.902.0
2.25
2.40

2.78
2.908.10
2.25

8,75
2.753.96:
4.15
4,34.634.53
4.75
4.09
8.15
5.6
5.63
5.75
5.0
8.95
655

6.75
6.9
7.18
7.115
7.5
7.78
7.95.15
8.38.63
5.90
9.08
9:55
9.60

10.05
10.20
10.6
10.20
11.05
11.90
1.63
11.65
12.18

20 percent of the erosos o'er !60 plus-

$80.and over.- . 1 ,75 ' 1.05 ".41".90 ".101,. ,'

59-593 0-66---3

8.6
1.00
1.15
1.20
1.45
8.60
1.75
1.0
.10
2.25
2.40

2.75
8.95
2.10
8.23
8.48
8.90
4.00
4.20
4.40
4.6o
4.20
8.00
5.20
&40
5.60
&.90
6.20
.40

6.60
0.0

7.60
7.20
7.40
7.60
7.90
11,00
8.20
8.40
1.60
1.85
9.10
9.85
9.60
9.35

10.10
10.3
10.60
10.65
11.10
113
11.60
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1 (d) DISCLOSURE OF MARITALi STATUS; DETERMINA-

2 TION OF MARITAL STATUS; TREATMENT OF SURVIVING

3 SPOUS.-Section 3402 (relating to income tax collected at

4 source) is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow-

5 ing new subsection:

6 " (1) DETERMINATION AND DiscimOsuipE O1 MARITAL

7 STATUS.-

8 "(1) DETERMINATION OF STATUS BY EM-

9 PLOYE1.-For purposes of applying the tables in sub-

10 sections (a) and (c) to a payment of wages, the em-

11 ployer shall treat the employee as a single person unless

12 there is in effect with respect to such payment of wages

13 a withholding exemption certificate furnished to the em-

14 ployer by the employee after the date of the enactment

15 of this subsection indicating that the employee is

16 married.

17 " (2) DISCL OSURE OF STATUS BY EMPIOYEE.-An

18 employee shall be entitled to furnish the employer with

19 a withholding exemption certificate indicating he is mar-

20 lied only if, on the day of such furnishing, he is married

21 (determined with the application of the rules in para-
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1 graph (8)). An employee whose marital status

2 changes from married to single shall. at such time as the

3 Secretary or his delegate may by regulations prescribe,

4 furnish the employer with a new withholding exemption

5 certificate.

6 "(3) DTERmINATION OF MAmTAL STATUS.-For

7 purposes of paragraph (2), an employee shall on any

8 day be considered-

9 "(A) as not married, if (i) he is legally

10 sepamted from his spouse under a decree of divorce

11 or separate maintenance, or (ii) either he or his

12 spouse is, or on any preceding day within the

13 calendar year was, a nonresident alien; or

14 "(B) as married, if (i) his spouse (other than

15 a spouse referred to in subparagraph (A)) died

16 within the portion of his taxable year which pre-

17 cedts such day, or (ii) his spouse died during one

18 of the two taxable years immediately preceding

19 ti current taxable year and, on the basis of facts

20 existing at the beginning of such day, the employee

21 reasonably expects, at the close of his taxable year,"

22 to be a surviving spouse (as defined in section 2

23 (b))."

24 (e) WITHHOLDING ALLOWANOES FO ITuzmIED DR.

25 DUOTIONS.-
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1 (1) ALLOWANCE.--Section 3402 (f) (1) (relating

2 to withholding exemptions) is amended-

3 (A) by striking out "and" at the end of

4 subparagraph (D),

5 (B) by striking out the period at the end of

6 subparagraph (E) and inserting in lieu thereof

7 "; and", and

8 (0) by adding at the end thereof the follow-

9 ing new subparagraph:

10 "(F) any allowance to which he is entitled

11 under subsection (m), but only if his spouse does

12 not have in effect a withholding exemption certifi-

13 cate claiming such allowance."

14 (2) WITHHOLDING ALLOWANCES BASED ON ITEM-

15 IZED DEDUCTIONS.-Section 3402 (relating to income

16 tax collected at source) is amended by adding at the

17 end thereof the following new subsection:

18 "(M) WITHHOLDING ALLOWANCES BASED ON ITEM-

19 IZED DEDUOTION.- .

20 "(1) Gm x.L RuLE.-An employee shall be en-

21 titled to withholding allowances under this subsection

22 with respect to a payment of wages in a number equal

23 to the number determined by dividing by $700 the

24 excess .of, -
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1 "(A) his estimated itemized deductions, over

2 "(B) an amount equal to the sum of 12 per-

3 cent of the first $7,500 of his estimated wage3 and

4 17 percent of the remainder of his estimated wages.

5 If the number determined under the preceding sentence is

6 not a whole number, the fraction shall be disregarded; ex-

7 cept that, if the number determined is one-half or more but

8 less than one, it shall be increased to one.

9 "(2) DEFINITION.S.-For purposes of this sub-

10 section-

11 " (A) ESTIMATED ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS.-

12 The term 'estimated itemized deductions' means the

13 aggregate amount which he reasonably expects will

14 be allowable as deductions under chapter 1 (other

15 than the deductions referred to in sections 141 and

16 151 and other than the deductions required to be

17 taken into account in determining adjusted gross

18 income under section 62) for the estimation year.

19 In no case shall such aggregate amount be greater

20 than the amount of such deductions shown on his

21 return of tax under subtitle A for the taxable year

22 preceding the estimation year.

23 "(B) ESTIMATED wAGE.-'-The term 'esti-

24 mated wages' means the aggregate amount which he

25 reasonably expects will constitute wages for the

26 estimation year. In no case shall such aggregate
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1 amount be less than the amount of wages shown

2 on his return for the taxable year preceding the

3 estimation year.

4 " (C) ESTIMATION YEA.-In the case of an

5 employee who files his return on the basis of a

6 calendar year, the term 'estimation year' means-

7 "(i) with respect to payments of wages

8 after April 30 and on or before December 31

9 of any calendar year, such calendar year, and

10 "(ii) with respect to payments of wages

11 on or after January 1 and before May 1 of any

12 calendar year, the preceding calendar year (or,

13 if the employee has filed a return for the pre-

14 ceding calendar year, and if he has in effect

15 a withholding allowance under this subsection

16 based on using the current calendar year as

17 the estimation year, such current calendar

18 year).

19 In the case of an employee who files his return on

20 a basis other than the calendar year, his estimation

21 year, and the amounts deducted and withheld to be

22 governed by such estimation year, shall be deter-

23 mined under regulations preswribQd by the Secretary

24 or his delegate.
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1 "(3) SPBOIL RULES.-

2 "(A) MARIwED INDIVmUALS.-The number of

8 withholding allowances to which a husband and

4 wife are entitled under this subsection shall be de-

5 termined on the basis of their combined wages and

6 deductions. This subparagraph shall not apply to a

7 husband and wife who filed separate returns for the

8 taxable year preceding the estimation year and who

9 reasonably expect to file separate returns for the

10 estimation year.

11 "(B) ONLY ONE CERTIFICATE TO BE IN

12 EFFECT.-In the case of any employee, withhold-

13 ing allowances under this subsection may not be

14 claimed with more than one employer at any one

15 time.

16 "(C) TERMINATwDN OF EFFECTIVENESS.-In

17 the case of an employee who files his return on the

18 basis of a calendar year, that portion of a withhold-

19 ing exemption certificate which relates to allow-

20 ances under this subsection shall not be effective

21 with respect to payments of wages after the first

22 April 80 following the close of the estimation year

23, on which it is based.

24 "'(D) LIMITATION.--The Secretary or his

25 delegate may by regulations provide that one or
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t more of the withholding allowances to which an

2 employee would, but for this subparagraph, be en-

3 titled under this subsection shall be denied because

4 such employee's estimated wages are above the

5 level at which the amounts deducted and withheld

6 under this chapter are generally sufficient to offset

T the liability for tax under chapter 1 with respect

8 to the wages from which such amounts are deducted

9 and withheld.

10 "(E) AUTHORITY TO PRESCRIBE TABLES.-

11 The Secretary or his delegate may prescribe tables

12 pursuant to which employees shall determine the

13 number of allowances to which they are entitled

14 under this subsection. Such tables may be based

15 on reasonable wage and itemized deduction brackets.

16 "(F) TREATMENT OF ALLOWANCE.-For

17 purposes of this title, arty withholding allowance

18 under this subsection shall be treated as if it were

19 denominated a withholding exemption."

20 (3) STATUS DETERMINATION DATE.-The last sen-

21 tence of section 3402 (f) (3) (B) is amended to read as

22 follows: "For purposes of this subparagraph, the term

23 'status determination date' means January 1, May 1,

24' July 1, and October 1 of each year."

25 . (4) CML PENALTY.-
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1 (A) Subohapter B of chapter 68 (relating to

2 assessable penalties) is amended by adding at the

3 end thereof the following new section:

4 "SEC. 6682. FALSE INFORMATION WITH RESPECT TO

5 WITHHOLDING ALLOWANCES BASED ON

6 ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS.

7 "(a) CIVIL PENALTY.-In addition to any criminal

8 penalty provided by law, if any individual in claiming a

9 withholding allowance under section 3402 (f) (1) (F) states

10 (1) that the wages (within the meaning of chapter 24)

11 shown on his return for any taxable year were less than

12 such wages actually shown, or (2) that the itemized deduc-

13 tions referred to in section 3402 (m) on the return for any

14 taxable year were greater than such deductions actually

15 shown, he shall pay a penalty of $50 for each such state-

16 ment, unless (1) such statement did not result in a decrease

17 in the amounts deducted and withheld under chapter 24, or

18 (2) the taxes imposed with respect to the individual under

19 subtitle A for the succeeding taxable year do not exceed

20 the sum of (A) the credits against such taxes allowed by

21 part IV of subchapter A of chapter 1, and (B) the pay-

22 ments of estimated tax which are considered payments on

23 account of such taxes.

24 "(b) DBFICIBNOY PR EDURis NOT To APPLY.-

25 Subchapter B of chapter 63 (relating to deficiency pro-
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1 cedures for income, estate, and gift taxes) shall not apply

2 in respect of the assessment or collection of any penalty

3 imposed by subsection (a)."

4 (B) The table of sections of such subchapter

5 B is amended by adding at the end thereof the

6 following:

"Sec. 6682. False information with respect to withholding
allowances based on itemized deductions."

7 (5) CRIMINAL PENALTY.-Section 7205 (relating

8 to fraudulent withholding exemption certificate or fail-

9 ure to supply information) is amended-

10 (A) by striking out "section 3402 (f)" and

11 inserting in lieu thereof "section 3402", and

12 (B) by striking out "any penalty otherwise

13 provided" and inserting in lieu thereof "any other

14 penalty provided by law (except the penalty pro-

15 vided by section 6682) ".

16 (6) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by

17 paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection shall apply

18 only with respect to remumeration paid after Decem-

19 ber 31, 1966, but only with respect to withholding

20 exemptions based on estimation years beginning after

21 such date.

22 (f) TRANSITIONAL DET,RMINATION STATUS DATE.-

23 Notwithstnding section 3402 (f) (3) (B) of the Internal
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1 Revenue Code of 1954, a withholding exemption certificate

2 furnished the employer after the date of the enactment of

3 this Act and before May 1, 1966, shall take effect with

4 respect to the first payment of wages made on or after

5 May 1, 1966, or the 10th day after the date on which such

6 certificate is furnished to the employer, whichever is later,

7 and at the election of the employer such certificate may

8 be made effective with respect to any payment of wages

9 made on or after the date on which such certificate is

10 furnished.

11 (g) EFFCTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by

12 this section (other than subsection (e)) shall apply only

13 with respect to remuneration paid after April 30, 1966.

14 SEC. 102. ESTIMATED TAX IN CASE OF INDIVIDUALS.

15 (a) INCLUSION OF SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAx IN ESTI-

16 MATED TAx.-Section 6015 (c) (relating to definition of

17 estimated tax in the case of an individual) is amended to

18 read as follows:

19 "(c) ESTIMATED TAx.-For purposes of this title, in

20 the case of an individual, the term 'estimated tax' means-

21 "(1) the amount which the individual estimates as

22 the amount of the income tax imposed by chapter 1

23 for the taxable year, plus

24 "(2) the amount which the individual estimates
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1 as the amount of the self-employment tax imposed by

2 chapter 2 for the taxable year, minus

3 "(3) the amount which the individual estimates

4 as the sum of any credits against tax provided by

5 part IV of subchapter A of chapter 1."

6 (b) ADDITION TO TAX FOR UNDERPAYMENT OF

7 ESTIMATED TAx.--

8 (1) Section 6654 (a) (relating to addition to the

9 tax for underpayment of estimated tax by an individual)

10 is amended by inserting after "chapter 1" the following:

11 "and the tax under chapter 2".

12 (2) Section 6654 (d) is amended to read as

13 follows:

14 "(d) ExcBPTION.-Notwithstanding the provisions o

15 the preceding subsections, the addition to the tax with' re-

16 spect to any underpayment of any installment -shall not be

17 imposed if the total amount of all payments of estimated tax

18 made on or before the last date prescribed for the payment

19 of such installment equals or exceeds the amount which

20 would have been required to be paid on or before such date

21 if the estimated tax were whichever of the following is the

22 leasti-

23 "(1) The tax shown on the return of the individual

24 for the preceding taxable year, if h return showing a
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1 liability for tax was filed by the individual for the pre-

2 ceding taxable year and such preceding year was a

3 taxable year of 12 months.

4 "(2) An amount equal to 70 percent (6QI percent

5 in the case of individuals referred to in section 6073 (b),

6 relating to income from farming or fishing) of the tax

7 for the taxable year computed by placing on an annual-

8 ized basis the taxable income for the months in the

9 taxable year ending before the month in which the

10 installment is required to be paid and by taking into

11 account the adjusted self-employment income (if the

12 net earnings from self-employment (as defined in sec-

13 tion 1402 (a)) for the taxable year equal or exceed

14 $400). For purposes of this paragraph-

15 "(A) The taxable income shall be played on

16 an annualized basis by-

17 "(i) multiplying by 12 (or, in the case

18 of a taxable year of less than 12 months, the

19 number of months in the taxable year) the tax-

20 able income (computed without deduction of

21 personal exemptions) for the months in the tax-

22 able year ending before the month in which the

23 installment is required to be paid,
I
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1 "(iH) dividing the resulting amount by the

2 number of months in the taxable year ending

3 before the month in which such installment date

4 falls, and

5 "(iii) deducting from such amount the de-

6 ductions for personal exemptions allowable for

7 the taxable year (such personal exemptions

8 being determined as of the last date prescribed

9 for payment of the installment).

10 "(B) The term 'adjusted self-employment in-

11 come' means-

12 "(i) the net earnings from self-employ-

13 ment (as defined in section 1402 (a)) for the

14 months in the taxable year ending before the

15 month in which the installment is required to

16 be paid, but not more than

17 "(ii) the excess of $6,600 over the amount

18 determined by placing the wages (within the

19 meaning of section 1402 (b)) for the months in

20 the taxable year ending before the month in

21 which the installment is required to be paid on

22 an annualized basis in a manner consistent with

23 clauses (i) and (ii) of subparagraph (A).
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1 "(3) An amount equal to 90 percent of the tax

2 computed, at the rates applicable to the taxable year,

3 on the basis of the actual taxable income and the actual

4 self-employment income for the montlh3 in the taxable

5 year ending before the month in which the installment

6 is required to be paid as if such months constituted the

7 taxable year.

8 "(4) An amount equal to the tax computed, at the

9 rates applicable to the taxable year, on the basis of the

10 taxpayer's status with respect to personal exemptions

11 under section 151 for the taxable year, but otherwise on

12 the basis of the facts shown on his return for, and the

13 law applicable to, the preceding taxable year."

14 (3) Section 6654 (f) (relating to definition of tax

15 for purposes of subsections (b) and (d) of section 6654)

16 is amended to read as follows:

17 "(f) TAX COMPUTED AFTER APPLICATION OF

18 CREDITS AOANST TAx.-For purposes of subsections (b)

19 and (d), the term 'tax' means-

20 "(1) the tax imposed by this chapter 1, plus
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1 "(2) the tax imposed by chapter 2, mnnus

2 "(3) the credits against tax allowed by part IV

a of subchapter A of chapter 1, other than the credit

4 against tax provided by section 31 (relating to tax

5 withheld on wages) ."

6 (4) Section 7701 (a) (relating to definitions) is

7 amended by adding at the end thereof the following

8 new paragraph:

9 "(34) ESTIMATFPlD INCOME TAX.-The term 'esti-

10 mated income tax' means-

11 "(A) in the case of an individual, the esti-

12 mated tax as defined in section 6015 (c), or

13 "(B) in the case of a corporation, the esti-

14 mated tax as defined in section 6016 (b)."

15 (5) Section 1403 (b) (cross references) is

16 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

17 paragraph:

"(3) For provisions relating to declarations of esti.
mated tax on self-employment income, see section 6015"

18 (C) MINISTERS, MEMBERS OF RELIGIOUS ORDERS, AND

19 CHRISTIAN SCIENCE, PRACTITIONES.-Section 1402 (e)
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1 (3) (relating to effective date of waiver certificates) is

2 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

3 subparagraph:

4 "(E) For purposes of sections 6015 and 66.54,

5 a waiver certificate described in paragraph (1)

6 shall be treated as taking effect on the first day of

7 the first taxable year beginning after tie date on

8 which such certificate is filed."

9 (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by sub-

10 sections (a), (b), and (c) shall apply with respect to tax-

11 able years beginning alter December 31, 1966.

12 SEC. 103. UNDERPAYMENT OF INSTALLMENTS OF ESTI-

13 MATED INCOME TAX IN CASE OF INDIVID-

14 UALS.

15 (a) IN GENFEtAL.--Section 6654 (b) (relating to

16 amount of underpayment), and section 6654 (d) (relating

17 to exception) as amended by section 102(b) (2) of this

18 Act, are amended by striking out "70 percent" each place

19 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "80 percent".

20 (b) EFFECTIVE DATH.-The amendments made by

59-593 0-66---4
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1 subsection (a) shall apply with respect to taxable years

2 beginning after December 31, 1966.

3 SEC. 104. INSTALLMENT PAYMENTS OF ESTIMATED IN-

4 COME TAX BY CORPORATIONS.

5 (a) IN GENniAL.---Subsection (a) of section 6154

6 (relating to installment payments of estimated income tax

7 by corporations) is amended to read as follows:

8 "(a) AMOUNT AND TIME FOR PAYMENT OF EACH

9 INSTALLMENT.-The amount of estimated tax (as defined

10 in section 6016 (b)) with respect to which a declaration

11 is required under section 6016 shall be paid as follows:

12 "(1) TAXABLE YEARS BEGINNING IN 1966.-

13 With respect to taxable years beginning after Decem-

14 ber 31, 1965, and before January 1, 1967, such esti-

15 mated tax shall be paid in installments in accordance

16 with the following table:

The f1aowl6N p9reamm" Of the "imatled aX
ahfl bepialdobe 4 l thdayeth.--',ff t he dedaratlen - ltmel., filedee a e befleretlbe 18thn ... ... _ __ __ _ __ __

day' atto- dth mouth th mathb thmot 12tb moth

4th month of the taxable year ....................... 12 1 5 X
6th mouth of the taxable year (but afte the 1 8h day

of the 4th month) ........ .............................. 16 2 29
99b moth of the tabl year (but the 18th day
of the Sth mouth) .......................... 8? 37

12th moth of the taxable year (but after the 18th dayof the 9th mouth) ..... ........................................................... 74
1.............. ... ..... 7

17 "(2) TAXABLE YEARS BEGINNING AFTER 1966.-

18 With respect to taxable years beginning after December
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1 31, 1966, such estimated tax shall be paid in install-

2 ments in accordance with the following table:

The elwinrulagm eimatmd tax
Owatl be id on lb. 1kb day efite-

"U t*A dedaradton toiotely Ned onor bferetbe 1th ,- ,

4tk 6th sih lfth
moentb month moth nontb

4th mouth of the taxable yr ....................... 28 28 28 28
8th mouth of the taxable yeur (but after the FMt day

of the 4th month) .............................................. 3)4 334 Sam
Oth month of the table year (but after the 15th day

of the eth month) ...............................................o 80
12th month of the table year (but after the 11th day

of the 9th month) ........................................................ 10D

3 "(3) TIMELY FILING.-A declaration is timely

4 filed for the purposes of paragraphs (1) and (2) if it is

5 not required by section 6074 (a) to be filed on a date

6 (determined without regard to any extension of time

7 for filing the declaration under section 6081) before

8 the date it is actually filed.

9 "(4) LATE FILING.-If the declaration is filed after

10 the time prescribed in section 6074 (a) (determined

11 without regard to any extension of time for filing the

12 declaration under section 6081), there shall be paid at

13 the time of such filing all installments of estimated tax

14 which would have been payable on or before such time

15 if the declaration had been filed within the time pre-

16 scribed in section 6074 (a), and the remaining install-

17 ments shall be paid at the times at which, and in the

18 amounts in which, they would have been payable if the

19 declaration had been so filed."
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1 (b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by sub-

2 section (a) shall apply with respect to taxable years begin-

3 ning after December 31, 1965.

4 TITLE II-POSTPONEMENT OF CERTAIN EXCISE

5 TAX RATE REDUCTIONS

6 SEC. 201. PASSENGER AUTOMOBILES.

7 (a) POSTPONEMENT OF RATE REDUCTIOS.-Sub-

8 paragraph (A) of section 4061 (a) (2) (relating to im-

9 position of tax) is amended to read as follows:

10 "(A) Articles en:meratod in subparagraph (B)

11 are taxable at whichever of the following rates is

12 applicable:

13 "7 percent for the period beginning with the day

14 after the date of the enactment of the Tax

15 Adjustment Act of 1966 through March 31,

16 1968.

17 "2 percent for the period April 1, 1968, through

18 December 31, 1968.

19 "1 percent for the period after December 31, 1968."

20 (b) FLOOR STOCKS TAx.-Section 4226 (relating to

21 floor stocks taxes) is amended-

22 (1) By adding at the end of subsection (a) the

23 following new paragraph:

24 "(8) 1066 TAX ON AUTOMOBILES.-On any arti-
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1 ole subject to tax under section 4061 (a) (2) which on

2 the day after the date of the enactment of the Tax

3 Adjustment Act of 1966 is held by a dealer and has not

4 been used and is intended for sale, there is imposed a

5 floor stocks tax at the rate of 1 percent of the price for

6 which the article was sold by the manufacturer, pro-

7 ducer, or importer. Under regulations prescibed by the

8 Secretary or his delegate, the tax imposed under this

9 paragraph shall be paid by such dealer and shall be col-

10 lected from him by the manufacturer, producer, or im-

11 porter."

12 (2) By amending subsection (d) -

13 (A) by striking out "and except" and insert-

14 ing in lieu thereof "except", and

15 (B) by striking out "delegate." and inserting

16 in lieu thereof "delegate, and except that the tax

17 imposed by paragraph (8) shall be paid at such

18 time after 60 days after the date of enactment of

19 the Tax Adjustment Act of 1966 as may be pre-

20 scribed by he Secretary or his delegate."

21 (c) CoNFweRMING AMENDMENTS.-

22 (1) Section 6412(a) (1) (relating to floor stocks

23 refunds on psenger automobiles, etc.) is amended by

24 striking out "January 1, 1966, 1967, 1968, or 1969,"
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1 and inserting in lieu thereof "January 1, 1966, April 1,

2 1968, or January 1, 1969,".

3 (2) Section 209 (o) (1) (G) of the Highway

4 Revenue Act of 1956 (relating to general provisions

5 for transfers to the Highway Trust Fund) is amended

6 by striking out "section 4226 (a)" and inserting in lieu

7 thereof "section 4226 (a) (other than paragraph (8)

8 thereof) ".

9 (d) EFFwnv DAT.-The amendment made by sub-

10 section (a) shall apply with respect to articles sold after

11 the date of the enactment of this Act.

12 SEC. 202. COMMUNICATION SERVICES.

13 (a) POSTPONEMENT OF RATE REDUCTIOS.-Section

14 4251 (relating to tax on communications) is amended-

15 (1) By striking out subsection (a) (2) and in-

16 serting in lieu thereof:

17 "(2) The rate of tax referred to in paragraph (1)

18 is as follows:

"Amounts paid pursuant to bills
first rendered- Percent-

"Before April 1, 1968 ------------------------- 10
"After March 81,1968, and before January 1,1969 ------ 1

19 (2) By striking out subsection (c) and inserting

20 in lieu thereof:

21 "(c) SPECIAL RuL.-For purposes of subsection (a),

22 in the case of communications services rendered before Feb-
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1 ruary 1, 1968, for which a bill has not been rendered before

2 April 1, 1968, a bill shall be treated as having been first

3 rendered on March 31, 1968. For purposes of subsections

4 (a) and (b), in the case of communications services ren-

5 dered after January 31, 1968, and before November 1,

6 1968, for which a bill has not been rendered before Jan-

7 uary 1, 1969, a bill shall be treated as having been first

8 rendered on December 31, 1968."

9 (b) NONPROFIT HOSPITAL.-Section 4253 (relating

10 to exemptions from tax on communications) is amended by

11 adding at the end thereof the following new subsection

12 "(h) NONPROFIT HOSPITALS.-No tax shall be im-

13 posed under section 4251 on any amount paid by a non-

14 profit hospital for services furnished to such organization.

15 For purposes of this subsection, the term 'nonprofit hospital'

16 means a hospital referred to in section 503 (b) (5) which is

17 exempt from income tax under section 501 (a)."

18 (c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by sub-

19 sections (a) and (b) shall apply to amounts paid pursuant

20 to bills first rendered on or after the first day of the first

21 month which begins more than 15 days after the date on

22 which this Act is enacted for services rendered on or after

23 such first day. In the case of amounts paid pursuant to bills

24 rendered on or after such first day for services which were
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-1 rendered before such first day and for which no previous bill

2 was rendered, such amendments shall apply except with re-

3 spect to such services as were rendered more than 2 months

4 before such first day. In the case of services rendered more

5 than 2 months before such first day, the provisions of sub-

6 chapter B of chapter 33 of the Code in effect at the time such

7 services were rendered, subject to the provision of section

8 701 (b) (2) of the Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1965, shall

9 apply to the amounts paid for such services.

Passed the House of Representatives February 23, 1966.

Attest: RALPH R. ROBERTS,

Clerk.
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TAX ADJUSTMENT ACT OF 1966

SUMMARY OF H.R. 12752

I. SUMMARY

The provisions of the bill are based upon recommendations made
by the President. They are grouped under two headings: (1)
Procedures which affect tax collections but leave tax liabilities un-
changed; and (2) A 2-year moratoriuni on rate reductions scheduled
under existing law for the excise taxes on passenger automobiles and
telephone service.

(1) Graduated withholding.-H.R. 12752 replaces the present
single 14 percent withholding tax rate with a series of six graduated
rates ranging from 14 to 30 percent which apply to the first $12,000 of
taxable income for single taxpayers and the first $24,000 of taxable
income for married persons. The 30-percent tax rate also will apply
to all higher levels of taxable income. The system takes account of
the minimum standard deduction or deductions of 10 percent of
wages, the taxpayer's marital status and the statutory tax rates. A
provision is included in the bill to reduce overwithholding by per-
mitting taxpayers, whose itemized deductions (as a percentage of
their wages) are in excess of certain limits, to claim withholding
allowances.

(2) Qaarterly payment? of estimated self-employment tax.-Self-
employed persons are to be required to file declarations with respect
to the total of their estimated income tax and self-employment tax
and to make quarterly payments based on this declaration.

(3) Underpayment of estimated tax by individual8.-A penalty
generally is to be incurred by a taxpayer when the total of the amounts
withheld from his wages and the amounts paid through quarterly
payments of estimated tax are less than 80 percent of the tax shown
on his return, an increase from the present 70 percent.

(4) Acceleration of corporation income tax payments.-The schedule
bringing corporation payments of estimated income tax liabilities
above $100,000 to a current basis is to be accelerated so that the
current payments basis will be reached in 1967 instead of 1970 as
scheduled under present law.

(5) Excise tax on passenger automobiles.-The excise tax rate on
passenger automobiles is to revert to 7 percent (the rate before
January 1, 1966), from 6 percent, and there will be a moratorium on
further tax rate reductions scheduled under present law through March
31, 1968. A tax of 1 percent will be imposed oil dealer stocks of
automobiles held on the day following the date of enactment.

(6) Excise tax on telephone service.-The excise tax rate on general
and toll telephone and teletypewriter exchange services is to revert
to 10 percent (the rate before January 1, 1966), from 3 percent. It
is to be in effect through March 31, 1968, when the moratorium on
rate reductions scheduled under present law ends. Nonprofit hospi-
tals are to be exempt from the tax on telephone services.
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The President's recommendations differ from the provisions of H.R.
12752 in three respects:

(a) The withholding allowances which reduce overwithholding were
not included;

(b) An increase in the 70-percent requirement for quarterly esti-
mated tax payments was not included;

(c) The schedule of excise tax rate reductions which went into
effect on January 1, 1966, would be deferred until January 1, 1968,
when the phasing of reductions would begin again and follow at the
prescribed intervals.

11. REVENUE EFFECTS

As indicated in table 1, H.R. 12752 is expected to increase fiscal
year 1966 administrative budget receipts by $1,155 million and
fiscal year 1967 receipts by $4,765 million. This latter figure is slightly
below that recommended by the President. In addition, consolidated
cash budget receipts will be further increased by $200 million in the
fiscal year 1967. This increase differs from the recommendation of
the President only in that the $200 million under his recommendation
was spread over the fiscal years 1966 and 1967.

TABLE 1.-Etimated revenue increase under H.R. 12762 for the fiscal years 1966
and 1967

[Includes effect of Ways and Means Committee floor amendment]
In millions of dollars]

Fiscal year Fiscal year
1966 19f7

Excises:
Communications ...................................................................... 785
Automobiles -------- _----.------------------------------------------- 60 420

Total excises .......................................................... 60 1.205
corporate edup ................---- ---------------------------------- 1,00 3, 200
Graduated withholding ................................................... 5 210
Increase in declaration requirement under individual income tax from 70 to 80

percent -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- 180

Total, administrative budget -------------------- ------------- .1, i5 4.705
Self-employment tax, social security, quarterly payments (goes into a trust

fund) .................................................................................... 210

Total, cash budget .................................................... 1. 1" 4. 965

The largest single source of additional revenue will come from
advancing the payment dates of the corporate tax. This is expected
to increase revenues in the fiscal year 1966 by $1 billion and revenues
in fiscal year 1967 by $3.2 billion. The excise tax reduction mora-
torium on automobiles and communications represents the second
major revenue source under the bill. It is estimated that this will
raise revenues by $60 million in the fiscal year 1966 and by $1,205
milli6n in the fiscal year 1967. Graduated withholding and the in-
crease in the declaration requirement under the individual income tax
from 70 to 80 percent of actual tax liability are expected to increase
revenues by $95 million in the fiscal year 1966 and by $360 million in
the fiscal year 1967.

Table 2 shows the revenue impact of the graduated withholding
system and the declaration requirement change. Only the graduated
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withholding system has an impact in the fiscal year 1966. In the
fiscal year 1967 a graduated withholding system with no allowances
for excess itemized deductions would increase revenues by $400
million. The provisions for withholding allowances and the 80 .percent
declaration requirement provide a net reduction of $40 million and
with graduated withholding give rise to an estimated revenue gain of
$360 million for the fiscal year 1967, or slightly less than that recom-
mended by the President.
TABLE 2.-Revenue effect of provisions of H.R. 127562 relating to graduated with-

holding and declarations of estimated tax
[Includes effect of Ways and Means Committee floor amendment]

(In millions of dollars]

Effective Full year enge in receipts
Provisions date effect

Fiscal year Fiscal year
1966. 1967

6-rate graduated withholding-...... ...... . .- May 1,1966 +1,240 +95 +400
Extra withholding allowance for excess deductons". Jan. 1,1967 -1,175 ............ -190
Increase requirement for estimated tax from 70 to 80

percent --------------- ---------------------- Jan. 1,1967 +300 ------------ -- 150

Total for individuals -------------------------.--------------- +365 +95 +3

1 Assumes % utilization by eligible taxpayers.

Table 3 presents a comparison of administrative budget expenditures
and receipts, with and without the revenue effects of H.R. 12752,
for fiscal years 1966 and 1967. It also shows the effects of this bill
upon the estimated budgetary deficits.
TABLE 3.-Comparison of administrative budget receipts and expenditures with and

without H.R. 12752, fiscal years 1966 and 1967

(Includes effect of Ways and Means Committee floor amendment)

[In billions of dollars]

Change
Fiscal year Fiscal year fiscal year

1966 1967 1967 over
fiscal year

1966

Expenditures ------------------------------------------------ 106.4 112.8 +6.4

Receipts without bill ---------------------------------------- 98. 8 106. 2 +7. 3

Deficit without bill ----------------------------------- 7. 6 6. 7 -0. 9

Increase in receipts under bill --------------------------------- +1.2 +4.8 +3.7
Total receipts (including those under this bill) --- _------------ 100. 0 111.0 +11.0

Deficit after taking account of revenues under this bill.. 6.4 1.8 -4.6

NoTo.-Figures are based on President's budget message, and therefore totals Include estimated effects
of proposed legislation other than H.R. 12752. Figures are rounded and will not necessarily add to totals.

I. GENERAL EXPLANATION

1. Graduated withholding (See. 101 qf the bill and sec. 340 of the code)
Present law.-Under present law, employers withhold Federal

income tax from wages and salaries at the rate of 14 percent after
recognizing the withholding exemptions claimed by an employee for
himself, his wife, and any dependents. The 14-percent rate is equiv
alent to the average of the four tax rates which apply to the initial
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$2,000 of taxable income ($4,000 for married couples), reduced to
reflect the 10-percent standard deduction. To further reflect the
standard deduction, the value of exemptions is increased from $600
to $667 for withholding purposes. Employees claim withholding ex-
emptions by filing withholding exemption certificates with their em-
ployers. These certificates remain in force until superseded by the
submission of later ones.

Table 4 compares the effects on withholding of the present single
rate system, the 6-rate graduated withholding system recommended
by the President and the President's graduated system including the
addition of withholding allowances.

TABLE 4.-Effecd of graduated withholding provisions of H.R. 127521

(Includes effect of Ways and Means Committee floor amendment

Change resulting from-
Present Oradu-

14 percent ated
with- Extra al- Corn- with-

holding 6-rate lowance blned holding
system provi- total

stO, 
- 1

All returns:
A. Number of returns (millions):

1. Overwithholdlng .....................
2. Underwithholding ...................
3. Breakeven 3 -----------------------

4. Total ............................
B. Amount (millions of dollars):

1. Overwithholding ---------------------
2. Underwithholding ...................

3. Total withholding ................
Under $5,000 adjusted gross income:

A. Number of returns (millions):
1. Overwithholding ---------------------
2. Underwithholding --------------------
3. Breakeven I --------------------------

4. Total ----------------------------
B. Amount (millions of dollars):

1. Overwithholding ---------------------
2. Underwithholding -------------------

3. Total withholding --------------
$5,000 to $10,000 adjusted gross income:

A. Number of returns (millions):
1. Overwithholding ------------------
2. Underwithholding --------------------
3. Breakeven I --------------------- _

4. Total ----------------------------
B. Amount (millions of dollars):

1. Overwithholding ---------------------
2. Underwithholdlng --------------------

3. Total withholding ..............
$10,000 and over adjusted gross income:

A. Number of returns (millions):
1. Overwithholding ---------------------
2. Underwithholding --------------------
3. Breakeven I -------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4. Total ----------------------------
B. Amount (millions of dollars)-

1. Overwithholding ......................
2. Underwithholding --------------------

3. Total withholding ...............

-6.3
-3.5
+9.8

-1.2
+1.0
+.2

-7.5
-2.5

+10.0

63. 1 1-1--1-I
6,130
2,700

36,440

20.0
3.0
8.4

31.4

2,130
340

5,720

15.0
5.7
2.0

+50
-1,190

+1,240

-7. 0
(4)
+7.0

-1,035
+140

- 1,17b

-0.2
+0.2
(1)

-985
-1,050

+65

-7.2
+0.2
+7.0

-500 -165 -665
(4) +15 +15

-50 -180 -680

-1.4 -0.7
-1.2 +0.5
+2.6 +0.2

22.7 !--- -----.-.........
8,000

760

17,140

4.8
3.8
0.4

1,000
1,600

13,580

-20
-250

+230

+2.1
-2.3
+0.2

+570
-940

+1, 510

-2.1-0.7
+.2.8

-535 -555
+55 -195

-590 -360

-0.8
+0.3
(4)

-335
+70

-405

+1.8
-2.0
+0.2

+235
-870

+1,105

63.1

5,145
1,650

12.8
& 2

15.4

81.4

1,465
355

5.00

12.9
5.0
4.8

22.7

2,445
565

16,780

6.6
1.8
0.6

9.0

1,235
730

14,685

I Based on taxable and nontaxable returns with no declaration payments.2 
Assumes 3 utilization by eligible persons.

.3 Breakeven defied as within $10 of the tax liability.
4 Negligible.

NoTE.-Based on calendar year 1966 levels of income. The terms "overwithholding" and "underwith-
holding" in this table mean the difference between actual tax liabilities (baned on an types of Income,
deductions, etc.) and the amount of tax withheld from wages and salaries.

source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis.
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Explanation of graduated withholding generally.-The bill substitutes
six graduated rates for the present withholding rte and incorporates
features designed to reflect the minimum standard deduction. More.
over, it permits employees who would otherwise be overwithheld t*
make adjustments if their itemized deductions exceed specified
amounts.

The graduated rates, which range from 14 percent to 30 percent,
are included in two separate rate schedules one for single persons and
heads of households, and the other, with wider brackets to take account
of statutory income splitting, for married persons and surviving
spouses.

The minimum standard deduction is taken into account by raising
the value of the exemption to $700 for withholding purposes and by
establishing an initial band of wage income after exemptions, equal to
$200 on an annual basis, from which no tax will be withheld. This is
consistent with the provisions regarding the minimum standard deduci-
tion. The rate schedule also reflects an allowance for deductions, of
approximately 10 percent of wage and salary income at wage levels
where the minimum standard deduction is not used.

The withholding rate schedules for single persons and-married per.
sons as applied to an annual basis are as follows:

SINGLE PERSON

If the amount of wages reduced by $700 tims the
number Qf exemptions it:

Not over $200 ..............
Over $200 but iot over $700 ------
Over $700 but not over $1,200- - - -
Over $1,200 but not over $4,400-.
Over $4,400 but not over $8,800...
Over $8,800 but not over $11,000- -
Over $11,000 ...................

The amount of income tax to be wthhe is:
0.
14% of wages in excess of $200.
$70 plus 15% of wages in excess of $700.'
$145 plus 17% of wages in excess of $1,200.
$689 plus 20% of wages in excess of $4,40Q.
$1,569 plus 25% of wages in excess of $8,80Q.
$2,119 plus 30 % of wages in excess of $11,000.

MARRIED PERSON

If the amount of wages reduced by $700 times the
summer of exemptions is:

Not over $200 -----------------
Over $200 but not over $1,200
Over $1,200 but not over 14,400_..
Over $4,400 but not over $8,800...
Over $8,800 but not over $17,700-.
Over $17,700 but not over $22,000.
Over $22,000 -------------------

The amount of Wtome lar to be withell I s:
0.
14% of wages in excess of $200.
$140 plus 15% of wages in excess of $1,200.
$620 plus 17% of wxges in exctssof $4,400.
$1,368 plus 20% of wages in excess of $8,800.
$3,148 plus 25% of wages in excess of $17,700.
$4,223 plus 30% of wages in excess of. $22,000.

As under present law, employers will be permitted to compute
withholding by means of either wage-bracket tables,-or'by means ol
a percentage method. Wage-bracket tables for; the. voiious payirnll
periods now recognized, as set forth in the bil1 will 'be. distributed
by the Internal Revenue Service. Instructions fir applying the
percentage method will also be supplied.

Employers are required to compute withholding pn -the basis of
the rates applicable to single persons if an. employee fails to submit: 4
new withholding exemption certificate. ' . i

Explanation of withholding allowances for persons with substantial/
itemized deductions.-Taxpayers with relatively lareitmized deduc-
tions may claim withholding allowances in addition to -the regular
withholding exemptions. Each allowance .will haye the same effeqt
on withholding from wages and salaries as a: claimed' exemption; ti4
,is, it will exempt $700 from withholding on an, i ua! ..basis. '
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'Taxpayers will be required to estimate their wage and salary income
-and the amount of their itemized deductions. The amount of esti-
mated wage and salary income for this purpose, however, may not be
,lesi than the amount shown on the return for the previous year, while
.the estimated amount of itemized deductions may not exceed the
amount of such deductions claimed on the tax return filed for the
revious year.
For those with estimated Wage or salary incomes of $7,500 or less,

the number of withliolding allowances will be based on the excess of
estimated itemized deductions over 12 percent of estimated wage and
salary income. For those with higher estimated wages, the allow-
ances will be based on the excess over the sum of $900 (12 percent of
$7,500) :and 17 percent of estimated wage and salary income above
'$7,500. Withholding. allowances may be claimed one for each full
$700 of such excess, except that one allowance may be claimed when
•th excess is greater than $350 but less than $700.
, Claims for withholding allowances will be filed by employees
-ith their employers on withholding exemption certificates or similar
forms. The employer will then withhold tax on the basis of the
total' of the claimed exemptions and withholding allowances. With-
holding allowances must be claimed anew each year. For calendar
year taxpayers, claims for withholding allowances will remain in
effect until May 1 of the following year when a new claim must be
filed. The fact that withholding allowances must be disregarded on
expired claims rill not affect the number of exemptions for depend-
ents, etc., to be taken into account.

The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate is authorized to
design and promulgate for the guidance of employers and their em-
ployees ready reference tables which will simplify the determination of
the numberr of withloldng allowances to which an -employee is
entitled.

The bill also provides for imposition of a civil penalty of $50 when a
taxpayer lists wage and salary income of less than the amount
received in the previous* year or if he lists itemized deductions in
excess of the amount claimed in the previous year. The civil penalty
.4oes not apply, however, if the.misstatement does not result in reduced
withholding oi the tax liability does not exceed the amount withheld
plus the payments of estimated tax.

E ectivedati.-Withhl1ding. under the new graduated rates is to
appy to remuneraih paid after April 30, 1966. The special relief
procedures' for persons with substantial itemized deductions will
:apply in years beginning after December 31, 1966.

Reveinte eJect.-It is estimated that the proposals relating to
,graduated withholding will increase the amount of tax withheld by
$1,240 million at annual rates during the calendar year 1966. When
the procedures for claiming withholding allowances become effective,
this amount will be reduced to $65 million, if two-thirds of those
elioible avail themselves of the procedure. Graduated withholding
will increase administrative budget receipts by $95 million in the
fiscal year 1966 and by' $210 million in the fiscal year 1967.

Effect off raduated withholding at different income leves.-Table 5
Colnpares the average amount of overwithholding and underwith-
holding under present law and under the graduated withholding

'system for all returns, for those with adjusted gross income under
$5,000, for those with income between $5,000 and $10,000, and for
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those with such income over $10,000. As is indicated in this table,
H.R. 12752 makes a substantial reduction in underwithholding, de-
creasing this in the average case from $151 to $81. In addition,
the bill, although primarily concerned with underwithholding, also
substantially decreases overwithholding as well. This is attributable
both to the provision for the minimum standard deduction in the
l,)wer brackets and also to the provision for a withholding allowance
for those with substantial overwithholding.

Tables 6-A through 6-G show the tax liability for single persons,
married couples with no dependents, and married couples with two
dependents for several income levels. This tax liability is shown
for varying assumed levels of standard (or minimum standard) or
itemized deductions. The assumptions cover a 10-percent deduction,
a 15-percent deduction, a 20-percent deduction, a 22%-percent deduc-
tion, a 25-percent deduction, a 27Y2-percent deduction, and a 30-per-
cent deduction. With the tax liability in each of these cases, there
is shown the amount withheld at the 14-percent flat rate of existing
law and also under the graduated withholding provided by this bill.
The special withholding allowance provided by the bill for substan-
tial itemized deductions begins to decrease overwithholding above the
15-percent level.' Thus the impact of this allowance is shown only
on tables 6- C through 6- G.

TABLE 5.-Comparison of average amounts of underwithholding and overwithholding
under present law and under H.R. 1 752

[Includes effect of Ways and Means Committee floor amendment]

Present 14 percent Graduated withholding includ-
withholding ing withholding allowances

Returns' Amount Average Returns Amount Average

AlI returns: Millions Million* Afllon8 Millions
Overwlthholding --------------------- 45.2 $6,130 $136 42.7 $5,145 $120
Underwithholding ----------------- 17.9 2,700 I 20.4 1,6.50 81

Under $5,000 adjusted-gros income:
Overwithholding --------------------- 24.2 2,130 88 20.5 1,465 71
Underwithholding-------------------- 7.2 340 47 10.9 355 33

$5,000 to $10,000 adjusted gross income:
Overwlthholding --------------------- 16.0 3,000 188 15. 3 2,445 160
Underwlthholding------------------ 6.7 760 113 7.4 565 76

$10,030 and over adjusted gross income:
Overwlthholding --------- ----------- 5.0 1,000 200 6.9 1,235 179
Underwithholding -------------------- 4.0 1,600 400 2.1 730 348

I Returns from the $10 tolerance breakeven class have been assigned equally to overwlthholding and
underwithholding.

I Although itemized deductions are taken Into account on the first $7.500 of come where they exceed 12
percent, this nevertheless does not result In the availability of a special withholding allowance below the
15-percent level because this allowance is available only when V; is a full $700 abovo the 12 percent (over
$350 for a single additional allowance).
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TABLE 6-A.-Underwithholding and overwithholding under present law and under
H.R. 1.762 for selected taxpayers with deductions the greater of the minimum
standard or 10 percent of wage income

Wage income

$1,000 ....................
$2,000 .....................
$3,000 .................... ".....
$5,000 ...................-......
$7,500 ................... -.....

$15,oo .................... "
$1,500 ................... ::
$20,000-- - -- - - - -- - - --
$25,000 ....................
$35,000 --------------------------

Amount of withhw Ithholding(+) orunderwitihholding(-

liability

Present Under Present Under
14 percent HR11. 12752 14 percent II.R. 12752

SINGLE INDIVIDUAL

$16
163
329
671

1,168
1,742

3, 154
4,918
6,982

11,27

$47
187
327
607
957

1,307
1,657
2,007
2,707
3,407
4,807

$14
162
332
672

1,109
1,694
2,359
3,109
4,609
6,109
9,109

+$31
+24

-2
-64

-211
-435
-741

-1,147
-2,211
-3,575
-6,820

-$2
-1
+3
+1
+1

-48
-39
-45

-309
-873

-2,518

MARRIED COUPLE, NO DEPENDENTS

$2,00 ---------------------------- $5 $93 $56 +$35 -$2
$3,O0 00--------------------------- 204 233 200 +29 -4
$5,000 ------------------------- - 501 513 500 +12 -1
$7 0 - -------------------------- 914 863 9O9 -51 -5
$16,000. ......................... 1,342 1,213 1,334 -129 -8
$12,500 -------------------------- 1,831 1, 563 1,828 -268 -3
$15,000 ----------------------- 2,335 1,913 2,328 -422 -7
$20,000 ----------------------- 3,484 2,613 3 373 -871 -111
$2,00 ------------------------- 4,796 3,313 4,703 -1,483 -93
$3,000 ------------------------- 7,997 4,713 7,703 -3,284 -294

MARRIED COUPLE, 2 DEPENDENTS

$3,000 ---------------------------- $4 +$42 -$4
$5,000 ---------------------------- 290 326 $290 +36 0
57,500 ----------------------------- 686 676 671 -10 +5
$10,000 --------------------------- 1,114 1,026 1, 096 -88 -18
$12,500 -------------------------- 1,567 1,376 1,548 -191 -19
$15,000 -------------------------- 2,062 1,726 2,048 -336 -14
$20,000 --------------------------- 3,160 2,426 3,048 -734 -112
$25,000 -------------------------- 4,412 3,126 4, 283 -1,286 -364
$35,000 -------------------------- 7,529 4,526 7,283 -3,003 -246

59-593 0-f---5
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TABLE 6-B.-Underithholding and overwithholding under present law and under
H.R. 1275 for selected taxpayers with deductions the greater of the minimum
standard or 15 percent of wage income

Amount of withholding

Wage income

Overwithholding (+) or
underwithholding (-)

Present Under Present Under
14 percent H.R. 12752 14 percent H.R. 12752

SINGLE INDIVIDUAL

1 ........................... $61 $47 $14 +$31 -$21000--------------------------- 161 187 162 T6+
000------------------------ --- 802 827 332250
1000------------------------- 624 607 672 1f4

$7,0 --------------------------- 1,080 957 1,169 -123 89
$10,000 -------------------------- 1,605 1,807 1,694 -298 489
$12,500 -----------... . ------- -2 198 1,657 2,359 -541 +161
$16,000 ---------------------- -2,884 2-007 3,109 -877 +225
$20,000 --------------------- -- -4,498 2,707 4,609 -1,791 +ill
$25,000 -------------------------- 6,382 3,407 6,109 -2,975 -273
$85,000 -------------------------- 10,700 4,807 9,109 -5,893 -1,591

MARRIED COUPLE, NO DEPENDENTS

$2,000 --------------------------- $58 $93 $56 +$35 -$2
$3,090--------------------------- 192 233 200 +41 +8
$-,000 --------------------------- 458 518 800 55
$7,50--------------------------- 843 863 909 +20
$10,000 ....................... 1,247 1,213 1,334 -34 87
$12,500 ----------------------- 1,694 1,563 1,828 -11 +134
$15,000 ------------------ ----- 2,161 1,913 2,328 -248 +167
$20,000 ------------------------ -3,210 2,613 3, 873 -597 +163
$25,000 -------------------------- 4, 96 3,313 4,703 -1,083 +307
$5,000 -------------------------- 7,814 4, 713 7,703 -2,601 -F-1"

MARRIED COUPLE, 2 DEPENDENTS

$3,000 --------------------------- $4 $46 0 +$42 -$
$5,000--------- ------------------ 26832 $290 458 2
$7,500 --------------------------- 616 676 671 :60:U
$10,000 -------------------------- 1,019 1,026 1,096 +7 +77
$12,50 -------------------------- 1,430 1,876 1,548 -54 +118
$15,000- .--------------------- 1,897 1,726 2,048 -171 +151
$20,000 ----------- - .-....- 2,910 2,426 3,048 -484 +8
$2,0o . ...------------------- 4, o 3,126 4,288 -932 +225
$35,000 ---------------------- 6, 866 4,526 7,283 -2, 40 +417
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TABLE 6-C.-Underwithholding and overwithholding under present law under H.R.
17562 as reported by the Ways and Means Committee, and under the Ways and
Means Committee floor amendment; selected taxpayers with deductions the greater
of the minimum standard deduction or 20 percent of wage income

Amount of withholding Overwithholdigf (+) or
underwithholding (-)

Tax Under 1.R. 12752 Under H.R. 12752
Wage income liability

Present 14 Before After Present 14 Before After
percent floor floor percent floor floor

amend. I amend. amend- amend-
ment I ments mentI ment2

SINGLE INDIVIDUAL

$1.000 ---------- $16 $47 $14 $14 +$31 -$2 -$2
$2,000 ------------- 145 187 162 162 +17 +17
$3,000 ------- 276 327 332 332 +51 +56 +56
$5,000---- -- ....... 576 607 672 553 +31 +96 -23
$7,50------------- 998 957 1,169 1,029 -41 +171 +31

$10,000------------ 1,480 1,307 1694 1,529 -173 +214 +49
$12,500------------ 2,2 1,5 2149 2,149 -365 +127 +127
$15,000 ----------- 2,638 2,007 2,899 2,899 -631 +261 +261
$20,000 ----------- 4,096 2,707 4,399 4,399 -1,389 +303 +303
$25,o ----------- - 5, s 3, 407 5,899 5,899 -2,393 +99 +99
$35,000 ----------- 9,772 4,807 9,109 9,109 -4,965 3 -663 5 -663

MARRIED COUPLE, NO DEPENDENTS

$2,000 ------------ $56 $93 $56 $56 +$37 0 0
$3,000---------------170 233 200 200 +63 +$30 +$30
$5,000 ------------ 418 513 500 395 +95 +82 -23
$7,500 ------------ 772 863 99 790 +91 +137 +18
$10,000 ----------- 1,152 1,213 1334 1,215 +61 +182 +63
$12,500 ----------- 1,55 1,56 1,688 1,688 +7 +132 +132
$15,00 ----------- - 1,996 1,913 2,188 2,188 -83 +192 +192
$20,000 ----------- 2,960 2,613 3 198 3,198 -347 +238 +238
$25,000 ----------- 4,044 3,313 4:493 4,493 -731 +449 +449
$35,000 ----------- 6,668 4,713 7,283 7,283 -1,955 +615 +615

MARRIED COUPLE, 2 DEPENDENTS

$3,000------------- 0 $46 0 0 +$46 0 0
$5,000 ------------ $230 326 $290 $185 +96 +$60 +$60
$7,500--------------552 676 671 50 +124 +119 +8
$10,000 ------------- 924 1,026 1 096 977 +102 +172 +53
$12,50------------1,304 1,376 1,408 1,408 +72 +104 +lot
$15,000 ----------- 1,732 1,726 1, 9W 1,908 -6 176 +176
$20 000----------- 2,660 2,426 2,908 2,90 -234 +248
$25'000 ------------- 3, 708 3,126 4,098 4,098 -58 +390
$35,ooo ----------- 6,236 4,526 6,863 6,863 -1,710 +627 +62

1 With an extra $700 exemption for withholding purposes for each $700 by which 12 percent of the first
$7,500 of estimatel wages plus 17 percent of the remainder of estimated wages exceeds estimated itemized
deductions.

' With an extra $700 exemption for withholding purposes for each $700 by which 12 percent of the first
$7,500 of estimated wages plus 17 percent of the remainder of estimated wages exceeds estimated itemized
deductions except that a single additional allowance is allowed where the itemized deductions above the
floor exceed $350 rather than $700.

3 Allowance does not increase underwithholding because of limitation provided by the bill.
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TABLE 6-D.-Underwithholding and overwithholding under present law, under
H.R. 12762 as reported by the Ways and Means Committee, and under the Ways
and Means Committee floor amendment; selected taxpayers with deductions the
greater of the minimum standard deduction or 22% percent of wage income

Amount of withholding Overwithholding (+) or
underwithholding (-)

Tax Under H.R. 12' 52 Under IH.R. 12752
Wage income liability

Present 14 Before After Present 14 Before After
percent floor floor percent floor floor

amend- amend- amend- amend-
ment I meant 3 ment I ment 3

SINGLE INDIVIDUAL

$1,000 ------------ $18 $47 $14 $14 +$31 -$2 -$2
$2,000 ------------- 138 187 162 162 +49 +24 +24
$3,000------------- 263 327 332 332 +64 +69 +69
$5,000------------- 552 607 672 593 +55 +120 +1

$,0------- 957 957 1,029 1,029 0I +72 +72
$10,000 ----------- 1,418 1,307 ),5 9 1,529 -1.11 +111 +111
$12,50 ----------- I,=935 1,657 2,149 2,149 -278 +214 +214
$15,000 ----------- 2,518 2,007 2,899 2,899 -511 +381 +381
$20,000 ----------- 3,901 2,707 4,189 4,189 -1,194 +288 +288
$25,000 ---------- k 5519 3,407 5,689 5,689 -2,112 +170 +170
$35,000 ---------- - 9,308 4,807 9,109 9,109 -4,601 '-199 $-199

MARRIED COUPLE, NO DEPENDENTS

$2,000 ------------ $49 $93 $56 $56 +$44 +$7 +$7
$3,000----------I 159 233 200 200 +74 +41 +41
$5,000 -- ----- - u11
$7,500 ------------ -736 3 790 790 +127 +54 +54

10,000 ----------- 1,104 1, 211 1,215 1,215 +109 +111 +111
$12,500 1.... . 1 48 3 1, 688 1,688 +76 +201 +201
$15,000 ----------- 1,914 1,913 2,188 2,188 -1 274 +274
$20,000 ----------- 2, 835 2,613 3,048 3,048 -222 213 +213
$25,000 ----------- 3,869 3,313 4, 283 4,283 -556 +414 +414
$35,000,------------6,353 4,713 7,073 7,073 -1,640 +720 +720

MARRIED COUPLE, 2 DEPENDENTS

$3,000 ........... 0 $46 0 0 +$46 0 0
$5,000 ----------- - $211 326 $290 $185 +115 +$79 -$26
$7,500 ------------ 520 676 560 51 +156 +40 +40
$10,000 ------------ 876 1,026 977 977 +150 +101 +101
$12,500 ----------- 1,245 1,376 1,408 1,408 +131 +163 +163
$15,000 ----------- 1,650 1,726 1,908 1, 908 +76 +258 +258
$20,00 ----------- - 2, 535 2,426 2,768 2,768 -109 +233 +233
$25,000 ----------- 3,533 3,126 3,923 3,923 -407 +390 +390
$35,000 ------------ 5,921 4,526 6,653 6,653 -1,395 +732 +732

I With an extra $700 exemption for withholding purposes for each $700 by which 12 percent of the first
$7,500 of estimated wages plus 17 percent of the remainder of estimated wages exceeds estimated itemized
deductions.

'With an extra $700 exemption for withholding purposes for each $700 by which 12 percent of the first
$7,5W00 of estimated wages plus 17 percent of the remainder of estimated wages exceeds estimated itemized
deductions, except that a single additional allowance is allowed where the itemized deductions above the
floor exceed $350 rather than $700.

'Allowance does not increase underwithholding because of limitation provided by the bill.
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TA3LE 6-E.-Underithholding and overwithholding under present law, under
H.R. 12762 wt reported by the Ways and Means Committee, and under the Ways
and Means Cotmittee floor amendment; selected taxpayers with deductions the
greater of the minimum standard deduction or 25 percent of wage income

Amount of withholding Overwithholdinf (+) or
underwithhold (-)

Tax Under H.R. 12752 Under H.R. 12752
Wage Income liability

Present 14 Before After Present 14 Before After
percent floor floor percent floor floor

amend- amend- amend- amend-
ment I meant I mount I ment I

SINGLE INDIVIDUAL

1,000 ............ $16 $47 $14 $14 +31 -$2 -$2
130------- S 187 162 182 +57 +32 +32

00....... 280 327 332 213 +77 +82 -37
,000--------------528 87 872 8 t9 +144 +25
50D 918 957 1,029 1,029 41 +113 +113

1,355 1,30 529 1,529 -48 +174 +174
$12,8 -........... 1,847 1,857 2,149 -190 +302
$15,000------------ 2,398 2,00 2,889 2,8 89 -391 +291 +291
$20,000 ........... 3,708 2,707 4,189 4, 189 -99 +488 +43
$25,000------------ 5, 238 3,407 5,479 5,479 -1831 +241 +241
$3&000-------------8O855 4,807 8,89 8 9 -4' +44

MARRIED COUPLE, NO DEPENDENTS

$2,000............ -$42 $93 $8 $58 +$51 +$14 +$14
$3,000 ------------- 148 233 200 98 +85 +52 -50
$5,000 ------------- 378 513 a0 395 +135 +122 17
$75W0 ---- 0 63 70 M +6 8 8

$6ia------ 1,057 1,213 1,215 1,215 +188 +158 +158
$12,860------------ 1,418 1,563 1,888 1,88 145 +270 +270
815,000 -1 ,31 1,913 2,048 2,048 +82 +217 +217
$20,000-------------2,710 2,813 3,048 3, 098 -97 +338 +338
$25,000 ------------ 3,94 3,313 4, 098 4,098 -381 +404 +404
$5,oo ------------ 8 6 4, 73 6,88 6,883 -1, +5 +825

MARRIED COUPLE, 2 DEPENDENTS

$3,000 ............ 0 $4 0 0 -4 0 0
$5,000------------- $192 328 $290 $185 ±134 +$98 -S7
7 5o 488 878 560 580 188 +72 +72

829 1,026 977 977 197  148 +148
$ ........ 1,185 1, 37 1,408 1,408 +191 --223 +223
$16000------------ 1,87 1,728 1,788 1,788 +159 +201 0

2,410 2,4 2,788 2,78 +18 + 358
3,358:::::: 3,128 3,748 3,748 -232 +390 +390

$35, 5,812 4,528 6.443 .T443 -1,088 +831 +881

I With an extra $700 exemption for withholding purposes for each $700 by which 12 percent of the first
$7,80 of estimated wages plus 17 percent of the remainder of estimated wages exceeds estimated itemized
deductions.

2 With an extra $700 exemption for withholding purposes for each $700 by which 12 percent of the first
$7,800 of estimated wages plus 17 percent of the remainder of estimated wages exceeds estimated itemized
deductions, except that a single additional allowance is allowed where the itemized deductions above the
floor exceed $350 rather than $700.

a Allowance does not result in underwithholding because of limitation provided by the bill.
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TABLE 6-F.-Underwithholding and overwithholding under present law, under
H.R. 12752 as reported by the Ways and Means Committee, and under the Ways
and Means Committee floor amendment; selected taxpayers with deductions the
greater of the minimum standard deduction or 272 percent of wage income

Amount of withholding Overwithholding (+) or
underwithholding (-)

Tax Under H.R. 12752 Uinder H.R. 12752
W a g e i n c o m e l i a b i l i t y .. .. .. ...

Present 14 Before After Present 14 Before After
percent floor floor percent floor floor

amend- amend- amend- amend.
meant I ment 2 ment I met s

SINGLE INDIVIDUAL

$1.000 ------------ $16 $47 $14 $14 +$31 -$2 -$2
$2,000 ------------ 122 187 162 162 +65 +40 +40
$3,000------------- 238 327 332 213 +89 +94 -25
$5,000 ------------- 607 3 5 +102 +48 +48
$7,500 ------------ 874 957 1,029 1,029 +83 +155 +155
$10,000 ------------ 1,292 1,307 1,389 1,389 +15 +97 +97
$12,500 ----------- 1,760 1,657 1,969 1,969 -103 +209 +209
$15,000 ----------- 2,278 2,007 2,689 2,689 -271 411 +411
$20,000 ----------- 3, 514 2, 707 3,979 3,979 -807 +45 +465
$25,000 ----------- 4,970 3,407 5,269 5,269 -1,503 +299 +299
$35,000 ----------- 8, 418 4,807 8,479 8,479 -3,611 8 +61 +61

MARRIED COUPLE, NO DEPENDENTS

$2,000 ------------- $35 $93 $56 $56 +$5 +$21 +$21
$3,000-------------- 136 233 200 98 +97 +64 -8
$5,000------------- 358 513 395 395 +155 +37 +37
$7,500 ------------ 665 863 790 790 +198 +125 125
$10,000 ----------- 1,010 1,213 1,096 1,096 +203 +86 +86
$12,500 ----------- 1,354 1 1,548 1,548 +209 +194 +19
$15,000 ----------- 1,748 1,913 2,048 2,048 165 +30 +300
$20,000 ----------- 2,585 2,613 2, 908 2,908 +28 323 +323
$25,000 ----------- 3,519 3, 313 3, 923 3,923 -206 +404 +404
$35,000 ----------- 5,723 4,713 6,653 6,653 -1,010 +930 +930

MARRIED COUPLE, 2 DEPENDENTS

$3,000 -----------
$5,000---------
$7,500 -----------
$10,000 -----------
$12,500 -----------
$15,000 -----------

,$20,000 -----------
$25,000 -----------
$35,000 ---------

0
$174
456
782

1,126
1,484
2,285
3,191
5,332

$46
320
676

1,026
1,376
1,726
2,426
3,126
4,526

0
$185

560
858

1,283
1,768
2,628
3,573
6,233

0
$185

560
858

1,283
1,768
2,628
3,573
6,233

+141
-65

-806

I With an extra $700 exemption for withholding purposes for each $700 by which 12 percent of the first
$7,500 of estimated wages plus 17 percent of the remainder of estimated wages exceeds estimated itemized
deductions.

S With an extra $700 exemption for withholding purposes for each $700 by which 12 percent of the first
$7,500 of estimated wages plus 17 percent of the remainder of estimated wages exceeds estimated itemized
deductions except that a single additional allowance is allowed where the itemized deductions above the
floor exceed $350 rather than $700.

aAllowance does not result in underwithholding because of limitation provided by the bill,
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TA13LB 6-G.---Underwithholding and overwithholding under present law, under
H.R. 12752 as reported by the Ways and Means Committee, and under the Ways
and Means Committee floor amendment; selected taxpayers with deductions the
greaer of the minimum standard deduction or 80 percent of wage income

Amount of withholding Overwlthholding (+) or
underwithholding (-)

Tax Under H.R. 12762 Under H.R. 12752
Wap Income liability

Present 14 Before After Present 14 Before After
percent floor floor percent floor floor

amend- amend- amend- amend.
mentt ment 3 ment I ment s

SINGLE INDIVIDUAL

$1,000 ------------ $14 $47 $14 $14 +$38 0 0
$2,000------------- 115 187 162 56 +72 +$47 -59
$3,000 ------------- 225 327 332 213 +102 +107 -12
$5,000 ------------- 481 607 553 53 +126 +72 +72
$7,500------------- 833 957 1,029 1,029 +124 +196 +196
$10,00 ----------- - 1,230 1,307 1,389 1,389 +77 +159 +
$12,500-: --------- 1,672 1,657 1,969 1,969 -15 +297
$15,000 ---------- 2,162 2,007 2, 479 2,479 -155 +317 +317
$20000 ----------- 3.334 2,707 3,769 3,769 -627 -435 +435
$25,000 ----------- 4,708 3,407 5,059 5, 059 -1,301 +351 4351
$35,000 ----------- 7,980 4,807 8,059 8,059 -3,173 3+79 8+79

MARRIED COUPLE, NO DEPENDENTS

$2,000 ............ $28 $93 $56 0 $85 +$28 -$28
$3,000------------- 126 233 200 $98 107 +74 -28
$5,000------------- 338 513 395 395 +175 +57 +57
$7,500------------- 630 863 790 790 +233 +160 +160
$10,000 ........... 962 1,213 1,096 1.096 +251 +134 +134
$12,500 ........... 1,294 1,563 1,54 1,548 +269 +254 +254
$15,000 . .--------- , 668 1,913 1, 98 1, 98 +247 +242 +242
$20,000-- -------- 2,460 2,613 2,768 2,768 +153 +308 +308
$2,000 ----------- - ,344 318 3,748 3,748 -31 +404 +404

, ------------- 5,438 - 4,713 6,233 6, 233 -723 +797 +797

MARRIED COUPLE, 2 DEPENDENTS

$3,000------------- 0 $46 0 0 +$46 0 0
$5,000------------ $155 326 $185 $185 i17 +$30 +$30
$7,500------------- 426 676 560 560 +250 +134 +134
$1000------------- 734 1,026 858 858 +292 +124 +124

$12,500------------ 1,068 1,378 1,283 1,283 +310 +217 +217
$15,000------------ 1,402 1,726 1,628 1,628 +324 +20 2
$20,000-------2,172 2,428 2,488 2,488 +254 +:316 1316
$25,000:-----------3,035 3,126 3,398 3,398 +91 . +363 4383
$35,000------------ 5,052 4, 526 5,813 5,813 -528 +761 +761

I With an extra $700 exemption for withholding purposes for each $700 by which 12 percnteof the first
$7,80 of estimated wages plus 17 percent of the remainder of estimated wages exceeds esiated itemized
deductions.

Wiah extra $700 exemption for withholding purposes for each $700 by which 12 percent of the first
$750o simated wages plus 17 percent of the remainder of estimated wages exceeds estimated itemized

deductions except that a single additional allowance Is allowed where the Itemized deductions above the
floor exce $350 rather than $700.

* Allowance doss not result In underwlthholding because of limitation provided by tho bill.
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2,. Payments of estimated social security and hospital insurance taxes by
self-employed persons (8ec. 10 of the bil and see. 6015 of the code)

Present law.-Under existing law, self-employed persons are re-
quired to pay their social security tax and their tax for the hospital
insurance program when they file their final income tax return for a
given year. However, they may voluntarily pay this tax quarterly
with their estimated income tax payments.

The tax, now based on the initial $6,600 of net earnings from self-
employment, is imposed on self-employed individuals who have net
earnings from self-employment which total $400 or more. When
-an individual also has covered wage income, this is subtracted from
the $6,600 maximum earnings base, and the self-employment tax is
,computed on the lesser of this amount or net earnings from self-
'employment. A taxpayer who has $400 of net self- employment
.income must file a final return and pay self-employment tax even if he
is not required to file an income tax return.

Explanation of provisions.-Under the bill, a self-employed person
will be required to file a declaration of estimated tax whenever the
combined total of his estimated income tax liability and his estimated
social security and hospital insurance tax liability exceeds $40. Pay-
ments of estimated tax will be made as at present with the exception
that the amount paid will include both the estimated income tax and
the estimated self-employment tax. That is, calendar-year tax-
payers will have to file the declaration by April 15 and quarterly
payments will be required on April 15, June 15, and September 15
-of the current year and on January 15 of the succeeding year.

Tables 7 and 8 show the maximum dollar amount of self-employment
tax and tax liability since 1951.

TAB..u 7.-Maximum dollar amount of self-employment tax for individuals,
1951 to 1987

Maximum Maximum
Year net earnings Tax rate tax

base' per person

Percmt
195143-- --------------------------------------------- $3,600 2.25 $81.00
1954 --------------------------------------------------------- 3600 3.0 10.00
1955- ------------------------------------------------------ 4,200 3.0 126.00
1957-58 --------------------------------------------------- 4,200 3. 75 141.75
1959 --------------------------------------------------------- 4,800 3.73 180.00
1960--1 . . ..----------------------------------------------- 4,800 4.5 21.00
1962 - --------------------------------------------------- 4,800 4.7 22L 60
1963-6 -------------------------------------------------- 4,800. &4 25. 20
1966 ------------------------------------------------------- 600 '6.15 40& 90
1967-68 -- ------------------------------------------------ 600 6.40 42.40
1960-72 ----------------------------------------------------- 6600 7.10 46.60
1973-7 ---------------------------------------------------- 4600 7.55 49.30
1976-79 ------------------------------------------------------ 6.600 7.60 801.60
1980-86 ------------------------------------------------- 6 ,0 7.70 08. 20
1987-- ---------------.----------------------------------- 6, 600 7.80 514.80

I The minimum net earnings subject to the self-employment rate has been $400 since 1961.,
'Includes OASDI (social security) tax rates and HI(hcpltal Inurance) tax rate of 1966 and 6l following

yewrs.
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TMtz 8.-Self-employmewa taz liability, 1951 to 1966

Self-employment tax

Number of
Year lnoome tax Amount of

returns slf-employ- Average tax
reporting ment tax per return I

self-employ-
ment tax

Milio" Milliong
1951 .......................................................... 4.1 $211.8 $51.90
1952 ........................................................... 4.1 217.5 53.60
1953 . . . . . . ..--------------------------------------------------- 4.2 226.6 53.70
1954 ......................------------------------------------- 4.2 801.5 71.60
1955 ---------------------------------------------------------- 6.6 463.2 69.70
196 . ------------------------------------..................... 7.4 83.1 72.50
1057 ---------------------------------------------------------- 7.0 581.2 83.10
1958 ---------------------------------------------------------- 7.0 589.2 84.00
1959 --------------------------------------------------------- 7.0 701.5 99.70
1960 .......................................................... 6.9 83.6 121.00
1961 ---------------------------------------------------------- 6.7 840.1 124. 50
1962 ........................................................... 6 7 887.2 132. 9
1963 --------------------------------------------------------- 6.5 1,002.2 154.60
1964 (preliminary) ------------------------------------------- 6.3 1, 00.0 160. 0.
1965 estimatee) 3 ............................................. 6. 2 1, 05 0 169.00
1966 (estimate). ...............................-------------- 6.3 1, 50. 0 238. 00

' Average computed from unfounded figures.
2 Includes doctors of medicine newly covered by the Social Security Amendments Act of 1965.

Persons who derive at least two-thirds of their total estimated
gross income from farming and fishing activities will not be required
to make quarterly payments of estimated self-employment tax.
This treatment conforms to the present provisions for the payment
of estimated income tax for farmers and fishermen. Such persons
will have until January 15 of the year following the taxable year to
file a declaration of estimated tax, and need not file a declaration at
all if they choose to file their final tax return by February 15.

A penalty will be imposed for underpayment of estimated tax when a
quarterly payment falls below 80 percent of the combined income
and se-employment tax liability estimated at that time. The
penalty is computed separately with respect to each quarterly install-
ment. However, no penalty is imposed, even if the 80-percent rule is
not met, when the estimated tax payment conforms to the exceptions
currently applicable to quarterly estimated income tax payments
(sec. 6654(d)).

.Effective dae.-This provision is effective for taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1966.

Revenue e ffect.-This provision is expected to increase fiscal year.
1967 trust fund revenues, which are not reflected in the administrative
budget, by $200 million. It will have no effect on revenues in the
fiscal year 1966.
8. Underpayment of instaUments of estimated income tax by individuals

(see. 103 of the bill. and sec. 6654 of the code)
Present law.-Under existing law the penalty for underpayment of

estimated tax is restricted to the difference between the amount of
tax paid through withholding, quarterly installments of estimated tax,
or both, and 70 percent of the final liability for the taxable year.
This penalty is computed on a quarterly basis. It is a charge equal
to 6 percent per year on the amount of underpayment and is not a
deductible expense for tax purposes.
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Explanation of provision.-H.R. 12752 increases the proportion of
tile final liability which is to be paid currently from 70 to 80 percent.
TY s amendment restores tile pre-1954 requirement.

The bill also modifies to 80 percent the one alternative exception
to the penalty which contains a percentage test. This is the income
test that calls for annualizing the taxable income received in the
months prior to the month when a particular installment is due.

Effective date.-This provision will apply with respect to taxable
years which begin after December 31, 1966.

Revenue effect.-It is estimated that the larger estimated tax pay-
ments required under this rule will result in a temporary increase in
tax collections that will add $150 million to revenues in fiscal year 1967.
4. Acceleration of payment of estimated tax by corporations (see. 104 of

the bill and sec. 6154 of the Code)
Present law.-Corporations with an estimated tax liability in excess

of $100,000 presently are required to make partial payments during
the current tax .year of their estimated tax in excess of $100,000.
Under the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1964, calendar year
corporations make payments on estimated tax liability on April15,
June 15, September 15, and December 15.

Under the present schedule, these corporations file an initial declara-
tion and pay 9 percent of their estimated 1966 tax liability in excess of
$100,000 on April 15 and on June 15 of this year. They pay install-
ments of 25 percent each on September 15 and December 15 and the
remaining 32 percent of the tax liability is paid in equal installments
on March 15 and June 15, 1967.

In 1967, the April and June estimated taxpayments are each
scheduled to be 14 percent of the estimated tax liability above
$100,000. fi payment schedule under present law for a calendar-
year corporation iA summarized in table 9.

TABLD 1.-Payment schedule for calendar-year corporations under present law
showing peicziiage of estimated tax to be paidI

Current taxable year Following yearCalendar year

Apr. 15 June 15 Sept. 15 Dec. 15 Mar. 15 June 15

1 6 ................................. . 9 9 25 25 16 16
19 ..................... 14 14 25 25 it 11
1W ....................... 19 19 26 25 8 6
1969 -- _----------------------- .--------- 22 22 25 25 3 a
1970 ..................................... 25 25 25 25
I97 and sube ,quont years ................ 25 25 25 25...

I Tax in dxcees of $100,000.

Explanation of proviions.-H.R. 12752 accelerates the transition to
full current payment of corporate tax liabilities in excess of $100,000
which will be completed in 1967, instead of 1970 as provided under
existing law.

Corporate tax liabilities remain unchanged by the provisions of
this bill.

Under the bill, 12 percent, rather than 9 percent, of the tax in
excess of $100,000 is to be payable by a calendar-year corporation in
April and June 1966, and in 1967 and thereafter 25 percent will be
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payable on each of these two dates. Table 10 shows the schedule of
payment dates provided under the bill for a calendar-year corporation
for 1966 and subsequent years.

TABLE 10.-Payment schedule for calendar-year corporations under bill showing
percentage of estimated tax to be-.,paid I

Current taxable year Following yearCalendar year

Apr. 15 June 15Sept. 1 Dec. 15 Mar. 15 June 15

19 ....................................... 12 12 25 25 IS 116-----------------25I 251 25l 25 .................1967 ....................................... 251 25 251 25 ..........

19M6 and subsequent years ----------------- 25 25 25 25----------------

I Tax In excess of $10000.

Corporations affected by this provision will not be put on a fully
current basis with respect to their total tax payments, since only the
estimated taxes in excess of $100,000 are affected. In additon, tile
various provisions in existing law that limit the imposition of penalties
when estimated payments fall short of actual liabilities are not
changed.

Accelerating the corporate tax payments schedule to complete the
transition to the current payments basis in 1967 will produce larger
payments in 1966 and 1967 than would be made under present law.
It also means that the tax payments in 1968, 1969, and 1970 will be
lower than those scheduled under present law.

Effective date.-The revised schedule for corporation tax payments
will apply to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1965.

Revenue effect.-Administrative budget receipts will be increased
by $1 billion in fiscal year 1966 and by $3.2 billion in 1967 as a result

* of enactment of this provision.
5. The excise tax on passenger automobiles (sec. 201 of the bill and

sec. 4061 of the code)
Present law.-Prior to the passage of the Excise Tax Reduction Act

-of 1965, a tax of 10 percent was imposed on the manufacturer's price
for passenger automobiles. Under that act, the rate was reduced to 7
IYercent for the period June 22, 1965, to December 31, 1965. On
January 1, 1966, the tax rate was reduced to 6 percent, and it is

-scheduled to fall to 4 percent on January J, 1967, and to 2 percent on
January 1, 1968. On January 1 1969 the tax is to be reduced to a
permanent level of 1 percent. Refunds will be paid to dealers with
respect to automobiles held in inventory on any date on which the
tax rate is reduced.

Explanation of provisions.-The bill restores the excise tax rate on
passenger automobiles to the 7-percent rate applicable last December.

'The restoration of the 7-percent rate is for a 2-year period beginning
the day after tile date of enactment and ending on March 31, 1968.

'The excise tax rate on automobiles then will become 2 percent, as
scheduled under present law for 1968 and 1 percent on January 1,
1969.

A tax of 1 percent of the manufacturer's (or importer's) price is im-
posed upon all new automobiles held in stock by dealers or distributors
-on the day when the 7-percent-tax rate becomes effective. The tax is
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to be paid by the dealer and is to be collected from the dealer by the
manufacturer (or importer). The Secretary of the Treasury will pre-
scribe regulations which will instruct the dealer to prepare for the
manufacturer (or importer) a list of the cars in his inventory on the
day when the 7-percent tax becomes effective together with any other
information needed by the manufacturer (or importer) to determined
the sales price. The manufacturer (or importer) then will prepare a bill
for the dealer on which he itemizes the floor stock tax upon each of
these automobiles. The dealer then is to pay this tax to the manu-
facturer (or importer) who transmits it to the Government. In
addition, the manufacturer (or importer) is to provide the dealer with
information the dealer can use to show the customer a close approxima-
tion of the floor stock tax on each car. This is to be made available on,
or shortly after, the date the floor stock tax applies. The floor stock
tax of 1 percent will be paid on a date not earlier than 60 days after
the date of enactment as indicated in regulations prescribed by the
Secretary or his delegate.

Effective date.-The tax rate will be restored to 7 percent effective
with respect to sales by manufacturers, producers, and importers
beginning with the day after the date of enactment. The floor stocks
tax is to be effective on the same day.

Revenue egfect.-This provision will increase reveiuues by $60 million
in the fiscal year 1966 and by $420 million in the fiscal year 1967.
6. The excise tax on telephone service (sec. 202 of the bill and see. 4251

of the code)
Present law.-IUnder the law in effect prior to January 1, 1966, a

10-percent tax was levied on amounts paid for general and toll tele-'
phone and teletypewriter exchange service. This rate was lowered to
3 percent effective as of January 1, 1966, under the provisions of the
Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1965. As presently scheduled, the tax
rate will fall to 2 percent on January 1, 1967, to 1 percent on January
1, 1968, and will be repealed on January 1, 1969.

Explanation of provision.-The bill restores the. 10-percent excise
tax rate on telephone service, including teletypewriter service, and
postpones further reduction in the tax rate until April 1, 1968. On
that date, the tax rate is to fall to the 1-percent rate scheduled under
present law to be effective in 1968. Then (as under present law) the
tax is repealed on January 1, 1969.

Exemytiom for hospitals.-The bill provides an exemption from
the excise tax for telephone services furnished to nonprofit hospitals
exempt from income tax. This is to accord such hospitals the same
treatment accorded Government hospitals under present law.

Effective date.-The 10-percent rate on telephone and teletypewriter
service is to become effective with respect to bills rendered on or after
the first day of the first month which be ins more than 15 days after
the effective date of this legislation. The exemption for nonprofit
hospitals is to go into effect at the same time.

Revenue effect.-This provision will increase revenues by $785
million in the fiscal year 1967.

Table 11 presents a comparison of the effective dates for scheduled
reductions in the excise tax rates applicable to automobiles and tele-
phone and teletypewriter services under present law and H.R. 12752.
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TABLE 11.-Effective dates for scheduled excise tax reduction, under present law
and H.R. 12758

(In percent)

Excise tax rate under-Excise tax and date

Present law H.R. 12752

Automobiles:
Juno 22, 1965 ............................................................ 7
Jan. 1, 196 ................................... _...... ........-..... 1 6 ...........
Day after enactment of I. R. 12752 -------------------------------------- 6 -i7
Jan. 1, 1967 .............................................................. 14 7
Jan. 1, INS ............................................................ 12 7
Apr. 1, 1968 ............................................................. 2 12
Jan. 1, 1969 .............................................................. 1

Communications:
Jail. 1, 1066 ............................................................. 3...........
1st month beginning more than 15 days after enactment of I. R. 12752 ... 3 10
Jan. 1, 1967 ---------.................................. ----------------- 2 10
jai). 1, 1968 ------------------------------------------------------------ 1 10
Apr. 1, 1968 ------------------------------------------------------- -1 1
Jail. 1, 1969 -------------------------------------------------------- --- Repeal Repeal

I Appropriate floor stocks tax refunds for dealers' Inventories.
2 Floor stocks tax of I percent applied to dealers' inventories.

Table 12 lists the effective dates for each provision of H.R. 12752.

TABLE 12.-Effective dates for each provision of H.R. I2752

Provision Effective date

Graduated withholding schedules ----------------- Remuneration paid after Apr. 30, 1966.
Withholding allowances ----------------------------- Taxable years beginning after Dec. 31, 1966.
Quarterly payments of self-employed social security Do.

and hospital Insurance taxes.
Underpayment on estimated individual income and Do.

self-employment taxes.
Accelerated payment of estimated corporation in- Taxable years beginning after Dec. 81, 1965.

come tax.
Excise tax and floor stocks tax on paisenger auto- The day after date of enactment.

mobiles.
Excise tax on telephone and teletypewriter services. Bills rendered on 1st day of the month beginning

more than 15 days after enactment.
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CHAIRMAN RUSSELL B. LONG (DEMOCRAT, OF LOUISIANA), COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

ANNOUNCES HEARINGS ON THE PRESIDENT'S 1966 TAX PROPOSALS

[For the press for immediate release Feb. 17, 19661

Russell B. Long, chairman of the Committee on Finance, announced today that
the committee would begin b arings on Friday, February 25, 1966, with respect to
H.R. 12752, the Tax Adjustment Act of 1966. The Secretary of the Treasury,
Hon. Henry H. Fowler, is to be the first witness.

Persons desiring to be heard on the proposals contained in H.R. 12752 should
submit requests to Tom Vail, chief counsel, Committee on Finance, not later than
Wednesday, February 23, 1966. In order to facilitate committee consideration of
this important legislation, those with similar interests are urged to designate
a single spokesman to present their testimony.

Witnesses who are scheduled to appear are further urged to make their state-
ments as brief as possible to conserve the time of the committee. In order to
further conserve the time of the committee, the committee will be pleased to
receive from any interested person a written statement for inclusion in the
printed record of the hearings in lieu of a personal appearance. These state-
ments will be given the same full consideration as though they had been delivered
orally.

All statements should include a summary sheet and subject headings.
The chairman further announced that the committee would proceed to execu-

tive consideration of the President's tax proposals promptly upon completion of
the hearings.

Senator LoNG. Our first witness this morning is the Secretary of the
Treasury, the Honorable Henry H. Fowler.

Mr. Secretary, we are happy to welcome you to the committee.
I might point out, Mr. Secretary, that this hearing is beginning an

hour earlier than our usual meeting time because I was fearful an ob-
jection might be made later in the day to the committee meeting while
the Senate is in session. I will invite you to read your prepared state-
ment and I hope we can withhold questions until after your statementhas been presented.I wo suggest that we proceed this morning with the rule that we

have been using on the Foreign Relations Committee that each Sena-
tor, on the first round, limit his interrogation to 10 minutes. There-
after, I would place no limit on the amount of time each Senator
might need for his questions.

You may proceed, Mr. Secretary.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY H. FOWLER, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY; ACCOMPANIED BY STANLEY S. SURREY, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR TAX POLICY

Secretary FOWLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have with me today Assistant Secretary Stanley S. Surrey, the

Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy. He will assist
me in dealing with questions of the committee on technical aspects
of the bill before you.

Senator LONG. Mr. Secretary, would you like to summarize this
statement or do you want to present the whole statement ?

Secretary FOWLER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to read the early
part of the statement completely and then more or less summarize
the technical provisions--unless the committee wishes to have the en-
tire statement read.

Senator WILLIAMS. We have not had a chance to see your statement
before.
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Secretary FOWLER. Perhaps I should read it in full.
Senator WILLIAMS. That would be better.
Senator LONG. Mr. Secretary, I certainly don't want to proceed too

expeditiously, although I do believe in proceeding expeditiously.
Might I ask what pages you had in mind reading?

Secretary FowLER. Through page 7.
Senator LoNG. Fine. At that point you can decide whether you

want to summarize the remainder or read every word of it.
Secretary FOWLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I thank the committee for the promptness of this hearing on the

tax changes embodied in H.R. 12752, which has been passed by the
House of Representatives. This bill essentially embodies the Presi-
dent's tax program. We urge that it be approved as quickly as pos-
sible.

There are times when rapid action on tax legislation is needed.
This is particularly true in the present case. Each passing day makes
it harder for us to reduce the deficit in fiscal year 1966, and much
delay could lower our ability to reduce the deficit in fiscal year 1967.

Briefly, H.R. 12752 involves (a) temporary restoration of the rates
of excise tax on automobiles and telephones that were in effect at the
end of 1965 and (b) the adoption of certain collection procedures
which will put income and self-employment taxpayments closer to a
pay-as-you-go system, thereby increasing current revenues without
changing income tax rates and without changing anyone's final tax
liabilities.

The main budgetary fact behind this program is that increased spe-
cial costs associated with Vietnam will add $4.7 billion in fiscal year
1966 expenditures over the amount originally estimated in the budget
for that year presented in January 1965 and an additional $5.8 billion,
for a total of $10.5 billion in fiscal year 1967.

The increased cost of Vietnam with its economic and psychological
uncertainties came at a time when the success of a balanced and ex-
pansionary mix of fiscal and monetary policies, combined with wise
practices in a dynamic private sector, had brought the Nation close
to the achievement of many of its most important ecAnomic goals-a
healthy rate of growth (the highest of any of the larger industrialized
nations) in a full employment economy with a balanced budget, ac-
companied by price stability unparalleled in the industrialized world,
and an equilibrium in our balance of payments. I

Past tax reduction actions of the Congress, recommended or approved
by this committee-the investment credit in the Revenue Act of 1962,
the tax reduction program in the Revenue Act of 1964, the Excise Tax
Reduction Act. of 1969, and the administrative depreciation reforms of
1962 and 1965-made a signal contribution to this achievement. .

Despite tax reductions that have cut the burden of taxes by some
$20 billion at this year's income levels, revenues under present law will
bs $21 billion higher in fiscal year 1966 than they were in fiscal year
1961. This contrasts with a growth in receipts of only $10 billion in
the 5 years preceding 1961, a period in which there was no significant
tax reduction.

Our fiscal policy has been successful. Had our defense com1nitments
remained unchanged, the rise in receipts without the current tax bill
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would have produced a budget surplus in fiscal year 1967 with roomfor increases in Federal civilian expenditures or further tax reductions
or debt retirement.

In this situation we face the current problem of meeting the addedcosts of our southeast Asia operations. We are 'better prepared to meetthese costs because of the 2 5-percent increase in real GNP in the last5 years. We must recognize, however, that new problems call for new
solutions.

The immediate response of this administration to the problem pre-sented by the increased Vietnam expenditures in a nation nearing fullemployment was a maximum of economy in the preparation of budgetexpenditure proposals, consistent with recognition of clear interna-tional and domestic needs. Elimination of unnecessary activities andthe reduction in the cost of continuing activities were pursued ruth-leSere was still a dilemma which President Johnson clearly de-

scribed in a letter of January 19 addressed to Chairmen Long and
Mills as coming down to three choices:

A deficit in excess of $6.5 billion, which would require the Government to bor-
row the additional money.

An increase in corporate and personal income tax rates, or other new taxes.Temporary restoration of certain excise taxes, and adoption of graduatedwithholding of individual income taxes and current payment of corporate incometaxes--to put the American people on a pay-as-you-go basis without increasing
the total tax bill due.

Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, are you speaking of the 1967
budget?,

Secretary FowuE. Yes.
Senator W ILLIAMS. Thank you.Secretary FOWLER. In the President's words, "First, we could raiserevenue or borrow it. I chose to raise the money." This decision recog-nizes that our fiscal policy over the last 5 years has substantially re-duced the level of unused plant capacity and unused worker skills.With the Vietnam commitment superimposed on the robust privatedemands, a moderate and balanced shift away from the stiTulative

policy of the last 5 years is called for.
In the light of the uncertainty about the duration of the increasedexpenditures for Vietnam, a solution which involves predominantly

temporary and passing changes largely in the timing of taxpaymentswithout increasing income tax fiscal abilities is a first preference toincreasing personal and corporate income tax liabilities. This makesthe last of the presidentially stated alternatives clearly preferable.On the need for this bill, let me emphasize first my point that forthe most part the provisions of H.R. 12752 represent structural im-provements in the tax law and the increased receipts are primarilyassociated with the transition. This means that it involves less of aburden than one would normally associate with an increase of revenuesof $4 billion in 1 fiscal year. Nevertheless, could even this be avoided
by expenditure cuts? '

First as to timing-here, Senator Williams, I refer to fiscal 1966--the bill in part is intended to deal with the budget problem in fiscal year1966. These expenditures are based on programs that have been voted
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and are in operation. They cannot -be cut back materially. We need
the bill to reduce the deficit in fiscal year 1966 by $1.2 billion.

In assessing expenditure reduction possibilities for fiscal year 1967
as a substitute for this bill, it should be noted that the 1967 budget pro-
vides for an increase of only $600 million over the expenditure levels
in the non-Vietnam sector of the 1966 budget. Moreover, this minor
increase in expenditures, apart from the requirements of Vietnam,
comes after several years in which expenditure totals in the adminis-
trative budget have been held down.

This requires a summary examination of the record on expenditure
control under President Johnson which is set forth on chart 1 attached
to my statement.

(The chart and explanation follow:)

Chart 1

EXPENDITURES 1964-1967

W".8

EXPLANATION OF CHART 1

The increase of $0.6 billion in budget expenditures, outside of special Vietnam
costs, between 1966 and 1967, reflects many increases and decreases. For ex-
ample, the 1967 budget provides for $5.3 billion of expenditure increases. These
increases include (1) $3.2 billion for Great Society programs, primarily in edu-
cation, health, and the war on poverty; (2) $0.8 billion for higher interest costs
and $0.4 billion for the added costs over 1966 of the military and civilian em-
ployee.pay raises enacted last October; and (3) $1 billion for other unavoidable
workload and contractual commitments, such as expenditures for construction
projects started in earlier years.

Against these increases there are reduction of $4.7 billion included in the 1967
budget.: These consist partly of (1) $1.6 billion in defense activities excluding
the added ,Vietnam costs and (2) $1.5 billion in savings through pruning lower
priority programs, management improvements, and the nonrecurrence of certain

59-598 O--6----d
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costs. The remaining $1.6 billion reduction stems from increased sales of mort-
gages and other financial assets or conversion of direct Federal loans to guar-
anteed private loans--the substitution of private for public credit.

Former Budget Director Maurice Stans has estimated that nondefense ex-
penditures can be expected to rise by $2 to $2 billion each year due to the
growing workloads which accompany increasing population and incomes. A
net increase of only $0.6 billion in fiscal 1967, therefore indicates extraordinary
stringency.

Secretary FOWLER. 1. The President cut the original estimated ex-
penditure level of $98.8 billion for fiscal year 1964 by $1.1 billion to
an actual $97.7 billion.

2, He cut the original estimated expenditure level of $97.9 billion
for fiscal year 1965--ending last June 30-by $1.4 billion to an actual
$96.5 billion.

3. The expenditure target for fiscal year 1966 was fixed last Janu-
ary at $99.7 billion. But accelerated military activity in Vietnam
required extra expenditures of some $4.7 billion. In addition, uncon-
trollable or legislated expenditures required another unavoidable in-
crease amounting to a net figure of some $2 billion. These
expenditures included $740 million of military and civilian pay in-
creases voted by Congress in excess of Presidential recommendations,

.an additional $288 million increase in veterans' pensions, a $500 mil-
lion increase in interest charges on the debt and two further increases
of $500 million each as a result of payments required by law under the
space program and $462 million under the commodity credit program.
All of these increases more than wiped out economies realized since
the original budget estimate for fiscal year 1966.

What all this adds up to is the striking fact that, had it not been
for these unavoidable increases as a result of Vietnam and these other
uncontrollable increases I have cited, the President in nearly 3 years
in office would have held expenditures in the administrative budget
to a total increase of less than $1 billion over the amount estimated
for the fiscal year in which he assumed office.

We can gain some idea of what a remarkable achievement this is
when you compare it with the average increase of $3 billion per year
over the previous 10 years. -

The program that we are urging meets the immediate and clearly
foreseen needs, but this does not foreclose future dealing with longer
run problems or new developments. The President in his letter stated
further:

If our needs in Vietnam require additional revenues, I will not hesitate to
request them. On the other hand, if our efforts for a peaceful resolution of the
Vietnam situation are successful--and those efforts will continue day and night-
then your Government's need for revenues will be sharply reduced, thus permit-
ting downward tax revisions as we had following Korea.

In his budget message, he clearly committed himself to recommend
additional measures in either of two contingencies. He said:

If, on the' other hand, events in southeast Asia so develop that additional
funds are required, I will not hesitate to request the necessary sums. And should
that contingency arise, or should unforeseen inflationary pressures develop. I
will propose such fiscal actions as are appropriate to maintain economic stability.

Insofar as inflationary pressures are concerned, the President stated
his position concerning these tax proposals as recently as January 27
in his economic message saying:
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To insure against the risk of inflationary pressures, I have asked Americans to
pay their taxes on a more nearly current basis, and to postpone a scheduled tax
cut. If it should turn out that additional insurance is needed, then I am con-
vinced that we should levy higher taxes rather than accept inflation-which is
the most unjust and capricious form of taxation.

Taxation is an effective and flexible instrument of economic policy.
It can be adapted to the needs of the present circumstances without
changing basic policies already incorporated in our tax law.

The tax changes in H.R. 12752 wil:
Balance the cash budget.
Reduce the deficit in the administrative budget to the lowest

level in 7 years.
Help maint, in economic growth and reduce the risks of infla-

tion.
The specific sources of increased budget receipts under H.R. 12752

for fiscal year 1966 and 1967 are shown in the following table:
(The table referred to follows:)

E8titnated revenue increase under H.R. 12755 for the fisoal ye4ws 1966 and 1967

(In millions of dollars]

Fiscal year Fisal year
1966 1967

Excises:
Communications --------------------------------------------------------------------- 785
Automobiles ------------------------------------------------------------ 60 420

Total excises .......................................................... 60 1,205
Corporate speedup --------------------------------------------------------- 1,000 8,200
Graduating withholding ----------------------------------------------------- 9 210
Increase in declaration requirement under Individual Income tax from 70 to

80 percent ----------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- 150
Total, administrative budget ----------------------------------------- 1,15 14,765

Self-employment social security tax, quarterly payments (goes into a trust
fund) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 200

Total, cash budget ---------------------------------------------------- 1,155 4,965

I Prior to the House floor amendment, the gain in fiscal year 1967 from graduated withholding was
$275,000,000; the totaladministrative budget was $4 880 000,000; and the total cash budget was $5,030,000,000.
The floor amendment reduced each figure by $6,060,060.

Secretary FOWLER. I will not recite all the figures, except to indicate
that, in total, there will be an addition of $1,155 million to both the
administrative and cash budgeting receipts in fiscal year 1966.

Senator LONG. Would you pause there just a moment, Mr. Secretary,
while the committee digests that chart?

Some of us want to study that a little bit.
I think Senator Williams was perhaps right, Mr. Secretary, your

statement is so thought provoking I think it might be well for you to
go ahead and read the remainder oi it.

Secretary FOWLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
To complete my comment on the table, the proposals would add, as

you see in the last column, $4,765 million to administrative budget
receipts in fiscal 1967. In addition, the bill would add an additional
$200 million to cash budget receipts in fiscal 1967, for total cash budget
receipts of $4,965 million.

Now, I would like to turn to the individual items contained in the
bill before you, H.R. 12752.
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EXCISE TAXES

H.R. 12752 would restore promptly the 7rpercent rate of the manu-
facturers excise tax on automobiles, which was reduced to 6 percent on
January 1, 1966, and the 10-percent tax rate on local and long-distance
telephone and teletypewriter service, which fell to 3 percent the same
date. The automobile tax would be restored on the day after enact-
ment, and the telephone tax would be restored for bills rendered on
and after the first day of the first month beginning more than 15 days
after the legislation is enacted. Those pre-January 1 rates would
remain in effect until April 1, 1968, when they would revert to the level
that would prevail at that time under present law, that is, 2 percent
on the automobile tax and 1 percent on the telephone tax.

The question arises naturally, why are the rates restored on these
two excises only? Why not restore some of the taxes that were re-
pealed last June or last December?

Part. of the answer to this question is that in the Excise Tax Reduc-
tion Act of 1965 it was recognized that these two taxes involved such
large amounts of revenue that their ultimate reduction had to be
scheduled gradually in the light of economic and budget conditions.
Another way of saying the same thing is to point out, that a large
number of excise taxes would have to be restored to match the revenue
involved in the continuation of the automobile and telephone excises.

Another reason for this particular excise tax program is that the
restoring of taxes that have been completely repealed in contrast to
continuing taxes still being levied would impose substantial compli-
ance and administrative burdens. The whole series of accounting and
reporting procedures associated with payment of the taxes which
disappeared when the taxes were revealed would have to be reconsti-
tuted. With regard to the automobile and telephone taxes, however,
only a change in rate is involved-not a restoration of an entire tax.
No additional accounting and reporting are involved, and there is
no reintroduction of the compliance and administrative difficulties
involved in the various smaller taxes. Nor is there a reintroduction
of all the competitive and other distortions that were involved in the
various selective excise taxes that were repealed in 1965.

In fiscal year 1967, the increa e in revenues would be $420 million
from the automobile tax and $785 million from the telephone tax,
a total of $1.2 billion.

A floor stocks tax of 1 percent would be imposed on all new auto-
mobiles held in stock by dealers or distributors on the day the 7-per-
cent rate becomes effective. Under the bill, this tax is tx be paid by
the dealer, but it is to be collected by the manufacturer and paid over
by it to the Treasury. This )rocedure, which parallels that for the
floor stocks refunds under this tax, was chosen in the House bill to
assure that the dealers will have the correct information as to the tax
base for the cars affected.

I' the legislation is enacted by March 15, 1966, excise tax revenue in
fiscal year 1966 would be increased by $60 million, all of which would
com3 from the automobile tax. There are, as you realize, laos between
the time the taxes are collected and when they are paid into the
Treasury.
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The increase in cash payments by consumers reflecting these tax
changes in calendar year 1966 would be $200 million from the auto-
mobile tax and $570 million from the telephone tax.

The bill differs somewhat from the administration recommendations
as to the period after 1967. We had proposed that the whole schedule
of automatic reductions of the automobile and telephone taxes begin-
ning with the January 1, 1966, reductions be moved later by 2 years so
that the reductions previously scheduled for January 1, 1966, through
January 1, 1969, would take place instead from January 1, 1968, to
January 1, 1971.

Under H.R. 12752, the restored rates would be carried to April 1,
1968, and then the rates would revert to the level that they would have
been on that date under present law, that is, 2 percent on the auto--
mobile tax and 1 percent on the telephone tax. The final reduction of
these taxes to 1 percent and zero, respectively, would take place on
January 1, 1969. H.R. 12752 would provide as much revenue from the
excise provisions as the administration proposal in fiscal years 1966
and 1967, just slightly more in fiscal year 1968, and less in fiscal years
1969 and 1970. We have no objection to the method of treatment in
H.R. 12752 for these excise tax rates on automobiles and telephones
after the temporary postponement period is ended.

GRADUATED WITHHOLDING

A most important part of the administration program as well as
H.R. 12752 is the provision for gTaduated withholding.

In evaluating these withholding changes, it is important to note that
a very substantial proportion o 'our citizens regard a pay-as-you-go
tax system as a convenience, not as a penalty. Further, I believe, since
the withholding system cannot be perfect, most taxpayers prefer some
overwithholding with a refund on April 15 to underwithholding,
which means a final tax bill due in April.

Many wage and salary earners, for example, voluntarily under-
state the number of exemptions to which they are entitled for with-
holding purposes in order to have their withholding more closely ap-
proximate their tax liability or even to result in overwithholding.
A withholding system should not, of course, seek to create unnecessary
overwithholding. But as a practical matter, taxpayers with the
same amount of wages will very often differ in other respects. A with-
holding rate that would cause overwithholding for one taxpayer would
therefore underwithhold on the other. Thus a taxpayer might have
income from nonwage sources that is not subject to withholding;
or have actual deductions that are more or less than the assumption
used in the withholding system; or the taxpayer may not be employed
continuously during the year. All of these factors-and others-af-
fect the amount of 'his final tax liability and thus the relationship be-
tween the amounts withheld and that liability.Under the present law, a flat 14 percent ofan employee's earnings is
withheld for income tax purposes, while final tax liability is computed
under a series of graduated rates. Consequently, many taxpayers are
faced with large, and frequently unanticipated, unpaid tax liabilities
ot tho end of the year. The burden to taxpayers of these year-end.
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payments, as well as the collection problems impsed on the Internal
Revenue Service, warrants a system of withholding from wages on a
graduated basis that will more effectively synchronize withholding
with actual tax liability.

Moreover, the present withholding system takes into account the 10-
percent standard deduction, but not the minimum standard deduction
added by the Revenue Act of 1964. This omission results in over-
withholding for many low-income employees. Additional overwith-
holding occurs under the present system for single employees with
taxable incomes of less than $2,000 and married employees with taxable
incomes of less than $4,000. This results from the use of a flat with-
holding rate which is an average of the rates for the first four income
tax brackets, adjusted for the 10-percent standard deduction.

The basic graduated withholding system in H.R. 12752 is designed
to minimize these problems.

(1) First, in place of the present flat 14-percent withholding rate,
the proposed system would provide for withholding at six graduated
rates ranging from 14 percent to 30 percent. This would closely re-
late the amount of withheld tax with the actual tax due for single
people with taxable income up to $12,000 and for married couples with
taxable income up to $24,000, whose deductions are approximately 10
percent of income. For people above this income level with deduc-
tions of approximately 10 percent of income, withheld and actual taxes
would be more closely related than under the present system.

(2) Second. the minimum standard deduction would be reflected in
the new withholding system through an increase to $700 in the value
of the personal exemptions for withholding purposes, and through a
zero withholding rate on $200 of wages on an annual basis. This
change would appreciably reduce overwithholding for those employ-
ees who use the minimum standard deduction. The use of the mini-
mum standard deduction in combination with graduated rates would
also eliminate the overwithholding that presently exists in the first
four income tax brackets.

The six-rate graduated system, proposed in the administration pro-
gram and adopted in H.R. 12752, is designed to produce the correct
amount of withholding for an individual whose deductions were
either the standard deduction, including the minimum standard de-
duction, or 10 percent of his wage income, whichever was the larger,
who had no nonwage income, and who worked a full year. If a tax-
payer has no nonwage income, and has itemized deductions in excess
of the standard deduction or 10 percent of his wage income, it is quite
likely that there would be some overwithholding under the administra-
tion proposal.

While modest overwithholding is not a significant hardship for the
wage or salary earner, there could be cases of large overwithholding
both under present law and under the basic graduated withholding
system. The bksic graduated system by itself would in many cases
tend to aggravate the situations of large overwithholdina. For this
reason, a provision was added to the bill in the Ways and Means Com-
mittee that would make it possible for individuals, who would expect
to be overwithheld due to high itemized deductions, to avoid or mini-
mize large overwithholding by claiming additional withholding allow-
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ances. The withholding system heretofore has permitted each tax-
payer to declare to his employer the number of income tax exemptions
to which he is entitled, for himself and his dependents. These are
taken into account in the graduated withholding formula and in the
withholding tables, through permitting the taxpayer to earn free of
withholding $700 (on an annual basis) for each exemption to which he
is entitled. H.R. 12752 would simply expand this technique to deal
with employees with high itemized deductions by affording additional
withholding allowances (in $700 multiples) because of those deduc-
tions.

Specifically, H.R. 12752 permits the taxpayer to state his estimated
deductions for the current year. These cannot exceed his actual item-
ized deductions for the previous year. He can also put down his esti-
mated sa,':ry or wages for the current year, which cannot be less than
his salary or wages for the previous year. These ceiling and floor
limitations are necessary to prevent serious abuse of the new allowance.
H.R. 12752 then allows the taxpayer to compute his excess deductions,
that is, his deductions in excess of a base line which is made up of 12
percent of the first $7,500 of his salary or wages and 17 percent of the
balance. The taxpayer is given an additional withholding allowance
for each full $700 by which the excess deductions exceed the base line.
Under an amendment added on the House floor, the taxpayer would
be allowed the first additional withholding allowance if his excess
deductions were equal to at least $350.

As respects the operation of this additional allowance system, the
employer would treat these claims for additional withholding allow-
ances in exactly the same way as a claim for additional exemptions,
so basically the procedure will not complicate the withholding system
for employers. So far as employees are concerned, the provision for
extra withholding allowances does involve some complication. It is,
of course, optional with the employee whether or not he wants to
claim an additional allowance. But an option itself is a complexity
since a taxpayer may feel he ought to find out what it is before he
decides whether or not to use it. Because of this complexity, it is
the course of wisdom to use this technique initially to deal only with
the relatively large overwithholding situations. This is the reason
for the particular decision in H.R. 12752 to measure excess deductions
over a base line which is higher than the 10 percent of deductions
built into the withholding system. We believe that the basic tech-
nique of additional allowances which the Ways and Means Committee
adopted is appropriate to moderate overwithholding where it may be
too large. However, there are problems associated with the variation
in that technique introduced by a committee floor amendment which
we will be glad to discuss in your technical sessions. That variation
involves added complexity, and also produces underwithholding in
some situations.

The additional allowance system would be applicable for the first
time in 1967. Taxpayers would file claims for additional withholding
allowances with their employers on the basis of their estimates for
1967 and their actual tax returns for 1966. The new withholding
allowances would go into effect in the spring of 1967. Thereafter
the taxpayer would continue to use the additional withholding al-
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lowance until May 1, 1968, although it could be terminated at his
option earlier. The taxpayer could file another claim for additional
withholding allowances on the basis of his 1967 return, which would
take effect May 1, 1968.

This timing is necessary in order to develop the required forms and
to provide the necessary information program, so that people will
know how to operate the system. Also important is the fact that
graduated withholding would start only in May of this year and
hence overall overwithholding will not be as significant in 1966 as
it would be if the six graduated rates were in effect, for a full year. TI1
additional allowance provision will thus not affect the expected in-
crease of $90 million in budget receipts from the introduction of
graduated withholding as proposed in the administration program
for fiscal year 1966. It would also have no impact on the calendar
year 1966 effect of graduated withholding. Thus it will nGt reduce
the short-term economic impact of the adoption of graduated with..
holding.

Under the House bill the net increase in budget receipts in te
fiscal year 1967 from the adoption of graduated withholding is es-
mated to be $)10 million. Due to the additional withholding, aliow-
ance under H.R. 12752, there would be a decline in budget receipts in
the fiscal year 1968 estimated at $290 million.

To describe the economic impact of the whole withholding provi-
sion, it is useful to use calendar year totals. In round numbers, the
graduated withholding provision in the six-rate system would have
involved an increase in withholding on a full-year basis of $1.2 billion.
Because of the date of introduction, the increase in withholding r e-
ceipts will be only $0.8 billion in 1966 (although it will be at an
annual rate of $1.2 billion).

In calendar year 1967, the increase in withholding receipts from the
six-rate system will be offset by two things: (1) the smaller yearend
payments on 1966 returns filed in the spring of 1967 as people take
credit for the prior year additional withholding and (2) the begin-
ning of the additional allowance system by May.

INDIVIDUAL ESTIMATED TAX

H.R. 12752 adds a provision, which originated in the Ways and
Means Committee, which would modify the monetary penalty provi-
sion with respect to payments of individual estimated tax on declara-
tions. Under present law, a taxpayer who is required to file a decl ara-
tion of estimated tax is subject to a monetary penalty of 6 Percent0 per
annum for underpayment of estimated tax unless his estimated tax
meets one of five alternative tests. Three of the tests remain un-
changed. These are that the estimated tax must be at. least as high as
the tax paid last year or at least as high as the tax that would be naid
on the basis of last year's income and this year's tax rates or at least
.90 percent of the tax liability based on the actual taxable income to
date. If the taxpayer does not meet these tests with his estimatwl tax,
he may under present law still avoid the penalty if his estimate is at
least. 70 percent of his final tax liability or 70 percent of the tax
liability that would emerge if he annualized the income that he has
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earned to date. Annualizing means multiplying the income of the
first quarter by 4, or multiplying the income of the first half year by
2, or multiplying the income of the first three-quarters by 1%.

Under H.R. 12752, the 70-percent provision, which latest to the
actual tax liability or the annualized tax liability, is changed to 80
percent. The requirement was originally set in 1943 at 80 percent and
was reduced to 70 percent in 1954. At a time when we are, by gradu-
ated withholding, making most wage earners more current with respect
to their payment of tax liability, it is reasonable to ask that people
with nonwage income also pay an estimated tax which is closer to
their final tax liability.

The 80-percent requirement on estimates of individual tax would
come into effect with respect to estimates filed in the calendar year
1967. It is expected that this would increase budgetary receipts in
fiscal year 1967 by $150 million and in fiscal year 1968 by $150 million.

CORPORATE ACCELERATION OF CURRENT TAXPAYXEN'M

The provision for acceleration of corporate taxpayments is the same
in H.R. 12752 as it was proposed by the administration. This change
would leave the basic tax liability unchanged.

Under present law, by 1970, corporations will pay, with respect to
their estimated tax in excess of $100,000, quarterly payments of 25
percent in April, June, September, and December.

In 1963, these corporations paid during the current year only two
quarterly payments, those in September and December. The Revenue
Act of 1964 required these corporations to begin to make quarterly
payments on a current basis in April and June. These April and June
payments were scheduled to increase gradually up to the 25-percent
level in 1970. At present the must be 9 percent each in 1966 and
14 percent each in 1967. Under H.R. 12752 these figures would be
raised to 12 percent in 1966 and to the permanent level of 25 percent
in 1967.

The only change from present law is in the timing of the additional
payments. If, in 1971, a corporation reviewed its financial experience,
it would find that its payments of taxes in that year were exactly the
same as they would have been if the current proposal for speeding up
the acceleration had not been adopted. If it added up all of its cor-
porate taxpayments from 1964 through 1970, it would still find that the
total of those payments was exactly the same as it would have been
under present law.

At a time when we are close to full employment and full utilization
of capacity, a sizable Federal budget deficit could have inflationary
implications. For this reason, it is desirable to absorb some of the
additional liquidity in the economic system that could otherwise be
used in bidding up the prices of capital goods. We believe that our
proposed speedup of corporate tax payments would remove some of
this excess business purchasing power.

In recent years, corporations have reduced their holdings of liquid
assets relative to current liabilities. An accelerated payments require-
ment would make some corporations reexamine their expenditure
plans. They might give second thoughts to some marginal investment
projects, deferment of which might ease pressures on costs and prices
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today and, incidentally, leave more investment possibilities for the fu-
ture when the expenditures could be more easily accommodated. The
tightness in the credit markets that already exists would reinforce the
effectiveness on business expenditures of the accelerated payment

postal.
Tis proposal on corporate taxpayments would increase budget re-

ceipts in fiscal year 1966 by $1 billion and, in fis,.al year 1967, by $3.2
billion. It would increase total taxpayments in calendar year 1966 by
$1.1 billion includingg fiscal year corporations).

SELF-EMPLOYMBNT TAXES

To round out the program to make txpaying riore current, H.R.
12752 provides that social security taxes of the self-employed be paid
on an estimated basis.

The present law requires a self-employed individual to estimate and
make quarterly, installment payments of his income tax if the esti-
mated tax is at least $40. There is no logic in applying this require-
ment only to income taxes and not to self-employment taxes.

Under present law, however, for a self-employedi individual, the
requirement for current payment bears only on ;he paet of his end-of-
the-year tax liabilities represented by the income tax. In some cases
this income tax liability may be only a small part of the final total
liability for income and self-employment taxes; in others it may be a
large part. Since the taxes relate to the same type of income, it would
be appropriate for the entire liability to be subject to the same require-
ment of estimated payment.

The estimated tax system would have the double purpose of making
taxpayment more convenient for individuals and providing sme
equality between people with nonwage income and people with wage
income who are subject to -withholding. Since employee social secu-
rity taxes are withheld, it is appropriate to include the self-employ-
ment tax in the estimated tax base.

In a tentative General Accounting Office report recently submitted
for Treasury Department comments, the GAO recommended an iden-
tical proposal. We understand that the GAO will issue a formal
report shortly which includes this recommendation.

H.R. 12752 provides that the requirement for current payment of
self-employment tax would come into operation in 1967, starting
A ril 15.

under H.R. 12752 this provision would increase revenue collections
in fiscal year 1967 by $200 million. Under the original proposal,
which would have commenced the current payment system on June 15
of this year. this increase would have occurred as follows: $100 million
in fiscal year 1966 and $100 million in fiscal year 1967.

We %vill develop a procedure for crediting the estimated quarterly
declaration payments of self-employment tax to the social security
trust fund as these payments come into the Treasury. For this reason
the provision will affect only cash budget receipts and not administra-
tive budget receipts. Under H.R. 12752, these increased payments
would be $300 million in calendar year 1967--$400 million if the Jan-
uary 15,1968, payment is included,
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CONCLUSION

The particular measures involved in H.R. 12752 are designed to
have minimum long-range impact on tax burdens and to achieve desir..
able structural changes. They are appropriate to the fiscal problem
at hand. They deal almost entirely with matters on which there has
been study in the past. I am hopeful that they may be acted upon
promptly.

Senator LONG. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
I will ask the staff to keep time on me, as well as on all other

Senators.
Senator SMATims. What do you mean, "keep"?
Senator LoNG. I propose that each Senator be limited to 10 minutes

during the first round of questions and, thereafter, I would impose
no limit on Senators, feeling that it would probably not be necessary
thereafter.

Mr. Secretary what is the relative weight that you place on these,
two objectives which are (1) to balance the budget, and (2) to resist
inflation ?

Do you give them equal importance, or is one more significant than
the other?

Secretary FowLxR. The more significant one is that this bill moves
the budget toward a balanced condition. We also try, through this

particular bill, to pay for the additional costs of the conflict in SouthVietnam.
In doing this there is a moderate movement in the direction of

moderate restraint from a posture of budgetary stimulation. This
is appropriate to the time in which we find ourse!ves-with unem-
ployment at its lowest level, and the utilization of plant capacity at
its highest level, in many years.

Senator LoNG. Well, we have about 4 percent unemployed right
now. I just wondered if you feel that now is the time in which to
begin to step hard on the brakes of economic expansion.

Secretary FowLEm. I certainly do not feel this is the time to step
hard on the brakes. I think we should continue to try to achieve
a mix of fiscal and monetary policy that will permit, in particular,
continued attacks on structural unemployment. In this effort the
job creating potential of the private sector that come out of the job
training activities of private companies should be correlated with
the manpower retraining and job training efforts of the Federal
Government.

Senator LoNG. Now, you speak of fiscal policy-4hat is, tax policy-
as being a very fine weapon to achieve economic objectives, both in
balancing the budget and in resisting inflationary pressures.

Before you were able to bring this message down here, the Federal
Reserve moved ahead of you and proceeded to use what they regarded
as economic policy to raise interest rates.

Now, what is that going to do to your budget in fiscal 1967-this
one-half of 1 percent increase in interest raes they gifted us with?

Secretary FowLau. The first and most immediate effect will be to
increase the cost of carrying the public debt.. The increase in the
estimate of interest charges contained in the budget message of the
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President reflects to some degree increased interest rates that the
Government will have to pay for the money it borrows.

Senator LONG. What will that mean in fiscal 1967?
Secretary FowLE. Actual interest charges in fiscal 1965 were

$11.4 billion. The estimate for fiscal 1966 is $12.1 billion. The esti-
mate for the fiscal year 1.967 is $12.9 billion.

Senator MoCArny. Mr. Chairman, may I ask at this point-how
much of this is the result of an increase in debt and how much is a
consequence of the increase in the interest rates?

Secretary Fowum. Some minor portion of it is the result of the
increase in debt. But the preponderant portion of it is due to the
increase in the cost of money.

Senator LONG. About 10 percent of it being an increase in the cost
of debt, or 5 percent-would it be nearer 5 than 10?

Secretary POWLFR. I would prefer to give you an exact calculation,
Mr. Chairman.

Senator LONG. I wish you would provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)

That part of the interest estimate reflecting interest on the public debt was
$12 billion for 1966 and $12.750 billion for 1967. Of the $750 million difference
between 1966 aud 1967, $550 million is attributable to higher rates to be paid in
1967 than in 1%36 and $200 million is attributable to more debt in 1967 than in
1966. Not all of the higher costs in 1967 over 1966 due to higher rates are
attributable to the December 6 increase in the Federal Reserve rediscount rate;
a large share of the increase is due to the general rise in rates before the redis-
count rate increase and the necessity of refinancing debt issued at much lower
rates. And iot all of the increased interest cost for 1967 over 1966 due to more
debt is attributable to the 1967 deficit; the larger part of it is due to the 1966
deficit.

Senator LONG. Now, this works out to be a bigger item than those
you mentioned. That works out to be about $1.4 billion of additional
expenditure that we are going to have to pay because of what the
Federal Reserve Board. has been able to do for us.

Secretary FowLFR. Mr. Chairman, I should say that interest rates
were going up-

Senator LONG. May I just modify my statement. [ said what they
have been able to do for us. I mean what they have been able to
do to us.

Secretary FowLER. *[ would like also to note that interest rates were
going up. Some part of the amount we have labeled as additional cost
of money is undoubtedly due to the market forces that existed prior to
December 6. I have not made a breakdown of the increase in the cost
of carrying the debt on the basis of interest rates before and after
December 6. The figures I have given you reflect the impact of rate
changes over both periods.

Senator LONG. The Federal Reserve Board does not have control
over the demand for money, but they do have pretty effective control
over the supply of it, do they not?

Secretary FowLFR. That is true.
'Senator LoNG. Now, from the hearings we had on the fiscal policy

back 7 or 8 years ago, I once had the naive impression that when a large
corporation paid interest charges that they were taking it on the chin
just like a poor man when he buys something on installment. But I
have subsequently realized that when these large concerns and most
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rich people pay interest, they are soon passing it on to the little fellow
on down the line. As a matter of fact, most of my close banker friends
have advised me that they are now adjusting their affairs so that when
they have to pay more for money, they can pass it on to the little fellow.
Isn't that coiTect-when you impose higher interest rates on the major
corporations, their competitor has the same problem, and both of them
put that in their cost of business, and add that to the cost of the product
that the public buys?

Secretary FowiER. The cost of money is just like any other cost.
It enters into the cost of the finished product just like many of the

other things--like taxes--that we do not normally think of as being
additions to material or labor costs.

The low cost of money is like the low cost of any material or facil-
ity-and is important to a business.

Senator LONG. Isn't it somewhat like the social security tax? We
like to think of an employer as paying social security tax, but that isa cost he bears. His competitor has the same cost. vhen we raise that

tax and they pay it, they simply add it to the cost of the product, and
pass it on to the consumer of the product.

Secretary FOWLER. To the extent they can pass it on, that is per-
fettlv true.

Senator LONG. As a practical matter, aren't those who succeed in
staying in business passing it on?

Secretary FOwLER. I think that could generally be so.
Senator LONG. Well, now, the point that occurs to me is that against

a public and private debt of $1.4 trillion, an increase in interest rates
of one-half of 1 percent when passed on, means about a $7 billion tax
on the rank and file for the benefit of those who are in a position to
invest.

Now, as between the two methods, which, in your judgment, would
be better--for us to tax it away from people, with a direct tax, or to let
the Federal Reserve tax it away for the benefit of those who are bene-
fiting from these high interest rates?

Secretary FowLER. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think that in dealing
with problems of excess demand, both fiscal and monetary policies,
have their value. I would not want to be in the position of excluding
recourse to either one.

Once you have reached the decision that some restraint is desirable
to moderate the rate of expansion, I do not believe you should pre-
clude recourse to either monetary or fiscal policy. Some mix of both
of them is probably the desirable thing to do.

Senator LoN.G. Well, Mr. Secretary, one of the first actions of this
committee was to agree that we would go along with an increase in
veterans benefits which exceeded the President's recommendation.

Now, if the Congress is going to vote more spending than the admin-
istration recommends-and we have already started along that line--
would you have any objection if we put more revenue in this bill than
you are asking for?

Secretary FowLRJ. I would hope that, the Congress would exercise
a sense of priorities in the appropriation process this year. I hope the
ultimate balance will come out pretty close to the totals reflected in the
President's budget when a balance is drawn reflecting congressional
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action in reducing some proposals of the Executive and in increasing
others.

I don't know whether that is a vain hope or not. But if it is a vain
hope, and Congress adds very substantially to the expenditure totals
that were submitted in the budget, then we will have to look for addi-
tional revenue--just as the President indicated in his budget message,
and I quote--
If, on the other hand, events in southeast Asia so develop that additional funds

are required, I will not hesitate to request the necessary sums. And should
that contingency arise, or should unforeseen inflationary pressures develop, I
I will propose such fiscal actions as are appropriate to maintain economic
stability.

Senator LONG. My time has expired, Mr. Secretary.
Senator Smathers.
Senator SMATHERS. Mr. Secretary, first I would like to commend

you for the manner in which you have been handling your very diffi-
cult job, meeting the challenges as they arise.

It seems to me that you have met each one that has arisen with
great fortitude and great dexterity and great accomplishment except
one--and it seems to me the last one occurred the other day when you
were asked by Carol Channing to do the frug-it seemed to me you
should have responded to her more appropriately by saying, "I will
accept if you will do the Charleston."

Secretary FowLER. It was the Charleston. The press modernized
mystep.

Senator SHATHERS. From the picture, it looked as though one of you
was doing one and one the other.

Mr. Secretary, how do you describe at the moment the state of our
economy with respect to inflation? Are we in it, are we on the edge
of it, are we approaching it, or are we not concerned about it?

Secretary FowLER. There is, of course, a great difference of opinion
about the relationship of the economy to inflation which grows out of
a difference in the definition of the term "inflation."

My own view is that the economy is not in a condition that I would
define as inflation. However, I can readily see that there would be
room for argument with persons who had a different definition of
inflation.

I am very much concerned and disturbed-and I think the Presi-
dent is concerned and disturbed, as his economic message and other
utterances have reflected-that in the last year there has been a
move away from the almost unparalled record of price stability which
characterized the American economy since 1958.

While the recent increases in the wholesale price and the consumer
price indexes are not of a magnitude or duration that I would char-
acterize as inflation, they are nonetheless a sufficient departure from
the previous pattern to put us all on notice that we should watch them
very carefully and try to modify the policy mix to the moderate type
of expansion that we have had for the last 5 years.

However, I would not characterize what we have today as inflation.
Senator SMATHERS. Last night's Evening Star had an article by

Sylvia Porter with respect to the Consumer Price Index in which she
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stated in effect that 2 percent annual rise was totally acceptable and
proper in a dynamic economy such as ours, but 3 percent reached the
danger line, and 4 percent was totally unacceptable.

Do you have or does the administration have a precise figure which,
if reached, would indicate that we are in an inflationary period and
that additional action would be taken or should be recommended by
you?

Secretary FowLER. No, Senator; there is no precise figure. I think
there are two elements involved. One is the sharpness of the increase
in the price level and the other is the duration. For example, you
could have a fairly sharp increase for a short time that might be a
statistical aberration or the resu lt of some crop failure or something of
that sort. Both elements enter in, the sharpness of the rise-and the
causes of the rise as they are analyzed-and whether they are tempo-
rary or promise to have an effect over a long period of time.

Senator SMATHES. Do you consider the increase in prime interest
rates which Federal Reserve put into effect on December 6-do you
consider that as having an inflationary or deflationary effect upon
the overall economy?

Secretary FOWLER. It is too early to determine its overall effect since
it usually takes about 6 to 9 months for a move like that to really have
its full effect.

I would judge its effect, when fully realized, would probably be
deflationary.

Senator SATHERS. You would think it would be deflationary. Cer-
tainly that was intended.

Secretary FowLm. That was the intent and its stated purpose.
Senator SMATHES. Isn't it a fact that the Consumer Price Index in

December rose to 111 percent above the 1957-59 average, up 2 percent
from December 1964? That is the biggest calendar rise in 7 years.

Now, hasn't there been a recent sufficiently significant rise in the
business inventory accumulations that reasonable men might conclude
that we need to take additional steps other than those which have
thus far been recommended by the administration in order to combat
inflation?

Secretary FOWLER. I do not believe that the rise in inventory has
been that disturb jg, Senator, although in the fourth quarter last year
there was a fairl- substantial rise. I have had my staff prepare, and I
would like to .-,utinit it for the record if you don't mind, an analysis
of the relatior.shio of inventory levels today to sales levels.

(The followingmaterial was submitted for the record:)

THE FOURTH QUARTER 1965 INVENTORY SITUATION

A sizable increase In business Inventories at the close of 1965 has attracted
attention to inventory behavior as a potential disturbance to balanced growth
in the economy. The book value of business inventories (manufacturing and
trade) rose $2,7 billion in the fourth quarter of 1965, compared with $2 billion in
each of the two preceding quarters. Each 1965 quarter registered a larger rise
in total business inventories than In the corresponding 1964 quarter, as shown
in table 1. This sharper 1965 growth also has characterized most components
of manufacturing and trade Inventories--with the major exception of durable
goods manufacturing where the special factor of steel liquidation limited the
advance.

Despite the heavier accumulation of Inventories in the fourth quarter of 1965,
however, little evidence exists of any general distortion in the relationship of
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stocks to production and sales requirements. The downtrend in the overall busi-
ness stock-sales ratio in the current expansion extended into the fourth quarter
of 1965. As shown in table 2, the business inventory-sales ratio at 1.44 compared
with 1.45 a year earlier and 1.150 in December 1963. Both in overall manufac-
turing and in trade, these ratios at the cose of 1965 were equal to or lower -than
a year earlier.

The major exception to this pattern emerged in durable goods manufacturing
where the stock-sales ratio among these Industries averaged 1.91 in December
1965, compared with 1.87 a year earlier. The significance of the recent higher
ratio is uncertain because it reflected increases in goods-in-process inventories-
rather than higher purchased materials or finished goods stocks. This rise In
goods-in-process stocks may merely reflect increased work on defense goods
involving long leadtimes. Developments in this and other inventory areas obvi-
ously must be followed very closely in the Deriod ahead.

TABLE 1.-C hange in bu.ineog inventories, 1964 and 1965

[Billions of dollars, seasonally adjusted]

Change during quarter ending-

March June e Decem- March June Se Decem-
1964 1964 tembr ber 1965 1965 temer ber

1964 1964 1965 1965

Manufacturing and trade ------------ 0.9 1.2 1.2 2.0 2.5 2.0 1.9 2.7

Manufacturing, total -------------. 2- .1 .6 1.9 .8 .9 1.6 1.6

Durable goods industries .... 1. 1 .4 .5 1.4 .6 1.0 1.3 .9
Nondurable goods industries. .1 -. 3 .1 .6 .2 -. 1 .3 .7

Retail trade total --------------- 6 .8 .4 -. 1 1.1 .8 0 .9
Merchant wolesafers, total---- .... 1 .3 .2 .2 .6 .3 .2 .2

TABLE 2.-Manufacturing and trade 8tock-sale8 ratio

December-

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

Manufacturing and trade --------------------------- 1.50 1.53 1.50 1.45 1.44

Manufacturing ---------------------------------- 1.69 '.75 1.67 1.60 1.60

Durable goods -------------------------- 1.95 2.05 1.95 1.87 1.91
Nondurable goods -------------------------- 1.41 1.45 1.37 1.31 1.27

Retail trade ------------------------------------ 1.39 1.38 1.40 1.37 1.35
Wholesale trade --------------------------------- 1. 19 1. i9 1.20 1.16 1.16

Source: Office of the Secretary, Office of Financial Analysis, Feb. 28, 1966.

Secretary FOWLER. If you look at it in those terms, taking into ac-
count the increased volume of business that is being done as against
the levels of inventory, you find that during the past 3 or 4 years, and
right up to the present, there has been on a fairly regular relation-
ship. So the larger inventories when related to larger sales do not
as yet disturb me.

However, your question is very well taken because any tendency
toward rapidly increasing in ventories out of relation to the volume
of business would be a disturbing sign.

Senator SMATHERS. In this matter of meeting the twin problems of
inflation on the one hand and paying for the increased expenditures in
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Vietnam on the other, why didn't you consider recommending the
elimination of the investment tax credit?

Secretary FOWLER. We did consider the question of the investment
tax credit at some length back in December. As a matter of fact, we
considered the whole range of tax measures that might have been em-
ployed under the circumstances to raise revenue. This question of the
investment credit came U) in the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee hea rings and I dealt with it at length there. Iwilltrytodealwith
it in a summary fashion here.

There were three princil)al reasons why we rejected suspension or
rel)eal of the investment credit.

First, we feel the investment credit is a, sound, long-range measure
in that its basic purpose was to produce an incentive to increase pro-
ductive capacity. An increase of productive capacity, and an in-
crease in supply, is one of the best answers to increased demand or
inflationary tendencies.

Secondly, we felt the investment credit will induce more efficient
processes resulting in an increase in the rate of productivity. This will
not only produce overall efficiency to the system, but it will also enable
us to provide regular wage increases that are characteristic of our
system without inducing price increases that might undermine our
competitive position in dealing with our balance-of payments.

For those two long-range reasons, we felt a retention of the invest-
ment credit was desirable.

Looking at the investment credit on a short-term basis, we felt that
suspension or repeal of it was not particularly useful as a short-term
restraint. The credit, as you will remember, becomes available when a
project is completed. Therefore, if Congress moved to suspend or
eliminate it, in good faith and fairness it would have to make some
exception for projects that have been initiated in reliance of the
availability of the investment credit.

Therefore, the impact in terms of revenue, assuming provision would
be made to exempt those projects already underway, would be very
munch delayed. Moreover, the impact in" terms of current activity
would not be nearly as great as one would anticipate and it would
probal)ly hit us some time next year or so rather than today.

Senator SMATHIS. Mr. Secretary, my time is up.
Senator LONG. Senator Williams.
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, in reference to your earlier dis-

cussion with the Senator from Louisiana about the interest rates, when
did Mr. Martin make his decision of raising the prime rate?

Secretary FOWLER. Of course, the )rime rate is a private decision
by the banks. The rediscount rate, which I think your question refers,
was a decision made by the Federal Reserve Board on Friday,
December 3.

Senator VILLIAs. December of last year.
Secretary FOWLER. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIA'.Ns. Do you agree with that decision or do you dis-

agree with it?
Secretary FOWLEii. Well, I don't think it is necessary for me to

either agree or disagree with it, Senator Williams. We have accepted
that. as a fact of life. We developed a budgetary program, and we
develol)ed the tax program that is in front of you, accepting the in-

59-593--6t---7
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crease in the rediscount rate as a part of the general atmosphere. In
no sense are we here today to pass further judgment on that particular
matter.

I think you are aware that at that time I publicly stated-as I
had privately stated to Chairman Martin and had publicly stated,
stated in advance of the action, for example in an address I made on
November 30--that I thought it was premature and unwise for the
Board to act until all the facts concerning the new budget were col-
lected and available so that decisions could then be made as to what
would be the most appropriate mix of fiscal and monetary action.
With the full facts about the new budget and the military situation,
implicit in it, the proper mixof the fiscal and monetary natures could
be taken together rather than in isolated form.

Senator WILLIAMS. Those facts are all before you now.
Secretary Fowlu. They ar" before me now.
Senator WILLIAMS. Now, what is your appraisal of the decision?
Secretary FOWLER. I have not determined what particular choice

would have been an appropriate one on December 3 or on January 10.
That is something that is behind us. As the President said at the
ranch when we met with him on the following Monday : "We are not
here to have postmortems"; and I do not wish to indulge in one now.

Senator WILLIAMS. I can appreciate that. But since you do not
have any recommendations in t he light of all the existing facts we
would have to assume that had he waited, he would still have acted on
his own initiative.

Now, to what extent do you attribute this $800 million extra interest
charge for the next fiscal year to that decision?

Secretary FOWLER. It's very, very difficult, as I said in answer to
Senator Long, to separate the causes. Certainly one cause is the
large demand for money and credit.

Senator WILLIAMS. Isn't the latter the big cause?
Secretary FOWLER. That's certainly a big cause.
Senator WrUJAMs. And that is here regardless of any decision that

may have been made either by the Treasury or the Federal Reserve
Board when you had this demand for money.

Secretary FOWLER. I do have with me, and can supply for the record,
tables of short-term, medium-term, and long-term interest rate move-
ments, prior to December 3, and after December 3. I think anyone
reading those tables can pretty much make his own judgment as to
what extent the action of the Federal Reserve Board is responsible for
the increased cost of carrying the debt. It is a very hard thing to say.

(The following material was submitted for the record:)



Market raje on Treasury bills and ury coupon issues at nt maturities and rates on new corporate and municipal bonds

Tresur cu nissesAA corporates Municipalbonds, reoffer- bonds,
ing rate 2 20-bond* Date 3-month b 6-month bills 1 year 3y 5 years 10 years 20 years indeX3

Yield I Y Chane Id ge Yield hange field Change Yield Chage Yield Change Yield Change Yield Change

----nyO------3.1 . 8- . 48---------.22 --------- 4.22 --------- 4.60 --------- 3.25 ----Aug. 16 ------------ 3. -01 92 0& 4.06 2+0.02 .26+0.04 4.25 +0.03 4.64 +0.04 3.23 -0.02'Aug. 31 ------------. & +.10 00 08 4-13 .05 4.22 +.02 27 +.01 4.28 +.03 4.70 +.06 3.25 -102ept. 15 ------------ 3. -. 012 04 417 4.2, .00 4.24 +.02 28 +.01 4.30 +.02 4.71 +.01 3.36 +. 11
Se t. 30 --------- 4. +.14 19 36 -1 4. .12 4.33 -+.09 35 +.07 4.34 +.04 4.71 .00 3.41 +.05
M. 4 .O-. 1 O .00 34 -. 01 4.31 -. 03 4.69 -. 02 3.38 -. 03
Oct. 29_____ 4. .04 OD 4.38 . 4.40 .V 41 -07 436 .05 4.68 -. 01 &40 +.02

o.15.......4.0; .-1. 25 +.06 4.31+ 4.45 .. 447 4.7 4Nov.15s-------.----.. 07 4.47 +.04 45 +.04 4.40 +.0 7 43 +.C5 3.45 +.05NOv. 30 ------------ 4.1 +.06 4.26 +.01 4.40k 4.49 .04 4-47/ .O .48 +.03 4.41 +.01 4.80 +.07 3.47 +.02Dft.3 ----------- . & -. 01 4.26 .00 42 4. 05 4.5 +.05 .52 +.04 4.44 +.03 4.85 +.05 3.50 +.03Dem S ------------ 40 +.28 4.C57 4 .0 +- 4 +.25 .67 +.15 4.53 +.09 4.92 +.07 3.55 +.05Dee.31 ------------ . " 49 +.09 4. .10 . . 5.00 +.1 4 +.11 4.65 -. 02 4.52 -. 01 4.91 -. 01 3.54 -. 01196--lan. 17 ----------- 4.63 + .14 4.5 +.08 4. -. -4.89 -. 11 _84 -. 04 4.61 -. 04 4.50 -. 02 4.93 +.02 3.51 -. 03Ian . ........... . 4 .-9 4. , -. 02 4. -. z + .09 4.98 +.:14 4.69 +.08 4.59 + .09 4.95 + .02 3.&51 .00
Fb1 ------ 44 .05 4.88 +.15 9 +. & +09 5.00 +.02 489 +.20 4.75 +.16 5.03 +.08 3.58 +:07Feb. 25 ...---------- 4.63 . 4.84 \-. 04 00D 5.08 01 5.00 . & 01 .12 4.78 +.03 5.15 +.12 3.76 +.18
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Senator WILLIAMS. I was not trying to reactivate the argument. I
am just seeking information. I notice your comment, first that interest
rates are going to raise about $800 million next year for all concerned,
but I also notice that in fiscal 1963 the interest was approximately an
$800 million increase over fiscal 1962. Again in 1964 interest charges
increased aieit $00 million over fiscal 1962;. Fiscal 1965 jumped
$700 million over fiscal 1964.

Now, these were a iinutal increases that took place prior to this Decem-
ber 1965 decision.

If we attribute, to Mr. Martin the responsibility for this one--the
1965 increase--who is responsible for the ones in those years?

Secretary FoWLE. Of course, there have been two previous in-
creases in the discount rate in the years you refer to. The rate went
up one-half percent in 1963 and it went ul ) another half percent in
1964 at the time of the British crisis.

I think it is fair to say that both of those decisionss were decisions
which the administration and Secretary Dillon, my predecessor, fully
concuirred in at the time.

These decisions, together with the market forces during the years
indicated, greatly increased the cost to the Government, particularly
of Treasury bills and other short-term issues.

For example, in early June 1963 the 3-month bill yielded 2.99 per-
cen'. In the week ending November 27, 1965, prior to the recent
Federal Reserve move, the yield was 4.11 percent. On February 19
it was 4.66 percent. And while the increase in rates was much more
pronounced in the short-term money field, there was also an increase
in long-term rates prior to December 6.

However, there has recently been a significant increase in long-term
rates from approximately 4.35 percent on November 27 to 4.65 percent
now.

It is very hard to relate the exact cause and effect of the three in-
creases in the rediscount rate over the past 3 years.

Senator WILLIAMS. I appreciate that, but as you pointed out, the
first two changes were with the full concurrence of the Department.

And I noticed yesterday you sold some 1-year bonds for 4.95.
Secretary FowLER. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. That raises the question: Aren't you in effect

monetizing the debt by concentrating all of your refinancing charges
now in periods of less than 5 years, due to the fact that you have a
41/4-percent legal ceiling? I am asking what your recommendation is
in that connection.

Secretary FOWLER. I expect to have specific comments about that
at the time it appears before the Congress in connection with the debt
limit legislation. But I have made no decision as of now as to what
the nature of those requests Will be.

Senator WILLIAMS. Will you be asking for a repeal or raising of
this 41/-percent legal ceiling?

Secretary FOwLER. I have not arrived at any decision on that,
Senator.

Senator WILLIAM$. As of the moment, is it handicapping you in the
refinancing of your debt?

Secretary FOWLEmR As of the m6ment, taking into account the ad-
vance refunding of a few weeks ago, we are in relatively good shape
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for this fiscal year. We sold, as you know, an issue maturing in 434
years. That meant that the debt is roughly at about a 5-year average
maturity. We are in no current difficulties that require me to come,
as of now, to the Congress for help.

Senator WILLIAjis. During the year 1967, or the fiscal year, how
much refunding operation do you have ahead of you? Isn't it about
$80 or $90 billion over the period that will be maturing in short-term
securities and so forth?

Secretary Fowi~mt. I will give you the exact figures for that. There
will be substantial turnover, as there always is each year.

However, with the successful advance refunding of a few weeks ago,
we consider our debt management problems for the remainder of this
fiscal year, and into the summer, as not terribly pressing.

(The following material was submitted for the record:)

Marketable 8eomritie9 maturing in fiscal year 1967 as of Jan,. 81, 1966

[In millions of dollars]

Held by-

Total
Federal
Reserve All other

and OIA

CERTIFICATES, NOTES, AND BONDS

1966-Aug. 15:
3 percent bond I ----------------------------------- 699 48 651
4 percent note I ----------------------------------- 8,441 5,875 2, 58

Oct. 1: I- percent exchange note ----------------------- 357 ............--. 357
Nov. 15:

3% percent bond ----------------------------------- 1,851 238 1,613
4 percent note ------------------------------------- 2,254 566 1,688
4%4 percent certificate ------------------------------ 1,652 1 1,651

1967-Feb. 15:
3Y percent note ----------------------------------- 2,358 313 2,045
4 percent note ------------------------------------- 5,151 3,222 1,929

Apr. 1: 1, percent exchange note ----------------------- 270 ............. 270
May 15: 4Y percent note ------------------------------ 9 ,748 6,788 2,960
Juno 15: 2Y2 percent bond ------------------------------ 1,430 152 1,278

Subtotal --------------------------------------------- 34,211 17,203 17,008

WEEKLY AND ANNUAL BILLS
3-month bills ----------------------------------------------- 16, 024
6-nmonth bills ---------.-------------------------------------- 26, 025 9,443 44,614
12-month bills ----------------------------------------------- 12,008

Total --------------------------.----------------------- 88,268 26,646 61,622

Adjusted for Feb. 15, 19066, exchanges.
Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Debt Analysis, Feb. 28, 1966.

Senator WILLIAM1S. I understand that; but I was raising the ques-
tion primarily on the 12 months ahead of us. I understand that you
would have-

Secretary FOWLER. That is a subject and an area which certainly
we are very intensively examining -nowv I just did not want to be at
allyremature in my comments I might make here today.

"enator WILLIAMS. My time is about up, and I will pursue this fur-
ther. I did not want to press you prematurely, but it is a problem
with which you are confronted and with which the committee is going
to have to deal. I think it is one we should be studying and arriving
at a decision before we get caught in an emergency to act perhaps in
24 or 48 hours.
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uilite possible, and which if we were greatly provoked I would stipliort

witliiu limits, your expenditures will il.rease. On the other hand
ioist of (lie il(WIelsed revenul wh iich you fire going to get, )y Speeding
I peolhett ions are ill t lit' atiw of a one-shot aftiir.

Sev'tetLrvV owriit. yes, sir.
Seatlor I)Doums. Onc10 realized, they will not )e colt inued; isn't

t hat. tru ?
Secret 1W lFI wLiI. 'Yes.
S0uitor I)OUL,,s. Aili so0 ii ii sens we fire skirmiishinig iow, I thiii.

We have no immediate power to determiO what, is goilig to corle
a ft eIwa rd.

Now, we hear stories in tho l)ress that, if, as, and when you pl)Ose
a larger and more, permanent, increase in revenues, that, you are going
o flavor merely raising veitically the rate of taxation 1upon incomes

alid corporate lrofits. '
1 ho) t his is hot all that you will recomnend because there are

freiiendous in just ices ill the existing t ax System. Some of us have
pill, in tle Congressional Record-aud 1 woul like, to ask you if our
flacts art not ('0rrect---ilit fact, that inl the Veal 1960 there were ap-
l)roxinmately 2o individials ii tli lTnitled tltes with incomies over
$,O~) Ia yt'vltl who did iiot1 pi a single cent in taxes.

Secet a ry 1 owi.ii. I t Ii ink t halt is correct., Senator )ouglas.
Svitlr l)otui,,s. Five of these, had income's over $,) million and

l)1i (I IIo Itxes, is thaIt correct ?
Sevretar v Fow .i. I think tChat is correct.
Seator 1)out liS. Thu t. (h1er'o wAIs o1 o n11111 who hld tiii income of

over a i Million dollars every, year from 1918 to 1960 who during thal
\\'ll, h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~I t~ ridI ' ada. ai' hat, correci

Secti't 1's lotW.'i. I thiik thut, is coiret..
St'initoi' )o'ur(,.s. And lhal t here was one mian with an "economiic"

incone .... and I plil. "ecoiioiiie" in (Illotatio., iimua-rks--of $23 million ili
I Year, who did iot.l)ay a 'ent in taxes.

Secretla rv FoNAiai. [ l think those are facls that were supplied for
lit, record:

Senatorl )ou'T t.\.l1 lii glad to ha ve t hait; for the record.
No'\, Mi'. Se rehitavll, duig'i a period of war we ask for grea t saci'i-

lives ol tlie palr. of youniig ne, not l only service to their country. but
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wounds and death. Unfortunately those of us who vote for that
cannot accompany them to danger, generally because of age.

Don't you think that in this period that we should try to cure some
of those abuses instead of merely raising the rate for everyone? Do
you think people can be asked to give their lives for this country when
you have these conditions existing at home?

Secretary FOWLER. Senator Douglas, I would like to break my an-
swer into two parts. One, with reference to this particular bill, this
is clearly and designedly a bill designed for quick action and quick
acceptance, hopefully.

Senator DOUGLAS. I understand. I intend to vote for this bill. But
1 do want to raise this issue in advance of the new bill which I am
afraid you will have to introduce in the spring.

Secretary FoWLER. Well, as to that possiility-as you know, I
remarked at. the Joint Economic Committee hearing-I believe you
were present-that while we do not feel that additional measures are
prompted by the present situation, we do welcome the putting forward
of specific proposals which will add to what I have chosen to call con-
tingency planning, in which we are ourselves currently engaged.

Senator DoUGLAS. Well, I want to serve notice here and now that
when it comes to a permanent tax bill, I will move to diminish the de-
I)letion allowance on gas, oil, and sulfur, andl net approximately at
east a half billion dollars more in revenue. But, also I think the

present capital gains provisions are defective in many respects, one of
which is that if a person inherits an asset where there has been a large
capital gain upon which no tax has been paid-inherits a potential
capital gain upon which no tax has been paid by his father or the
deceased-if he sells the asset he subsequently pays no capital gains
on the original gain. This provision suggests a tremendous amount
in lost revenues.

Now, my friend and colleague, Senator Gore, has been crusading
for years on stock options and has become, I think, the greatest author-
ity in the Senate on that subject. I won't intrude on h1is territory, but
it's quite possible he may have something to say on the subject of stock
options.

. I hope that the Treasury, instead of opposing these measures, will
help us.

Secretary FowrER. I am glad to have your comments, Senator
Douglas.

Senator ANDERSON. I hope you won't.
Senator SItATHERS. Ie's trying to pass this bill at this time.
Senator DoUoLAS. Well, we can always put off until tomorrow.
Senator WLLTAMS. Will the Senator yield for a point?
Senator DOUGLAS. No-excuse me, Senator. I want to take some

time on other subjects.
Now, on the question of expenditures. This is a time for scrutiniz-

ing the expenditure side of the budget in order to reduce the amount
to be borrowed which would have to be financed possibly by the crea-
tion of bank credit with a resultant inflation.

The Postal Department is really operating at a deficit of $750 mil-
lion a year. This may go to a billion dollars. The deficit is not on
first-class mail which yields a surplus-the deficit is on second-class
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niail-newspapers and magazines, who denounce subsidies and deficits,
but are themselves the recipients of one of the largest subsidy. I
want to exempt from this a newspaper -which has not been amongst
my warmest admirers, the Chicago Tribune, because hitherto they
have supported me in this measure, almost uniquely.

But there is a deficit of at least $350 million on second-class matter,
a deficit of an equal amount on third-class matter, which is called junk
mail, used by the direct mail advertisers, who meeting in advertising
clubs denounce subsidies and Government deficits. -And there is a
deficit, I understand, of around $125 million in its failure to increase
l)arcel-post rates.

Now, it seems to me that these advocates of a balanced budget and
opponents of subsidies should come forward with an offer to have
their rates increased to reduce the deficit, particularly in a time of
national emergency.

Secretary FowLER. The observation I would make is that the word
"priorities" has a different meaning to di fferent people.

Senator i)OrToLAS. Priority is always somebody else.
Secretary FOWLER. I have, of course, encountered a great deal of

comment about some of the measures in the President's budget. Most
of the time I have listened to my colleagues, the Director of the Budget,
try to answer questions dealing with-why did you cut down on item
1, 2, 3, and 4, and why did you increase item 5, 6, 7, and 8? This was
an exercise of a judgment on the part of the President as to where the
national priorities are.

Senator DOUOLAS. I understand. But if an increase in postal rates
is proposed, won't you be asked to testify on that?

Secretary FowLER. According to the budget message, expenditures
for postal service in fiscal year 1967 are estimated to exceed postal
revenues by an estimated $755 million.

Senator DoUGLAS. I was only $5 million off. As a matter of fact,
I think it would be nearer a billion dollars-because there are a lot of
items charged as public services which are really private benefits.

Secretary FOWLER. I will be glad to relay this to the Director of the
Budget and the Postmaster General.

Senator Do'OL.AS. I would like your moral support.
Now, there is another item-I seem to be in a minority on this also.

But, I thiik it should be considered. We are spending $5 billion a
year, we have already spent well over $20 billion in an effort to put a
man on the moon. I have never seen any scientist who could argue
convincingly that there was any real scientific value to putting a man
on the mooni and getting him back-and I have talked with a number
of knowledgeable military experts who say there is no military value
to this.

Now, we (o it for prestige reasons, in order to get there ahead of
Russia. What is the advantage of getting to the moon ahead of
Russia when there. is no advantage to either Russia or ourselves in
getting there? We've got from 171 to 20 million people living in abject
Poverty in this country-families with incomes of 'inder $2,000 a year.
We have all kinds of unmet needs. Yet we are fascinated by this noon
business. knd this is only the prelude, because then we wvill want to
go to the planets.
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Well, I invite you, Mr. Secretary, to turn your attention to the
depletion allowance, to capital gail1s, a1(d to listen to Seniator '(iore
when he talks on stock options. And there are many other things.

I don't know whether you have read Iilil) Stern's 1)ook "The Great
Treasury Raid" or not.

Secretary FowLER. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. I will now make an offer. I will buy a paper -

back copy for every official in the Treasury Department with a salary
over $15,000 a year, if they will promise to read it. I will ask Mr.
Surrey to turn in a list of people making over $15,000 and I will send
them a 50-cent copy, pl'ovi( ded they agree to read it.

Secretary FoWmi. I think a great many of them perhaps colitrib..
uted to Mr. Stern's knowledge in preparation of that book. I suspect
most of it came-

Senator Douol:\s. Mr. Stern drew a lot of his material from dala
which Senator Gore and I have iutrodu(ced inito the record.

Secretary FoWLm. haven't we Supplied you with considerable
material?

Senator Douum.is. Upon my request-yes; upon my request. And
I am going to request more ma eria I.

I want to know how much my plan for reducing depletioll allow-
ances will bring ito the Treasury.

Senator LONG. Well--
Senator )oUGLAs. 1 know this will get, the support. of my dear

friend from Louisiana.
Senator LoNs. Senator, I'm not worried about those )roposals that

can't get votes; Im worried about those that can.
As i member of the Foreign Relations Committee, I demanded that

the witness be permitted to answer the question. On this committee
I hope the members will go along with a rule that the witness should
be able to answer the question. W'e had turns on that situation before
television where at single member would make a 10-minute speech
and refuse to let the witness answer a question. So I am going to
accord the Secretary the opportunity to respond to Senator Douglas'
last question.

Senator DoUL(mAs. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator LoN. Do you want to conmnent or not comment? What

is the witness' position?
Secretary FowiLip. The witness' position is that he is being informed

about the views of the members of the committee on various subjects.
lie finds a considerable interest in them. They will all be studied
very carefully. But, at the moment, just as I did not choose to com-
ment on Senator Williams' invitation to discuss doing away with
4_/i-ercent ceiling, I think I will not pass comment on some of Sen-
ator Douglas' proposals.

Senator LoNG. If the witness wanted to answer tie question, T
wanted him to have the opportunity. Senator Gore.

Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, I will forgo the privilege of inter-
rograting the Secretary, but T would like to inform the committee that
I expect to offer in executive session, and hope to obtain adoption
by the committee-if not. successful in the committee, then I will make
t determined effort on the floor of the Senate-of an amendment to
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sibstittite ,t 2-year susl)ension of the investment tax credit for the
excise tax increases on automobiles and telephone service.

The investment credit wits recommended( on the basis that it- was
needed to stimulate the ecoiomi'. I know of nothing that, is less
needed now than artificial stiIIinlat.iou of the economy. The invest-
mept, credit. was of dnlious validity, even wheii offered. It is down-
right inflationary and harmful now.

Suspension or repeal of the investment 're(dit, would lroduce reve-
l11e of $2 bill 101 Jer year. The revenue is needed, the investment
credit is not nee(h( -il de( it, is harmll 1ow.

So instead of a regressive tax on the workingman who must buy
an ailt o I)ie to eairn 1 giving, and on telephone service which every-
body in the eo! it y must use, I l)ro)ose a suspension of tle investment
('redit for all equai l)erio(d.

Now, tlie Secretary has giveni in advalice reasons, botll long range
and sort, range, as to wihy this should not he (lone. I will demonstrate
liter lhat, in botlh resets the Secretary's position is ill founded in
Ioth phiilosoliy and act.

Ihank you.
Seitator 1oxo. Well, miight I ask the Secretary s resp)onse-he's the

wil less. What's the position of your l)epart lent on thiat., Mr. Secre-
tary? Frankly, I find some al))eal to it.

Secretary Fowmat. I have covered it as fully as needed today in
answer to a question by Senator Snmithers. 1 knlow it is a controver-
siil question. I don't believe I have anything to add to my answer to
Senator Smather's question.

Senator L)NG. Alr. Secretary, I want to talk about. the Federal
Reserve a little more.

Who does tie Federal Reserve work for?
Secretary FowixEr. The Congress.
Senator LONG. Now, we have heard a lot a)out the independence

of the Federal Reserve Board. It is true that that Board is named by
the President. But as I understand it, that Board is supposed to be
independent of tile President, inl position to make its own judgment.

Nevertheless the Board is responsible to the Congress that created
it, is it not ?

Secretary FowLxR. That is correct.
Senator'LoN<o. So that in the last- analysis, if those of us in Con-

gress don't, like what that. Federal Reserve Board is doing, they are
responsii)le to us, is that correct?

Secretary FowixLi. That is correct.
Senator LoN(. I on1ce discussed this with a previous President. I

did not like the interest rates t lie Board was maintaining at that time.
The President on that occasion informed me that the trouble was that
the Board was not resl)onsible to him, they were res)onsil)le to us, that
we were the cull)rits. Now if we don't like what the Board does, what
cll we do about it,?

Secretary Fowrr. I think the normal funetion of the Congress in
this, as ill all other areas where it creates agencies with regular tory an-
therity, is to (efine the policies that it wishes the body that it has
c(at e'd to carry out.

Insofar as I know the policies of tie Congress, it directs the attention
of the Federal .Reserve Board to those set, forth in thfe Federal Reserve
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Act, and as many will Contendll, and I think the Board lienibers would
accept, the policy StatIed ill the EIployilenl't Act of 1,146, which is a
general declrat.iol of t poicy of Congre.'ss for the exercise of all forms
of Federal authority in dealing wit-h the economy. It has it unber of
ing'redients--to act in coordinated fashion, promote the private, (oill-
p)etltive enterprise systell and enable that, system to fulleion So as to
maximize emnploynlmnt, and purchasing power and related matters.

senator loNo. Well, if we think t hat. that. lloard is not corredtly
construing these acts of Congress, lind is not, acting in lihe nat ioinil
interest is we inter wet, t lose laws, do we have the power to instruct
that Booard what,. it shall do?

Secretary FoWLEr. t'Yes; I t.hilnk that. is implicit.
Scntitor toINmi. And (lops the PNsident have that power ?
Socearv FOWLr. No ; he c era ainly does not.
Secrtoar'L owIS. that Boa'rd indelendent of t1 Congres's
Secretary Fow(ri. don't, see how it, could be aiPgued under oia' sys-

tem of go vernment that, any body created by Che Congress and dele-
ga.ted authority by tle Con gress, which authority in. turn is Confined
under the Const itiltion to the Congre, that, that body is independent
of the Coil Yross.

Senator )N0. May I say, Mr. Secretary, somie people would like to
assumile that that Bolrd jist, opeartes out here in a. vacmini, that. they
just are Rot subject to influence of any sort whatever. I don't-, lciow
any, other body in Goverinment of wiolm that has been saild. Some
might contend'it for the Judieia ry. But. my imlupres sion has been every-
body I have ever known in Government is subject, to inluence one way
or another by somebody. If the Executive does not seek to use some
influence in the national interest on them, then private interests will.

Now, T guess T know sonto of the influence that Board is subject to.
Silce be'oming ra1i1ikin ivl member oil tllis committee, and particularly
silco beconli)C chi(i-1rulan, I have been invited to attend meetings of
business people. Y must, say that I gained sone impression of how the
Master must; have felt when lie w'as led to the top of the illoulutain and
shown the world below. When I met some of those important people
that, one meets in positions of respoiusiiility---jist for a smalltowl
boy from Louisiana-it impressed the daylights out of me.

T must say thlat som fellow appointed to that Board, when he meets
witil people that can sign a ('heck for a billion dollars, must be very
iin dressed.

If we think that Bollrd has been overawed by those with whllom they
associate, it seems to lie that tiose of us who niow and tie have to go
1)ack and shake hands with a guy in overalls ought to tell that Board
what. we think about. their policies. T don't. have any illusions about
the matter. My feeling is that we have some responsibility ourself.
Wien we see that Board impose a high interest rate policy oh the peo-
ple of this country, which in general terms is an attack on" the poor for
the benefit of the well to do, it, seems to me we have the burden ourselves
to suggest alternates, and to sn gest that that. policy le changed. I
am not advocating that we not have interest, but. when interest: becomes
unnecessarily high. We should voice our objections.

As I umderstaii( it, Mr. Secretary-1I just want. to get his clear.
That is our responsibility, andl we have a, perfect right to suggest a
change in that policy if we wish to.
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Secretary lFowi.li,.. I would think that is very, very clear. This is
a. body of o('ongress and it, so fir us I know, is anIswerable to no one
but tle ('ol'r-ess alnd th rough tie Congress.

Senator iLON(. I t hank yon.
Sell or Siat hers.
S eiatol. Mr. Secretaylily I w'alit to briefly question you

albolit j list, t wo subject s

What is olr. situatioll With respect, to lialance of payments today as
related to lust year ai the year be fore?

S creta ry Ihuwrimit. The most Ii p-to-date figures, Senator Si fathers,
1 1- for the calendar year 1965. '1 hey indicate that the 1965 deficit on
tle so-cal led overaItll or liquidity basl)q was $1,299 million. l'halt conl-
pires witi a 196-1 deficit of $2,8(60 million.

I think 19)65 was the most successful year we have had up to now in
reducing tie deficits wich first, becaitie a matter of alarm in 1958,
19159, and 191)0--when on this basis they approximated $3 billion.

he deficit in 1915, while it, was $1.3 billion, was the smallest overall
balance-of-p~ayments'elicit silceo 1957. It, was less than half the size
of our deficits in 1964 aild 19631, and it compares with average deficit:
on this same account ing basis of $3 billion a year in eael of the 7 pre-
celi ng years, 1958 tl rough 1964.

Senator SA Ernus. You don't have any figures with respect to re-
cent montIs which suggest, that our bahnee-of-l)ayments position is
worseniing?

Secretary Fowi4 ,at. No, sir. The figures that. we ret. on a weelyv or
mont bly basis are so fragmentary and unreliable thalt I have always
found it very misleading to relate ihem publicly.

We will have our first good picture of the 1966 situation in May
when the first, quarter figures become available.

Senator Smvrimits. We still have a deficit, but it is diminishing, is
that right?

Secretary Fowim.im The 1965 det lit was, as I said, less than half of
the ldeticits in each of the preceding 2 years. Moreover, we have devised
substantial improvements in the balance-of-payments program to help
us aehievo our ol)jective of equilibrium in 19)66-a balance in 1966
within the range ot quarter of a billion dollars surl)lus or a quarter of
.a billion dollars deficit.

Whether or not. we are going to be able to achieve equilibrium, as we
see it, how, depends printfirily o two factors. One--what the rising
1)h11nee-of-pavnlent s cost in southeast Asia will be, as a result of our
increased military and aid programs there, an(l, two, the other impon-
derable, what hai)pens to our trade balance in 1966.

You recall that in 1964 we had a very substantial balance-of-trade
surplus, approximately $6.7 billion. Last, year, due to what we hope
are nonrecurring factors, it was reduced to apl)roximately $4.8 billion.
We are hopeful that, those nonrecurring factors, or their- equivalents,
will not recur, and that the trade balance can be brought back ill)
toward a $6-billion surplus level.

The voluntary program, both with reference to direct investment
overseas and with reference to bank lending, is working admirably.

Senator SMA'rims. Ilow is the voluntary program working with
respect to tourist travel?
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Secretary FOWLEi. Not well.
Seiaor TMATIIERS. What. lal))ened-wltat were the figures on that?
Secretary FowLER. We had a tourist, deficit in 1964 of $1.6 billion.

In 19(5 the net deficit increased to $1.8 billion.
Senator SM rlAt.rEs. So rather than ile tourists resplondilg to ile

plea of the Secretary of the Treasury ad others, they traveled more
than ever before.

Secretary FOWLEii. I think they traveled and spent more than ever
before. I think it should be sai(l, however, that the program of en-
couraging domestic, travel by Americanis and encouraging foreign
travelers to come to the LUnite(I States got underway fairly late in the
spring. Perhaps its true effectiveness can be better assessed in 1966.

Senator SIATITEIIS. Do you have any idea as to how nimay tourists
list. year went to Europe, apl)roximately how many?

Secretary Fowixi. I don t have those figures with me, Senator, but
we do have them. They are readily obtainable.

Senator SMATHIEUS. '1*ould you sl)l)ly them for the record?
(The following tables were submitted'for the record :)

Expcndtture8 for forcing travel by U.S. rcsidcnt8, 1960-6.

[Millions of dollars]

19601 196 1 19621 1963 19f4 1

Total ------------------------------------------ 2,597 2,600 2,87.5 3,195 3,381

Transportation -------------------------------- 865 865 990 1, 105 1,165

Foreign-flag carriers -------------------------- 505 507 575 615 635
U.S.-flag carriers -------------------------------- 360 358 415 490 530

Expenditures abroad ------------------------------- 1,732 1,735 1.885 2,090 2,216

Canada ----------------------------------------- 380 425 479 522 550
Persons staying less than 24 hours ----------- 48 47 55 (2) (2)

Mexico ---------------------------------------- 365 370 395 448 480
Persons visiting Mexican border only ..... 245 254 280 32'2 340

Overseas areas ----------------------------------- 987 940 1,011 1,120 1,186
European and Mediterranean --------------- 602 618 652 755 815

United Kingdom ---------------------- 114 105 113 119 132
Ireland .-------------------------------- 11 12 15 16 20
France ------------------------------ 116 103 113 124 127
Benelux ----------.-------------------- 32 26 26 32 33
Germany ------------------------------- 82 62 64 75 79
Austria --------------------------------- 22 24 21 24 29
Switzerland --------------------------- 53 46 44 55 56
Ita ------------------------------- 120 110 118 138 148
Spi 25 24 28 38 47
Israel ----------------------------------- 18 19 22 25 25
Greec ---------------------------------- 15 it 17 26 26
Denmark ------------------------------- 23 19 18 21 23
Norway ---------------------------- 11 12 11 13 15
Sweden_ _ --------------------------- 14 13 11 13 14

West Indies and Central America ---------- - 166 160 178 180 190
Bermuda ---.-------------------------- 28 31 30 32 33
Bahamas ---------.-------------------- 42 45 48 48 55
Jamaica -----.------------------------- 28 30 38 40 45
Other British West Indies ---------------- 18 18 18 10 20
Netherlands West Indies _-------------- 10 it 10 10 12

South America ---------------------- -- -45 48 55 56 57
Other overseas areas ------------------------- 84 114 126 129 124

Japan ---------------------------------- 36 46 50 52 54
Hong Kor --------.-------------------- 1 8 24 23 24 25
Australia-New Zealand ----------------- (2) 11 12 13 14
Other ---------------------------- 30 33 41 40 31

I Revised.
I Not available.
NOTE.-For coverage, see table 1.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics, Survey of Current Business,

Jane 1 5.
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Aumb r. and eapenditures of V.S.-borWn and forcign-born U.S. re.idef'i trarelinf
in, Europe and the MCditCirrfaln arCl, selected vountrics, a.- arailablc,

Europe and
Mediterranean:

19 4 ..... ...............
19 3 ...................

Sea:
1964 .............
10031 ...........Air:
1964 .............
1903' ..........

United Kingdom:
1964 .................
1963' ...............

Ireland:
1964 ...............
19631 ..............

France:
1964 ...............
19631 ...............

Belgium-Luxembourg:
1964 .................
1903 ...............

Netherlands:
1964 ...............
1963' .............

Germany:
1064 ----------------
19063 I-----------

Austria:
1964 ----------- _-
19M1 ---.........

Switzerland:
1964 ..............
19631 -------------

Italy:
1964 ---------------
1963 --------------

Spain:
1964 ................
1963 -----..........

Denmark:
1964----............
193 ' ............

Sweden:
1964 ................
1963 1 ...........

Norway:
1964 ...............
1963' ............

Greece:
1964 ................
1963' ............

Israel:
1964 ................
193 ...............

Nunilwr of travelers Total expenditures
(ill th1ot,8atnl s) (in millions of dollars)

U.S.- For- U.S.- For-
born elgn- Total bx)rn eign- Total

born born

838

163
178

800
060

532
471

88
62

663
518

160
128

245
203

381
333

219
178

349
330

470
424

195
163

166
157

91
78

68
(2)

92
80

61
52

287
264

60
76

227
188

88
83

2618

71
79

21
21

30
32

92
81

37
35

53
53

78
79

20
18

23
20

13
11

20

17
16

23
24

1.250
1, 102

223
254

1,027
848

020
554

114
8o

634
597

181
149

275
235

473
414

2560
213

402
383

548
503

215
171

189
177

104
89

88
70

109
96

84
70

8

24
25

4
4

4
3
3
3

(2)

7
8

7
9

Average expenditures
(in dollars)

T.S.- For-
born eign- Total

horn

704 463 649
730 520 680

985 632 888
972 637 850

648 420 597
66t 474 030

213 213 213
211 236 215

150 230 175
175 280 200

205 175 200
212 177 208

55 75 61
60 81 67

77 103 80
89 117 94

100 207 167
163 265 181

116 115 116
109 155 113

135 165 139
142 151 144

264 296 268
265 311 274

220 201 219
217 243 2'22

115 164 122
117 101 119

125 205 125
134 2560 146

145 270 170
(2) (2) 186

211 396 238
231 421 271

278 303 286
300 353 328

'Revised.
2 Not available.

NOT&.-For coverage see table 1: includes the expenditures but not the numberof cruise travelers. Aver.
age expenditures of foreign-born U.S. residents are higher than those of U.S.-born travelers in some countries,
though they are lower for the area as a whole, because forelgn-born travelers visit fewer countries, and stay
longer than the U.S.-born travelers, who visit more countries on each trip.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics, based on data of U.S. Department
of Justice, Immigration and Naturalization Service.

Senator SMATIIERS. Would you also show how many of those went
to France and how much they spent in France?

Senator DOUGLAS. Would the Senator yield for a minute?
I also think that southern Florida is as attractive as the Ri viera.
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Senator Loxo. The beaches are a lot better.
Senator SMIATHERS. There are many advantages-plus the fact that

apparently Mr. De Gaulle does not want our soldiers there. He
apparently doesn't want anybody there except the tourists.

Why would it not be a good idea to eliminate some of this deficit, in
the light of the fact that De Gaulle does not seem to want us under
any conditions, by limiting our tourist travel to France? Would not
that have a tendency to improve our balance-of-payments deficit?

Secretary FOWLER. It certainly would.
Senator SMATHERS. Then you would have no great objection if

somebody on this committee offered such an amendment.
Secretary FOWLER. An amendment to do what?
Senator SMATHERS. If somebody-we have seven or eight members

of the Foreign Relations Committee on this committee. So this is
sort of a joint Foreign Relations-Finance Committee.

Senator DOUGLAS. You are facing the power structure.
Senator SMATHERS. In the light of the fact that we continue to have

this balance-of-payments deficit, in the light of the fact that our im-
balance with respect to tourist travel is worsening, and in light of the
fact that Mr. De Gaulle apparently does not want our soldiers there-
my question was, Would the Secretary have any objection if some
Senator should offer an amendment which would temporarily pro-
scribe our citizens from traveling into France?

Senator MCCARTHY. If the Senator will yield
Senator SMATHERS. Let him answer the question.
Secretary FOWLER. I think that proscription or prohibition of travel

is a very serious thing, and I would not-
Senator SMATHERS. I will withdraw that word. That's a bad word.

I would like to suggest that we put a tax on them if they travel to
France, in order to discourage traveling, comply with the apparent
wishes of Mr. De Gaulle, and at the same time improve our balance of
payments.

Senator GORE. I would be more interested in a little subsidy to go to
Florida.

Senator SMATHERS. I am always interested in that.
Secretary FOWLER. This is a matter which I would like to discuss

with my colleague, the Secretary of State. I don't know what the
restrictions are on discriminatory treatment of other countries in con-
nection with travel and trade. I do know that it's currently the policy
of the administration to try to deal with the travel deficit primarily
through encouraging, by voluntary means, travel by Americans in the
United States and encouraging travel by foreigners to the United
States.

I might suggest in that connection that we could use some help in
the appropriation in connection with the U.S. Travel Service. It has
always been substantially cut back in its requests for appropriations.
I think that whatever the U.S. Travel Service could do to encourage
foreigners to come to the United States and see the sights that are here.
this would be the quickest and the most effective help we could get
from the Congress in this area.

Senator SMATHERS. It has been suggested that a better method
would be to put a tax on the passport as-it relates to visiting in France.
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Now, on one other matter.
Senator WILLIAMS. Before the Senator leaves that, would he allow

for just one observation? As we get a report from the Secretary on
that proposal, would you give us the effect it would have on the budg-
etary expenditures if in enacting that tax we did not exclude public
officials who would likewise go there? If that tax were applied to
public officials traveling in Paris, including the executive and con-
gressional trips, I wonder how that would affect the budget.

Secretary FOWLER. I think it would be a substantial element in it.
Senator SMATHERS. I would like-
Senator MCCARTHY. Would the Senator yield to me before you

leave this subject.
I think perhaps we might have a voluntary program. We could get

Conrad Hilton to build a Hilton Rome in Miami and a Hilton Athens
in St. Petersburg, and a Hilton Istanbul in Fort Myers, and then the
Commerce Department could run a program to persuade Americans
that they could have all of the joys of Rome, Athens, andIstanbul by
going to Fort Myers, St. Petersburg, and Miami.

Senator SHATHERS. I would be all for that. That's one of the most
constmctive suggestions I have heard.

Secretary FOWLER. While we are being helpful to each other, I would
like to offer the Senator the film that has recently become available
and will be shown. It's called, "The Land We Love," and has been
made available by the motion picture industry of the country. We
hope that it will in a way induce people to see the United States and see
all that there is to offer here. It is also going to be used in connection
with our savings bond program. I think it is a very inspiring film,
and I hope every American will see it before the year is out.

Senator SMATHERS. In light of the fact that I regrettably have had
to spend considerable time in Minnesota, at Rochester, I would hope
that Mr. Hilton would also build a new hotel in Rochester.

Senator LONG. Under tne 10-minute rule-
Senator SMATHERS. Let me ask one more question, and then I'll be

through. I
Mr. Secretary, I introduced a resolution here the other day with

respect to having this committee have some hearings so that some con-
tingency planning, I think, as you call it, might be looked into.

Is it not a fact that in the President's message to the Congress of
January 27 that that course of action was at least indirectly recom-
mended?

Secretary FOWLER. I have not examined the message in that regard.
I do know that in appearing before the Joint Economic Committee-
I think Senator Douglas was there-early this month, I specifically
said in a statement to the committee that-

There are those who propose that the administration come forward now with
a program to enforce much harsher restraints on the economy than those now in
effect or proposed In the President's budget. The administration disagrees with
the premise that more needs to be done now. However, It welcomes the putting
forward of any specific proposals since they may add to the range of contingency
planning In 'which it itself is engaged. Indeed, it suggests that the House
Ways and Means Committee or the Joint Economic Committee study, review,
and recommend the type of tax increases which would be most suitable if infla-
tionary pressures require additional fiscal action.

59-593-66--S
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I would like to add to that, statement that I think it would certainly
be desirable if this committee had time to undertake an exploration of
that, and also a related and important subject; namely, what types of
tax action might be recommended to the Congress in the event hostili-
ties in Vietnam ceased, and we were looking into the direction of addi-
tional tax reduction.

It, seems to me that it would be hel pful to have this subject explored
now by those concerned in the general public, the various organizations.
the various bodies, the various groups that have proposals for either
of these cont-ingencies.

I have had the feeling-it has been reflected, I think, in perhaps too
many talks I have made-that there has been a certain amount of a
psychological overreaction to the economic situation insofar as its
present figures and present statistics would indicate.

I think public exploration of what one might call contingency plan-
ning, what we do in the event certain things happen would be a. very
useful thing.

Senator SMATIERS. I thank the Secretary.
Senator LONG. Two Senators have arrived since we have had our

first round under the 10-minute rule this morning. If it's agreeable
with the committee, we will allow them 10 minutes before we go back
on the second round.

Senator MCCARTHY. Mr. Secretary, you would acknowledge that
the powers which the Federal Reserve Board have over monev and
credit in this country are probably the greatest powers of control over
the financial institutions in America.

Secretary FOWLER. No question about that.
Senator'McCARTH'. Now, is there any good reason why that power

should be exercised independently of the determination of the Gov-
ernment of the United States?

Secretary FOWLER. Independent of what?
Senator iMCCARTHY. Independent, let us say, of the decisions of the

Treasury, the President, or the Congress, in the short run.
Secretary FOWLER. I don't think any of the decisions that, are made

that have anything to do with the national economy should be inde-
pendent of the Congress.

Senator McCARTY. Let's take the existing system. Let's not get
into the theory. Under present practice it is a fact that the Federal
Reserve Board can make decisions that are contrary to what the Treas-
urv would like to have them make.

Secretary FOWLER. That's correct.
Senator'MCCARTHY. Do you think that's a good situation?
Secretary FOWLER. I favor a coordinated policy mix between the ac-

tions of the various executive departments and the Federal Reserve
Board as they bear on our economic situation in applying fiscal as well
as monetary and credit policies.

I think coordination is an important element in the utilization of
these powers.

As to the use of the word "independent" that's another question.
Senator MCCARTHY. Well how would you propose to achieve this

coordination, by surrender oi the Federal ReserveBoard to the Treas-
ury, or do you think we ought to establish substantive law to shift the
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Imlance of responsibility aid authority a little more clearly to the
Treasury?

Secretary FOWLER. I think that the route of coordination is one
that we have been trying to follow. I think it has produced fairly
successful results over the last 5 years.

The difference of view which occurred in December was not a fail-
ure of coordination in the sense there was a failure of communication-
we exchanged views at great length on whether it. was the appropriate
time to take any such action. It. was simply a difference of1judgment
and a difference of decision. I think whether or not there should be
any change in the locus of power as between the various constituent
)olies of the administration and the Federal Reserve Board is a ques-

tion for the President to determine. I don't intend to offer any view
on that subject today.

Senator MCCARTHY. It would be a question for the Congress and
the President to determine.

Secretary FOWLER. That's correct.
Senator MCCARTHY. As far as you know the Treasury Department

is happy with the relationship that now exists?
Secretary FOWLER. Obviously you always would prefer to have your

own views prevail on a given situation. But I would say that by and
large we have had a very excellent working relationship and pattern
of coordination over the past 5 years. That, however, does not ex-
clude the fact that there was a difference of opinion in December and
there could be differences of opinion at other times.

Senator MCCARTHY. Do you think that the Federal Reserve policy
over the last 5 years would have been essentially what it has been
if the will of the Treasury had prevailed?

Secretary FOWLER. Excluding the situation last fall, I think it
would be fair to say that the mix of policies that characterized the
period that. I have been familiar with-since 1961 up to April 1964,
and from April 1965 up to this fall-represented a consensus view of
what was the right thing to do in the fiscal and monetary field.

Senator MCCARTHY. You don't think, then, that the Treasury in
these years would have been subject to political pressures which
would'have made it. act, irresponsibly and differently from what the
independent Federal Reserve Board has done?

Secretary FOWLER. No.
Senator "MCCARTHY. It is your opinion that whatever justification

there may have been for an independent Federal Reserve Board which
was set up in 1913, that that justification no longer exists and the
Treasury has become independent of political -pressure and become
technically more competent and more responsible.

Secretary FOWLER. I think that is a question on which judgment
should be really one of the President's rather than my own.

Senator McCARTIY. Well, this is one for an expert.
Secretary FOWLER. One can not be altogether objective about one's

own-
Senator MCCARTHY. You think the Department is responsible?
Secretary FOWLER. My Department is a good, responsible depart-

ment.
Senator MCCARTHY. It wouldn't be subject to political pressures?

ill
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Secretary. Fowiaz. It might be subject to some political pressures
from a variety of sources. One sitting in the Tretsury departmentt
realizes that there are many of these forces at work constantly.

Senator MCCART11Y. It, would appear whether the rate was raised or
not raised depends upon the presence of one man.

Secretary FOWLER. A board of seven numbers, four of which cost i -
tute a majority.Senator [C(XAIi'I'I IY. I)o you think this is desirable ?

Secretary Fowla.It. Well, it's the way those decisions are taken,
Senator McCarthy, counting noses. 1 don't know of any bet1'
system.

Senator McCAxrrmY. One more lqest ion on this matter.
It has been indicated that the rreasury was not really altogether

unhappy with the recent interest rate increase. It's been saiR that
you would have approved it, but you did not like the fact that they
approved it, some time in advance of the announcement. of other policy
decisions.

Secretary FowuE.i. I would like, Senator McCarthy, to answer that
quest ion, and I would also like permission of the Chair to include in
the record excerpts from four speeches that I made during this period
giving my views in full on monetary policy and interest rate.

But to answer your question briefly, the increase is an accomplished
fact. The President's tax and economic program took it into account.
As the President said down at the ranch, he didn't think it was useful
to indulge inl a post miortemn. I think it was very clear from thle state-
inent I made in Newv Orleans, in the presence of the chairman of the
committee, on November 29 that I felt any decision taken ait that tiime
would be premature and unwise.

(The following material was submitted for the record:)

TuREE PuBLIc COMMENTS ON MONETARY POLICY BY SECRETARY HENRY H. FOWLER
BEFORE TIE RECENT FEDERAL RESERVE ACTION ON TilE DISCOUNT RATE AND ONE
PUBL IC COMMENT AFTERWARD-EXCERPTS FROM FOuts SPEECHES

A. BEFORE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARI) ACTION

1. Remarks before the Economio Club of New York, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
York, N.Y., Montday, November 8, 1065

"Some are not content to tackle any present or potential risks of Inflation with
that responsible kind of fiscal policy. They advocate abrupt restrictions on the
expansion of money and credit to restrain the growth of demand, and would
Invite sharply higher long-term Interest rates. This would be a substantial
change In our policy mix of the last 5 years and amount to a new ball game. It
would raise in the minds of our producers and consumers serious questions about
whether or not to continue to buy and expand in the light of increased cost of
money and tightness of credit.

"The Important point is that no sufficient evidence has yet developed to justify
this kind of treatment of the price situation or of the supply-demnand relation-
ship by cutting back on demand rather than emphasizing efforts to expand supply.
To restrain demand at this time would be to admit that the continued growth of
the U.S. economy in amountss comparable to the advances of the last 2 years is
beyond our resources. In those years our pluses and minuses have added up to a
generally smooth and well-phased expansion of about $10 billion a quarter in
our GNP. The pluses and minuses that are in prospect, according to the analyses
of most of our economic forecasters, public and private, do not suggest a marked
deviation from that pattern In the next year-either upward or downward. Is
It too much? I believe the answer is, and should be, "No."

"I would urge that from here on our priority objective should be to achieve
that growth without increasing pressure unduly on reserve calacity. To do so
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we must increase our efforts to provide the capacity to absorb that growth so that
the risks of pressure on prices and of aggregate demand on productive capacity
are minimized by Increases in supply rather than restrain of demand.

"And to digress for a moment, we hear again a refrain that a solution to the
balance-of-payments problem cait be found in tight money and higher interest
rates. Presumably proponents of this approach must be referring to rather dras-
tic measures since that is what would be necessary bring into equilibrium the in-
terest rate levels that characterize the U.S. economy and other capital markets.

"Let me also remind you that twice before the FPderal Reserve has raised its
discount rates-one-half of 1 percent in the summer of 1 93 and one-half of 1 per-
cent in the fall of 1964--to deal with balance-of-payments problems. We have
clearly not overlooked this instrument. But our rises were followed by rises
abroad and the gap remained--and in some Important areas widened. Only a few
months after the second increase it was necessary to request voluntary action to
restrain an accelerating outflow of capital from our banks and nonbank financial
institutions. As my predecessor, Douglas Dillon, several times pointed out-as
early as Rome in 1962-the problem of disparity between interest rates and
cn~o:,al availability here and abroad is rooted in rates abroad that are far too
high, and in the woeful inadequacies of foreign capital markets. This kind of
substantial disequilibrium cannot be eliminated or reduced to manageable propor-
tions under present circumstances by any monetary action at all consistent with
our doanestic needs.

"May I suggest that the zealous exponents of the use of monetary policy to
achieve a better balance among international interest rates have a fertile field
for missionary work In Western Europe. We should not play the game of the dog
chasing Its tall to the point of severely damaging our economy and risking a reces-
slon. It makes no sense to raise persistently our Interest rates to a point where
they may conflict with the maintenance of our domestic expansion and yet not
provide a real solution to our balance-of-payments problem."

2. Remarks before the Exec(utivcs' Club of Chicago Hotel Sherman, Chicago, Ill.,
Friday, Nov'ember 19. 1965

"Let me close now with a brief discussion of a third, and related, area of
strain on our working partnership of government, labor and business, for the
maintenance of economic prosperity and the support of our national aims through
economic responsibility. This is the subject of interest rates.

"We have been hearing again the refrain that a solution to the balance-of-
payments problem can be found in tight money and higher interest rates. Pre-
sumably, proponents of this approach must be referring to rather drastic measures
since that is what would be necessary to bring into equilibrium the interest rate
levels that characterize the U.S. economy and other capital markets.

"Interest rates have already moved up in the United States significantly, par-
ticularly In the past 2 years, mainly in response to balance-of-payments problems.
But our rises were followed by rises abroad and the gap remained-and in some
important areas widened. As my predecessor, Douglas Dillon, several times
pointed out-as early as Rome in 19062-the problem of disparity between interest
rates and capital availability here and abroad is rooted in rates abroad that
are far too high, and in the woeful inadequacies of foreign capital markets.

"It makes no sense to raise persistently our interest rates to a point where they
may conflict with the maintenance of our domestic expansion and yet not provide
a real solution to our balance-of-payments problem."

3. Remarks before the Press Olub of New Orleans, Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans,
La., Sunday, November 28, 1965

"There is one other area which requires comment-money, credit, and interest
rates. There are those who have advocated without any detailed knowledge of
the budget for fiscal 1966 and the new budget for fiscal 1907, a sharp change in
monetary policy to restrict further the expansion in money and credit. Tt seems
to me that monetary policy so far has played a vital and constructive role in the
coordinated mix of fiscal and monetary policy that has brought us to our pres-
ent posture of economic strength. Credit has been ample, but not excessive, and
has fueled a balanced economic expansion. It is premature and unwise to call
for further restrictive monetary action now, in order to curtail the expansion of
money and credit and raise interest rates more than the market has already
raised them.

"There may be room for honest differences of opinion among well-informed
and unprejudiced persons on this issue. However, it is my strong belief that any
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orderly adjustment of a properly coordinated mix of fiscal and monetary policies
to deal with the period ahead calls for that policy mix to be determined only
with full knowledge of the President's new budget.

"Of course, I recognize, as all realists must, that new facts and new develop-
ments may at any time call for a reexamination of the policy mix that has served
us so well-and that there may well be circumstances when the use of monetary
policy to combat inflation would be wholly appropriate. However, today's cir-
cumstances call for a policy of watchful waiting until the 1967 fiscal year outlook
is clarified in mid-January with the presentation of the President's new budget.

"It must never be forgotten that today's balanced expansion, free from infla-
tion, reflects a combination and coordination of sound fiscal and monetary poli-
cies, intelligent business planning, and responsible restraint by business and
labor in making wage and price decisions.

"Our task at home now is to prove that we can nourish and preserve that bal-
anced expansion, free from inflation, in the darkening shadows of intensifying
battle in Vietnam as well as we did in the months prior to July 28."

B. AFTER FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD ACTION

Remarks at the Amierican Conference on the Atlantic Community atd Economic
Growth com'enccd by the Atlantic Cowncil, Crotonville, N.Y., Sunday, Decem-
ber 12, 1965

"It was this structural imbalance in foreign money markets that forced us
in 1963 to apply an interest equalization tax on long-term portfolio credit to
foreigners in developed countries. And it is this structural Imbalance that makes
it clear that whatever domestic reasons may justify them it would be folly for
us to try to stanch the flow of U.S. funds abroad by restrictive monetary policies
aimed at raising interest rates In this country to the structured highe levels of the
countries of Western Europe, and of Japan. Foreign borrowers were not daunted
by two rises in the U.S. discount rate, in July 1963 and in November 1964. Be-
fore the latest increase in the Reserve System's discount rate a few days ago
the gap was as big, if not bigger, than it was previous to the 1963 rise in the
U.S. discount rate. And it appears from current reports that rises in interest
rates in Western Europe will rapidly wipe out any temporary narrowing of the
gap which might have resulted from the recent action of the Federal Reserve
Board. Long before we could level rates here and abroad through this process,
we would drive this country into a recession that would reduce the attractiveness
of investment here and increase the attractiveness of investment abroad, ag-
gravating rather than improving our balance-of-payments position."

Senator MCCARTHY. How much premature was it?
Secretary FOWLER. The connotation of the statement was that the

decisions about fiscal and monetary policy should be made in January
when all the facts concerning the new budgetary program of the Presi-
dent were available. These involved not only the decisions on Viet-
nam, to the extent that they could be made at that time, but also the
related problem of priorities which we discussed here this molrning-
what should be held back, what should be cut, to what extent there
should be new taxation, to what extent there should be other programs.

I felt it was wise to make any decision regarding any form of re-
straint in the context of a coordinated whole rather than to make it
separately 3 or 4 weeks in advance of the fact.

Senator A ACATII[Y. If the law provided that the pronouncement
of a change in interest rate, rediscount rate, could be held in abeyance
by the Treasury if it wished to do so for 3 months, you would not
have had that difficulty, would you?

Secretary FOWLER. No.
Senator MCCARTHY. And what would have happened after 3

months-if you had had authority to veto the increase or to approve
it?
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Secretary FOWLER. It's impossible for me to predict what the in-
tervening events would have been and what the other alternatives
would have been to either that particular decision or to variations of
that particular decision.

Senator MCCARThY. Let me ask this.
The tax increases which you are proposing-were they in part de-

termined in consideration of the interest rate-rediscount rate increase
the Federal Reserve Board had ordered?

Secretary FOwLER. Oh, yes. That was part of it--as I have said-
I think the President said-that was a fact of life which we accepted,
and we did our planning and decisionmaking in the light of that fact.

Senator MCCARTHY. What would you have recommended by way of
taxes, if the interest rates had not been increased?

Secretary FOWLER. It is very difficult for me to say, Senator. That
is, of course, a hypothetical question.

Senator M[CCARTHY. It's not exactly. You must have given some
thought. to this.

Secretary FowlER Well, no. We had a great deal to do at that time
in devising a program in the light of the facts as they were, rather than
to go off and decide what we would have done if the facts had been
different.

Senator MCCARTHY. You didn't know until that vote was taken that
they were going to increase the interest rate?

Secretary FOWLFR. That's correct.
Senator CICCARTHY. You mean to say you were not making any

plans?
Secretary FOWLER. We were making plans, we were engaged in

studies.
Senator CIcCARTHY. You were making plans but did not assume

there would be an increase in the interest rateV
Secretary FOWLER. We were surveying the field. But the funda-

mental problem was what the figures in the budget were going to be.
And for the very reason that I thought it was unwise and premature
for the Federal Reserve Board to arrive at a decision , Ithout a knowl-
edge of those figures, and the decision that they reflected, so I would
have felt it would be unwise for the Treasury to come to any conclu-
sions about tax policy without knowing what the budgetary situation
would reflect. We did not know that until late in December and early
in January.

Senator MCCARTIHY. You are not prepared to say how your tax
recommendations today would be any different from what 'they are
if the interest rates had not been increased?

Secretary FOWLER. No, sir; I am not. I would surmise that there
would have been a decision as to whether we would have more fiscal
or tax action, and less monetary action, or whether we would have the
same monetary action and the same tax action as you have confront-
ing you today, or whether we would have a different kind of monetary
action and tle same or different tax action.

The variations are rather substantial in this kind of a situation.
Senator M[CCARTHY. Do the taxes you are recommending today

anticipate an additional increase in rediscount rates?
Secretary FOWLER. No; they do not. They take the situation as we

find it.
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Senator LICCARTIY. You are not making any guess'?
Secretary FOWLER. I am not.
Senator MCCARTHY. In anticipation of what might happen?
Secretary FOWLER. No, sir.
Senator MCCART11Y. Does the Treasury have a view as to whether

or not these increases in rediscount rates-up to this point-have they
been deflationary or as they appear at least in the short run to have
been inflationary?

Secretary FOWLER. In a way I think I answered that question before
you came in. I think it takes about 6 to 9 months to make a real de-
termination of what happens as a result of a change of this sort. until
more time has passed and more of the evidence is in, it is extremely
difficult, to come to any decision as to what the overall impact is. Un-
doubtedly it was for the purpose of deflating the economy and the
purpose was so stated.

Senator MCCARTHY. There are some economists, however, who
think it, is inflationary and perhaps the rate should have been raised
even higher in order to have a truly deflationary effect. Everybody
has his own economist these days.

Secretary FOWLER. Yes. But there would be rather more opinion in
the economic fraternity that maybe the rate was all right, but other
accompanying actions-

Senator MCCARTHY. Mr. Secretary, in view of all these uncertain-
ties, as to the Federal Reserve action, the cost of the war-why does
the Treasury not come in and ask for discretionary authority to raise
and lower the tax rates on individual or corporate incomes?

Secretary FOWLER. Because once such discretionary authority was
requested bv President Kennedy several years ago. The attitude and
reception of the two taxwriting committees indicated that to pursue
the proposal it would be a rather futile gesture.

Senator McCARTHiY. There really was no very serious effort made to
push that proposal. It was never submitted to us for action, was it?

Secretary FOWLER. It was submitted to the Congress, and there was
no sentiment in the Congress for it.

Senator MCCARTHY. H ow was it submitted?
Secretary FOWLER. President Kennedy recommended it in his eco-

nomic message.
Senator MCCARTHY. In a message. But it was never sent up to us

by way of a specific proposal for action.
Secretary FOWLER. I think bills were sent up, Senator McCarthy.

I don't have that history completely in mind.
.enator MCCARTHY. Did you ever ask for hearings?
Secretary FOWLER. The atmosphere was such that it seemed quite

futile.
Senator MCCARTHY. Conditions were different then from now?
Secretary FOWLER. They were. As I have said to others, I think it

is quite desirable for the Congress and the taxwriting committees and
the Joint Economic Committee and others concerned to engage in
contingency planning exercises that would enable us to move quickly
when and if wA had to move in this area.

Senator McCARTHY. It is a little difficult for me to understand this
modesty on the part, of the administration with reference to taxes. We
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have the Tonkin Bay resolution interpreted as having given unlimited
authority with reference to military action. We had a request in the
AID program last year for open-ended authorization for foreign aid
expenditures in Vietnam.

It would seem to me that in view of all the uncertainties in the
domesticc economy, possible increase in the cost of the war, that the

request for discretionary authority for taxes would be on the side of
good government. I do wish the'Treasury and the Executive would
have somewhat more confidence in this committee and tlhe Congress
to respond under these conditions.

Secretary Fowvi, m It's because I have tiiat confidence, Senator Mc-
Carthy that I (1o not think that tile time spent, on this very imil)ortant
and1 dhflicult issue involving great historical precedent is necessary
at this time, that I have every confidence that Congress will act
prom)tly if and when circumstances require the administration to
come forward withadditional proposals.

I have a lot more confidence in Congress acting promptly in that
kind of a situation than I do in Congress acting promptly to delegate
to the administration discretionary authority to raise or lower taxes.

Senator McCARTHY. My time is up. I just wanted to make this one
point. I think that sometimes Congress might act more responsibly if
it laid down limited conditions under which the executive branch
might act than to have the executive branch come up to us under the
pressures of acting in a very limited period of time-that the overall
purpose of responsible government might much better be served if we
laid down guidelines long in advance and let the executive branch
operate within those limits, rather than to be called upon to act as we
are here, on this excise tax, under the pressure of special Treasury
needs.

Now, you balance these one against the other as you speculate on this,
Mr. Secretarv.

Secretary VFowlER. It's because I agree with just what you have said,
Senator McfCarthy, that I specifically urge that the taxwriting com-
mittees and/or the Joint Economic Committee undertake the examina-
tion of what we would call contingency planning.

Senator MCCARTHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator LoNG. I am going to call on those Senators who were not

able to be here in the beginning.
Mr. Secretary, the fact that they were not here to hear your opening

presentation is because they had .been requested to come.to the White
House for a briefing on the military situation in Vietnam.

Senator BFN I-r. And I may say, Mr. Chairman, that we got no
notice of that. They called man, of us at home after dinner last night.
So we were not able to notify you that we were not going to be able
to be here this morning.

Senator LoNe. That's not the first time that that, type thing has
happened. I am not being critical.

I will call on the Senators and inform them we are operating under
a 10-minute rule--each Senator gets 10 minutes on the first, ronlrd,
and after that he can ask as many question as he wants to. For those
who have not had their 10 minutes. I am going to call on them in the
order in which they arrived here from their 'Other pressing commit-
mnents. I now call on Senator Ilartke.
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Senator HARTKE. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, as I listened to your testimony which was presented

in the Foreign Relations Comm'ittee, and the statements that have
come from the administration about Vietnam, all the testimony has
indicated that we are in for a long war. Isn't that true

Secretary FOwILER. I would think that it is quite possible and quite
probable that it could be a long -war.

Senator HARTKE. The testimony that was before the Armed Serv-
ices Comnmittee-that money that we are now being asked to spend.
part of which is for the present situation, part of it for the future, also
anticipates not just a long war, but a rather expensive war; is that
true?

Secretary FOWmVLR. Just how expensive, I do not know. I do have,
of course, a, clear picture of what the expenditures in the current
budget contemplate. But I have no knowledge beyond that.

Senator HAIRTKE. Well, is there any communication from the See-
retary of Defense to the Treasury as to what they anticipate the ex-
penditures to be?

Secretary Fowixii. Through the budget documents the Congress is
as fully informed about the financial requirements of the war as it is
currently envisaged, as I am.

Senator HARTKE. Let me ask you this. According to information
you have, then. if the war proceeds at its present level or is escalated in
terms of the statements made by Secretary McNamara before the
Armed Services Committee-and' his testimony has been released-
can you tell us what the cost of Vietnam is expected to be for fiscal
year 1967?

Secretary FOWLER. $10.5 billion is th- additional cost over the rather
minor amounts that were contemplated in the budget submitted in
January 1965. This represents an increase of about $4.7 billion in fiscal
1966, and then an add-on of $5.8 billion in fiscal 1967.

Senator HARTKE. What is that total for fiscal 1967?
Secretary FOWLER. $10.5 billion.
Senator HARTKE. We are being asked for an additional supplement

at the present time; isn't that right ?
Secretary FOWLER. The $10.5 billion figure I have given you is the

expenditure figure for fiscal year 1967. The supplementals being
asked for, new obligational authority to meet requirements for fiscal
1966, for fiscal 1967, and some for longer term programs that stretch
into later years. I am not familiar with what the breakdown of the
$13 billion new obligational authority figure between fiscal 1967 and
thereafter.

Senator ILARTIE. Well, are you familiar with how much money you
are going to need during those periods of time?

Secretary FOWLER. Yes. The expenditure figure is the figure that
'ives us our requirement for money.

Senator IARTKE. In other words-
Secretary FOWLErn. $10.5 billion.
Senator HARTKE. Are the amounts which you are asking for here in

this bill today, are they sufficient to cover all your money needs for
fiscal 1966 and fiscal 1967?

Secretary FowLER. This bill contemplates. as does the butd!Tet, a
deficit in the administrative budget of $1.8 billion in fiscal 1967, a
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cash budget surplus of $500 million in fiscal 1967, and a national in-
come and product account deficit of $500 million.

Senator HATn'ruE. Now, iii this calculation of course you have an-
t icipated a normal growth pattern of what percent?

Secretary FowI,E. We have, anticipated a gross national product in
ihe calendar year 1966 of about $722 billion, vith a $5 billion range on

either side. To come down to a hard fig'ire, our estimate would be
around $722 billion. That compares to GNP in 1965 of approxi-
inately $676 billion.

Senator HARTKE. If the expenditures do not stay within those pres-
ently in the budget, and if this growth is obtained, will you have to
come back for additional taxes, either in fiscal 1966 or 1967 or 1.968 to
meet, the expenditures which are presently being incurred

Secretary FOWLER. We would not hav e to come back to meet the
expenditures contemplated in the budget for fiscal 1967 l)rovided the
total for non-Vietnam expenditures are not substantially increased by
he Congress, and provided there are no unforeseen developments ini

Vietnam that would require exl)enditures in fiscal 1967 over and above
those presently contemplated in the budget.

Senator HARTKE. What was the amount of the increase in expendi-
tures which you did not anticipate which makes it necessary for you
to come to us now and ask for a change in our tax structure in this
year?

Secretary FowLER. $4.7 billion of additional expenditures for Viet-
nam were not contemplated in the budget document of January 1965,
for fiscal year 1966.

Senator HARTKE. IVhen did the Treasury first learn it was going to
have to pick up the tab for that amount ?

Secretary F OWLER. Well, those figures first emerged, to my knowl-
edge, when Mr. Moyers announced them in late November at the
President's ranch.

I am not positive, but I believe lie gave $4.7 billion then. If not
then, it was in the budget document, itself.

Senator HARTKE. NOW, Mr. Secretary, what bothers me is why all
of a sudden in November we found out. that we were going to need this
additional $4.7 billion, and there was no anticipation on it on the part
of the Treasury during the time we were being asked by the Treas-
ury to reduce excise taxes last year.

Secretary FOWLER. At the time the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget testified before the House Ways and Means Committee in late
May he stated that according to all the information lie had the budget
expenditure estimate for fiscal 1966 of $99.7 billion was still a hard
estimate.

The decisions that led to the acceleration of activities in Vietnam
occurred in July and the President made his television address to the
Nation on July 28. It was clear from there on, once those decisions
were announced, that there would be some substantial increases in
defense allotments.

We knew that an indeterminate amount of additional expenditures
would be in the offing in fiscal 1966, but did not have any clear picture
of what the order of magnitude would be until late in th~e fall.

Senator HARTKE. Well, you didn't have any idea before Congress
adjourned, then, that there was going to be a necessity for raising addi-
tional revenue through some new tax measures?
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Secretary FOWLER. It would be fair to say that before the Congress
adjourned in the fall we were all conscious of the fact that there would
be a substantial change in the expenditure pattern. Your question
earlier related to the time of the excise tax action, which I think oc-
curred in June. I was not aware at that time that there would be
additional expenditures.

Senator HARTKE. What I am coming to is that you permitted us
to go on and adjourn the Congress, after we had reduced excise taxes,
and some of it to become effective on January 1, knowing full well
that you were going to have to come back here and ask for additional
revenue, ask for additional taxes. And vet you let us go ahead and
go home with no warning and no statement whatsoever to indicate that
we had a different situation, a different ball game.

Secretary FOWLER. Senator HIartke, I did not know whether we
would have to have additional taxes. I knew there would be a sub-
stantially changed budgetary pattern. What the order of magnitude
would be and to what extent it could be accounted for by reducing
other expenditures were decisions which none of us were in a position
to take until the budget was finalized in late December and early
Januttry.

Senator HARTKE. In other words, we are operating on this situation
almost on a month to month or day to day basis, is that what you are
trying to say ?

Secretary FOWLER. No. We are operating on much more than that.
We know now we are in a long-term picture. That long-term picture,
so far as it can be seen, and with all the uncertainties in the situation
that always accompany a war of this kind, is reflected in what the
President said on page 10 of his budget message.

I won't read that just to belabor the record. But there it is. There
is a great stress on the uncertainties inherent in the present situation.

He says:
Because of the uncertainties inherent in this situation, the 1967 budget is

designed to provide flexibility of response to changing conditions. In the new
programs authorized by Congress in the last several years, we have an effective
array of weapons to attack the major domestic problems confronting the American
people in the fields of health, education, poverty, housing, community develop-
ment, and beautification. The 1967 budget provides funds to press forward
vigorously with these new programs. But because of the cost of maintaining
our containment in Vietnam, those funds are, in many cases, less than the
maximum authorized in the enabling legislation. Should our efforts to find
peace in Vietnam prevail, we can rapidly adjust the budget to make even faster
progress in the use of these new programs for the solution of our domestic
problems. If, on the other hand, events in southeast Asia so develop that addi-
tional funds are required, I will not hestiate to request the necessary sums.

Senator HARTKE. My time is up, Mr. Chairman.
Senator LONG. Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNETT. Well, Mr. Chairman, I was one of those down at

the White House. I have not had a chance to read the Secretary's
statement., so that I really have no basis upon which to ask questions
today, so I will pass.

Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, I am going to make the sugges-
tion-we have another witness here for the Telephone Association
scheduled, and it's very clear we are not going to be able to finish the
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hearings this morning. I suggest that the Secretary be asked to come
back Monday. In the meantime, maybe today, we could go ahead and
have this other witness.

Senator DOUGLAS. I appreciate the motive of the Senator from Dela-
ware making the statement. But there are one or two small questions
I would like to ask. I would not want to be foreclosed from asking
them today.

Senator LONG. Here is the situation in which we find ourselves.
We could seek to conclude the Secretary's statement today by asking
consent of the Senate to meet while the Senate is in session, or by bring-
ing the Secretary back as a witness after the Senate quits today, if
the Senate should not give consent. That motion is debatable-'and
we don't want to hold up the matters before the Senate.

Now, there are some Senators who have plans that keel) them from
being here who would like to ask the Secretary some questions. I had
hoped that we could dispose of all the questions Senators would like to
ask. However, there are a number of Senators who cannot be here
today and who would like to ask the Secretary some questions.

Senator Williams, as I understand, has a number of questions he
wishes to ask the Secretary that would take considerable time.

Under those circumstances I suggest Senator Douglas ask his ques-
tions at this time, and then we will ask the Secretary to come back
at 9 o'clock Monday morning. We can then proceed to hear the next
witness.

So I will ask Senator Douglas to proceed.
Senator DOUGLAS. I would like to ask the Secretary whether General

de Gaulle and the French authorities are continuing to demand gold
in return for claims upon the American dollar.

Secretary FowLR. Yes, Senator Douglas. Last year-
Senator DOUGLAS. I know about the last year. In the last few

months has this policy been continued?
Secretary FOWLER. In the last few weeks-
Senator DOUGLAS. They drew out in the last year at least $550

million.
Secretary FOWLER. Over $800 million.
Senator DOUGLAS. And then Belgium, Holland, Portugal, and Spain

drew out large sums, too.
Secretary YOWLER. Yes. My understanding is that the French are

continuing to convert at the rate of around $30 million a month.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, I made a speech on the floor of the Senate

13 months ago calling attention to this and suggesting a number of
steps, including military steps and economic steps.

No action was taken in response to these suggestions.
So I addressed a letter to all the policymaking agencies of the Gov-

ernment in the spring and received a reply which I take it was a com-
posite answer from Mr. Douglas MacArthur III.

One of the simpler suggestions which at the time I thought could
have been done was to stop grants and economic aid to these African
countries which were formerly French colonies and which are still
tied financially to France, and where expenditures of dollars find their
way very quickly into French banks which are then deposited with the
Bank of France' and constitute gold claims against us.
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Now, Mr. MacArthur turned that proposal down, presumably for
the Government, in one sentence, saying that the need in these colonies
was as great now as before and as great as elsewhere.

Now, I would like to ask you whether this might not be a simple
way to help stop the gold drain? That amounts to approximately $200
million a year.

Secretary FOWLER. Senator Douglas, in reply to your letter in
October, I said:

With respect to the U.S. programs of aid to former French territories, we at
the Treasury have urged State and AID to take into consideration the availability
of economic assistance from France and access to French foreign exchange
resources in determining the magnitude of U.S. assistance. I expect to urge
that these factors be given still greater weight In the future.

Senator DOUGLAS. Do you know what the decision has been for the
coming year ?

Secretary FOWLER. I am not informed. I think that information
would have to come more directly from Director Bell.

Senator DOUGLAS. This would be a very simple measure. It would
not require congressional action. It could be done by administrative
action. It could be done very quietly, without provoking international
dissension.

I hope very much that this can be done.
According to my most recent figures, this would save $200 million

a year.
Now, there is another factor.
Is it not true that the banking facilities in South Vietnam are

primarily controlled by the French, particularly the Bank of Indo-
china?

Secretary FOWLER. Senator Douglas, I am not informed on that
question. director Bell has an extensive mission in South Vietnam
concerned with the economic program of the country. We have sent
out Treasury representatives from time to time to make recommenda-
tions on particular issues, such as the use of military scrip. But I
myself am not informed.

Senator DOUGLAS. I once went by the Bank of Indochina some years
ago in Paris. I have never seen a more handsome and elaborate estab-
lishment in my life.

I know something about the way in which the Bank of Indochina
dominated French politics, particularly through the so-called Radical
Party.

Now, it is my understanding that the Bank of Indochina is still
there, that the American dollars which are spent in Vietnam find their
way into these banking institutions, primarily French, are trans-
ferred to Paris, and therefore become claims against the American
dollar payable in gold.

Isn't that substantially true?
Secretary FOWLER. Senator, I think to some extent the payment

for imports in dollars has that effect.
The one area that we are-
Senator DOUGLAS. Expenditures by American soldiers there.
Secretary FOWLER. This is what I wanted to come to. I recently

had occasion to comment on this question in a letter to Congressman
Mahon, in which he had referred to the use of scrip as used in World
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War II. I informed Congressman Mahon that scrip has been used
by our forces in Vietnam for nearly 6 months, having been introduced
on or about August 31,1965.

The desirability of the use of what is called military payment certificates
was foreseen as our forces began to build up at about that time, and its use
closely followed this military buildup.

I think the use of scrip is very desirable and is a warranted measure
to cut down on the kind of flow that you have indicated. By the
same token, I do not want to leave the impression that it is the panacea
for all the exchange problems. There are other expenditures of
dollars for goods and services administered by AID and by the military
authorities which I can readily see would add to foreign exchange
flows going back to other countries.

Senator DOUGLAS. The more money we spend in Vietnam, the
greater drain upon our gold is likely to result.

Secretary FOWLER. It is my understanding that the AID agency
has been conscious and aware of this and has tried to institute proce-
dures designed to cope with it. How effective they are, how complete
they are, how successful they are, would be a judgment that Director
Bell would have to make.

Senator DOUGLAS. Have you considered the possibility of setting
up an American bank which would have the exclusive right of accept-
ing dollar claims so that these claims would not constitute potential
and actual gold claims? In other words, we step in and try to replace
the Bank of Indochina.

Secretary FOWLER. I cannot tell you, Senator, whether or not that
particular measure has been considered. I do know that we had one
of our ablest men go out to Vietnam last summer.

Senator DOUGLAS. I urge you to consider it.
Secretary FOWLER. I certainly will.
Senator DOUGLAS. Thank you very much.
That's all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SMATIIERS. Any other questions at the moment? If not,

Mr. Secretary, we are going to excuse you until 9 o'clock Monday
morning.

Senator HARTKE. Mr. Chairman, this doesn't exclude any further
questions in the future, does it?

Senator SMATHERS. No. He's coming back Monday.
Senator HARTKE. I know. But I didn't want to have him come

back Monday and have somebody say to me, "You had your chance on
Friday."

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Chairman, there is one final comment I have
to make, and that is on the purity of the English language, which I
think should be guarded by Government departments as well as by
Congress.

On page 18 of your statement, Mr. Secretary, you use the words
annualize" and "annualizing." One of the greatest corrupters of the

language has been the bureaucracy. I have consulted the standard
dictionary and the term "annualize" is very rarely used, and then not
in the sense that you use it. I urge you to get your people to write
good English, and if necessary to use two or three words to make the
meaning clear, rather than these barbarisms which creep into the lan-
guage. I mean that most sincerely.
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Secretary FOWLER. Yes, sir.
Senator SHATHERS. On that note, we thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator WILLAMS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to request the Secre-

tary, when he comes back Monday, to be in a position to give what I
hope will be an endorsement-at least an opinion-on some of the
measures which I have called to his attention, amendments which I
have proposed to this bill. They have a copy of them in their office. I
would appreciate if when he comes back Monday he could give us a
report on them at that. time.

Senator SMATHEIS. You understand what he is talking about? As
Senator Douglas would say, let's make that clear.

Senator WILLIAMS, I would appreciate your comments Monday as
to the merits of the amendments. I have examined them closely,'and
as I see it they are all noncontroversial-dealing with oil depletion and
with one or two other matters. Perhaps we can clear it up Monday
and reach an agreement.

Secretary FOWLER. I am sure we can.
Senator SMATHERS. In that connection, Mr. Secretary, would you be

so kind as to have someone on your staff get us the number of tourists,
as best they can, who traveled to France and how much money they
left there?

I have a figure of 634,000 last year spending $127 million in France.
I don't know where it came from, very frankly. But I would appreci-
ate having the benefit of your staff giving me their best estimate.

Secretary FOWLER. We will give you what information we have
available on that.

Senator SM ATHERS. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
We will see you bright and early on Monday.
(See tables on pp. 106 and 107 for the above information.)
The next witness is Mr. William C. Mott of the United States

Independent Telephone Association.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. MOTT, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
UNITED STATES INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION

Mr. Mor. Mr. Chairman, I am Adm. William C. Mott. I am
executive vice president of the United States Independent Telephone
Association (USITA), a trade organization representing the non-
Bell segment of the telephone industry.

I think I could perhaps best bring the scope of this association home
to you by mentioning that in Senator Douglas' State of Illinois we
have some 117 companies, and our companies cover 80 percent of the
geographical territory of the State of Illinois.

Senator DOUGLAS. I am aware of that, Admiral.
Mr. MOTT. Your colleague, Senator Dirksen, happens to live in

independent telephone territory.
Senator DOUoLAS. I am aware of what you say. I am not ignorant

of what goes on in my State.
Mr. Morr. Yes, sir.
In Indiana we have a similar spread, and maps have been provided

to the Senators to show just where independent telephony is in the
States.
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Iii Florida we have some 18 companies, and I might say in the State
of U7tah we cover more geographical territory than the Bell System.

Senator DouT,.s. Is this purely accidental, that you choose these
)articular St-at es for ident ification?

Mr. Mto'rr. No, sir. We would be happy to go through the whole
list. But I thought it might make more impression on those that were
here.

Overall, we have some 10,760 exchanges to Bell's 6,670.
Now, I mention this, Senator Douglas, because it is important to

note that these areas serve l)redominantly the smaller communities, the
Nation's suburban and rural areas. Contrary to the statement that
was made in the other body by a Congressman, when he said that the
telephone companies will not pay the tax but will pass it on, so they
do not care one way or the other whether this bill passes or not, I
would like to make it perfectly clear that our telephone companies do
care because the customers of our companies have a personal relation-
ship to the company management.

It is not like the automobile business, where there is an amorphous
niass of peol)le who buy from one dealer one time and another one the
next. Our customers are steady, and we like them to think that we
do represent their best interests.

Now, Mr. Chairman, a witness is always in an unpopular not to say
unhappy position when lie has to come before a distinguished com-
mittee such as this one and oppose a recommendation of the President
of the United States. This is particularly true when the country is
in at state of national emergency which borders on war and P. request
has been made by the Chief Executive for funds to finance that war.
No one in the independent telephone industry has the slightest desire
to deny our Armed Forces in Vietnam all the funds they need to carry
out the Commander in Chief's orders in that unhappy country.

Certainly I do not, because I have a son who is a first lieutenant in
the Air Force in Vietnam.

But we at the United States Independent Telephone Association
have read very carefully the administration's and President's ration-
ale behind the reimposition of excise tax cuts-if you call it a rationale.
In the first place, if you study the President's press conference where
lhe answered questions on reimposition, you will see he does not have a
very clear understanding of what is going to ha pen. In fact, he
seemed to think that the tax is going to e put back only on long
distance.

Unlike Mr. Fowler, who several times referred to decisions that
were taken down at the ranch, we were not invited to the Pedernales
to discuss this subject-even though an independent telephone com-
pany happens to serve Johnson City. I would like to make it clear
that our companies were not in any way, so far as I have been able to
find out, consulted about the President's plan.

Members of this committee know, of course, that this tax is to apply
across the board, not just on long distance, and that the full burden of
the 10-percent tax is to be reimposed on local service as well as long
distance--in other words, across the board.

Our story to this committee is a simple one. It might be summed
up by stating that in testimony before the House Ways and Means

59-593-66-9
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Commit.teo and the Seaite Finance committee e just a few short months
go, adIiIist ration vit I Itesses leveled it dovashtalti Ig fire at. "soleetive ex-

cise taxes" wvith pinpoint bombarduient o( the telephones exise tax as a
selectiv\o excise whhih was lnirt icularly discruimitory, pa im ' t 'l
regressive and absolutely indefensible. 1 fail to conilpreietid he\
i tax which could Ib) labeled withll such IINN'fil adjectives i few Iimit hs,

ago could b)e turned frout a Sow's elr into a silk purse overnighit. In
facit., oui protest Collils before this coiiiuittee wlile benelicia ries of t he
shortest, tax cut. in history are still celebrating th receipt. of tlieir
tirst telejlholie bills eai'iying I hioexcisetax redtiettioi.

'l'lus, ill Ilie short. slaic3 ot ii ' .ry Ivery "w ,, 'vekN, lNt, was dh,4vribed
ill tile Nvords of tle President as "m shilling vi cliptet in tle legishlit ive
iecortl tlt i(his congress " has lost its gloss and its biuIiish in the eyes
of our leholulloie subscribers. Mlorwer\'. it, is dillicult, to explain' to
Shemi..... part i'ularly our residence telehojle ust( ollers--N v" it is that
lley stand vi utilily alone in 81l fering a total reinilpositl on of tlie
oxcise tax on an essential.l and necessar'v service. It is (iiflicultl because
they to not. undesland why a serviceiwhich evervoie knows is ]ieces-
sary and essential should receive no tax relief 'while the racetrack
goer ,i lie cabalret labitue, the country club set, and Ii\ver; ()f jNwels
and furs are given complete excise tax relie f.

Many of oin' telephone subscribers read the conclusions of this com-
mit tee's report -No. 23.1-, as printed ,J une 14, 1965-whichi, unoing ot her
things, said

,Many or these excises tire objectionable in that they ire regressive in their
impact, ibsorlinig ii larger shluti of he' low-Iloitee persons t hann those with
hlghel" lcolnies * * *. Your colmItll ee agieed with the conttsloli of the louse
ihat. the tax oil local and toll telephone service nmi teletypewriter exclhnge

service is undesirable as it I)e'lm-mimitemit featlire o oir excise tax system. This
Ceiclusiil WilS reached (ill ihe groiunids, flrst, that these taxes are regressive
aitd therefore fiull wilh greaior severity on those with lower imoionies than Ihose
wItlh higher incomes. Second, the thllirges for tleiphoeiti service center heavily
Into business costs. ''ht'refore, the tax dilscrilihte agmifst. thoms, firms that
inust. mkke extensive use of tHie taxed service,.

if, in the words of tils comnniit.ee and in the words of the adinin-
istralioln witnesses, he Ielephole excise tax was "regressive" IInld
"d iscriiiiit die, it. is . .oe "regressive" and ' .disc ..mat tir
now btaecmlse: (a) It. is still te oily excise tax impose (Ioi a !publi'
utility, and (b) the telephone user is now almost lon in being lis-
cpiiiiiatetlaais

I sinverely hIopo le inllbelrs of lis entmiiiiie vill i ulre :1. i views
of their colleague, Seiato Metlcalf, of Moiltana-I spoke to him in
the liill lnit received his permission 'it hout, his being present. to
(l11 l'rom a speecl he goi'e just a. fe days ago out in l),ner, to the
Niit.ioni1',l elelioe 1 (0cooperat ive Associlion. We 1aive mnyv'l-
erat' yei\'s who are l' Ineiiiber's O f Our lalssoc(ia.t t'OI1.

Svili o1' Metcalf said:
I see no reason to change liy attitude toward the telephone excise tax. I

bellve tlhire are bet tetr ways to h hianice the Iniereasetd expendtlit ntessary for
Vetlnim. 'lhe excise lax reduction should be permlted to continue ns w ovtided
by congress .

I. have included in the record, Ir. Chainam , an editorial on tbis
subject which I think is very (cleaily and precisely wriitten. and inl
English tlt Senator Dougls would al)prove, from the Cleveland
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qhao f rollI it,:

mm lit hoi iii't or eiwatv to rills the' I i' I14gi.

i1,. F'o~ver, th leSe('ret III,', of 0m 1I ITrasii iy, ill is, Stat emient before
I hiseoiait tea iilM 91.isalid:

I"Nelst' iaxt's, Aliiikt' I1lllt' taixt's, iltijiose bilii'it'ii oil I~ot whose1 W il ol 1101

taix i'tslitoi program~l will lighted t'II t bu'rdentl' of i'egrt'ssivti t axalim o( ill low- 11111

re-ilely regressivet talxes, whllih aro' it. lt'tvy burtdeni 01 low Intomlesi. 'these,
014%~lit til'alxes oill tt'1t'liollts, ilultonllt,6l parts andac ~cessoltres, toilet prepa-

rations11,11( and ost. of' tile lholxehlld applitllice).

Now, we are niot, here to flejteat lit, great length ileats which youl
lirely kno1w' and1( whichi lima' been st ated4 tini11 and tiili again. We
ill-( lbt~WildltWre( and1( perplexed as to why Mr. Fowler, who lits I )V'4!tttQ
mie l, it .15 leipiriligs till([ who wa's abllit It 11 colUdllinfiton of theit excise
I ax its iiiiyhoty coulld bet, now coles balck to yolli' coilittee, anid tells
*you it is i'igiit. to r'eimipose tiit taix.

As it, mlatt er of fact Mr. Iiowler's stlem t~ltls and Mr. Fowler's test i-
llIlm ''ni'tl 1t f1 jt l(iIN I iieisoii's ('ssily oil "Self Rli-

894'l~k W1111; you (111111C tatlly Ill words as5 halrd am8 emItil alls md118 Witiollrrow
seakC what tomorrow tilijkH i harlld wordsB agalil, tilolgh it ctiltradiet every-
tlhig You s1111 today.

N ow, I suppose hie could come, back and1( quote to flic tt it foolish
iconlsist ency is it iiobgobliii of lit tie minds. But. hie would still leave

nio p)erp~lexed abot;t his vitrious positions.
1 (10 nlot enlvy the Secretaiy of the treasury's s positionl.
As mlemlber's of this commiiittee will note, Mr'. Fowler%; 1)osiioil l11st,

yearI1 was Chat, tI lie bur1de11 of re"1'emivo fil xs- ---all dtime0 telephone excise
tax certainly is reg ressi ve-fal lit] s'liesct oil fthe poor. Are these tChe
people we wish to have bear Clio greatest burdenl of financing Ite wia'
ini V jt niulli ? hBecallso thatfl Warl is what, this taix is being tied to.

()li of tile 2,400) te'lephoneit (cohiiiis which I r1(J)mN8ellt Slalv"S s01110
I 2,00() t eI(lep)ies t iiiotigli 1 :1 sIint I exchanges, fll oif whliich ai'a loi.'ated
withinilCtie submarginal sect-ion of time 11 nite1 States desi gnafit4'( as
A plllilil. lt haippt'iis to) he ini your noiaiblol'iu Staite, Senaiitor'
Sihit hers, of Georgia, 1111( is well known to Senator .1'ahntdg.

Nine tIotiasand andl([ inety-th1ree of these telephonles Itre ill residences,
somle 6,000 of. which aire located outside muni11cipall eorp)orate bound-
aries. Itf is ironlic t01t1tI lie Federal 0Goveriment. slioiih expend huige
S1u1i1" try.inlg to lift, tlioe 'oloillic statils of these pe01)1e so thlat. they
might, o'I)t iti the heietit, of this essamitial commodity, and then app ly
it teimiity eqllll to 10 () Ihh'lit., of the0 cost, if thle c~itizenl avails himlseii of
th is essolntial service.

11ore dhii one-hlf of the houlseholds withI teleph)lis ill this colita-
r1y have incomes of less thanl $,000 11. Velt ll' 111oiie-ti ftlh have less
111111 i $3,000 per' Yeari. 1,111s, the exci-se tafx (digs ('opest, ilt() t lie l)(lk-

et s of the poor a'111 li vi'l poor'. These a t'e the peopi0pe lit, whomn
lhe Ilitla idvert isedl "will. oil poverty" is diheted i. 'lite imptosi tionl
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of the excise tax may well make the difference between these families
having or not having a telephone. That clearly is why this committee
labeled it a regressive and discriminatory tax. We heartily agree,
and we do not think that the passage of a few weeks can change the
character of a regressive tax into one which is progressive. Moreover,
to burden low-income families with a discriminary excise tax is a
consummate inconsistence with the objectives of the Great Society.

The basic reason given by the administration for the reimposition
of the telephone excise tax is to finance the increased cost of the war
in Vietnam. The suggestion has been made that it might be un-
patriotic of affected ind ustries to resist reimposition of the tax. In
that connection, I just want to say that the managers of our independ-
ent telephone companies are among the most patriotic people in the
land. Many of the members of the board of directors of the U.S.
Independent Telephone Association have distinguished war records
in the service of our country.

They would be among the first to make sacrifices in the interest of
national security. They are, however, in this instance, representing
their custoers-and make no mistake about it-the excise tax is a
tax on telephone users-not on telephone companies. We. merely-
and I might say reluctantly--collect the levy and pass is on to the
tax thinker-uppers.

I would like at this point to digress, Senator Hartke, and point out.
to you that there is a great burden on our telephone companies. Many
of your companies in Indiana, for instance, have written in and
pointed out that they had to reprogram this whole tax on their IBM
machines and go to the expense of so doing. Then immediately,
almost before they could get the machines going, they will have to
go back and reprogram it again at another expense.

Another thing that happens to many of these companies-and I
wish Senator Fuibright was here, because one of the worst examples
I know of is in the State of Arkansas, with the Allied Telephone Co.
Here is a company that took ads in the local papers in Arkansas
entitled "Uncle Sami reduces your telephone bill." Then, because the
law in Arkansas requires it, they went to these people, these rural
people, and said, "We would like to increase your service, to better
your service, for approximately the same amount of the excise tax.
Now, in order for us to do this, it is going to cost us half a million
dollars, which we will have to raise."

So they went before the city councils, which is also necessary in
Arkansas, and pointed out to them that they could put in four-p'arty
service for eight-party service, and two-party service for four-party
service, without any increased cost because the excise tax would make
up the difference.

Now, after having ripped out all the lines and invested the half
million dollars, they are going to have to go back to the people and
say "so sorry, our information was wrong and you are going to have
to go back and pay the same rate that you paid before."

So this is the way that this is a burden on our companies. They
feel as though-the customers do-the company has somehow broken
faith with them.

I do not mean to suggest that some of the burden of the excise tax
does not fall upon the telephone company-it does. For instance,
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most of our telephone companies are fully automated. Whenever a
change in the billing becomes necessary they have to reprogram at
considerable expense to themselves. They have just finished paying
the bill for reprograming when the tax was reduced from 10 percent
to 3 percent and the now find themselves faced with the same expense
for reprograming back to the original level. Furthermore, many
telephone companies when their subscribers were relieved of the burden
of excises made extensive capital investment to bring better service.
They were able to do this by convincing their customers that they
could afford this better service by reason of the lowered excises.
Now, many of them are put in the position of having broken faith
with their customers by actually having to raise the rates.

And so, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we, the offi-
cers, directors, and members of the United States Independent Tele-
phone Association wish to go on record as being umalterably opposed
to this proposed shifting of an inequitable share of the tax burden
upon the low-income groups. We feel strongly that this actually is a
specialized discriminatory sales tax, imposed upon 55,000,000 tele-
phone customers. It largely hits those who can least afford to pay it.
It hits the small farmer, the small businessman, the laborer, the white-
collar worker.

The importance of the telephone to farmers and others who live in
rural and submarginal areas, cannot be underestimated. The tele-
phone in this modern and complex world is not a luxury but an abso-
lute necessity-almost as necessary as the air we breathe. Its impor-
tance to civilian morale in time of war cannot be over emphasized.
In fact, I know of no single instrument which is more important to
the war effort at home and abroad than the telephone. The telephone
is just as important as guns and/or butter.

And so we ask, why this sudden switch? Why this unseemly
haste to sacrifice the telephone-using public upon the altar of fiscal
and political expediency T Why us?

I would not be so presumptuous as to advise the members of this
committee in what areas the President's budget might be pared to
make the reimposition of excise taxes on telephones unnecessary, nor
would I be so foolish as to suggest the kind of tax which would be
most equitable to impose should it be decided that the country needs
more revenue to carry on the war in Vietnam. I do say, however,
that a tax which you yourselves have labeled as regressive, which the
Secretary of the Treasury has labeled as regressive, and which the
President has labeled as regressive, is not the one you should sanction
or select. Millions of telephone subscribers look to you to do what is
fair and equitable and to eliminate what is discriminatory and
regressive.

To sum up, Mr. Chairman, the excise tax on telephone service has
been "temporary" for 25 years. Eleven times the Congress of the
United States has imposed this tax and temporized by extending it.

To repeat the punchline from Mr. Porter's hard-hitting editorial
in the Cleveland Plain Dealer, "There must be better ways to raise
the dough."

If this Congress reimposes the full excise tax, it will be the 11th
time it has done so.
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This cartoon, done by Art Wood, the gentleman present here, shows
a, cat with a stone around its neck coming back for the 11th time, after
having been drowned by the Congress.

You ° cannot blame our telephone users for feeling that the promise
to life the tax in the future is an empty one. They cannot understand
why excise tax relief has been given to the customers of electric
utilities, to those who use transportation facilities and the whole host
of other users of products formerly taxed and not to them. Frankly,
it is very difficult for us to find adequate and logical reasons to explain
why they are so discriminated against.

If we must find more money to prosecute the war in Vietnam, to
prosecute the war on poverty and other domestic programs which the
Congress may agree with the President are essential, I would hope we
could face. up to the issue and impose those taxes necessary to meet
the cost. They should bear across the board and not penalize one seg-
ment of our society-especially the low-income segment.

I would hope. that this commiittee would take a Tong, hard look at any
recommendation to reimpose a tax which it and the administration al-
ready have labeled as both discriminatory and regressive.

I have a great many letters from companies in your particular
territories, some of them addressed to Senator Hartke and other
members which, incidentally, we had nothing to do with originating,
which expressed great bitterness on the part of the companies that
this tax is being reimposed.

Mr. Cliairman, that concludes my formal statement.
Senator S-rAThIERS. All right.
Thank you, Admiral.
Senator Hartke, do you have any questions? Senator Bennett?
Senator B rr. No questions. I would be curious to see some

of the letters-and of those letters that you have that came from Utah.
Mr. Mor. We would be glad to.
Senator BENNxETr. Are you going to submit them for the record?
Mr. Norr. If you wish.
Senator SMATHERS. You are talking about the ones he already has--

not the ones he might get.
SMr. Moirr. I do not know whether we have anything from Utah or

not.
Senator BENNErr. Are you going to make a request that the letters

that you have with you today be submitted for the record?
Mr. MoWr. I was not; no, sir.
Senator BENNETT. Then I would appreciate it if you would thumb

through them and let me take a look at any that may have come from
Utah, if you have any.

No other questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator S1ATHERS. The letters have not come to you.
I was telling the admiral outside that I was one of those who voted

to take the tax off, and I never got the first letter thanking me for it.
Mfr. MoTT. We understood that Mr. Galloway had written you a

letter thanking you, Senator.
Senator SITATHEnS. Well, I have not seen it.
In any event, flat is neither here nor there.
Senator Hartke.
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Senator HARTTKE. There is one question that I would like to ask
with regard to a statement of the Secretary that this really does not
hIave an added cost to the company for there really is no technical
change required. I have forgotten the words the Secretary used.

You made the point this is not true.
I do know from going out to visit one of these telephone companies-

they showed me exactly what was involved, and they wanted to know
who was going to pick ip the bill. I said I thought the telephone com-
panies just hive to, because I was not in favor of passing out any sub-
sidy to the telephone company to pay the bill of changing it over
from one system back to another.

Now, thi change has been made, has it not?
Mr. Morr. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. And now they have to change back.
Mr. Morr. Yes, sir. I think perhaps I can best answer that question

by quoting from a letter from a little company in your own State
which I happen to have with me. The letter comes from Hugh Barn-
hart, who is the president. It is a small company, serving Rochester,
Tnd.:

We changed our mailing plates to take care of the new tax and now we must
replace them all with new ones. The two changes cost our company approxi-
mately $2,000. And the worst part of it is that we must accept the complaints
of our subscribers which will be far from pleasant.

These subscribers bear a continuing and a permanent relationship to
us. And they have a tendency to blame the telephone company for
these things.

I have many other letters to that effect. One is from the Hoopston
Telephone Co. in Illinois, which happens to be in Senator Douglas'
State, in which they point out the expense they went to in re-
automating.

Senator HARTKE. It is sort of a selective sacrifice; is it not?
Mr. MoTr. Yes; it certainly is, Senator Hartke.
Senator HARTKE. As far as the war is concerned-you point out

other places that we could go to, and we could find other sources of
revenue. Frankly, the amount here involved at the best estimate is a
little over a billion dollars; is that correct?

Mr. Mor. It depends on what the Senate does, Senator. There are
various ways of handling this. Sometimes in the military we learned
it was always good to have a fallback position.

Now, if you take off the whole tax in 1 year it would amount, I
believe, to some $780 million. We estimate that that probably would go
up to $1 billion in 1968. But if you were to give relief to the residential
phones only, these are the people who are hurt more than the others-
it would only cost about $350 million a year.

Businessmen, many times, can find ways to charge off these taxes as
a cost of doing business. But the farmer in the country and the man
in the rural area cannot do that. He gets stuck with it. And some-
times it is in this area where the tax is the highest.

I had a letter from a company official in North Dakota, for instance,
that happened to be a co-op. We pointed out that eight-party service,
because of the great expense of bringifig it to the country, cost $8 a
month in that part of the country, whereas in the city they only pay $4.
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But the farmer had to pay an extra 80 cents now with the tax going
back up to 10 percent. It is an unusual and high penalty on those in a
low-income area. Incidentally, those telephones were subsidized by
the Federal Government. The Federal Government lent 2-percent
money to these people so they could bring telephones into this area, and
then it turns around and taxes the same people 10 percent.

Senator HARTKE. Personally, I would like to see us have an over-
all plan of taxation submitted and not do this in bits and bites,
and certainly not come back to a tax just repealed last summer, which

I my opin if we had hadthe proper type of communication between
the departmentss of the Government we probably would have not
taken off in the first place.

Mr. M(rr. Well, I do not think they have the slightest idea in
the Treasury Department, Senator, what the effect of this tax is on
the telephone companies, because they never asked us. They jus
went ahead and did it and said this was not going to cause any trouble
because the telephone companies could just reimpose it and nobody
would be hurt.

I would like to point out this is just. not true.
Senator SArIMns. Admiral, on that particular point, as I gather

from your testimony you are making, I think, a very effective and
certainly a very eloquent appeal for'the little farmer and the little
businessman and the housewife which would demonstrate what the
Treasury Department does say, that. you people pass this tax right
along. In other words, you pass the tax on. You do not assume the
tax, the telephone company.

Mr. MoT'r. That is correct, we do not assume the tax. But on the
other hand we consider that we bear a special relationship to our
customers, and we feel that this is an undue burden on them, and if
this tax-

Senator SMATHERS. You do not feel that sufficiently to where you
would assume the burden of the tax yourself.

Mr. Mor. That is up to the Congress.
Senator SMATMERS. I know. I just want to get clear this great

feeling that you have for these people. You have not felt it strongly
enough to sort of share this tax burden.

Mr. Morr. I think our tax burden is very heavy already, Senator.
We contribute about $4 billion a year.

Senator SMATHERS. In order to keep the record straight-T am
not unsympathetic with what you are saying. But to keep the record
straight, you do pass the tax along.

Mr. MWT. That is correct.
Senator SMNATHEMS. The second point I would like to get clear is

that this tax not only hits rural people using independent systems,
but it hits the people under the Bell Telephone System as well, all
over the Nation.

Mr. Mor. That is correct.
Senator SMAWHERS. Even people who go to racetracks and cabarets,

and all that, they also pay the telephone tax.
Mr. MoT. Yes, sir.
Senator SmATHmS. So this is probably about as broad scale a tax

as you could get; is that correct?
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Mr. Morr. Well, of course-yes, I would say it is a broad base. But
you could make it, a great deal )broader if you were to go to a low scale
broad base general excise tax.

Senator SA,%riJERS. On income tax or State sales tax. But then
again we would have people making the same argument, except it
would not be the telephone company then-it would be the consumer
groups themselves.

However, I do not want to argue.
The third point I want to make is this.
You are regulated by a local public utility, State public utility com-

mision they call it in some States.
Mr. Morr. Yes, sir.
Senator SUATHERS. And they pretty much set your rates, do they

not?
Mr. Mo'-rr. Yes, sir.
Senator SMATIIERS. NOW, When yOU have a hardship, having insti-

tuited one program and then having a few months later to have to rein-
stitute another-you will gro before the public utilities commission,
will you not, and ask for consideration of that hardship and probably
an increase in rates or maybe some better chargeoff operation than you
previously had, will you not?

Mr. Morr. Well, it depends on the situation, Senator. Normally
I would say that this might happen. I would like to point out that
in answer to that question there is what is known as a regulatory lag
in this business. Sometimes it takes a couple of years to get" that
accomplished. And then who knows, Mr. Fowler might be back up
with another tax proposal.

But the point is that there is a point of no return, or a point of
diminishing return in these rural areas, Senator, in a place like Ark-
ansas, to g back to the Allied Telephone Co. example again-those
people are hard put to decide whether or not they can afford telephone
service at all.

I have been out there and talked to them.
This might really make the difference.
It might be hard for people here to conceive, but it might really

make the difference as to whether or not they have a telephone or do
not have a telephone-a tax like this.

Senator SMATITERS. I thought your compaint was that this is going
back on. You were talking about people who already had tele-
phones.

Mr. Morr. That is correct, sir.
Senator SMATHERS. You are not talking about people who are

thinking about getting a telephone for the first time.
Mr. Mor. I am talking about them, too, because the effect of putting

this excise tax on here may slow up the development, which is some-
thing that all telephone companies try to do-to expand their tele-
phones. Furthermore, if the tax is too heavy, you can just call the
company and disconnect.

Senator SMATIIERS. Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNFTr. Mr. Chairman, I am looking at the law which

imposed the tax originally, which we are about to take off, and that
law specifically requires the taxes imposed by this section shall be paid
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by the person paying for the services. So it is not fair to say that the
company decides whether they are going to charge the tax or not
charge the tax. The law requires them to charge the tax.

Mr. Mo -r. I never suggested-
Senator BENNETT. No. But I thought that the discussion, some of

the questions would indicate that there was a choice. There is no
choice.

Mr. MOTT. That is correct.
Senator BENNETT. The person must pay the tax.
Mr. MOTT. That is correct.
Senator SMATIERS. My only question directed to the admiral was

whether this was really tough on the small companies, that was the
burden of his argument. But then, he argued about the fact that the
Treasury's position was that the tax was passed along anyway. That
was the whole point. That the tax was passed along.

Mr. MOTT. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNETT. Required by law.
Mr. MoTT. Yes, sir.
Senator SMATHERS. All right.
Thank you very much, you made an excellent presentation.
The committee will stand in recess until 9 o'clock Monday morning.
(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the committee recessed to reconvene

9 a.m., Monday, February 28,1966.)
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MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1966

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

IVashingon, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 9 a.m., in room 2221, New

Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Smathers, Anderson, Douglas. Gore, Tal-
inadge, McCarthy, Tlartke, Metcalf, Williams, Bennett, Curtis, and
Dirksen.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, we are happy to see you are here on
time today. As a matter of fact, it is not quite time according to our
clock to open this meeting, but according to my watch, it is.

At the moment, Mr. Secretary, I don't believe I have any more qies-
tions to ask, although some may occur as the hearing goes along. Sen-
ator Williams had a nmnnber of things he wanted to inquire into.
Senator Williams?

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY H. FOWLER, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY; ACCOMPANIED BY STANLEY S. SURREY, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR TAX POLICY-Resumed

Senator WILLTAMS. Mr. Secretary, I noticed in your statement on
page 1 you make this quotation, and I would like to read it:

There are times when rapid action on tax legislation is needed. This is par-
ticularly true in the present case. Each passing day makes it harder for us to
reduce the deficit for fiscal 1966 and much delay could lower our ability to re-
duce the deficit in fiscal 1967.

What is the urgency of this particular bill that it should be enacted
so quickly?

Secretary FoWLER. Senator, the projected administrative budget
deficit for fiscal year 1,966 as set forth in the President's budget mes-
sage is $6.4 billion. The enactment of this bill by March 15 the date
suggested in the President's letter to Chairman Mills and chairman
Long, would make it effective in time to reduce the fiscal 1966 deficit
by approximately $1.2 billion.

Moreover, I believe the prompt enactment of the bill would enable
those who are going to be affected by the corporate acceleration provi-
sion to begin what will be a necessary review of their investment pro-
gram and their cash flows to determine whether or not certain projected
marginal investments should continue to be planned for, or whether
they should be set aside in view of the cash requirements ahead. If
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individual corporate managements determine that they should move
ahead, they may wish to make arrangements for financing in the light
of the fact there will be substantial increases in the corporate payment
schedule in April and June of this year, and then, of course, again in
the spring of 1967.

Seilator WILIA MS. Now, in the President's budget message he esti-
mated the deficit as $6.4 billion.

Secretary FOWLER. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. I understand that the enactment of this bill was

taken into consideration in assuming that figure.
Secretary FOWLER. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAM S. That is correct.
Secretary FOWLER. Yes. There is a real emphasis here for accel-

erated action.
Senator WILLIAM1S. In other words, if we don't enact it the deficit

would be, based on that computation, $7.6 billion?
Secretary FOWLER. Precisely.
Senator WILLIAMS. I want to clear up whether the $1.2 was to reduce

the $6.4 or whether it could be added to if it were not enacted?
Secretary FOWLER. We hope to reduce what would otherwise be the

deficit by $1.2 billion.
Senator WILLIAMiS. Then in reality the deficit for 1966 is $7.6 bil-

lion based on those figures except for this one-shot operation which is
provided in this bill to reduce it?

Secretary FOWLER. That is right. Based on the computations at, the
time the budget message was presented.

Senator WILLIAMS. While we are discussing the budget I would like
to get straight the amount of the 1967 deficit. The $1.8 billion
projected deficit of the President for 1967 was made on the assumption
that this bill would be passed; is that correct?

Secretary FOWLER. That is correct.
Senator "WILIAMS. Now, in the 1964 act, we had accelerated the

corporate taxes payments whereby you would pick up, even without
the enactment of this legislation, I believe it is $1.3 billion; is that
correct?

Secretary FOWLER. The proposed acceleration under present law
would be $1.8 billion.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is $1.8 billion?
Secretary FOWLER. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. This bill will add to that, how much!
Secretary FOWLER. This bill will add-we are now talking fiscal

1966.
Senator WILLIAM s. No; fiscal 1967.
Secretary FOWLER. I will correct that $1.8 billion figure. Under

present law, the acceleration would have added $2.2 billion in fiscal
1967. The proposed bill would make that figure $5.4 billion, or a net
addition of $3.2 billion.

Senator WXLLIA31S. $3.2 billion. That is $5.4 billion altogether
that is nonrecurring income that will be added in the fiscal 1967 budget
as a result of the 1964 act and this act which is now pending; is that
correct ?

Secretary FOWLER. That is correct.
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Senator WILLIAMS. And again this is a one-shot operation; is that
not true?Secretary FOWLE. Yes, sir.

Senator WILLIAMS. And it is not only a one-shot operation but there
is no possible mathematical way whereby this could be repeated in
years to come as another one-shot operation?

Secretary FOWLER. No, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. This is done, once we pass it?
Secretary FOWLER. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. And that is $5.4 billion that is being brought

in, has been taken into consideration in arriving at the $1.8 billion
figure.

Secretary FOWLER. The $1.8 billion figure, Senator, has to do with
fiscal 1966. Under present law, in fiscal 1966, the Treasurygets $1.8
billion by reason of the acceleration the Congress have already voted.

Senator WILLIAMS. I am not speaking of that. I am speaking of
the projected deficit.

Secretary FOWLER. I beg your pardon. Yes, sir; that is right.
Senator WILLIAlus. The President's estimate for 1967 was $1.8

billion.
Secretary FOWLER. I am sorry. That is right.
Senator WILLIA3S. That was the projected deficit, and if it were not

for these one-shot operations which are being put into effect at this
time, which, in effect, is borrowing on the taxes that would normally
be collected in the 2 or 3 years ahead, without borrowing those and
bringing them in this year, your deficit would be $7.3 billion; is that
not correct?

Secretary FOWLER. I believe that is approximately correct, Senator.
Senator WILLIAMs. Now, let's proceed further. The extra profit

that is accruing to the Treasury as a result of this coinage, I under-
stand, is around $2.5 billion.

Secretary FOWLER. The figure for seigniorage for fiscal 1967 is esti-
mated at $1.57 billion. For fiscal 1966, it is $902 million.

The total for the 2 years, 1966 and 1967, is $2.5 billion.
Senator WILLmAms. Then in reality a billion dollars of that accrues

in 1966?
Secretary FowLER. That is right.
Senator WILLIANS. And if we put that over on 1966, then our deficit

for 1966 is $8.6 billion.
Secretary FOWLER. Approximately.
Senator WLLms. $8.6 billion deficit for 1966, and adding $1.5

billion to the 1967 we have an $8.7 billion deficit?
Secretary FOWLEIR. Approximately.
Senator WILLIAMs. Now, the withholding rates you are picking up

you estimate, I understand, at $400 million; is that right.
The House bill may have reduced that somewhat, but in the budget

it was projected on the basis that you would pick up $400 million; is
that correct?

Secretary FOWLER. That is right.
Senator WILLipMs. So looking at it from the standpoint of the

expenditures of the Government as related to the income of the Gov-
ernment, and disregarding momentarily these one-shot operations as
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L understand the deficit for 1966, we have it now at $8.6 billion, and the
deficit for 1967 is $9.1 billion.

Secretary FOWLER. I wouldn't look at it that way, Senator. If you
are going to count out these so-called one-shot nonrepetitive operations
on the revenue side of the ledger, you also have to look at the expendi-
ture items.

Senator WILLIAMs. I just-
Secretay FOWLER. For example, I call your attention to the spe-

cial analysis on page 59 of the President's budget message. There are
projected expenditures in repayable loans in fiscal year 1967 of $8 bil-
lion. I think if you are going to count on one side of the ledger, you
should also count on the other side. So I can't agree that this particu-
lar budget represents a $9 billion deficit by this kind of reasoning.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, I am just speaking of the administrative
budget as we have always figured it.

Secretary FOWLE, R. I am speaking of the treatment of loans as we
have alwas treated them. This budget is prepared, Senator Wil-
liams, in exactly the same way as in previous years. These items are
treated in the same manner as we have always treated them. This is
a characteristic of the budgets going way back.

Senator WIL t.I.s. I am not questioning that-. I am not quarreling
with what you did. I am jusi trying to establish the record. I want
to -get a clear picture here because there are many people asking the
question. I am getting asked that. If we are only confronted with
only a $1.8 billion deficit in 1967 as compared with the $6 billion or
$8 billion deficit in 1966, what. are you getting so concerned about in
raising taxes? What I am trying to get across is the fact that we
arc not confronted with a $1.8 billion (eficit in 1967, but rather you
have a $9 billion or $10 billion deficit. That is what I am trying
to get, cleared up here. I might say in the beginning that I expect,
to be supporting this bill. I am not quarreling with what you are
dohig, but I want to make it clear that what we are doing is only a
one-shot operation. We are not correcting the real problem namely,
expetiditures running so far ahead of our income. We would have now
a difference in our expenditures and income in 1966 and 1967 of $8.6
billion auuid $9.1 billion deficit in the 2 years 1966 and 1967, if it were
not for these one-shot operations.Secretary FOWLER. Yes, Senator. I would like to add that the
purpose o? this bill is to finance the increased cost of the war in
Vietnam. Whether that war is a 1-year proposition, a 2-year propo-
tion, a 3-year, proposition, or what the period will be, no one knows.
It is completely unforeseeable. I readily agree with you that the
method of financing the cost of the war incorporated in this budget.
stich as taking advantage of the acceleration of corporate collections
and the other operations you characterize as one-shot operations, could
not be repeated again next year.
.In fiscal 1968, if the war continues, we will have to apply the fiscal

dividends-the additional revenues that are the consequence of the
additional growth of the economy-toward defraying the expenses
of the war.

Senaftor VIL I, ts. Now you are getting to the point that I wanted
to reach. After you apply those additional revenues and you still
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iave a $9 to $10 billion deficit. what will be your answer to the solu-
tion next year, because then you will not have the one-shot operation
to fall back on ?

Secretary 1FowmEU. First, one would have to look at the extent to
which the cost. of the war continued, increased, or declined. One
would also have to determine what the projections for revenue from
increased growth are-which might range somewhere around $7.5
billion. TFhey might be lower, or as is the case this fiscal year, higher
than that. ff those fiscal dividends were not adequate to finance the
war, then one would have to ask for additional revenues.

Senator AY1LLYA-3s. You have answered my question in the last half
dozen words. As I gather it, the administration is planning to ask for
a, tax increase after the 1966 congressional elections.

Secretary Fowmi. No, sir. We have no specific plans as to when or
if there wouhl be an increase. As I have indicated, the decision as to
whether or not there would be a necessity for additional revenue
sources would depend upon whether the fruits of economic growth
Woul1 h adeqluate to tinan(e the expense of the war.

Senator Wmr,.ra.ts. The President was quoted in yesterday's paper
from his )ress conference of Saturday that it was going to 6e a long,
hard war and that we would have to prepare for it. I am wondering
if, from a fiscal standpoint you aren't running on a year-to-year basis
and that this pending bill is projected on tle basis that the war will
be over and everything wvill be normal at the end of this fiscal year. I
(lot think it will be and I don't think that the administratiol thinks
it will be, but I don't think that you are facing up to the problem with
which vou are confronted because by your own figures today you have
got a $9.1 billion deficit for 1967 that you are curing with a one-shot
ol)era tion, but when you move over into 1968, even if business level
remains the same, no acceleration of the war, everything moving as it
is now, you move over into an $800 million a month deficit.

Secretary FowLER. That depends also. Senator Williams, on what
the Congress does this year in the appropriation process.

It depends upon what kind of a budget expendiu re level t lie Presi-
dent develops in January (if 1967 for fiscal year 1968. These variables
enter into the situation. It is impossible to sit liere mnow and predict
what the combination of those figures will be.

Senator V1LLIA-Ms. One other point I wanted to gret straight. As
we sell or liquidate the assets-and you have in tis bu(1et a pro-
gram to liquidate some of the assets-as we sell these FNIA mort-
(rages and mortgages from Small Business Administration, those
7unds are included into the Treasury and as spendable funds, is that
correct, and to the extent. that yoi sell a million dollars worth of
FNMA mortgages it reduces the necessity of borrowing that extra
billion dollars and it also reduces the necessity of raising taxes? In
other words, it. reduces your reported deficit, is that not true?

Secretary FOWLE. It reduces the deficit, Senator, very definitely.
However, this is a budgetary and administrative practice which, as

you know, has been followed for a number of years under three admin-
istrations.

Senator WwILLt3S. Yes, and it was criticized by the Treasury De-
partment heretofore as being a more expensive method of financing
tile debt.
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Secretary FOWLER. I recall your colloquy with Secretary Dillon
on February 27, 1963-well, I don't. know whether that. is the exact
day. It was about that time.

senator WILL\MS. That is about the time.
Secretary FOWLER. At that time, Secretary 1PDilIon drew a distinc-

tion which, as you said, you couldn't get over the fenco with him at
that time.

Senator WULIAMS. Tfhat is right.
Secretary FOWLER. The distinction he drew was l)etween a forced

liquidation of these assets regardless of timing and circumstances-in
order to stay within the debt limit-and a conscious, purposeful liqui-
dation of the assets in order to carry forward a policy, which three
administrations have espoused, of bringing in the private credit m-
chinery to help defray these particular kinds of-

Senator WILLAVMis. I recall that colloquy very well. The point that
I am trying to make, and I want to estal)lish again is that, to the extent
that you sell a billion dollars worth of these mortgages, that has the
effect of reducing your projected deficit at. the same trme, does it not.?

Secretary FowLuR. It also relates to the extent to which you make
new loans at the time. For example, let,'s look att this picture in fiscal
1967. I am glad you raised it because I think-

Senator WLuArMs. I knew you wolul( Ib glad I raise(l it. That is
the reason I did it for you.

Secretary FoWLFR. Another side of the ledger has been taken into
account. The net. impact of Federal loans in 1967 is expected to lower
the aggregate budget expenLditure by $2.5 billion since t $2.2 billion
expansion in Federal lending partly offsets the direct. and participation
sales projected of $4.7 billion.

Furthermore, these loans represent. only a part of the Federal
Government's purchase and sale of assets provided for in this budget.
When you take into account the loms, financial investments, and non-
financial investment outlays of about $20.9 billion, that are in the
budget, you will find that the net contribution of this 1)a.it.icular group
of loans to the 1967 budget deficit is not quite that generally
represented.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, as I Was sa. ing-
Secretary FowLFI. I wish Senator Long, the chairman, were here

because he sometimes engages me in conversation. about the way we
keel) our books. IIe thinks we present far too pessimistic at picture
in terms of the so-called capital items acquired by the. Federal Estab-
lishment.

Senator Doorf As (now presiding). Since I am substituting for
Senator Long, I wonder if the Senator from Delaware would permit
me very inadequately to express my views.

SenatorIWILLIAMS. Surely.
Senator DoTroLAs. You charge as t current expenditure all capital

outlays, do you not?
Secretary Fowiit. That is correct.
Senator boro-,As. A.T. & T. doesn't do this, does it.?
Secretary Fovixnt No, sir.
Senator DOr,LAS. If A.T. & T. were to charge capital outlays as

an operating cost, would it, not have shown a, deficit virtually every
year since 1945?
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Secretary FoWLEiT. I think that would be the case, Senator Douglas.
Senator DoUoLAs. Yet by their system of not, counting capital ill-

vestimnent as an 1 operate ing cost, they show a handsome profit, ad it is
a flue cli) stock , is it. not,?

Secretary FowmLn. That is very true.
Senator DoumLAS. I think the'United States of America, if I may

use a vlgar expression, is a blue chip stock, too.
Sec,-retary Fowiao.:it. I would certainly suggest that this other side of

the ledger the fact that in this projected budget we are acquiring
about $'20 billion worth of assets, should 1)0 taken into account in an
analysis of this sort.

Senator DoTU(JLAS. When these purchases are made, they are counted
as an expenditure and as a deficit?

Secretary FoWLER. They are.
Senator )ouGLAs. My good friend from Delaware would not have

them counted as an asset whe they atre sold, isn't that true?
Secretary FOWLE.. "Well, lie would have to speak for himself.
Senator WIIJLTAMS. I haven't reached any point about them not being

counted as an asset.. I have oftimes said that we need a little more
intelligence in reporting Government business as related to the budget.
But since we tire comparing the Government with A.T. & T. as it
filed its financial statements, that company also lists its accrued liabil-
ities, does it not., Mr. Fowler? The Senator from Illinois failed to
mention these.

Secretary FowLE]R. I am not too familiar with the way they
t reat-

Senato)r IVmMLA-s. A few moments ago you seemed to be familiar
with the manner in which-

Secretary FOWLER. I am very familiar with this particular point.
Senator' VLAi,AMrs. Certainly we are all familiar with that point.

But any company, A.T. & T. or any other company when it files its
financial statement., (10 they not also in report-Ing flat financial state-
ment at the same time file its accrued liabilities, liabilities for which
it is definitely responsible, its de)ts and its accrued debts? Is that
not a part of any financial statement? Surely these cannot be over-
looked.

Secretary Fow xmi. T think-
Senator i)muas. I think the record should show that the debt of

the United States is approximately $321 billion and that the assets
in rent l)IroXrty and personal )rol)erty on the basis of original cost,
without. allowancee for depreciation, as of last Jle 30, was approxi-
mat ely $325 billion.

Secretary Fowt.lr. They would take into account, Senator Williams,
as you i have suggested. accrued liabilities.

Sena to. jrLlTAMS.R. The conpalnies would take into account accrued
liabilities just the same its if they were going to take capital accounts
into the Government. To speakl of capital accounts an omit liabil-
ities is mislea(ling. What. about the $40 billion deficit in the retire-
iment fund of the Government.

Now, I appreciate the Senator from Illinois prompting you on yourt
answer, but I think his response. is a reflection on the Secretary. I
believe the Secretary knows the answer to these questions and can
s)ealk for himself.
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Secret ary FOWLER. I wanted to be sure--
Senator I)oU LAS. The Secretary is able to answer. This is just

due to my iiNveterate tendency to rush into a light.
Seniator "XVIL1A.[S. I welcome the intrusion, but it may appear to

be an indication that the Senator from Illinois doesn't think the
Secretary is able to answer the question.

Secretary FowLER. I am always glad to have, any technical assist-
ance, Senator Williams.

Senator DoUGLAS. It is my 1)ropensity to rush in where angels fear
to tread.

Senator IVI,LTAMS. To get back to the question, to the extent you
sell theso assets, they are used to reduce the reported deficit to'the
Congress and reduce the amount that you have to borrow; is that
correct ?

Secretary FowrER. Yes, Senator. In the same way that when we
make additional loans they are treated as expenditures and -

Senator WILLIAMS. Yoi said that before. Then the answer to the
question is "Yes"; is that correct?

Secretary FOWLER. I answered the question, "Yes."
Senator DOUGLAs. I think t he Senator from Delaware is paving the

way for a very happy agreement in the future, getting the budget on
C capital basis. We should have a capital budget with the cal)ital

investments, and repayments isolated from the operating costs. We
have made a great stel forward, but I hol)e my good friend from *
Delaware will follow through on the logic of what he said.

Senator W mr.t.Nrs. Again I appreciate the Senator from Illinois
helping the Secretary of the Treasury, but I suggest that the Secre-
tary is well able to answer without your assistance.

Senator Doro,\s. I am not trying to help the Secretary. I am
just trying hinder you, John.

Senator IVILLTA-IS. I don't at all mind being hindered. I have got
all day and tomorrow, and your interference will not prevent me
from. establishing the true deficit for 1966 and 1967.

To get back to the subject. Now, capital assets that you are plan-
ning to sell in 1967 amounts to $4.7 billion. Has your sale of those
assets been accelerated, or has it been reduced as compared to prior
years?

Secretary FOWLER. It has been increased as compared with prior
years.

Senator WILLTAMNS. By how much, and what has been the sale of
these capital assets over the past 3 to 5 years, in each of the years?

Secretary FOWLER. As I recall it, in the budget-
Senator WILLIAMS. $4.7 billion, I think, in 1967 year's budget
Secretary FOWLEr. That is an increase of about a billion anl alialf

over 1966.
Senator WILLIAMS. Over what it was the preceding year?
Secretary FOWLER. That is right.
Senator'WILLIAMS. And the preceding year, 1966, how did that

compare with the preceding year?
Secretary FowLER. That was an increase over fiscal year 1965.
Senator'WnLLIANs. By about what? Another billion dollars?
Secretary FowLER. My memory for these figures is not completely

accurate, but I believe it was about a billion and a half dollars.
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Senator WILLIAmS. That is my understanding.
Secretaryl FowlER,1. Now, 1 wait to point also, Senator, that this

devic, of bringing the private credit markets into this operate ion is one
Himo, has been followed by several administrations. It began in 1954
dil has chitracterized or operations ever since. Moreover, from a
Iolicy standpoint it h.Ius been considered iml)ortant to substitute, over
a period of time, private credit for public credit in the operation of
those credit )rogralms. It is hoped that solie(lay private credit could
eettialh" thytke over the entire responsibility, but for various reasons,
1i'ivate credit could not assume the responsibilities and do the job that
w:is required to be done at the outset.

Senator WILLMs. Well, Mr. Secretary, I am not raising this point
for tie purpose of either criticizing it or endorsing it, .1 raise it from
the standpoint of clarification. I am aware that there has been a re-
sale of these moilg'ages in the market. over the )rior years, but in the
last 2 vears in fiscal 1966 and in fiscal 1967, these sales that have been
accelerated fu beyond the previous.

Secretai'y FOWLER. Yes.
S(ntr WILLIAM1S. And to the extent that it has been accelerated it

has a tendency to reduce the reported deficits.
Secretary FOWLER. That is correct.
SeMtorVILLA.ms. Now-here we get to the point that I -A talking

:l.out--tihis acceleration ini 1967 is about a billion and a half dollars,
011d acceleiat ion above normal in 1i966 was about a billion dollars over

a1d aboKe the normal sales.
SecretaI-y* FVwMIER. That is right. You say Inmial 5Ules. I w'olil(1

.Iv over and ! abMiove-this has been a purposefully
Senator Wl'imL.iAs. Average level.
SecIet.arv FIFOWLER. Expanded program.
SeII~tor WILLMAN. Over and a bove what would be accounted in the

iorliia1 exlansion. Anid these additional sales have had a tendency
to reduce the deficit. When you take these into consideration, youl
Ihave a $9.6 billion deficit in 1966, and it brings the 1967 to $10.6.

As I told you, I am going to support this bill or substantially all of
it. I think some action must be taken. I am not quarreling with you
oul I hat, hlut I am eml)hiasizing that we are really faced with a deficit
ill 1966 of $9.6 billion, and we are attempting to cure a $10.5 billion
deficit in 1967. Yes, I support this bill but I don't join the adminis-
tration in trying to kid the American people that by its enactment we
IN-ill have only a $1.8 billion deficit next year. We are spending next
year about $10 billion more than our revenue, and we are partially
curing that with these one-shot operations.

Secretary FowLER. Senator, I think we could discuss this at great
length. I'have an entirely different point of view about it. I think
that we are using, as you call it, and purposefully using one-shot
operations, to dea. for the time being, with what we would hope would
be an international situation that could be brought to the negotiating
table. If that does not develop and that is not the case, then we will
have to look at our responsibilities again for financing our operations
ovelseas.

We will 'have to look at them next January in any event, depending
upon what the budget expenditure projections are for fiscal 1968. We
will have to look at them again if hostilities should escalate to a de-
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gree that would require substantial expenditures beyond those current-
ly projected in the budget for the fiscal year 1967.

Senator WMLIAM1S. As I said before, I am not trying to debate the
merits or demerits of what we are doing, but I do think from the stand-
point of the country we should state exactly where we stand. The
President in his message advocated truth in lending and truth in pack-
aging, and I am just trying to help him give some truth in Govern-
ment because I think that we need it most.

Secretarv FowLER. I hope also when you make these comments that
you will ald the fact that there is $10.5 billion in this budget to fight
the war in Vietnam-and that is a rather unusual expenditure in-
crease.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is correct, and I support our war ef-
fort.

Secretary FowLeR. And I think all of those who point to the fact
that there would be this deficit if it weren't for this, that, and the
other thing, ought to also point out that there might be a surplus.
Wre might have had some debt reduction or further tax reduction if
it weren't for the war in Vietnam.

Senator WILLIAMS. I realize there is a war in Vietnam. There was
a war going on at the time these taxes were cut last year, and I was
one of those who voted against them and said then that I thought
it was fiscally irresponsible to cut taxes in the face of a war. For that
reason, I am now supporting the administration in correcting its past
error. But when you speak of the fact that the accelerated economy
based on the current expenditures would take care of our deficits, if
there were no war, that is misleading. Is not a part of the accelera-
tion of the economy and a part of your increased projected incomes
based on profits as a result of the war expenditures?

Secretary FOWLER. That factor certainly enters into it. But, I
think it would be fair to say that given the force and pace of the
private sector last summer, prior to the President's appearance in late
July concerning Vietnam, the outlook was for a continuing expanding
economy which would have produced-and this is a matter of judg-
ment-substantially increased revenues this year. It would have been
quite possible that we could have had a balanced budget projected for
fiscal year 1967.

Now, of course, there could have been a flattening out of the econ-
on-my. There could have been a change. But the general health and
projection of the economy last summer was such that I think it would
be a fair judgment to say that, without Vietnam, we would be con-
fronted by the very different prospect of dealing with a balanced
budget.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, I yield at this point. I understand the
chairman wants to proceed with others. But I do not go along with
your projected estimate-that you would have a balanced budget,
'without the war. I am not unmindful of the fact that for each of the
past 5 years we have been told the same thing and each of the succeed-
ing years we find our deficit getting larger.

Secretary FowLER. I might say, quite respectfully, I have studied
the record, as I know you have, and I believe my predecessor, Secre-
tary Dillon, also said to this committee that he thought it would be
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feasible to anticipate, if the tax program worked out as was planned,
a balanced budget in the fiscal year 1967, although it might take until
1968 to-

Senator WILLIAMS. I agree. He said that, and lie projected that
on the basis that he was going to cut taxes and bring in additional
income. But I notice that now when he needs additional income in-
stead of cutting taxes to raise income he is suggesting we raise taxes.

Secretary FowLim . I am suggesting that had it not been for these
additional expenditures in Vietnam-if you take $10.5 billion off $112.8
billion-you get down to an expenditure level of about $102.3 billion.
I think it would also be a fair projection to say that were it not for
Vietnam, the economy would have continued to expand and our reve-
nues for fiscal year 1967 would have exceeded $102.3 billion.

Senator WILLIAMS. Neither of us knows the answer to the question
on what would have happened if-

Secretary FOWLER. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. Senator Bennett came in too late yesterday to

ask questions. I believe when he came in this morning he didn't have
the opportunity to ask a question.

Senator BENNFTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just have one prob-
lem that I would like to discuss with the Secretary.

Am I correct in my understanding that under this bill, those citizens
who wish to take advantage of the extra allowance provision to reduce
overwithholding must Wait for that privilege until their 1967 tax
record?

Secretary FOWLER. That is correct, sir.
Senator BENNEi-r. And that when they come to that time, if they

wish to have their withholding reduced, they must be prepared to
present to their employer a record of their previous tax payments to
show that they have, in fact, made contributions or paid deductible
expenses which justify the reduction of that withholding?

Secretary FOWLER. That is right. Additional withholding allow-
ances have to be grounded on the previous year's tax return.

Senator BENNETT. How much of your $1,035 million reduction in
overwithholding would be changed if the privilege of establishing the
right to reduce withholding were made effective when the bill is made
effective on May 1?

Secretary FowLER. I will ask Assistant Secretary Surrey to answer
that since lie has followed that particular more closely than I have.

Mr. SURREY. It would probably drop by somewhere around two-
thirds to three-quarters.

Senator BENNEI-. You mean it would be reduced anywhere-to a
point of $250 to $350 million?

Mr. SURREY. Yes. Probably above three-quarters.
Senator BENNETT. Well, this is an interesting problem. Isn't it

true that the same right or the same material with which to verify
their right to a reduction of withholding exists today as will exist in
January? They could use the 1965 tax return as the basis of their
justification.

Mr. SURREY. The same material won't exist in this sense, Senator.
This additional allowance system is a rather complicated matter. We
have not had it before. It requires a large amount of preparation on
the part of the Internal Revenue Service and understanding on the
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part of employees generally to become familiar with it, and the time
to put that into effect just wouldn't exist between the time this bill
passed and the time that the graduated withholding is to take effect.
There would be that very material difference.

The other factor that could be involved is that the system does de-
pend upon having readily available a tax return for the previous year.
If this system goes into effect when the graduated withholding goes
into effect sometime in May 1966, it Would be a question in some cases
whether people have retained and have available their 1965 data.

It is expected that next year this would be filled out simultaneously
with a peron's tax return.

Secretary FOWLER. Senator Bennett, the House report on page 16
added an additional observation. I quote from the report:

Moreover, since graduated system Is not in effect for the first 4 months of 1966,
any overwithholding attributable to these rates is not expected to be serious in
1966.

That is due to the graduated-
Senator BENNETT. Let me find that.
Secretary FOWLER. The last sentence on page 1(, under the heading

of "Effective Date."

Senator BENNETT. Well, now, I am confused. It says any over-
withholding attributable to these rates is not expected to be serious.
Mr. Surrey said it represents from two-thirds to three-quarters of the
total amount of your billion dollars.

Mr. SURmY. No. I think the difference between the two statements
is this, Senator. You asked what would be the reduction in withhold-
ing and I gave you that. The question is whether there would be any
serious overwithholding in the year 1966 to warrant the necessity for
relief.

What the House committee report indicates is that for a part of
1966, we will be running at underwithholding. That underwithhold-
ing in early 1966 will compensate for some overwithholding in the
latter part of the year.

WNhen you come into the year 1967, then the graduated withholding,
of course, will be in effect from the very first day of the year, and
the overwithholding will be larger than it would be in 1966. That is
the point Secretary Fowler was making.

Senator BENNETr. Well, I can understand the problem of the Treas.
ury in getting the machinery in operation to handle this thing, but-

Mr. SURREY. It is also a problem for employers, too, that would
have to be taken into account.

Senator BENNETT. It would seem to me that if an individual tax-
payer were disturbed by the impossibility of overwithholding lie
would see to it that his employer got the information and made the
correction on his return because it is to his advantage.

Mr. SuRm-E. Well, that is correct. I am saying that the overwith-
holding in 1966, however, will not be the size of the overwithholding
that will exist in 1967. It will be balanced by the underwithholding.

Secondly, the information that the employee has to give to the em-
ployer is information that will have to be stated on new forms. New
tables will have to be devised for employees to enable them to figure
the number of allowances they are entitled to. All of that is a rather
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large printing, distribution, and educational job. The House thought
since it wasn't necessary to relieve hardships and difficulties in 1966,
then there was every reason to make it available only in 1967, when
the problem really emerges for the first time.

Senator BENNETT. The problem is created for me because I am a
meml)er of a religious group whose members are expected to give a
fiat 10 percent of their income to the church and every inembier of
that group who does that and who earns a normal income is imme-
diately involved in this problem.

Mr. VSURREY. Yes, sir; except to the extent, of course, as I said, that
the fact that this is a split year ameliorates the problem. It isn't
the same problem. The problem that you were thinking of is the
problem that I think motivated the House in adopting this new sys-
tem, but they were concerned about. the impact of withholding, gralu-
ated withholding, when it was fully in operation. It will not be
fully in operation this year.

Senator BENNET17. *Well, it is in operation 8 out of 12 months.
Mr. SURREY. That is right.
Senator BEN-NETr. That is two-thirds.
Mr. SURREY. Roughly speaking, in many cases the amount of over-

withholding that will exist in this year will be about the amount that
will exist next year after the use of the new allowances.

Senator BENNETT. Was this seriously discussed in the House to the
extent that they examined the possibility of changes in the law to
make it practical?

Mr. SURREY. With respect to this year.'? Yes, sir. This point was
gone into as the House report indicates. This was discussed with the
House committee.

Senator BENNEr. I hesitate to say what I am about to say, because
I know what the answer is, and I am afraid I kind of agree with the
justification, but this might be a place where, because of this split
year and the withholding of the right to make the proper return and
correct the withholding rate, the Treasury might pay the same interest
to people overwithholding during these 8 months that they collect
from people who collect to pay their taxes in full. But I recognize
this would create a tremendous administrative problem and it would
also create a precedent on the basis of which everybody who was over-
withheld from here on out would say, let's have interest.

But I wish there were some practical way to solve this problem
for people who, as a matter of conscience, or for other reasons, auto-
matically put themselves in this situation for this year.

Mr. SuRREY. I think your observations on interest are well founded.
Of course, we do not charge interest in cases of underwithholding
today.

Senator BENNEIT. Do you have someone else who wanted to ques-
tion ?

Senator DOUGLAS. Senator Talmadge has not had an opportunity.
Senator BENNEw. I have two or three more questions that I would

like to have a chance to study first, please.
Senator TALM1ADGE. Do you want me to proceed?
Senator BFNNETTr. Yes.
Senator TALMADGE. I will be delighted to and will endeavor to

be quite brief.
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Mr. Secretary, I think that people who kept a. close watch on the
fiscal policies of our country primarily are concernied with our con-
tinuing and constant budget, deficits, the problems of our balance of
l)ayments, gold drain, and also the possible threat of inflation. Would
you agree that those are the principal problems that concern us at, the
present time in a fiscal way?

Secretary FowLER. Yes. In addition, we always have the over-
riding problem of maintaining a healthy, expanding economy. In
our constant daily concern with the problems you mentioned we have
to also take into account that in reacting to aind treating those )rob-
lems we also try to maintain the general economic expansion we have
had for 5 years.

Senator TALANADGE. What do you anticipate the budget deficit for
fiscal year 1966 to be?

Secretary FOWLFR. $6.4 billion. I have no additional information
since the presentation of the President's budget, message on the expendi-
tire level that would indicate any difference in that estimate. It is a
very sound estimate.

Sentaor T,"LhADG. What was our balance-of-payments situation
last year ?

Secretary FowLEiR. Last year we reduced the so-called overall def-
icit, from $2,800 million in the year 1964 to $1,300 million in the year
1965. This represented by far the most substantial progress that
we have made in any given year in dealing with this problem.

It is the smallest overall balance-of-payments deficit, since 1957.
It is less than half the size of our deficit of $2.8 billion in 1964 ad
$2.7 billion in 1963. On a coml)arable basis, it compares with average
deficits on the same accounting basis of $3 billion a year in the 7
preceding years, 1958 to 1964.

Senator ThLM,,[ADGE. Of course, you would agree-
Secretary FOWLER. Now, I don't want to conclude this comment

without saying that in making our l)lans for 1966 in the latter part of
last year we tried to tighten and improve our program both as it
concerns private capital and Government flows for the purpose of
trying to reach our objective-equilibrium in 1966--by which we
mean a balance $250 million either side of zero.

Senator TALMADGE. You don't think that a dollar deficit of $1,300
million is a very healthy situation?

Secretary FowLn. I do not, Senator Talmadge. I think it is up
to the United States to take the measures that are necessary to bring
this balance into equilibrium, and to keep it there over the indefinite
future.

Senator TALMAIE. What was our gold loss last year?
Secretary FowEm. About $1.6 billion, which was, of course, pri-

marily t.he result of the very substantial deficits that characterized
the preceding years. The loss of gold in the first two quarters of
the year were a consequence of the deterioration in the balance-of-
paymients outlook for the United States in late 1964 and early 1965.
The rate of losses of those first 6 months were sharply scaled down
in the last 6 months of 1965. In fact, they ran at the rate of only
about $100 million a quarter in that period.

I should also say that in looking at that $1.6 billion of gold loss,
about $259 million represented a deposit of gold with the International
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Monetary Fund to meet our obligations in connection with an increase
in our quota, about $100 million was for industrial uses, and about
$880 million represented gold sales to the French financial authorities.

Senator TALMADGE. What are our gold reserves now?
Secretary FOWLER. About $13.8 billion.
Senator TALMADGE. What are our short-term claims overseas?
Secretary FOWLER. Short-term claims against that gold?
Senator TALMADGE. Yes, sir.
Secretary FOWLER. They should be broken down into two categories.

The so-called official claims, that is, holdings of dollars by the official
monetary authorities of other countries-n the general magnitude
of approximately $15 billion--and private dollar holdings--of ap-
proximately $11 'billion.

Senator TALMADGE. If our friends in Europe wanted to, then, and
acted in concert, and demanded gold, they could break the bank,
couldn't they?

Secretary FOWLER. They theoretically could. As a practical mat-
ter that is a bugaboo that does not concern me because they would
bring down much more disaster upon themselves than they,, would
upon the United States.

Senator TALMADGE. How much of our dollar deficit is attributable
to the maintenance of our six divisions in Europe?

Secretary FOWLER. I would have to go into considerable detail to give
you a coml)lete answer to that question. Insofar as the cost of main-
taining divisions in the Federal Republic of Germany is concerned, we
have an arrangement with the Federal Republic, which has served very
well, under which military offset sales-that is, military procurement
by German authorities either through the U.S. Government or in the
United States--offsets our dollar ba1auce-of-payments costs in West
Germany. With the l)redominant cost of maintaining forces in Europe
being the cost in West Germany, one could assume that a large 1)art of
the total cost is defrayed. Now, of course, there is always the (les-
tion of how much the Germans would buy anyway if we'didn't have
any troops there. My own judgment ab(ut that. would be that, over
the long pull, that would turn out to be a very negligible amount.

Senator TALMGIXE. Exclusive of West Germanv, can you estimate
the dollar drain attributable to troop maintenance in Europe.?

Secretary FowLR. I would prefer to give the precise figures on that
for the record.

Senator TALMADGE. I think-Mr. Secretary, but I realize it is a policy
decision that does not address itself to the Secretary of the Treasury,
that it seems strange indeed at the present. time to maintain six divisions
in Europe while the Europeans have done little or nothing to protect
themselves, especially in view of the fact, that we are running a. dollar
deficit and a tremendous gold drain there, have a war being conducted
in South Vietnam, and have taken no positive steps to prevent these
same Europeans that we are protecting from trading with North Viet-
nam at the present time. I think that those six divisions in West
Europe are primarily there for the purpose of showing the flag. I
don't think they woild be a serious deterrent militarily if the Rus-
sians decided to attack in force there, which they apparently have no
intention of so doing.
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Therefore, it seems to me that we should give serious consideration to
bringing about four of those divisions home or sending them to South
Vietnam where the actual war is being fought. We would not only
beef up our military forces there, but would do much to curtail our
dollar deficit and our gold drain and I think it is high time that our
Government gave serious consideration to such a course of action.

We have been in Europe now for some 25 years and I think we have
become unwelcome guests in a lot of respects.

I also believe the European governments would make more serious
efforts to defend themselves if we started looking after our own in-
terests to a greater degree rather than theirs.

Secretary FowiER. Senator Talnadge, your comments, of course,
go to military and foreign relations considerations that are some-
what beyond the immediate field of the Treasury Department.

Senator TALMADGE. I acknowledged that fact at the outset of my
discussion of this policy area.

Secretary FOWLER. I think it. is more appropriate to have the polit-
ical, diplomatic, and military reasons for the maintenance of those
forces developed by my colleagues in the State Department and thb
Department of Defense.

Insofar as the area of concern' to the Treasury; namely, the balance-
of-payments aspects, I would only want to say that as long as the ar-
rangement with the Federal Republic of West Germany is main-
tained on the basis on which it has been followed over the last few
years, I don't believe that the balance-of-payments consideration
should be the swing consideration on any of the decisions of the sort
you have indicated. I think the decisions as to the maintenance of our
forces there, and in what quantity and what degree, should turn on
the political and military considerations on which I am not

Senator TAL-MADGE. All of these individual factors, as you know,
now ,are completely interrelated. At the present time, our world fiscal
policy, political policy, military policy, are interrelated and you can't
completely segregate one from the other.

I want to ask you briefly about inflation. What do you think is the
best criteria of determining whether inflation exists or threatens to
become existent?

Secretary FOWLER, Well, Senator, there are many, many definitions.
Taking two of the many types, I think you can have serious creeping
inflation-which would mean persistent rise in prices over a long
period of years of substantial character-as well as a sharp, quick, in-
flation-by which I mean something that can occur in a period of a
few months or a half year. You don't have to wait for years to recog-
nize certain types of very serious inflation.

It is a, matter of opinion just what the mathematics of it are. I think
it would be fair to say that the increase in prices in the order of mag-
nitude of 1 percent, 1 , or 2 percent per year is not generally con-
sidered by the professional economists as being characte-rized as infla-
tion. When you get up around 3 percent you began to get quite a bit
of an argument about whether that is inflation or whether it isn't. A
good deal of the determination depends upon the collateral circum-
stances, whether it is-

Senator TALMADGE. Would you say that the wholesale price index
would be about as good a criteria as anmj 5
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Secretary FOWLER. I think that is perhaps the best one, Senator
Talmadge.

Senator TALMrAICGE. How much has the wholesale price index risen
in the past 12 months ?

Secretary FowALER. From December 1964 to December 1965, and
from January 1965 to January 1966, it has gone up about 3.4 percent
and 3.6 percent, respectively.

Senator TALMADGE. 3.4. How much has it risen in the last 90 days?
Secretary FoWtER. For all commodities, Senator Talmadge, is that

y-oulr quest ion?Senator TAL-MADE. Yes, sir. I believe that is commonly referred to
as the wholesale price index.

Secretary FOWLER. For December, for all commodities, it was 104.1
01n a 1957-5 base, and as of February 15, it was 105.

Senator TALMADGE. So more than half-
Secretary FOWLER. That February figure is preliminary-that is to

be confirmed.
Senator TALMrADGE. More than half of the price rise of 3.4 then has

taken place in the last 60 days?
Secretary FOWLER. I )elieve that about one-fourth would be ap-

proximately correct.
Senator TAL-MADGE. You. would think, then, that it is time for us to

take a goc,0 hard look at this problem in view of the-
Secretary FOW'LEi,. I think it has been true since last summer and

fall. I began speaking publicly to this question on a number of oc-
casions last fall-that we had to be extremriy vigilant and that a policy
of responsible restraint wouli Le required, not only by management
and labor in terms of wage-price decisions but by the Oovernment ii.
terms of its budgetary processes. You might say all of us had to be
concerned because we'had had a fairly flat trajectory of the wholesale
price index for a period of about 6 or 7 years. Whenever it begins to
move up, I think it is time to be vigilant and to be concerned.

I would like to point out that you have to take a closer look at the
wholesale price index movement from January 1965 to January 1966
of 3.6 percent to get the correct picture. In the field of farm products
the change was 12.3 percent. In the field of processed foods, it was
7.8 percent. The price change in industrial products that go into the
wholesale price index was only 1.6 percent. So that, by far, the
predominant contributing factor to the change in the wholesale price
index of 3.6 percent over the past 12 months, January to January, fell
into the area of farm products and the processed foods which repre-
sent one-fourth of the makeup of the index.

Senator TALMADGE. In a period of inflation, agricultural commodi-
ties usually rise first, dont they?

S secretary FOWLER. Economists will have many explanations of the
noement. There is a good deal of discussion that the movement of
farm products has certain cyclical characteristics and it sometimes
can occur wholly apart from an inflationary period, for example crop
failure-

Senator TALMADGE. We know there is a considerable shortage of
l)ork and some other agricultural commodities.

Secretary FOWLER. That is right.
Senator TAr;mADGE. Which account for that price rise.
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I want to congratulate you, Mr. Secretitry, on your presentation
Friday and also on your statements that I ha-ve read from time to time
in the last several months viewing with considerable alarm the pos-
sibility of inflation and urging the Government and management, as
well as labor, to exercise caution.

Thank you very much.
I have no more questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DoUGLAs. Senator Dirksen, I think you have not had a

chance to ask any questions.
Senator DIRKsEN. Mr. Secretary, with the one-shot gain in 1966 and

1967, the corporate speedup wold not be an actual gain over the
years?

Secretary FowLER. No, sir. It is a one-shot affair, Senator Dirksen.
Senator DlIKSEN. When does that begin to fall off ?
Secretary FOWLER. There would be no large gain from corporate

acceleration, if you adopt the proposal before you, after fiscal year
1967.

Senator DiRKsEN,. Now, there would still be some overwitlhholding,
notwithstanding the provisions.

Secretary FowLER. That is correct, sir. You cannot. completely
eliminate either underwithholding or overwithholding. However, the
magnitude of both will be substantially reduced.

Senator DIRKS N. Is there any provision to pay interest in the case
of continued overwit.hholding?

Secretary Fow1i,.,R. No, sir, there is not. We do not, of course,
charge interest on underwithholding, and we do not believe it would be
wise to pay interest on overwithholding.

We t hink that these things will balance out fairly well between tax-
payers as a group. We believe payment of interest would give rise
to very substantial administrative difficulties and would be an unwise
step.

Senator DiRKSE.N. I have no more questions.
Senator DOUTGLAS. Thank you.
I wonder if Senator Bennett would permit me to ask one or two

simple questions?
Senator BEN-ErT. Surely. I have had my turn and I will wait until

it comes around again.
Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Secretary, on Friday I called attention to the

fact that in Vietnam the banking facilities are controlled bv French
banks, notably the Bank of Indo-China. Therefore American expendi-
tures in that country in terms of dollars would largely find their way
into the Bank of Indo-China, would then be shipped to France, anl
under the present policies of President de Gaulle would constitute
claims against our gold and would result in a. gold drain. And I sug-
gested that a constructive step would be to develop American banks
in Vietnam into which dollar claims would be channeled so that they
would not constitute claims against our gold.

Do you have any further statements to make today in response to
that suggestion of mine?

Secretary FOWLER. Yes. We have made inquiries as to the situate ion.
We find that there are some American banks, I think three or four in
number, who have applied for permission to be chartered to operate in
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that area. I am hopeful that favorable action will be taken by the
authorities. there on one or all of the applications. Unless there is
fairly l)ompt act ion in that area, I would feel it iml)ortant enougli for
the Ireasury to dispatch someone to Vietnam to go into the situation.

This is piinarily at matter for the diplomatic mission, Ambassdor
Lodges to be concerned ,tl)olt. But we will keep in close touch with the
situation.

Senator DouorAS. You feel this is a comstructive suggestion?
Secretary FowLnE1. I (lrsir.
Senator I)O LAS. It, may 1)e very cru(ial l)ecause if we expend ad(li-

ional billions of dollars, a roodly percentage of which would be spent
inside of Vietnam, it could constitute a gold drain of very large
inagilit ude.

Seeretarv FowrLm. This has been tlhe subject of considerable exami-
nation by Administrator Bell-to know where the funds will ulti-
mately ei(1 up. It would depend, of course, upon the private decisions
that are ult imately miade as to whether funds would be banked in U.S.
facilities or other facilities. This is a matter of choice. I am not-

Senator DOUGLAS. By internal regulation-
Secretary FoWLIm. f think it is incumbent u)on us to do everything

we reasonal)ly can do, consistent with respect for other soverelgnt,oies.
to ninimnize in every way possible both the impact on our balance of
payiments-and the impact on our gold supply-as a result of our
aciivitV there.

Sen ator I)OUGLAS. By internal regulations of the South Vietna-
mese, Govermuent, it could be provided that all dollar claims should
be deposited in American banks rather than in French banks, isn't that
true ?

Secretary Fowrmz. I would think that could certainly be a decision.
Senator DoUGLAS. Now, if I may touch another suggestion which is

a-i old one, as you know, I have been urging for 13 months t'hat we
assum further responsibility for economic, aid to African nations,
formerly French colonies because just as with South ,ietnam, the
banking facilities of those countries are still French based.

Now. I know that this is perhaps a subject which should be more
properly addressed to the Administrator of All) but we never quite
get a, lancee to bring this matter up before him. I wonder if it would
be al)propriate for you to express your opinion on this suggestion?

Secretary FowLvm. Yes, sir.

In a letter to you I have expressed my opinion. I will be glad to
do so again.

Last October, in reply to your letter, I said on this subject:
With respect to U.S. programs of aid to former French territories, we at

Treasury have urged State and AID to take into consideration the availability
of econonije assistance from France and access to French foreign exchange
resources in determining the nmgnitu(le of 1.S. assistance. I expect to urge
that these factors be given still greater weight in the future.

This has been our position since the matter was brought to our at-
tention. I would be glad to Mr. Bell communicate with you if you
would like.

Senator DOUGLAS. Of course, you know that MNr. Douglas Mac-
Arthur III, )resumably speaking for all Government agencies except
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the Treasniry, re, jected this suggest ion on I le groid that, the African
nations hav e tlir needs wiei'h s ouldl 1 I n et. ;i d th1ai th ese should
be onsidered idelendent Iv of wlhe'e le dollars wvere liuially detiosited.

So the ollicial policy of' he a(liis rat itm w11.1is advers('t to t Ilis slug-
gest ion. (I0 lhle talit, this will be considered seriously, especially'
in view of your statement that last yea r Frnice wi $SOO'w $800 nil-
lion ol gol aiil t hat its cirl''eilti policy¢ is to present at, least $30 inillion
a iuioiolith ill dollar cliuiis. llis exauulplo is being followed, is it not,
)y i Belgium, the Net Irlals, Spaii, an1'(d 1'ortl igal ?

Secretary Fowixi. r [o a lesser degree by Belgium and the Nether.
lands. But Spa51in has beeii a frequent purchaser of gold over the
past. year.

Senator )oumU,(S. Seiator 'lle t,.
Senator iIENNE'1'r. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have two o1 three questi(;ns here largely for the record. 1 would

like to return to tile withholding protein. I her the grI'(lIite(d
withholding plan, in ('omuiting witihholdling allowances, vfstlimatted
reductions for the current. year mt1 niot. exceed t lie tot al, the amountit
(,f act nal deductions for the prior year, Ihat the taxpayer i1.1N, know
very well that. his deduct ions are going to he larger. WVhIV slioilhint
he lie allowed to estimate these deductions if they are reasonable ?

Sevretarv Fow-:tm. I will ask Secretary Surrev to answer tlhat.
AM r. SuIrEYw. TIh l louse (ouniIIiit tee lit-nI ili I 'l h is Seial tor., itI( was

(oun'eierned with tile possibilities of seriolls- don't want toI use thlie
word "aiuises'"--serious probhleils in 1ie entire withholding syst ill
if there was not some iilichor Iupon whicll to base I heir :hitional
allowance system. At, tie present time, there is after ill ia good deal
of certainty in our withholding systeni. 'l'ho only fact ors tlio tax-
patyer takes ilito account. are t lie nunilber of his dependents. !These are
given facts. 'liis additional allowance system in iets two major
iiiwii'aiies. The taxpayer has to esti inio his detuictiolis and the
taxl):pIye i has to est imate his salaries and wages and ti House was
,'oC m'led that withloult soie tiletiiiite anhor, at least at I lile stat. of
Iihis new additional alilwoahoe sst eii, there could colceivably he a
hieakdown in tho whole witlhholdling svstemi. 'llis iiew withl;1ding
allowance system is somewhat comil)licat (. it is hew, people will have
to get, used to it, and i tile initial stages thlre was li, th ollght there
should he some detiliiie cei1It iy in tle mInt-t-,r.

If f ile taxpayer we'ere al'lo'ed to guess or' esl inlute wNlial lie holigllt
his (hdluct ions womld ie for lie v'ear, Von (10111d see tlhe l,,olems IFIIIt
could start 1o creep in ni at . lt begi'ni ing of tile use of this svstelll.
The louise thought it, would b e better to have (efhlit tifigures lhe tix-
plyer co(d 1so and those would forni tile anchor for his sitements
-is to whtllil lie is emi it lI to an additional allowance o' not.

That was the reason for that provision in file house bill.
Senator l Nx;'m'. And v(or answer would be thie samle fort lie

alt ou'nnl i ve (1 lUest ionl ahoti is right, o estifiimt e that Ii i act:l inicone
wvill he lower?
Mr. Sufiumw. It, is the same principle; that, is ('o're('.
S0111101 BENNE'. Is there Ispecial rile wlen a taxpayer elhnges

from a ,1)-percent standard deducion to itemized deductions?
Alr. Suirriy. Any special rule with respect to what.?
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S011311101- Bi.N N E'A. 'i1(0111 nition1s undekt Wihi Ilie. may ii inke an
est 11111to if lie is cli 11"'im fl110111 a standa(11rd (1e(1uct ion.

.il r. St un,.. No. E(o tin uk so, if I Illidlslld1(111 (Il ustioln.
Seltat OP01 BEN NE11-r. WV'il on page 34of (h I . ,ols reo, woe rolel
If' for th lIa xale yea r iiiel lit Oly praevv'e11 thu Ile .'I ut II 4t1o yvar I, II~ l ii-

Uv.I I111111te ('(1 il thIZe dedult'lon)1 for' suchl eslimionii i yen r Nwere vrv

NVtltv SlnImldtli he I renvted t l11tt his ost ilttmltd itemtized deduttc olts
NVtieIt) l)o pvr'ilt

.Nil. Su'tnaw. A;t. e IV.I( thea loillit of tilie stanitdard th'ttct ionl, yIS.
SVII1tol OPEN NE'I'. YeS.
.Nil. StTuItl'N. I fiI~ til t' P011501 foi. t hat, is ili 155't ltese the1 are1equ11

nI'liown lie i t hat, youl need(, under~l the I1lis hillI, ove it I2-pen-en't
rel1ttiolishtij hot N\'4-1 item11ized (ldtlct~iolls anid salti s and wuigres. So
i10l1SP4q1tvll lv if lie'fciiled htis it emiized ldeut io1ns equal1 to 1() pel'cet
lie, Nvolilldstill hI'inl th 11011 lioqu Ii f i lig ('11155.

I tiitk thlis Was1.1 sr It S-tald way of saving ill the Houlse bill that
intistuli its you don't qualify, thein we 101 'll 11i yotur itvittized dedlc-
iolts Zeot. If thity ('fi1ll the 10 i t) ellt, tile iet resut, .would 1)e thet

Iet st-il IV would not. be (Aligible.
Sen110or I3H.NNE~'1-'. [How does it man cliuige from stanldard( to itelit-

ized t hll if, every limo hie presents his record, you say, well your record
Last, yvar. was zero atid your requlest for. dedilctions citut., hetilly hiighier
t11hall last, vetlI"s reorod f

Mrt. S61m)"Y. Lets aissumet at pesl ill thle year 1904;( is oil st andard
delluct-iol basisW.

Sonato01' INNnErr. Thiat is right.
Mr. SunuJIRy. Then, since at best. htis deductin 1011 ci't ho illoore 1111a1i

I I)pot'oltof Itis ilt(o'Olltiwoil htheligil lit'tll 1otisei I,
lin view of1 tite qualifying floor of 12 pel'celit; Imt, lot's assttie. inl I te
yeltr 19(17 lie goes; 1p Ill hits deduct ionls, and the('y goi to, suy, 211 ipmu''tt.,
rThen i ftlin'y ill 96t8 lhe would thouie cl t eligcible for- t~l', addit ional
alflowance. fi iS (od tict 10115 would act .111 Il ve to rise.

Senator IhENNPE'rt'. 111t. you would forci'. him to wait. I Nyoutr.
Mr'. Suimi-n'. That, is, I think , nio diffl--i'ot. than tile first. iloiltI. flnt

I-oil asked ltle tdolt, it situnatiotn ill which, for Some11 1-va5011 1)1' ot lieu, a1
ttaxipa~er's (ldilut.ionill.-ay rise. It is really fin extimiple of the fil-st
case tiat. you gave me, I beo icre.

senator HNEi1.well, except thna it hias t he ttfddit ioli fact or
of it timeo lag which is created by the it erpret at ion of thle law.

Mr. Suu. No. I don't tihik so. I think ill thie first. vaise, his
ddittllts happen to he low ill the first( your.. Thle retisoli lte took theit
standard (1Qdutioti is sipybecitiiso his itemtized de ltiooIts c11t110 to
losq otan it) percent.. nfiat is thle norm11al reason why it pt'i~oi would
clitim the standard dleduction. it is then woithliome to htimt thll hlis
iteiiizedl deduictionis. So you are, dlealing~ with thei ta1xpay~er wilo) ini
tho base year or' the year to which reference is made, has. lowv itemized
deduct ions.

Now, Owlin, if htis dvlel(t ionltS ise for 0110 vllsoll or' atiot her, hte Nvoilldl
l)0 ill tiot stlne position as- the ttixpanyer who-se itemtized deduct iotlis Wel'e,
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say, 15 percent and rose to 20 percent. His happen to )e less than 10
percent and may rise to about 15.

Senator BENNETT. What happens in using your exapnle-you use
the itemized deduction in 196G. le had dedilctions of 16 percent in
196 which he couldn't claim until 1968. What could he claini in 11967?
Mr. SuiimiY. Well, the difference--when you use the word "claim"

so there is no confusion, you are talking about claim for the additional
allowance?

Senator BENN'rmr. Yes, that is right.
Mr. SURynE . Ile could always claim the itemized deductions for liis

tax return. There is no bar there in computing his actual tax for the
ye r. lie always gets the correct, deductIon. So we are talking only
about, whether he believes he is eligible for this additional allowance.

Now, if his act 1a1 deduct ions in 1960, when lie comes to file his tax
return in 1967, show a certain autount, it is that figure wliieli lie would
use on his claim for wd(litioial allowance, and we have a. form pre-
lared for that. lIe would use that figure unless he expted ] his de-
duct ions in 196 7 to drop, in which case lie should be using the lower
figure.

Senator BExxIw'. Let, tie see if I can say it, back to *ou.
The taxpayer who uses the staindiar(ileduction nietlhod in 1966

wishes to chianige over to the other deduction method. Ile files his tax
return on the 15th of April for 1966. Ile files it on the 15th of April.
'lierefore, lie is not in a position to claim the higher deductions inJanuary.

ir. S uinRy'. Ile did not have a large amount of deductions in 1966.
Tiat is right.

Senator BENN17r. Well, perhaps le discovered that his deduct ions
in 1966 were., in fact, higher than 12 percent, even though lie Iade the
mistake, or through carelessness or some other reason just filed for the
si an lard deduction ?

Mr. SURREY. When he comes to file his return in 1967 for the yea1r
19(;6 there is nothing that prohiilits him from using the standard de-
duct ion or itemized deduct ions. lie then is in a posit ion to look t his
19(66 deductions ind claim what actually happened. If his ite miized
deductions in the year 1966 came to less than 10 percent, lie may claim
tile standard deduction because that will reduce his tax ]izibilitv. If
his itemized deductions in 1966 caine to more than 10 l)ercent e will
claim his itemized deductions and lie will use I flit figure from li is 1960';
tax return to start the calculations that lie will have to ni ile on his
claim for additional allowance. There will be nothing in 1967 that, will
keel) him from entering the correct figure in his tax return for the year
1966, and in turn to use that correct figure based upon the 1966 de-duc-
tion in commuting his claim for additional allowance.

Senator BEN.NE'tv. Well, now, I am confused.
Mr. StE-.Y. I am sorry it; turned out- that way. You see, T thimik

maybe the difference is we are talking about two things and I don't
want- to get that, confused.

One is how lie handles his claim for ad(lit tonal allowance for with-
holding purposes, which is only for withholding purposes.

Senator BENNETT. That it right.
Mr. SURREY. When he comes to file his tax return, lie is in no way

hamrred from comp-,ting the right amount of deductions regardless
of what the claim was for the withholding allowance.
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Senator l4'NNEr'r. But let's come back to the original problem and
I polba )liy coil uI'lsed iI )y my use of the word "cla iui. ,

Standard deuctions in 1966, lie wishes to change over to itemized
education. Ilie cannot do that until his 196- iitii 19(8. Ile can't

cliainge Iis wit holding rate until 1968.
Mr. 'Suimm:y. That is right.
Senator ]ENNEII. After having used the sta(lard deduction in

1967. Then what does he use in 1967?
Mr. Suulm.:v. In 1967, for tle purposes of withholding, lie would,

is t lie I louse reliort indlicate(ld, use the dat a froin t lie 1966 ret urn which
w1ild be tile st aii(lar(l deduction. Ini filing his tax return for the year
1967, to coniite tile correct tax liability, he wvoul use whatever the
fats sllow for 1967.

If iteniized deduct ions were larger than the standard deduct ion in
1967, lie would use the larger itemized deduct ions.

Then in 1968, when lie would make his ap)lropriate claim for with-
holding allowances, lie looks at his 1967 return. This is really just
an illustration of the sanme fact, that you asked ie alt lie very begini-
fiing, what is the basis for coluiipit lg (l(ctiolls, and it is always
tle ret itin for the last year's return.

Of course, the with1holding system always gives you credit for at
least 10 l)ereent (ledlctioni. That is built into tie systeni. And, as
I say, the reason for this anchor ill the Ihouse bill is just the desire
to hav'e soie ('ertainlv when we start oul with this system. The case
you gave hiie is really an illustration where lie thinks, that his deduc-
iioni will rise, he i ay (Iuite accurate, but in other cases lie may be
guessing. It is an exaniple of that sit nation basically.

Seintor Pir;xxr:'ru, perhaps lie obligates hiniself for a rat her sub-
siai ial loan and lie knows his interest, is going to carry the deduction
involved. It is soietling that, lie cai (leiionstrtate definitely.

Mi. Si im nl. Yes. I1 some cases, yes, and I T lii 1k in some case", 11o.
In some cases lie niilit believe tllat in April that there is going tol be
a uinedival operation which will cost hill money. It turns out a month
later they (levide to postpone thle operate ion for several years. Factors
of tlat hlt ire are sometimes hard to pili down.

Senator nrxx'r'lie Ilouse bill cont ains a floor ainendnient which
litrlorts to relieve overwitldiohling. Are you ill favor of limiting
overwit lihling in general ?

Mr. Sr-,Rv. 'lie Secretary, in his statement said, "Yes." In other
words, the Seer-etary ill his statement sai(l, while, tile House provision
overa,! is coiiplicated and there will be a period of adjustment to it,
lie thought it was an appro rate approach to moderate overwith-
holding. You vill never be able to hve a perfect system.

Secretary FqAVLER,. Do you want to go into tl floor amendment?
Senator BrNNirl'. Yes. That, is what'I am talking about.
Mr. SulaioY. Oil the floor amendment, the Secretary's statement said

there are problems associated with the variation in that, technique in-
tioduced by the committee floor amendment which we will be glad to
discuss ill lhe teelnical sessions. That variation involves added coin-
plexit ies and also produces miderwithlcding in some situations.

T think with respect to that. floor amendment we would say that that
was iiot an approl)riate way to apl)roach the )rolemm. In other words,
thnt addition does give us a number of problems and one of the prinei-

5i-59-60-11
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pal problems is that it builds in underwithholding for a number of
the people involved.

Senator BE xrr. Assuming that the committee is not sympathetic
to your point of view and the floor amendment stays in the bill,
wouldn't you think it more fair that the floor amendment goes only
to the first withholding allowance, permits you to vary that basis
down to a rate of half a percent rather than a full percent?

Don't you think if we leave that in the bill that we should apply
that to allowances above the first allowance, assuming that a man's in-
come justifies, say, two or three allowances?

Mr. SURREY. I do not think so, Senator, and I think when we get
into the tables, you will see the problem. You see, the concern we.
have on the floor amendment is-and we can go into these tables later-
you can run through the figures and you can get $50, amounts of that
nature of underwithholding, under the floor amendment. We think
it is inadvisable to give taxpayers a system which they are led to
believe will bring them out right so they will not owe any money at
the end of the year, and then have them come to the end of the year
and find that due to the mathematics of the system they are going to
end up owing the Government $50 or something like that.

Consequently, if there is to be any further reduction in overwith-
holding, we -would like to discuss other variations with you rather
than this particular mathematical approach.

Senator BENNETT. How does the withholding allowance work when
a taxpayer receives bunch income in a year and uses the income aver-
aging provision?

Mr. SURREY. Are you asking what withholding tax would apply to
a particular bonus item or something of that nature?

Senator BENNETT. That is right.
Mr. SURREY. I think there is a special rule which takes account of

that situation.
Senator BENNETT. What income does he use in the following year

to measure his right to have an allowance established?
Mr. SUmRY. He would use, I think, his total salary for the prior

year, to my recollection.
Senator BENNETT. And ignore the-
Mr. SURREY. It would be total salary and wages for the prior year.
Secretary FOWLER. I don't think you ignore bonus. If he got that

bonus and that is treated as wages, salary, income, that would be
included.

Senator BENNETT. But here is a man in 1966 who gets a bonus and
bases his overwithholding on it and next year he doesn't get the bonus.
Then this is just an accidental case of overwithholding?

Mr. SURREY. These are problems that are going to occur just as if
a person believed he is going to be employed for a whole year and isn't
employed for a whole year. Nothing in this bill is going to be able to
cure his overwithholding.

Senator BENNETT. Is it cured under the present law?
Mr. SUIRRY. No, sir.
Secretary FOWLER. You are going to have a very substantial amount

of overwithholding and underwithholding continuing. But if you
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look at the table on page 13 of the House report, you will note that
there will be a very substantial reduction in a number of returns in
which there is overwithholding or underwithholding. The so-called
break-even number of returns will be substantially increased as a re-
sult, of this bill and at the same time tle order of magnitude of the
overwithholding and underwitlhholding will be reduced substantially.

Senator BENNi T. That is what thle chart shows but 'you are still
left with personal problems of overwi tlIiholding and underwithh olding.

Secretary FoWLER. We can't, get away from. them.
Senator BENNE'Ir. My last questionn takes you into a completely

different field. There have been two newspaper reports that have come
to imy attention over the weekend making tie charge that tile 1-percent
increase in the automobile ex(ie tax is there because the President
said in his budget on page 111:

IAgislation will be proposed to lhmtnce highway ieautification costs by trans-
ferring to the trust fund receipts equal to 1 lercentage point of tle existing auto
excise tax explicitly designated for that purpose.

Is this a situation in which the l-l)ercent excise tax isn't going to be
available for Vietnam but is going to be taken out for the automobile
highway trust fund if the President's proposal carries through?

Mr. SURREY. No. The two 1 parents are not at all related. As you
know, there has always been a basic 1-percent floor on the auto tax. It
is never going to e reduced to zero under the legislation of last year,
under this legislation. There was some assumption in last year's
discussions of the automobile tax, that the 1 percent might well have
to be used for items associated with the automobile such as beauty, and
I think that is the 1 percent that is being talked about in the budget.

The 1 percent that is being talked about here is the drop that oc-
curred in January from 7 to 6 percent.

Senator BENNETr. Then to say it another way, whether we pass
this bill or not, there is 1 percent in the automobile excise tax which it
is expected will be devoted for this purpose?

Mr. SURRY. That is right.
Senator BENNmrr. Then there is just a coincidental relationship be-

tween the two figures of 1 percent?
Mr. SURREY. That is certainly right.
Senator BENNmTr. It is clear to me but I raised the question to get it

into the record so that it would be clear to other people who may be
confused by this charge.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DOUGLAS. Senator Tartke, have you had a chance to ask

any questions?
Senator HIARTKE. I have, but if Senator Smathers wants to go ahead,

it is all right.
Go right ahead. I am willing to wait.
Senator SMATIIERS. You may ask the questions I was going to ask.
Senator DOUGLAS. Senator I1artke?
Senator tIAr'rKE. Mr. Secretary, over the weekend there have been

quite at few statements issued, not only with regard to the war, but
also in regard to financing this war.

Without regard to how you are going to conduct the military end
of the war, do you think-there are some good friends of yours, Mr.
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Samuelson, Mr. Heller, Mr. Rowan--all have indicated that the time
is way past for you to put off the request for increase in taxation.

Do these statements have any influence upon your opinion as to
whether or not we should put aside this bill now and really take up
the big issue of how we are going to pay for a 3- to 7-year war as the
President indicated on Saturday.

Secretary FOW[ER. I do not believe they change the position that
I have taken up to now, Senator Hartke. The important thing to do
now is to enact this legislation as quickly and as definitively as possible
and deal, as my statement to the committee indicated, with future
developments as those future developments occur.

I did include in my presentation to the Joint Economic Committee
earlier this month a rather detailed statement on various proposals
that had been made that we come forward now with enlarged tax
proposals, with more monetary policy, or with harsher restraints of
another character. Rather than take up the time of this committee,
I would simply say I stand on my previous position. However, I
would like to include my statement before the joint committee as a
detailed exposition of why I take that position.

(The statement is as follows:)

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY 11. FOWLER, SECRETARY OF THIE
TREASURY, BEFORE THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE, FEBRUARY 3, 1966

During these hearings members of the committee have expressed their concern
about the threat of inflation. The administration shares that concern. Its
actions on the Government employee pay raise in August, the steel settlement in
September, and the aluminum, copper, and steel price situations this past fall,
as well as its current budget, bear witness to this concern.

There are those who propose that the administration come forward now with
a program to enforce much harsher restraints on the economy than those now
in effect or proposed in the President's budget. The administration disagrees
with the premise that more needs to be done now. However, it welcomes the
putting forward of any specific proposals since they may add to the range of
contingency planning in which it itself is engaged. Indeed, it suggests that the
House Ways and Means Committee or this joint committee study, review, and
recommend the type of tax increases which would be most suitable if inflationary
pressures require additional fiscal action.

First, let us be very clear as to the position of the administration in the
uncertainties that the situation in Vietnam makes Inescapable. The President
has given to the Congress an unqualified commitment that "Should unforeseen
inflationary pressures develop, I will propose such fiscal actions as are appropriate
to maintain economic stability." le has pointed out that "The extent of the
fiscal or monetary restraint that will be needed to avoid inflationary pressures
will depend directly on the restraint and moderation exercised by those who have
power over wages and prices." This is our answer to those who ask, "Will the
Government go for tax increases later this year ?"

Second, the administration does not believe it Is wise to impose measures of
restraint on the economy in addition to those in effect or proposed in the
President's budget and Economic Report unless or until the "unforeseen infla-
tionary pressures" develop.

We have seen too many expansions turned into recessions by slamming down
too hard on the brakes. We have seen too much unemployment and under-
employment too long to cut back drastically and unnecessarily on private demand
to provide purposefully an idle reserve of manpower and capacity. We advocate
a course of moderation and balance in dealing with any danger of economic
excess as we have advocated moderation and balance in curing economic
deficiency.

The national economic objectives as set forth in the Employment Act of 1946,
under which this committee functions, provide that "It is the continuing policy
and responsibility of the Federal Government to use all practicable means * * *
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for the purpose of creating and maintaining, in a manner capable to foster and
promote free competitive enterprise and the general welfare, conditions under
which there will be afforded useful employment opportunities, including self-
employment, for those able, willing, and seeking to work, and to promote
maximum employment, production, and purchasing power."

This administration includes price stability as a goal to be sought along with
these more particularized objectives of full employment and a healthy rate of
growth. It believes that there is a fundamental compatibility of these three
objectives and that in seeking one of them it is unwise to sacrifice the others.
If one objective, such as price stability or full employment, is sought with the
utmost rigor without concern for the others, this is not wise national policy.

Of course, from time to time very special situations may force one economic
objective to move ahead of the others. It is quite conceivable that the threat
of an inflation of such size or duration might cause stabilization of the price level
to be given top priority. These black and white situations seldom occur. The
more usual task is to seek price stability, growth, and high employment simul-
taneously and in a reasonable degree. The challenge today is to find the mix
of monetary, credit, and fiscal measures best designed to achieve all these objec-
tives, recognizing that public policies will not be adequate If some groups who
enjoy and exercise substantial market power choose to push up or maintain
prices or wages at unwarranted levels.

Against this background let us look at the present situation objectively and
carefully with a concern that we press toward all these goals rather than
become preoccupied with a single one. In this calendar year 1966 restraints
which did not characterize 1965 have already been Imposed upon the economy.
Beginning in January an extra $6 billion a year in social security and medicare
taxes is being withdrawn from private purchasing power to flow into the trust
funds. This was not true of December 1965, or November, or October.

In December 1965 the Federal Reserve Board announced two actions designed,
in its words, "to dampen mounting demands on banks for still further credit
extensions that might add to inflationary pressures." The full effect of these
actions, which take a considerable period of time to be felt, is yet to be ascertained.

The new tax proposals recommended by the President, if adopted by Malrch 15
as he urged, would withdraw from private purchasing power an additional
$2.9 billion during calendar 1966.

The shift in the budgetary situation from substantial deficits in fiscal 1966.
brought on by the response to the challenge of Vietnam, to surpluses or minor
deficits in the administrative, cash and national income account budgets has
been made possible by expenditure reductions coupled with the new tax
proposals.

Coming onstream in 1966 are vast quantities of new industrial capacity
which are the fruits of investment made in recent years. Coming into the
labor force are a million and one-half additional new entrants from the younger
age group and, in addition, many hundreds of thousands are being given the
benefit of manpower training to better equip them to fill the needs of the labor
market. And, of course, the dwindling rate of unemployment is stimulating
renewed effort in the private sector to train and better utilize the available labor
force.

Given all these new factors the wise course of balance and moderation in
pursuing continued growth, a higher rate of employment and relative price
stability would seem to call for determining how the economy reacts to this new
mix of relatively moderate restraints before adopting without apparent present
reason the far harsher measures-presumably increased tax rates, direct price
and wage controls, and much tighter monetary restraint.

Senator HARITKE. What is the date of that report?
Secretary FOWLER. February 3.
Senator HARTUE. That is February 3. Do you think that the atti-

tude of the administration has changed since February 3 with regard
to the anticipated length of this encounter which is now referred to as
a war in South Vietnam?

Secretary FOWLER. No, sir. As I read the President's statement to
the press on Saturday, the situation is very much like the statement on
page 10 of his budget message-in which he outlined the uncertainties
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that are inherent in the present situation and then concluded with the
note that:

If, on the other hand, events in southeast Asia so develop that additional funds
are required, I will not hesitate to request the necessary sums. And should that
contingency arise, or should unforeseen inflationary pressures develop, I will
propose such fiscal actions as are appropriate to maintain economic stability.

I think that that statement, made in his budget message on January
25, is, as I understand it, very much the same as the statement he made
Saturday to the press.

Senator HARTRE. Well, is there any contention within the adminis-
tration from any source with which you have talked-and I am not
asking you to reveal any military secrets or any security information-
is there any information of any nature whatsoever that there is an
impending negotiation, that there is an impending settlement of this
situation in Vietnam, that there is an impending holding of the cost to
the rate at the present time, or that which was being consumed last
month, for example, or the month before?

In other words, what I am asking you, do you have any information
whatsoever which would justify us to plan militarily for a 3- to 7-year
war and to plan financially for a 6-month war?

Secretary FowL.R. In this particular budget, and in the proposals
before this committee, we are not planning for either a 6-month war,
a 12-month war or 3-year war. We are planning for the period
covering the fiscal year 1966, and fiscal year 1967, on the basis of facts
as they were known to the President and budgetary authorities when
the budget went. to press.

To my knowledge, as I said to you the other day, there has been
no change in those budgetary estimates in roughly the last month.

Senator ITARTKE.. Mr. Secretary, is the report which was printed in
the papers that there is at the present time in the Defense Department
preparation of the material asking for an additional supplemental for
1967 already being prepared; do you have any information with
regard to that whatsoever?

Secretary FoWuER. No. To the question, Senator Hartke, of
whether the 1967 budget provides for the situation as we see it now-
I specifically asked the Director of the Bureau of the Budget whether
the 1967 budget provides for any escalation in the Vietnam activities
as we currently foresee them. 1 discussed it with him, and he has
provided me wfth the following answer:

Insofar as financing the Vietnam conflict Is concerned, quite obviously the
1967 budget had to be put together under conditions of uncertainty. In this
budget we have fully provided for continuing the conflict without any dramatic
changes in the current level of intensity through fiscal 1967. At the same
time, the budget does provide the forces and equipment for an Immediate re-
sponse to further possible step-ups in activity. However, should the level of
intensity of the conflict substantially increase, financing -at higher level may
require additional funds. Should such a situation develop, we will promptly
ask the Congress for such funds and accompany that request with appropriate
fiscal measures to maintain economic stability.

What I would like to stress-

and I continue the Budget Director's comments to me-
is that we have met these uncertainties as straightforwardly as we can. On
the one hand, fully providing for the necessary financing to meet the future as
we can best see it now, and frankly, telling the people and Congress that the
uncertainties of the situation may require additional action.
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Now, I just cannot look beyond that.
Senator IARTIKE. Well, now, what was the date of that question and

that answer?
Secretary FOWLEr. This was in connection with my coming before

this committee and knowing that there would be questions on this
subject.

Senator HIARTKE. Last week?
Secretary FowL.En. That is right. I assumed there would be ques-

tions of this nature presented to me.
Senator HAUTKE. This is a rather involved answer.
Mr. Chairman, I do not know whether the chairman has this infor-

mation, but has the Budget Director been asked to appear on these
hearings?

Senator DOUGLAs. Not that I am aware of.
Senator ILARTKE. I would think in view of this statement and in

view of the uncertainty expressed by the Secretary here as to this
position, that it would be appropriate for the Budget Director to hear
him and give us an amplification of whether or not we are preparing
for a long struggle here and going to finance a long struggle, or
whether we are going to finance one for 6 months to a year. In other
words, the President s message is 3 to 7 years. I think we have to know
how we are going to pay for this war.

Secretary FOWLER. Senator Hartke, I knew-
Senator HARTKE. Just a minute.
Senator DOUGLAS. I would suggest that that suggestion be withheld

until we meet in executive session rather than passed upon in open
session, and at a time when the chairman of the committee can be
present.

Senator HARTKE. Let's take the statement for what it is. It is very
difficult to take a. written answer to a question submitted by a witness
and then try to find out what the person who gave the answer really
meant. I think it is very difficult, but we will try the best we can.

Now, he says that at present levels, to continue the effort at present
levels, is I think the wording you gave me, and I don't have a copy
of it, but I assume that is what it said, and with no escalation, does
that mean-

Secretary FOWLER. No. The question was, "Does the 1967 budget
provide for any escalation in Vietnam activities?" One sentence goes
to your point. It says:

At the same time, the budget does provide the forces and equipment for an
immediate response to further possible step-ups in activity.

So there is some margin provided for additional escalation. How-
ever, it contemplates that there might be further developments that
will require further financing.

Senator HARTKr. This is what I am trying to find out. Senator John
Stennis has made the remark on the floor of the Senate that we will
have 600,000 troops there by the end of the year. What I am trying
to find out, does this present request by the Treasury in its tax pro-
posal, is it sufficient to cover for 1967 400,000 troops, 205,000 which
we have now, or the 600,000 which Senator Stennis mentioned in his
floor speech?
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Secretary FOWLER. I have no knowledge as to the magnitude of
troop commitments that the present budget would cover. I can
only-

Senator IIARTKE. Does the Secretary of Defense give us any idea
as to whether or not the nature or the amount of additional financial
requirements that are going to be entailed by the so-called continuation
of the effort at the present levels ?

Secretary FOWLER. I know the Secretary has been appearing before
various committees. I tm not able to-

Senator HARTKE. He didn't appear before the Foreign Relations
Committee. Ile refused to appear in public. I don't know whether
he is going to appear in private. I think maybe possibly

Secretary FowLER. It is my understanding that a number of very
detailed statements have been made by the Secretary of Defense to
the Armed Services Committee. What I amn saying is that I am not
familiar with the comment in those statements as to the magnitude of
the forces that would be funded by the budgetary request in 1967.

Senator HARTHE. I do not want to become involved in security
measures and I am not asking for statements now, but I am asking you
as a matter of fact does the Treasury Department consult with the
Department of Defense on these matters? Do you have in your Cabinet
meetings, does the amount of money which is going to be required to
pay for this operation, is it discussed or is it not discussed, or is there
a communication between the Departments in this field?

Secretary FowLER. Communication between the Departments in this
field, Senator Hartke, primarily flow through the Bureau of the Budget
in the President's Executive Ofiice. Insofar as the expenditure projec-
tions are concerned, and insofar as trying to meet those expenditure
projections with revenue, we deal with the Director of the Bureau of
the Budget and not collaterally with the various departments and
agencies concerned.

Senator HARTKE. In other words, what you are saying is they tell
you how much money to raise and you are supposed to find out how to
raise it?

Secretary FOWLER. That is correct.
Senator HARTKE. Is that fair?
Secretary FOWLER. And the Bureau of the Budget is the coordinat-

ing arm to bring in the estimate on expenditures from the many de-
partments and agencies concerned, including the Department of De-
fense. Therefore we do not have any day-to-day, or week-to-week,
detailed exchanges collaterally with the individual departments.

Senator HARTKE. Mr. Chairman, just for the sake of the record I
would like to again put forth the proposition that this is another
indication why it is very necessary that the Director of the Budget
appear before this committee, and I want this noted at this time so it
is not indicated that it was passed up, that the opportunity was passed
up. I don't want to waive any rights in this regard.

Senator DouGLAs. When the committee meets in executive session,
and when the chairman of the committee is present, I think it would be
very appropriate for you to raise that matter.

Senator HARTKE. Now, in this regard, though, we have the past to
look to and the same question of communication and how this Govern-
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ment coordinates its war plans with its finance plans for the war
presents some problems in this specifically last year when we had be-
fore this committee a war which possibly accelerated during the year
at a gradual but steady rate. When was the first time that the Treas-
ury was notified by tle Budget Bureau that there was going to be a
substantial increase due to the escalation of the war, and therefore a
substantial increase in the deficit which would have to be financed by
borrowing or increased taxation?

Secretary FOWLER. I (lout recall the precise date, Senator Hartke,
but myv recollections are that following the announcement of the Presi-
dential decisions on July 28, 1965, we became aware, in general terms,
as did the American people, and the Congress, that there would be sub-
stantial increases in the financial requirements. The general order of
magnitude, and the amounts, were not known, I don't believe even to
the Secretary of Defense, until many months later.

Senator HIARTKE. Well, we did know as far back as August, at least,
of 1965, in the hearings which were held at. that, time, that we were go-
ing to have at least. an additional appropriation of $1.7 billion at that
time, which means that before August somebody had to know or surely
knew in the Government someplace that this was the immediate re-
quest, and we also knew at that time that that was not going to be
sufficient, that we were going to have to have a substantial increase
above that amount.

Isn't that true?
Secretary FOWLER. I think in August and in September, Senator

ITartke, everyone in the country knew that there would be substantial
requirements. As I recall it, the $1.7 billion, special appropriation was
for the so-called long leadtime items that Secretary MeNamara "identi-
fied when the orders had to be placed long in advance in order to meet
possible contingencies that might arise.

Senator HARTKE. "rell, the information certainly should have been
known at least in the Defense Department. They had to know some-
time before those hearings in August that this additional amount of
$1.7-that amount had to be put together before it, w-as sent to Congress,
and it was done in August, isn't that right?

Secretary FOWLER. I don't recall the date in August, but it was done
in August, to my recollection.

Senator HA1ITKE. August 1965. Now, then, after that, of course,
they said at the time of those hearings it was clear that the $1.7 was only
a part of the financing-I am speaking about financing now-required
for the 1966.

Isn't, that true?
Secretary FowLEI.R That is right.
Senator'HARTKE. Now, at that time did the Defense Department

notify you that in any amount whatsoever, give you any estimate of
how milch more they were going to have to spend?

Secretar.y FOWLER. No, sir.
Senator IIARTKE. Did the Budget Bureau give any estimate as to

the additional amount?
Secretary FOWLER. No. The general impression that, I obtained

from the Director of the Bureau of the Budget was that there would
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be t requirement for substantial additional outlays and that. tlhe
budgetary problems for fiscal 1967 would represent, quite a change in
budgetary outlook from what had been previously conteinjqlated. I
began to say at that time that the first casualty of Vittnam on the
economic front, was tihe l)rospect of further tax reductions that. had
been under some discussion prior to that time. I think you are
fainiliar with the general statements anl commnients that were made
during the fall and that this new situation would call for a new
budgetary approach which would preclude any possibilities of tax
reductions. Whether or not it would require tax increases, or some
of the devices that are employed in this bill, naturally depended on
the amounts that, would ultimately be determined as necessary to meet
requirements of Vietnam as well'as what wouldhl hali))en to the other
parts of the budget-the sector of the defense budget, not. related spe-
cifically to Vietnam, to the other departments and agencies of the
Government, and to other expenditure programs of substantial

Senator It.\IpTKn. Lets come on back. In other wor(Is, we la(l their
recognition at, least, thtt it was going to be substantially more than
1.7, isn't. that true? Before we adjourned the Congress. And ir-
mediately following the elimination of the excise taxes which arenow being asked to bte reinstitutedl. Isn't that true?

Secretary Fowi.:rm. While we are oni that. particular subject, may 1
say that in the hearings lfole this committee last June 8 anid 9--
when the question came up about going beyond the administration pro-
l)osa.ls on tie automobile tax-I wits asked'specifically by the committee
whether we favored the House bill which -went, 4 percentage points
beyond the administration proposal. We said that, we did not favor
the House bill and that we hoped the lesser reduction would be acted
upon by the Con<gress. There were a number of questions and answers
about holding off on that. Now-

Senator HARrKn. Let me ask you, Mr. Secretary, you have the record
there and it. certainly ought to reveal this if it is trie. Was that holding
off request being made on the reduction of automobile taxes made oI
the basis of information that you had received?

Secretary FoWxvit. No.
Senator IIArrKE. The cost. of var was going to escalate.
Secretary FOWLER. No, it wits for various reasons. For examl)le,

Senator Long said:
Mr. Surrey, If during the next:

I quote f rom page ,30-
if during the next 2 or 3 years we should run into an emergency situation, in
other words, suPpuse the war In Vietnam got to be a hot war and we got en-
gaged In other areas where we had to raise a lot of additional revenues, would
this very tax here on automobiles be one of those that you might very well
have to recommend either putting back on or further deferring the caiwella-
tion. of In the event that we had voted to take only 5 points off?

Mr. Surrey replied;
I think so, Senator. As I Indicated this Is a tax where the revenue Is large,

but It Is the kind of tax where to collect that large amount of revenue Is no
particular burden on the manufacturer involved and no imrticular burden on
the Internal Revenue Service.
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Senator HAlRIC R. The bur(len is only on the people who buy the cars.
Secretary Fowri. That is right.
Senator Long goes on to say :
Inl the event we don't go along with the loue in this Iarthular matter, 41o

you s(4- any Imeldihment to our deciding at it litter date if tle thing works out
tih way we hoped it would and the e( mOOy cotitliumiu to prosei', to repeal
this tax and phase it out the way the house bill revonimenls?

Mr. SunEy. No, I (on'i. That im our position that future Conigresses caln
take it look at this, male ill) their hiiid in the light of the Kituailoi at that tine.

And tle'e were sinilar excllaligeS looking to the l)1osl)ect thlat thel'
ma, be a (esignat ion.

Senator IIA1ITIKE. The wh1iole l)oint about it was at. thatt ille 110110
of the action taken in front of the coumilittee was based 1po infor-
ilat io1 which you h11ad received fronm the l)epartiment of 1)efeuso di-
recdly ot' indi ctfly, eitdler front tOle Secretary of l)efemise or fronl the
I)irector oftilie ]h lget, is that correct ?

Secretary Fowa,tIl. That is correct. And 1 titink in the 'louse
liaring's on the exise taix bill, tie tieul )irector of tile B budget, Mr.
Kermit. (iordou, appeared 111)(1 testified concerning the posture of
Ile l)udgt and tile eXpeni(it re outlook as lie saw it 1t that time.
lie said that lie felt. that. the $700t million additionl ntilitar atpro-
l)riatloll that. 111 bee )ro)osed ill May could lie taken care of by
other ecototies ill the budget.

Senator 1I xT'HV:. All right. Now let's come on hack to this thing.
Secretary Fowltim. I think that was the debt hearings, Semtor

Hartlke.
Senator 1 rrii,. After the excise tax had been acted upon in ilhe

Congress, did the )irector of tile Budget at ally ti ie ever tell you tile
inagnitinde of the (leticit, which was anticipated for fiscal 19i) before
Con gress adjourned IV

Sec-retary FoxvWEa. "My reollect ion, Senator 1lartke, is that lie gave
lie a cleal: indicate ion that we would have a Very serious budgetary
problknl for fiscal year 1967, which we would have to take very heavily
inito accoitit, in tile preparations for the 1967 budget and in trvinge to
hold down tile expenditure levels il tle fiscal 1966 budget. Various
questions were il) tit the time. F~or example, the question of the
civilian pay bill, as you reiiemliber, was u), and that was a serious
'onsideration because of its impact on tile 16(6 budget, as well as the
1967 budget--and( the Pr-esident took the position that. the bill as
l)asse(l by the house was hot acceptable.

Seltor ITAUT'rI. I am willing to listen to these long answers and
these other little items that, you want to drop in. That is perfectly all
right. ]ut, I would like-what. I am trying to establish right. t(ow, I
am going to tell you what. it is. I am not trying to beat around the
bush, What. I al"mi trying to find out very simply is where the line of
comminication Iroke down and just when it. broke down and when it
was reestablished, if it has 1ei reestablished, il regard to the cost, of
this effort, in Vietnam. That is, where in a periodi of timt from the
time when we came in here and re(lucel the excise. taxes upon the
recotiiimendations of the adiiiniistrat ion with very serious charges that
these were regressive taxes, that. they were on the board, that they
were the type of taxes whii(h absolutely were, ill the opinion of the
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administration generally, tie type of taxes which should have been
abolished a long time ago, all of which I agree with, incidentally, lbut
I am trying to find out when the change of attitude occurred and
when the information change occtIrre(l. What I aml trying to find out
is simply this. When if at ll (11(id the Director of the Budget indicate
the size of the financial problem for fiscal year 1966? Was it before
Congress adjourned, in the interim between Congress' adjourniment
and the time that the President made his state of the Union message,
which was the first, public declaration? Was it, after the state of the
Union message immediately following the time we had that informa-
tion? W here in point of tinme was the information first transmitted
from the Budget Bureau to the Treasury I)epartment which has to
finance the governmental exl)enditures? Where did this occur?
When did the magnitude of the deficit occur?

Secretary FowfiR. The order of magnitude, Senator 1{artke, as I
have indicated before, could only be determined in connection with the
budgetary process as reflected in the President's budget document.
'What the exact order of magnitude of these figres-the increase in
military requirements-would be, what their incidence would be, when
they would have their impact, where matters that all had to be de-
veloped and presented in connection with this budget document.

Now, we were all aware following the President's statement on July
28, and following the presentation of the appropiration of the addi-
tional $1.7 billion, that there would be very substantial additions to the
1966 )udget and over and beyond that, into the 1967 budget. But
precisely _what those nlagnitu(les were, and what the timing was on
when they became known, you would have to get from. the Secretary
of Defense. I don't have it.

Senator WILLI ,S. Would the Senator yield at. that point?
Senator HARTKE. Just a moment. I might suggest in view of this

statement that possibly the Secretary of Defense could come here and
testify on figures and statements on finance, because we are expected
here to--not on procedures, not upon the war strategy, but how you are
going to finance this war which the President has indicated now is
planned for a 3- to 7-year war, that possibly he should be, and I think
this would be a matterof discussion in executive session.

Senator DotUGLAS. The Senator from Indiana can propose that in
the executive session. The acting chairman will merely remark that
the Secretary of Defense testified before the Armed Services Com-
mittee, though he has not testified before the Foreign Relations Com-
mittee. ][e had certain commuications. Now, if we call these men
before every committee of the Congress which has any tangential re-
lationship to the subject, the administrative officers won't have time to
do any work at their desks, and while I appreciate the suggestion of the
Senator from Indiana, I think it very properly could be decided by the
committee as a whole. I ask that we have a certain compassion for
these hard-pressed Cabinet officers.

Senator HA rKE. With all due deference to the acting chairman, I
might say this. It wasn't this Senator that suggested those facts
would have to be -ecured from the Secretary of Defense. It wys the
response to the question made by the Secretary of the Treasury that if
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tlese facts were wanted, they would have to be secured from the Sec-
retary of I)efense. Maybe we can have one of his assistants come on
in. I am not-maybe he has a budget director down there. Certainly
somebody down there ought to be willing to tell us about what we are
expected to pay for. I thilk we have an obligation to this country to
tell the truth about how much we are going to be spending here and
how we are going to pay for it.

Senator I)ot'(-\s. W,\hat is-
Semuitor limusnx. Will you yield?
Senator 1t[,mriK.. Vie Semator from )elaware asked me to yield.

I will be glad to.
Senator WHLLIA.arS. I was just, going to ask this question, Mr. Sec-

retary. When you discovered last, you said, July and August that
there had been an acceleration and that you were going to be con-
fronted with these l)ro)lens, why did you not come (Town to the
Congress and ask for cancellation of the tax reductions that you had
l)rol)osed in Jne and the ones Ihat were scheduled to go into effect
January 1, rather than let them go on again and off again as -ou
are now doing?

Secretary FOw~iYi. They are niot going on again and off again,
Senator.

Senator VILLIA8s. They are not ?
Secretary FOWLEii. We are not asking that the excise taxes that

were rel)ealed l)y the Conmgress and went completely out of our tax
system on July 1 or Jnuary 1 be restored.

Senator W VLvIAMS. Is that the reason you call this an adjustment
back rather than a tax increase?

Secretary Fowiui. [ didn't coin that name. That was coined in
the-

Senator WILLIA.S. By the Great Society?
Secretary FOWVLER (continuing). In the House Ways and Means

Committee. You will have to ask them their reasons for the title
of the bill.

Senator WILLIAMS. I will pursue that a little later. Go ahead, the
Senator from Illinois.

Senator DIRKSEN. How many outstanding issues of Federal bonds
will we have to refinance in fiscal 1967, if you have got a round figure?
And you can correct later if you want.

Secretary FOWLER. In order to l)e completely accurate on that, Sen-
ator Dirksen, I would like to supply that for the record. We will, of
course, have to regularly turn over 3 month bills, 6 month bills, and
yearly bills as they mature. Insofar as major financing problems are
concerned, I think it is fair to say that we have broken the back of
our problem as we see it, in the months ahead by the February financ-
ing which took out a very substantial portion of the issues that were
coming due in April, May, and August, in addition to the notes matur-ing in Februarv. There were five issues there. Therefore, instead
of having to go into the market to refund very sizable public holdings
in May and( August, by the advance refunding those have been sub-
siantially reduced so that, their order of magnitude is not such as to
cause either any concern to us or to the market.
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alarketable sccuritic8 maturing in fiscal year 1967 as of Jan. 81, 1966

In millions of dollars]

Held by

Total
Federal
Reserve All other

and (IA

Certificates, notcs, and bonds:11)66:
Aug. IS:

3-percent bond ---------------------------------- 6190 48 651
4-1rcent oto I ---------------------------------- 8,441 5,875 2,

Oct. 1: 1 ! -percent exchange note ..................... 857 -------------- 357
Nov. 15:

3' s-p1reent bond --------------------------------- 1,851 239 1, 613
4-percent note ------------------------------------ 2,254 56 1, 6,8
4/-percont certificate ----------------------------- 1 , 62 1 1,65111967:

Feb. 15:
3,fj-percent note ---------------------------------- 2.358 313 2,045
4-percent note ------------------------------------ 5,151 3, 222 1, 921)

Apr. 1: ll.percent exchange note --------------------- 270 270
May 15: 4-iercent ote ----------------------------- 9,748 6,788 2,960
Juno 15: 2ylperccnt bond ---------------------------- 1,430 152 1,278

Subtotal ------------------------------------------- 34,211 17,203 17, 008
Weekly and anmal bills:

3.m1-onth hills -------------------------------------------- 16. 024
6-mnonth bills -------------------------------------------- 26,025 0, 443 44, 614
12-month bills ------------------------------------------- 12,008

Total ................................................... 88, 268 26,640 61,622

1 Adjusted for Feb. 15, 186, oxchanuges.

Senator DiKSEN. The reason for the question, I see a figure in a
financial sheet that the larger banks certainly are lane( i1) to 63
percent of bailince, both time and demand. Now, if that is true, that
is )roba)ly the highest| percentage of bank loans ill the history of the
country, and it would mean that if you don't have a tight. money
policy, we will certainly have-if you have a tight money policy your
interest rate oil relinlaling will I)e higher. Now, I have seen sl)e(.ula-
tions here. Treasury may i have made its mu(h as 51., percent before
they get through. If that is the case, then the amount would Ibe sub-
stanit ially higher actually than tie figures show.

Secretary IFOWLI.i.. It might well be, Senator. I'li t would depend,
as you say, on the trend of the lonely market. We (lid take advitntago
of! i good iaiket Ol)port unity that existed in lllte Jalluary and early
February to achieve some moderate debt extension and 'lighten the
nearby .aletidar of filiallcilng, that. is, through ile spring and suiiuiiier.
But events will simply have to determine what the situation will Ile in
the fall and in the winter. Your sum ise about it illight tiln out to
Ile correct. On the other lad, I would not want to venture aiy agree-
ment, or disa.gIreement with tlint 1llictivilar assr ptlioll. We think we
are in fairly good shape is far as our financig mI eeds are Concerned
over the next 6 months, and we believe that wit], this Febrmary linau,-
ing behind us, and with the benefit of this bill, should it be enacted,
we will [)e ill fairly good slape.

Senator l)uuslNN. One other thing. In the budget you show $9.7
billion for net. interest 1)aid in 1907, and you 1se the word "net" be-
cause you accepted with the interest received by States and sulxlivi-sions 1;,nl individuals.
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Now, heretofore I have no recollection that we used the term "net
interest rate" and extended it so that the interest on the public debt
its of now-

Secretary FOWLER. The expenditure for interest is set forth in var-
ious places in the budget document, for examl)le, on page 19 ill the
table "Payments to the Public." The estimate for interest fiscal
year 1967 is $12.9 billion.

Senator ])imIKSn. Thank you.
Senator I)OUoLAs. Are there any other questions?
Senator S. trxm us. I would flke to ask three short questions, if I

ma),, Mr. Chairman.
Senator IIAi'rKE. I am perfectly willing to wait. I will yied to the

Senator from Delaware and to the Senator from Illinois: I will be
glad to go ahead and waive my time if the Senator from Florida wants
to ask questions. 1 want it first understood that I am not. trying to
take anybody else's time. I sit, down at this end of the table and-I
will take my time whenever it comes to me.

Senator 011101 MLIs. After the Senator front Indiana gets through
I will have a couple more quest ions to ask.

Senator 1)oITuAs. The Senator from Florida.
Senator SfA'TImRs. Mr. Secretary, with respect to the reasons why

you took this approach to meet the increasing demands of the cost of
the war in Vietnam rather than the investment credit repeal, cal I
ask you this question If you had followed the investment credit re-
l)eal rather than this particular approach, how soon would an.y money
have come into the Treasury for the purl)oses, we will say, of financ-
ing the war in Vietnam?

Secretary Fowixim. It would depend ul)On the way in which the
suspension or repeal were enacted. I belive, in fairness to those who
had initiated expansion plans, placed orders, and commenced proj-
ects in reliance on the investment credit which is available to them
when they complete the project, that Congress would provide an excep-
tion for projects which are underway. Assuming that that would be
the judgment of Congress, we would not reapt any revenue benefits f rom
the suspension of the investment credit of any general magnitude dur-
ing this fiscal year under the formula of Senator Gore's amendment.
According to (;r calculations, in the next fiscal year we might receive
Benefits of about a billion dollars.

Senator SMrATmRS. So, then, the answer is that if we followed the
reveal of the investment tax credit, there would not be any, in your
j utlgmnent, -additional revenue to the Government this year.

Secretary Fowimr. For fiscal 1966 gain would lIe zero on the repeal
as )rovi(led in Senator Gore's bill. We may be a little high on our
estimate for 1967. We are recalculating it now. "

Senator SMAitjrIms. Now, when you decided to make this recom-
mendation to the Congress was one of the conditions, upon which you
based this judgment, that this particular recomnendation would les-
sen the demand for go(xls which apparently are now going into short
supply? In other words, was your purpose also one of dampening
what you might say was the beginning of tie fires of inflation ?

Secretary Fowi.n. The general bill as a whole had two rationales.
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The primary rationale, and the one on NN hich I think there is tie most
emphasis, is that we need this money in order to finance the costs of
the war in Vietnam.

Senator S-MATIERS. Right.
Secretary FOWLER. A secondary consideration is that. the con se-

quences of the bill will, and I make no contention that it is a harsh
measure, will be that in a moderate way it will tend to restrain the
growth of demand. The drawing out of revenues from. private pur-
chasing power, which under this bill in the calendar year 1966 will be
in the order of magnitude of about $2.7 billion, will have some re-
straining effect on the economy.

Senator S-MATITERS. Now, the third and last question. Was it your
belief, and it is your belief as I understand it, that the investment tax
credit actually is an incentive for the building of more capacity so
that there will be a greater supply of goods which would mean that.
there would be less pressure for increased prices, and less likelihood
of inflation?

Secretary FOWLER. That is very definitely one of the reasons why
we did not choose the investment credit approach. We also have to
keep in mind as an important consideration that our balance of pay-
ments is still a continuing problem. As I just indicated in response to
questions by Senator Talmadge, it. will continue to be a long-term
problem.

Therefore, we want to keep our economy as efficient and as competi-
tive with other economies as possible. As you will recall, one of the
original purposes for enactment of the investment credit was to encour-
age investment, in facilities and machinery that would increase pro-
ductivity and maintain it at a very high rate.

Senator SMATHERS. In the United States?
Secretary FOWLER. In the United States.
I would like also to observe in connection with this, just as a gen-

eral comment, that when you have an expansion in demand, the best
way to meet it is to expand supply, which means expanding facilities.
As you will recall, during World War II and the Korean war, in
order to expand many of the facilities that you might say are induced
by the investment credit, Congress made special emergency tax amorti-
zation processes available.

In my response to your inquiry, Senator Smathers, on Friday as to
to desirability of suspending the investment credit, I indicated some
of the reasons why we considered such a suspension to be unwise. I
would like now to recapitulate and supplement the points made in our
previous discussion.

1. The investment credit is a sound, long-range measure which pro-
vides incentives for expansion and modernization of our productive
capacity.

2. The credit encourages technological advance and the introduction
of more efficient processes, which increase our productivit.v and enable
the economv to deal with the periodic wage increases which are char-
acteristic of our economy without, price increases.

3. Tn this way, as well as by making investment here more attrac-
tive, the credit helps us to deal with our balance of payments.

4. The investment credit is not suitable as a short-ranqe restraining
measure---cash flow or revenue effects are delayed. The credit be-
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comes available as the investment project is completed. As a matter
of good faith and fairness, a suspension would have to provide an ex-
ception for projects already underway or contracted for prior to the
effective date. The impact of the suspension in terms of both raising
revenue and restraining the cash flow to investing business would
therefore be delayed by a considerable period, reflecting the leadtime
involved in most investment activity. The real impact of the suspen-
sion might not hit us for a year or so following the effective date of
the suspension.

5. Leadtine in modern investment involves more than contractual
commitments: In this connection, I would point out that in taking
action to suspend the credit, even if prior "orders" or contractual
commitments were excel)ted, considerable injustice and disruption
would be caused to businesses which have already gone ahead with
"in-house design" and other preparatory activities for making new
investments. Ladtime, viewed realistically, often involves various
steps including extensive plant design carried out by the investing
business itself. Sulspending the credit on projects on which extensive
l)reparatory work has been done may involve about the same losses or
penalties to taxpayers as cancellation of an outstanding contract. For
obvious reasons, however, it would be difficult to draft a suspension
provision which would take care of investment already started in the
sense described here.

6. Problem of unused credit carryovers: Businesses are allowed a 3-
year carryback and a 5-year carryforward of unused credits-denied
currently by the 25 percent of tax and related limitations. Substan-
tial unused credits have accumulated, possibly at the rate of $300
million a year. It would be harsh to deny the use of the unused credit
carryover if the current, credit were suspended. Removing the credit
currently would increase tbe availability of substantial amounts of
credit carryover. The exact amount, of this effect is difficult. to esti-
mate, but it could potentially cancel a considerable part of the revenue
effect of a temporary suspension.

7. Suspending the investment, credit may hit the small plants hard-
est: The available evidence indicates that the investment leadtime,
including design and procurement varies directly with the size of the
)lant. Productive facilities for equipping small plants can be designed
and completed in a fraction of tLe time required for large facilities.
Temporary suspension of the credit would thus hit. small plant con-
struction soonest and hardest. T1w equipping of large plants already
contracted for could go on for a longer time, -still receiving the credit
on completion, and large plants cold be started after the effective
date of the suspension, looking forward to completion after the (late
thie credit is restored.

8. Return of uneconomic. "repair amhd maintenance" of outmoded
equipment: The credit bhas apparently been helpful in discomaging
previous practices of repairing antiqiiatd equipment to eke out its
industrial life. Prior to the credit, taxpayers often preferred to spend
money keeping the old machine going. partly because they felt they
could get current tax deductions for these oulays. The investment
credit tipped the balance in favor of getting irodern equipment. Sus-
1)ension of the credit may send many businesses back to the uneconomic
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repair and maintenance practices so that their expenditures can be
expensed for tax purposes. This would not only be bad for our tech-
nological progress but also would involve demands on the economy and
revenue decreases which would offset both the economic restraint and
revenue contribution of suspending the credit.

9. Suspension of the credit might, prove to be most effective in cur-
tailing the type of investment that makes the most anti-inflationary
contribution': Suspension of the credit would operate most promptly
and effectively on equipment which has a short leadtime between order
and delivery and which bunches its contribution to production within
a short period of time (that is, has a relatively short useful life).
This type of equipment would help round out productive capacity in
the next year or two. On the other hand, the long leadtime equipment
with a long useful life would be much less affected by suspension of
the credit because completion could be scheduled 2 years or so hence,
whei, the credit, was to be restored.

10. Suspension of the credit would create imbalance in the 1966
revenue program and apply too severe a restraint on investment: The
program provided in the bill before the committee relies heavily on
restraint of corporate cash flow and liquidity to apply a moderate
restraining factor on the economy. Of the $4.8 billion revenue total
for the fiscal year 1967, $3.2 billion, or about two-thirds, is derived
from the acceleration of corporate tax payments. This in itself will
provide a moderate and salutary restraint on investment. The other
increases in revenue affecting purchasing power generally will also
operate to moderate expansive investment activity. If a suspension
of the investment credit is added to the program, it will concentrate
too much on the business sector and run the risk of slamming on the
brakes too hard.

Senator S-TATFIERS. I want to yield to the distinguished acting
chairman at this point.

Senator DOUGLAS. I would merely like to remark that there is an
ironical paradox and contradiction between the monetary policy of
the Federal Reserve Board and the Government on the one hand, and
the tax policy of the administration on the other. The effect, of
course, of increasing the interest rate initiated by the Federal Reserve
Board but now acquiesced in and approved by the Treasury, is to
restrain investment, and that was certainly one of its purposes, to
restrain investment by increasing the cost of long term borrowing.

But on the other hand, now the Treasury defends the investment
credit refund on the ground that it stimulates investment.

Secretary FowLER. Once--
Senator DOUGLAS. Just a minute. I think I have got a bon mot

here coming that I don't want to cut myself off. It reminds me of the
character in Stephen Leacock's story, who mounted his horse and rode
off in all directions. The front legs of the horse restraining invest-
ment, the rear legs of the horse stimulating investment, and the horse
itself being torn in two by these conflicting forces.

Secretary FOWLEr. If I could put a slightly different version on this,
Senator, it would be this. We accept the fact that the corporate accel-
eration will cause a review of marInal investment projects on the
part of the 16,000 companies affected, and may result in some modest
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or moderate reevaluation of whether or not they should be carried
through. This is an incidental result of the corporate acceleration.
The purposeful result of the corporate acceleration was to acquire the
additional revenue in a very substantial amount to help bring the
budget into more approximate balance.

Senator DouGLAs. The Senator from Indiana.
Senator HARTKE. I think the Senator from Illinois has put his fin-

ger on what I was eventually going to come back to, and it is all right
with me that he has done it very quickly, and that is the fact that there
seems to be a lack of communications here. I want to find out when
we can't put that back together and have people start talking to each
other in the administration so that we have the corporate acceleration
holding back investment, we have the increase in the interest rate by
the Federal Reserve Board holding back investment, and here we have
the retention of the investment credit to increase investment.

I just wonder if these policies are discussed or whether there is some
explanation which I have missed.

Secretary FowiF. They have been discussed a great deal. As you
know, from the colloquy last Friday, we do not always see eye to eye.
This is not because of a failure of communication or because of a failure
or lack of discussion. It is just that insofar as the action of December
6 is concerned, there was a difference of opinion.

Senator HARTKE. Let ie ask you, then, an obvious question, I think,
and that a lot of talk again, and it seems that some of these conversa-
tions in the press, and so forth, do have a way of sometimes becoming
policy, a lot of discussions in banking circles, some which I talked to
quite honestly say that they anticipate another increase by the Federal
Reserve Board in the discount rate. What is going to be the policy
of the Treasury, since Bureau of the Budget is not here and Federal
Reserve Board is not here, what is going to be the policy of the
Treasury if within the very near future there is another proposal to
increase the interest rate? I know we have a new member of the
Federal Reserve Board. Maybe we can make him the swing vote, have
a little influence on him, more influence than we had in the past, since
it was a 4-to-3 decision.

Secretary FOWLER. All I can say on that subject now, Senator
Hartke, is as I have stated on February 3, to the Joint Economic Com-
inittee, that as I see it now, given all the new factors that are present in
the situation, the wise course of balance and moderation in pursuing
continued growth, a high rate of employment, and relative price
stability, would seem to call for determining how the economy reacts
to the new mix of relatively moderate restraints before adopting far
harsher measures which would include, of course, tighter monetary
policy.

Mr. Chairman, since the question has been raised by various Senators
as to what the position of the Treasury is on why we do not advocate
more action now, I would like to make my statement to the Joint
Economic Committee a part of the record in order that our position
may be completely understood.

Senator DOUGLAS. Without objection, that will be done.
(See p. 160.)
Senator DOUGLAS. The Senator from Indiana.
Senator HARTKE. Let's go back and I will try to pick up again where

we left off when the Senator from Delaware was questioning. I
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thought his question was very appropriate and I was going to ask
basict-dly the same question. But I would like to come back to the
question raised by the Senator from Florida.

On this investment credit, as I understand the answer from the
Treasury was that you could not hope to real) any benefits in this year
but in the neighborhood of about $1 billion next year; is that correct?

Secretary FoWvI.ER. We are making a further study of the revenue
constants and that figure may turn out to be high. But in any event
there will be a. substantially delayed revenue benefit from it.

Senator HARTKE. So there is n~o misunderstanding about this, it is
fair, in executive session, if I report the testimony of the Treasury that
on the investment credit, that if it were repealeA or suspended at this
time, say for a period of 2 years, which in effect would be a temporary
repeal, if it were repealed or suspended, there would be no revenue
colie to the Treasury this year.

Secretary FOWLER. Senator Hartke, my whole answer was prefaced
on the assumption that Congress would include in any suspension or
repeal a provision exempting those projects which were underway or
which had been undertaken in reliance upon the existence of the invest-
ment credit. Given that kind of provision in the law, the figures are
as I indicated.

Senator HIWTKE. The amount would, according to the best estimates
you have, be in the neighborhod of that.

Secretary FowLER. That is right. We will have refined figures for
the executive session, but I thinrc they will be at that level or lower.

Senator IIARTKE. I might say to you if you are going to have them
for the executive session, the acting chairman has just informed me
that the chairman wants to act upon the Senator from Tennessee's
proposal at 12 o'clock noon, so you have got 25 minutes to get those
additional figures in here.

Secretary FowLE. We will stand on the figures I gave you.
Senator IIARTKE. You will stand on the figures, then. Xll right.
Now, one element which is just a side element for the moment, that is

this: In this regard you feel that the Congress must act fairly with its
taxpayers and therefore would probably exempt that portion of their
investment policy which already has been acted upon in reliance-

Secretary FowlER. Action in reliance, that is correct.
Senator HARTKE. Of course, we are not doing that in the case of

the acceleration, are we?
Secretary FOwLERy. No, sir.
Senator HARTKE. We are telling them on acceleraiton that. even

though we passed a law last year which provided that acceleration
should be extended over several years, that we have now changed our
policy, which the Government has a right to do, that we are now recom-
mending that the acceleration be speeded up and-an escalated acce-
leration ; is that right?

Secretary FowLER. That is right.
Senator I-AR'TKE. All right. And therefore, if they have relied

upon this and it causes any difficulty in these corporations what relief
do you suggest that we in Congress give to them?

Secret ry FOWLEpR. None.
Senator IARTKE. None.
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Secretary FOWLER. I think they are two entirely different cases, and
the order of magnitude-

Senator HARIrE. No question they are different cases. They just
affect different taxpayers.

Secretary Fo)Wi.iaz. I think the effect and difficulty involved in taking
care of the cash flow problems that are a consequence of corporate ac-
celeration are entirely different from the withdrawal of a tax credit
which really changes the liability of the taxpayer-not the speed or
time of payment.

Senator HARTKE. Well, on the cash flow element of that, this will
affect him in regard to his cash flow-what if lie doesn't, what if lie
hasn't made allowances for this? I know that your answer is that
it doesnt present a serious problem, but what if 'they have to go out
and borrow this money? Isn't this going to be an added expense to
them in this business this year?

Secretary FoWLER. Yes, indeed. This is a consequence of the in-
cidence of acceleration.

Senator HARTKE. In fact, what he is going to have to do is borrow
money to pay the taxes which he ordinarily, last fall, based upon the
action of Congress, would not have anticipated lie would have to pay.

Secretary FOWLER. I think the general practice, at least most of the
corporate practice that I know anything about, is that you accrue funds
to meet these taxes. You keep them. 'You put them'in bills, in com-
mercial paper, or something of that nature, but you accrue the funds
to meet your taxes as a current matter.

Senator ItARTKE. This is a bookkeeping entry.
Secretary FowLEnR. There may be some companies that don't follow

that practice, Out that certainly is the standard practice.
Senator I-LArTIE. But when they figure out their whole balance,

when they make their determination for their operations for the year,
they go ahead and anticipate this is going to be paid not in March,
sav of 1965, but, for example, generally speaking, the figure is going
to be paid in April of-April of 1965-in April of 1966. Isn't that
true?

Secretary Fowram. Undoubtedly the funds which they presumably
have accrued and have invested in bills or commercial pfper will have
to be called on in larger amounts in April and in June of this year
than was contemplated. Instead of paying 9 percent of their estimated
tax, 12 percent will have to be paid.

Senator HARTKE. I think that we agree with that.
Now, the point, though, remains that you anticipate that the Con-

gress is going to be fair to the taxpayer on one aspect, but, you saythat, you are going to have to go ahead and take advantage of him
on this other aspect. Isn't that true, now, really?

Secretary Fow,m If you would include the fact that one would
)e a change in what, you owe the Government. This is a much

different, question than'the rate at which you have to pay the Gov-
ermnent. Congress has on many occasions changed lie timing
and scale of collections, and it has had different consequences for dif-
ferent. taxpayers.

Senator THARTKE. In the same field, the excise tax field, there is a
change, too. Certain places have acted upon the basis of the actions
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of Congress, I mean these telephone companies, for example, have
notified their consumers they have had to change all their procedures,
too, isn't that correct?

Secretary FowLER. I don't think they had to change their pro-
cedures in any substantial way. They still have to send a bill. They
simply changed the calculation of the tax from a*10-percent rate to a
3-percent rate. They will have to reset the computers to bill the tax
at a different rate.

Senator HARTKE. Now, I am not an expert in these computers, but
the point is, IBM informs me there is an expense involved in this, and
for the small companies it is small, but proportionately very large,
that for the large companies, of course, it is a larger amout, but pro-
portionately very small, 's that true?

Secretary FOWLER. I would like Mr. Surrey to speak to this in
detail. This change will not cause substantial administrative hard-sh .henator HARTKE. Let's come back to that in a moment. What I am

trying to get in this little side excursion is the fact that we have now
established a principle which we anticipate we will act on in order to
protect the taxpayer in one field upon his anticipation, the tax conse-
quences as a result of change in tax policy, but in the other case we
are not, isn't that true?

Secretary FowL.,ER. We looked at these two different situations and
one is more serious than the other.

Senator HIARTKE. Only a question of degree.
Let's come back to the whole problem again. Back to the tax credit,

which the Senator from Florida has raised. I have not raised this
question. The Senator from Tennessee raised this question.

Isn't it true that no matter when you make that change on invest-
ment credit, if you make it now, next June after you have had a re-
assessment, next May, as most people have indicated when you will be
back, I dont know-these people seem to have some special psychic
approach.

Secretary FOWLER. They have. psychic approaches, Senator, I don't
understand?

Senator HARTKE. Whenever they come back, if you are going' to
change the investment credit at that time, the same leadtime would be
involved, same action involved, and then you would be dealing with
whatever period is in the future before you would have any substan-"
tial reaping of results to the Treasury.

Secretary FOWLER. That is correct.
Senator I-ARTKE. So no matter what you do in this field, there is a

delayed reaction.
S cretarv FOWLER. That is right.
Senator IIARTK. So if this is going to be the policy, if the Congress

wanted to take this, they would probably be better advised to do it at
their earliest possible moment rather than at the latest moment, if they
wanted to have the least possible number of cases which they would
have to create an exception for.

Secretary FowLEI. If all of the reasons that have been advanced as
to why it was unwise to do it are overborne by the Congress, then I
think 'Congress should look at the revenue requirements as it sees them.
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As you say, the same time problem will be present whenever the Con-
gress deals with this particular tax credit.

Senator HARTKE. In regard to investment tax credit, as I under-
stand, the Senator from Florida indicated that this would create a
greater capacity and greater supply of goods which therefore would
result in less likelihood for inflation. Is that-and the Secretary
answered that in the affirmative.

Secretary FowLER . I agree with that statement.
Senator HARTKE. As Tunderstand also, in answer to another ques-

tion, the purpose of this bill, as I think you used the word, the conse-
quences, the secondary consequences, were moderately intended to re-
strain the growth of demand. Is that true?

Secretary FOWLER. That is a secondary consideration. The primary-
consideration is to raise the funds to finance the war.

Senator HARTKE. I am just taking these two points. In other words,
this was in answer to questions from the Senator from Florida, that
we 'have on the one hand the rationale, the secondary consequences
of this bi!,moderately tend to restrain the growth of demand. And
on the otliehand we have ent tax policy'which is intended to
create an increase supply of g

Now, if that' rue, how are we-we ha an increase in the sup-
ply of good d restraint on the demand-w is going to buy this
increased ply of god S? -

Secret OWLMr my tate of Februa 3 indicated, in
16okin- at the o whe her infla ionary pr res require cer-
tain a ions, I t itw Id wise icy, as I have id before, to
see w the ec nomy res on new binatio of measures,
whi included is ill, fore - g, many a advocating
tod into much harsh res.

nator HARTKE.* ask ou th s an I a te
secretary o in is s n pther el ment of oderate re-

str int. As say, ot ceg that i this bill is
ad ted by arch 1 it ,o draw from private purchasing
po oer an ad *tional bili u he calendar year 966. That
is a easure o its tra,.t. t

Se atorHA E. All ri o what if e Cong on the in-
vest t credit, instead mpet lying operation or
repeal g it, woulI vid fo its t npor suspend on and give to
the Pr dent the thority Mak t doterm ion into which
field i m.nt credit rable Now, we ave the so-called
ouidelin 1 front of us, in which the Presiden s making under. his
Nuncil of E comic Advisers the determina .in as to whether or not
the price increa within the guie' or whether it is justified
and the wage increases, Iustified.

What would be wrong with providing the President with the au-
thority to make up his mind as to whether or not we should have in-
creased production'of automobiles and increased production of pin-
ball machines and bowling alley equipment, and items of this sort, and
whether or not the investment should be permitted in the field of
those items which are necessary for the prosecution of this war?

Secretary Fowiaz. Senator Rartke, given a situation comparable
to World War II or to the magnitude of the buildup in the Korean
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war, I think such a selective use of tax amortization or tax advantages
would perhaps be desirable. I do not believe it would be desirable
at this time to modify the generalized treatment of the taxation of
new machinery and equipment and place in the Treasury or some
other department of the Government the determination of what ex-
pansion was particularly related to the military effort, as we had to

o during these two previous wars, and then grant or deny tax amor-
tization certificates to individual companies who applied in comection
with it. It would completely change the character and nature of the
investment tax credit. Unless the situation developed to be far more
different from the situation today, I think it would be a mistake for
Congress to do that.

Senator LIARTKE. If we head into a 3- to 7-year war, that would
be a considerably different, approach than what we are heading into
today; isn't that true?

Secretary FowLER. I think it depends not, only on the duration of
the conflict, but the magnitude of the effort involved. lVe must keep
in front of us the fact that the percentage of our gross national prod-
net, which is today devoted to the entire defense operation is in the
order of magnitude of 7.6 percent. Of that, the war in Vietnam,
according to the budget figures, takes about $10.5 billion in fiscal 1967.
The relationship of this $10.5 billion, the cost of the conflict, to a
gross national product of over $700 million, is an entirely different
order of economic magnitude from the situation we had during the
Korean conflict.

Therefore, it, is not only the question of duration, but it is a ques-
tion of how limited or how extensive the demand on our economy is.
This $10.5 billion is about 20 to 25 percent. of the annual accretion to
our gross national product.

Senator Douoiu,\s. I wonder if the Senator from Indiana and the
Secretary would permit the acting chairman to make an observation
and a plea. We all recognize how essential these hearings are and how
important it is for the rest of the people to question administrative
officials.

On the other hand, we are faced with the need for a certain amount
of celerity in action and the Secretary, like the Secretary of Defense,
is a heavily burdened man, and I have a good deal of sympathy for
the members of the Cabinet and the pressures that they have to do
their work uder and at the same time meet the demands of the con-
gressional committees.

Without trying to shut anybody off, I would like to express the
hope that we can finish v th the Secretary, of the Treasurv today. and
I hope that we could meet in executive session, )lt if that is not pos-
sible, I hope that we could conclude the examination of the Secretary
today and liei go on to execut ive session tomorrow.

Now, I have no power to shut, any member of the committee off
an1d I do not intend to do so, but I do wish to preach the gospel. of
restraint as well as examination.

Senator WmLTLA-rs. Mr. Chairman, if the Senator will yield, 1, too,
woul like to see this hearing expedited, but I was here 4 ho'rs last.
Friday, and the minority took exactly 10 minutes on this side of the
talle with the Secretar.. I was here, at 9 o'clock this morning, and
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1 think we had 28 minutes discussion. I have some questions very
pertinent to this bill which I do want to ask. If we cal complete the
hearings today, fine, but if we do not complete the hearings I think
it. is well enougli to come )ack here tomorrow morning.

I realize the desire of the administration for rapid action on this
bill, and I am going to cooperate with them, but I remind all concerned
that we are in this situation because the administration passed an
ill-advised tax cut last year at a tine when in my oilinion the whole
country and the administration knew we were in a war, knew we had
a deficit of $8 billion.

Senator ILARTKE. I recall-the chairman will notice that I was here
when these hearings began, too. I had a total of 10 minutes. Quite
frankly it was a very abbreviated 10 minutes. It was right on the
nose. I do not, mind telling you I know some of the other members of
this committee were given time beyond that. I did not complain. I
did not complain this morning. I am willing t yield to anybody else,
but I recall that the acting chairman indicated the other day that he
did not want to be cut off and made the request in front of this com-
mittee. ie said, I want it, thoroughly understood, as I recall, that I
have a right to pursue some of my questions. I think that in all fair-
ness the mere fact that I sit down at this end of the table should not
be a, reason why you should not have a chance to go into some of these
matters which I think are very important like the Senator from Dela-
ware has indicated, most of these items are one-shot operations and I
think it is important that this country, if we are going to be asked to
finance a war, that, we get down to the business of financing it, tell the
people what we have to do. We may have to tighten our belts and
have more taxes. I think the American people are willing to face up
to it. I think they have a right to know exactly what is going to be
involved.

Senator SMATITERS. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield there
that I might ask a question? I wonder if it is possible for the Senator
from Indiana to advise the committee and the Secretary how much
longer he expects to take?

Senator HARTKE. If you will check the hearings, you will find out
that the questions askel by the Senator from Indiana. have been ex-
tremely short. The replies have been extremely long and I am not
complaining but I just want you to know if there has been any viola-
tion of time, it certainly has not been on the .part of this Senator. I
am not complaining. I am glad to hear it. We had one interjection.
We went all the way from the answer to the question to the question
of the pay increase and other matters which I asked nothing about
whatsoever. But I went back and I said what I was trying to estab-
lish is one simple fact, this question of communication between the
members of the Cabinet. Now we are faced with another question of
communications as to what is going to happen in the future.

Senator SMATITERS. Will the Senator yield?
Senator ITARTrU. T yielded to the Senator a while ago.
Senator SMATITEIRS. 'tie did not. answer my question.
Senator TiARTH(E. I offered to yield to the Senator from Florida. I

said I would wait and let. him go ahead if he wanted to. ie took a new
line of approach which I had not intended to pursue whatsoever, but I
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thought the record ought to be clarified, and I am glad that; the Sena-
tor from Illinois joined in that participation. I just want you to know
that this is a question of the suspension of the investment credit. I had
no questions on this matter but since it was raised, I thought it should
be clarified that we did have, as the Senator from Illinois so aptly de-
scribed, the horse going in two directions, but I would like to find out
and I think this makes it appropriate, whether or not we are dealing
with a short-term, one-shot operation, whether we are going to face up
to the fact that we have a serious war on our hands, and somebody is
going to have to pay the bill.

Senator SMrATHERS. Will the Senator yield? If I may just ask a very
friendly question to help everybody?

Senator HARTKE. I will be glad to.
Senator SMATHERS. I am not fussing, Senator. I am jrst merely ask-

ing him does he think he will be able to conclude his line of question-
ing so that the Senator from Delaware might be able to finish by 1
o'clock and that the Secretary might know what plans he can make.

Senator HARIr. If the Senator from Florida can tell me what the
answers to my questions are going to be, I probably would be in better
shape to give'him an answer to that question.

Senator SMIATHERS. In other words, you do not know.
Senator HARTKE. I do not know.
Senator S-fATiTRs. Go ahead, then, Vance.
Senator HIAITKE. As I understand, then, now on the question of the

selective-you used the word "selective". Selective sacrifice, which is
more appropriate than the term you used. This selective sacrifice ap-
proach which the President could make up his mind on which one he
needed to sacrifice and which one he needed to help, the bowling alley
people or people manufacturing automobiles, or whether he is going
to help the people in the Defense Department. It depends on the cost
of the war.

Secretary Fowry. That is right.
Senator HARTKE. You are talking about finance. But if this oc-

curred, that this is a solution which would probably receive very high
priority in the Treasury, is that true?

Secretary FowLER. No. I did not want to pass any judgment, Sen-
ator, on thlis measure as to where it would stand in the hierarchy of
choices. I only tried to say that as of now I do '-.t think replacing
the investment credit with a selective tax amortizaujon system like we
had during World War II and the Korean war would be advisable.

Senator HARTKE. All right. Do you think it is going to be advisable
at any time that we do anything in'the field of the so-called tax credit
or do you think that this should be considered, as I have read from some
of vour statements, as a permanent part of our tax policy?

Secretary FowT,.m. I do.
Senator HA rKE. You feel that it should be a permanent part of our

tax policy.
Secretary FowuNL. Yes.
Senator 'ATrIt1(. And without regard to whether or not there is an

acceleration of the financial cost. of the war, that it should be retained.
Secretary FowLV. Of course, Senator llartke, all of these matters

would be open to reconsideration when and if it is necessary to come in
for additional revenues.
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We do not make any advance judgments about this particular pro-
vision or that particular provision. I am simply saying that, ,'s of
now, I think the investment tax credit is vei desirable and should be
a permanent piece of our tax machinery. I tink it would be inad-

'isa ,le to mod ify or suspend it as a part of this legislation.
Senator IIARTKE. All right. Now, then, let us come on back to

where I left when I yielded to the Senator from Delaware. That is
the question on these excise taxes. This was some 35 minutes ago,
in which I want, you to know we went, down this other excursion which
T had no intention of pursuing whatsoever, but since it was raised, I
think it needed to be pursued.

In regard to the excise taxes which were imposed last summer, and
with regard to the statement by the Secretary of Defense before the
Congress in August of last summer that there was going to be at least
a $1.1 billion amount plus more, will you explain why you did not come
hack and ask for the recision of the excise taxes of $1.2 billion which
would still have left. you $500 million short?

Secretary FowLEII. Because, Senator, I did not know before the
Congress adjourned what the order of magnitude of the total budget
would be or whether or not it would be necessary to ask for additional
revenues, and if so, in what amounts we would need additional revenue.
I knew at that time, it was so announced, that tax reduction would be
out of the way as far as the war was concerned, but I did not know
whether it would be necessary to ask Congress for additional revenues,
or in what amount or of what nature.

Senator HAiTKE. Well, now, am I to understand, then, that as far
as the Treasury )epartment is concerned, that before the Congress ad-
journed last, year, you were not in any way informed of the l)otential-
ity of having a budget deficit at least in excess of $1.2 billion beyond
thlat which had previously been estimated?

Secretary FOWLERI. Well, yes, we knew that there would be, as I have
said, substantial additional expenditures in fiscal year 1966 for mili-
tary outlays in South Vietnam.

Senator HAWRTi M. We so-called gave the candy to the baby, said,
"1ook at it good, take one good bite, and then away we go."

Secretary Fowv.Em. Senator, the law had been enacted and signed
in June. If you will review the record, you will find the environment
existing then was quite different from the situation last fall. To
come in and ask for particular kinds of tax action in the fall without
knowing what the order of magnitude would be, or what action the
budget, would require when the calculations for fiscal 1966 were in
hardened form, w'as just not a situation in which we felt we would have
a case for coming back and asking Congress to undo at that time what
it had done a few months before.

Senator IIAITK. But you did know that it was going to be in excess
of $1.2 billion, beyond what had previously'been estimated for the
deficit, did you not?

Secretary FowLER. W e knew it would be substantial.
Senator IHAR rKE. You knew it was going to be substantially more

than that., did you not?
Secretary FowvLER. Yes, sir.
Senator tARTKE. And were so informed.
Secretary FowiJEB. I did not know the order of magnitude.
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Senator HARTKE. You knew it was going to be substantially more
than that and now you come on back and sa- in view of the situation,
you are asking us to repeal the repeal in this session of Congress rather
than doing it in the last session o Congress. I am just trying to estab-
lish the facts as they were at the time.

Secretary FOwLER. We are asking you only to gra(hate the redute
tion of these two taxes in a. different, pattern f rom that which had been
voted on in June. We are asking for a moritorium on the graduation
of the reduction.

Senator HARTKE. Now, on excise taxes, one reason, as I understand,
you stated that you moved in this field, because it was a fast, way to get
revenue.

Secretary FOWLrR. That is right.
Senator HARTKE. No question about that. A fast way. And also

that it was the easy way. Easy, fast. way to get revenue..
Secretary FOWLER. That is correct.
Senator YhARTKE. Now, then, in view of that, and since this has been

the action, if there is an escalation, which I frankly fear there is going
to be, in the cost of the war, is it contemplated b'y the Treasury- that
the next step would be to take that easy, fast way again by further in-
creases in the sales taxes, these excise taxes?

Secretary FOOWLER. No, Senator. When and if there are circuIm-
stances that. would require additional tax action, we would hae to
look again at the order of magnitude to determine whether or not it
was substantial and face up, then, to the problem of what is the fair,
equitable, and most appropriate way in view of our long-terni eco-
nomic problems to finance the war.

Under this particular bill, we think the questions of how the cost.
is spread about are substantially minimized. But I think if we came
back for further increases in taxes, the character of the increases
would be before the Congress.

Senator HI-ARTKE. You admit that the only increase in tax*,s at this
stage is really the excise tax feature; is that not true?

Secretary FOWLER. Right.
Senator HATITKE. The rest of it really is nothing except collection

of taxes which ultimately would become due anyway.
Secretary FOWLER. That is right.
Senator' IARTHE. All we are doing is accelerating the collection of

them.
Secretary FOWLEIR. That is correct.
Senator ITARTKE. Therefore, if there is a continuation of this cost,

then next year this acceleration will not be available to pay that cost.
Secretary FOWLER. That. is right.
Senator HARTKE. So we are faced-how nmch does that represent

in the tax bracket?
Secretary FOWLER. Around $4.8 billion for fiscal 1967. That would

represent. an increase of $3.6 billion over 1966.
Senator ITARTKE. $3.6 billion.
Secretary FowlrE,R. That is right.
S-nator I-TARTHE. So what you are faced with, if this war continues

at the present levels, without 'acceleration, you are faced then with the
problem of raising in the next fiscal year without any change in the
revenue, without any change in expenditures, assuming it is all the
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sae, which we know it will not )e, L)ut assuming it is, you are faced
with the problem of the increasing taxes or increasing borrowing by
$3.6 billion.

Secretary FOWuIM, No. As I pointed out to Senator Williams, the
economy continues to grow and advance. Therefore the increased
revenues at current, rates or under the tax system which we will have,
would produce, according to our estimates, an additional $7.5 billion.
O(ur estimate for the current fiscal year is that the fiscal dividend, as
it is called, is about $9 billion.

Senator IIAITKE. That is estimating how far in advance ?
Secretary FOWLIM. Through fiscal year 1967.
Senator-IIAIRTKE. Which means that begins in June-that is about

15 months-16 months from now.
Secretary FowLER. Next December or January we will be estimating

what the outlook for the economy is for calendar year 1967, which
would give us the base on which we would project the revenue expec-
tations for the fiscal year 1968. What I am saying is that if the
growth pattern continues like it has in the last. few years, the growth
in revenues from that source could be in the range from $5 billion
to $8 billion or $9 billion a year.

Senator IIAirKE. Now, to another matter. As I understand, the
Government position is that. they plan to 1)00l their mortgages and
guaranteed loans and offer these for private participation is that
correct ?

Secretar-v FOWLER. Not to pool all of them. Pool selected l)ortions
of them. The figure in the budget, including direct sales of $500 mil-
lion, is $4.7 billion, compared with approximately .3.3 billion in the
current fiscal year.

Senator , IlTrKE. But this is another one-shot operation, is it not?
Seretarv FOWLER. No. This is a continuation of a practice which

has characterized the operations of the Government for many years.
As I pointed out in the discussion with Senator W illiams, 'it is an
intensification of that process in that the amounts of these disposals
are $1.5 billion more this year; that is, for fiscal year 1967, than pro-
jected for fiscal 1966.

Senator HARITKE. The truth of it is you would have to raise, if you
did not do that, an additional $4.7 billion in revenue or you would
have to borrow that amount of money otherwise.

Secretary FowLER. That is right.
Senator HARrKE. So whether you say it is a one-shot operation or

not, it reduces the deficit.
Secretary FOWLFR. This is not a one-shot operation. That would

be a continuing practice.
Senator ILARTKE. It reduces the deficit amount by $4.7 billion.
Secretary FowIFm. It always has that effect and also has the effect,

as it is intensified, of substituting private credit for the direct lending
programs of the Government in that sense of the word.

Senator HARTKE. What happens if you cannot market them?
Secretary FowiEmi. Your deficit is that much bigger.
Senator IIARTKE. Your deficit is that much bigger'?
Secretary FOWLER. That is correct.
Senator HARTKE. Now, we have just gone through a nice experiment

on that with the Export-Import Bank situation.
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Secretary FOWLER. We have found the Export-Import Bank-they
offered $700 million of participation at a rate of 51/2 percent to com-
mercial banks, and a little more than half, $3(;0 million, was taken
up by the banks.

Senator HAITE. This was for 18 months, is that not correct?
Secretary FOWLER. Put-and-call feature at that point.
Senator HAITRE. Put-and-call feature at 18 months and the rate

was 51/2 percent?
Secretary FOWLER. Correct.
Senator HAiRTKE. Which is a substantially high rate for this type of

obligation.
Secretary FOWLER. It was higher than it had been through-
Senator HARTKE. Higher than we had ever offered before, and yet

the public response to that was less than half; is that not true?
Secretary FOWLER. That is right.
Senator IIARTE. Now, how do you account for that?
Secretary FOWLER. Money is tight.
Senator HARTKE. Money is tight, is it not; very tight and getting

tighter?
Secretary FowLER. Well, money is tight. Whether it is getting

tighter or not is judgment I will not make.
Senator IHAnTIE. Now, is money tight partially as a result of the

action of the Federal Reserve Board in your opinion?
Secretary FOWLER. I think that the primary cause of the tightness

of money is the greatly increased rquirements for credit and the de-
sire for credit on the part of many elements in the economy.

Senator HARTKE. Some places are rationing credit; is that not true?
Secretary FOWLER. As we both know, the policies of the Federal Re-

serve Board in handling the various facets of monetary policy have a
very important and significant relationship to the tightness of money.
Therefore, in a sense, you could gay the total complex of policies of the
Federal Reserve Board against the background of the very large de-
mand for money result in what we call a tight money situation.

.Senator HARTKE. Now, as a result of this offering only being par-
tially sold, this was quite a disappointment to the Treasury, was it not
really ?

Secretary FOWLER. I would not charq .terize i,, as quite a dissapoint-
ment. The Export-Import Bank went out trying to find a market for
this paper. We were willing to sell u ider the terms that Mr. Linder
announced. We were willing to sell bnd would have been pleased to
sell $700 million. We did not have the expectation that the total
amount would necessarily be sold.

Senator ITAITKP. Well, now, how much of this $4.7 billion does the
Treasury anticipate that it will not be able to sell?

Secretary Fowx.un. I have no estimate of that as of now. This
looks ahead for 18 months and I do not know what the situation :n
the market will be during that 18-month period. I would expect that,
we would be able to dispose of-

Senator IIARTKE. I do not want to be accused---
The CHTAI.TMAN (now presiding). Just 1 minute. Hold on. Sits-

l)end everything for a moment. As long as I am chairman of this
committee, I am going to give Senators the chance to get informal ion
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they want, but. at. the same time I am not going to have a witness denied
the opportunity to answer a question.

Now, do not answer the question for the witness, Senator. Let him
answer the question for himself. I have considerable sympathy for
your position, but I just want to get both sides on the record. Let
the Secretary answer the question and then ask your next question.

Go ahead, Mr. Secretary.
Senator HARTKE. Just a minute Mr. Chairman. Can I at this time

say that I am going to permit the Secretary to answer the question.
Trhe CHAIRMAN. I am going to suggest tihat the Secretary answer

the question and then I am going to call on the Senator to ask his
next question.

Senator IIAmrrii. Go ahead, but I want to comment.
The CHTAIRMAN. All right. You can comment but let him answer

the question.
Secretary FowLuIi. I have nothing further to add.
The CH[AIRMAN. Go ahead.
Senator HArTKFE. The point I wanted to make, before the chairman

arrived was that the acting chairman was attempting to terminate
the right of this Senator to ask the questions lie wanted to ask. At
least so I interpreted it. And I pointed out at that time that the ques-
ions were not all of the problem. Part of the problem was time
answers, all I was trying to do was accommodate the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. May I say to the Senator from Indiana, as far as
the chairman of this committee is concerned, the Senator is going to
get the information lie wants. Now, I have some difficulty taining con-
sent of the Senate for this committee to meet while the Senate is in
session. But I will come back here after the Senate gets through and,
if the Secretary of the Treasury who is a hard working man is agree-
able, we will come back here ihe moment the Senate quits and stay
past midnight, until 1 o'clock in the morning if need be for the Senator
to get the answers. The Secretary of the Treasury is a most patient
and reasonable man. But we are not going to proceed on the basis that
a Senator makes a 10-minute speech and does not give the witness a
change to respond to it. The witness is going to be given a chance to
answer the question, and if lie takes too long, if he is filibustering a
question, I will call him to order. But I do not want to have these
lengthy speeches made. Of course, under our procedure we will let
any Senator make enough of a statement to make his position clear
with reference to his question.

Senator HAIITKE. I personally like this approach much better and
that it to permit the witness to answer in whatever manner lie wants
to, but permit me to ask the question. I just do not want to catch
both ends of this thing, be criticized on one end for asking a question
and taking time, and criticized on the other because I tried to cut the
answer short. I personally prefer to let the witness answer in any
way he wants to, and I am glad the chairman has now revoked the
previous suggestion of the acting chairman and is going to permit
us to procce( along that line.

The CHAIRMAN. I am willing to take whatever time it takes to get
any information the Senators want. The only objection I lave is that
I would just like for the Senators to be willing to come here and ask
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questions and not, object, to the committee working extra hours if it is
necessary to get. the job (lone.

The Senator from Indiana is one of the most hard working, dili gent
members of our committee and Congress as a whole, and we are proud
to have him.

Senator HARTKE. I will be glad to be here at 1 o'clock in the morn-
ing if that is necessary, too.

Now, back on this $4.7 billion. As I understood, you said now, just
to get us back where we were, at this time it is impossible to say whether
or not the participation will meet the same fate as the $700 million offer-
ing of the Export-Import Bank.

Secretary FOWLER. That is right. Although it would certainly be
our expectation that we would be able to market the securities on suit-
able terms between now and June 30, 1967.

Senator HARTKE. Does the Secretary anticipate that they will iave
to be offered at. a higher rate than the five and a half percent?

Secretary FOWLER. I have no anticipation along that line, one way
or the other.

Senator HARTKE. Or at a shorter term?
Secretary FOWLER. I have no anticipation along that line either.
Senator ItARTE. But if you wanted to make them more attract ive,

that. would be one-
Secretary FOWLER. One way to-
Senator HARTKE. One of two ways to approach that situation.
Secretary FOWLER. That is correct.
Senator H\ARTRE. All right. Now, that account for $4.7 billion,

Does this $700 million-is that to be added to that or is that in the
$4.7 billion of offerings?

Secretary FowLER. This particular Export-Import Bank?
Senator I-ARTKE. Yes. That was an addition?
Secretary FOWLER. That was part of the 1966 fiscal year program.
Senator HAR.TKE. Now, in the anticipations also in the budget fig.

tires, as I understand it, it is anticipated to receive about $1 billionl
out of the stockpile sales; is that true

Secretary FOWLER. The Senator has the figures there before him.
I do not have that precisely in mind. But I think-

Senator HAUT E. Let me say--
Secretary FOWLER (continuing). Approximately.
Senator tHARTKE (continuing). Approximately $1 billion, and if

that is wrong, the Secretary can correct it.
Secretary FOWLER. We will correct the record.
Senator lIARTKE. Now, that is a one-shot operation, too, is it not ?
Secretary FOWLER. No. We expect to continue to sell out. of the

stockpile as requirements indicate. There are very large quantities
of excess materials in the stockpile.

Senator HIARTKE. But the point about it is that the $1 billion, what-
ever items you sell this year out of the stockpile, that is gone. You
cannot sell them twice.

Secretary FOWLER. No. Except there are many billions of dollars
worth of materials in the stockpiles.

Senator HARTKE. I am quite aware of that, and I think industry is,
too.

Now, another $1.7 billion has been secured in a one-shot operation
by switching on the coinage from silver to the copper.
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Secretary FoWLER. The estimate is $1,570 million i.fise ar-"'
1967.

Senator HARTKI,:. Oh.
Secretary FOWLER. $1,570 million.
Senator HARTKE. I missed it by a little over $125 million. $1.570mill ion.
Secretary FOWLER. That is correct.
Senator IIARTKE. And that is a one-shot operation.
Secretary FOWLER. That is right. There will bea sharply declining

figure in fiscal year 1968. W~e would not expect coin production to be
of the same order of magnitude as in fiscal 1967.

Senator HARTKE. In this alone yo have $4.7 in the sale of these
mortgages and guaranteed loa).ns. Youhaveapproxunately$1billion
in the stockpile, wNhich makes $5.7 and $1.5, I would say,'which will
give you $7.2 billion which basically comes up into one-shot operation;
is this not true?

Secretary FOWLER. Se nator Iarte, I think I cal shorten this ex-
thane since I aveanswered all these questions for Senator Williams

in very much the same terms that you have offered them here. My
ansWers to Senator Williams will suffice toanswer this line of questions.

Senlator HIAIrK. Well, is that not true, though?
Secretary FOLERin. Yes.
Senator kV-Lmr,. But. you wsill, then, have to make deter i nat ions

how to raise taxes next year to accommodate that $7.2 million.
Secretary .fow to deploy the additional revenues that com e

out of any epanEdicg economy and how to (d that in connection with
the budgeting of expenditures for fiscal 1968.

Senator IARTK. That is all the quest ions have.
Are you thi acteig chairman?
Senator Wiid. m hs (now presiding). Yes. The committee is back in

the hands of the minority.
MNr. Secretary, the chairman asked would it suit you to comle back

tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock?
Secretary FowiiR. Ican stay here, come back after the session of the

Senate, or co"e back tomorrow at 9.
Senator IVLLI,\1s. The chairman does not have consent of the Sel-

ate to nieet, this afternoon and asked me to recess this meeting until 9
o'clock( tomorrow andl make the announcement that, hie is going to try
to have an executive session at 10 :30.

Secretary Fowi~EiR. I will be here at 9 o'clock in the morning.
Senator TALM-.%ADGE. Mr. Chairman I would like to have this state-

ment I received from Mr. Joseph 1I. Leopold, whose economic and
fiscal theories are well known and highly respected in Georgia, printed
at. this point of the record.
The C IRMA.AN. 'Without objection it will 1)e done.
(The material referred to follows:)

SUMMARY STATEMENT PERTAINING TO CURwENT TAX PROPOSALS 1Y
JosEPir H. LEOPOiU), ATLANTA, GA.

Puirpose.--Te purpose of this statement is to present new and in-
portant discoveries ill the field of economic technology that are unfavor-
able both to the proposed legislation, and the basic tlecries prompting
its reconimeidst ioon.

59-593- 66-13
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

The quantity theory of moncy is false
Present monetary policies are based entirely upon the quantity theory of

money which holds that as the supply of active money in an economy increases
or decreases, prices increase or decrease directly in soile prol)ortion thereto.

The foregoing theory is false because it fails to take into account the facet
that, within the productive capacity of an economy, new lnoney introduced
usually generates production of a corresponding amount of additional wealth
at current prices; sometimes at lower prices when unit costs are reduced due
to Increased volume of output.

In a )ecuniary economy, new money is the only medium that makes possible
production of more wealth at ever-increasing rates. Curtaihuent in the rate
of supply of new money will result in a corresponding curtailment of economic
growth. In effect, money is the fuel that drives the economic machine; the rate
of output of an economy is limited by the alaount of currently active monetary
fuel being fed to it.
B asic definitions relating to monietary theory

Money is media (articles or bookkeeping entries) that are generally accepted
in an economy as proof of ownership of monetary units.

The monetary unit is the official empirical unit used for measuring the
exchangeable value of productive human effort; or what amounts to the same
thing, the official unit used for measuring the exchangeable value of produce
of human effort. In the United States, the monetary unit is the dollar established
by Congress in 1792.

A monetary medium is considered legal tender when the Government declares
it to he acceptable for the payment of all debts, public and private. The )rincipal
monetary media il tile United States are bank deposits, currency notes, aind
coin. Only currency notes and coin are legal tender, although transfer of deposits
(bookkeeping entries) via bank drafts are used for most financial transactions.

National taxation
Present concepts of taxation at the national level are false; they reflect an

unnecessary destruction of earned purchasing power, and hmave tile effect of
voiding the beneficial natural money supply process that is inherent il the
natural tax process. With time balanced budget concept, of national taxation,
the money supply process is delegated by the Government entirely to the coill-
inercial banking industry which creates new credit money out of thin air through
loans to customers and to the Government; instead of iermllitting the monvly
supply process to be equitably shared by the Government and the banking
industry, as it should be. The present arrangement results ill fll ainmllequale
noneredit money supply in the economy, forcing owners and workers to borrow
disproportionately large amounts of credit money in order to supl)ort current
rates of production.

The vital tax secret waiting to be unlocked is that remittances to the Internal
Revenue Service are not the Federal tax, but that the Federal tax is the goods
and services surrendered to the Federal Government and/or its employees i)y tile
civilian economy ill exchange for authorized Treasury cieeks which, all by
themselves, are the tax money because Congress requires the Federal Reserve
System to have member banks convert Treasury cilecks into delmsits and/or
cash on demand of the payee, In precisely the same way tMat banks so convert
authorized civilian checks.

Taxation at the national level is not a transfer of money from citizens to tile
Government, but is the process whereby the Governmnent commandeers wealth
produced by tie civiliall economy in exchange for official Treasury drafts which
are always convertible into deposits and/or cash anywhere in the economy.

Remittances to the Internal Revenue Service simply reflect destroyed pur-
chasing power Justified only to the extent timat the economy does not have the in-
dustrial capacity to produce the wealth that the citizens would attenl)t to pur-
chase if they were permitted to retain the remittances for expenditures as they
see fit.

It is not necessary for Treasury drafts to be matched with citizens' remittances
to the Internal Revenue Service for the same reason it is not necessary for the
Government to lower the rate of improvement in tile citizens' living standards
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below vIiat tile economy has the industrial capacity to achieve. Blind adherence
to ti balanced budget concept of Federal taxation simply provides a built-in
limitation on the Nation's economic growth; it is the princil)al cause of present
malignant pockets of poverty in this country and around the world.

Official statistics confirming the forcgoing analysis
The irrelevance between a balanced budget and avoiding inflation is confirmed

by comparing statistics for the 3-year war period 1943 through 1945 whell deficits
were astronomical with the postwar period of similar duration, 1949 through
1951 when "deficits" were negligible.

During 1943-45 the total deficit was $163 billion, or almost 60 percent of total
Federal expenditures of $272 billion ; while during the same period the wholesale
price index increased only 21/2 percent. On. the other hand, during 1941-51 the
total deficit was only $1.4 billion or 1.1 percent of total expenditures of $126
billion; but this time the wholesale price index increased over 15 percent. In
other words, when remittances to the Internal Revenue Service amounted to
98.9 percent of total Federal expenditures, inflation increased six times faster
than when the remittances amounted to only 40 percent of expenditures. If this
performance means anything, it means that balancing the budget is very in-
flationary fiscal policy.

Rccommcndation
As a counter proposal to the tax legislation under consideration ; in view of the

foregoing; and in view of the fact that the principal cause of price increases is
wage increases, not increase in the money supply, the writer respectfully offers
the following as a solution to both the tax problem and the problem of halting in.
flation due to wage increases.

Congress should immediately impose a freeze on all wage increases, except fot
upgrade in worker classification through performance, and excel)t for increases
resulting in wage rates of less than, say, $2 per hour. In return, Congress should
annually reduce the rates of remittances to the Internal Revenue Service by an
amount calculated to give everyone-individuals and corporations-an increased
take-home net income of approximately 3.2 percent or whatever the guidepost
analysts come up with. Any resulting deficits should be financed by selling in-
terest-free Treasury bonds to the Federal Reserve System.

In the case of a current personal or corporate remittance rate of 50 percent,
for example, the new rate (based upon a 3.2-percent guidepost) would calculate
48.4 or, say, 48.5 percent. For the subsequent year the new rate would cal.
culate 46.85 or, say, 47 percent. In the case of a current rate of 20 percent, the
new rate would calculate 17.44 or, say, 17.5 percent. For the subsequent year it
would be 14.86 or, say, 15 percent.

Even though it would increase everyone's take-home pay by the desired con-
trolled amount, this proposal would not be inflationary because it would not
raise employment costs, and would actually reduce other ingredients of price,
without reducing profit rates. It would also provide more funds for owners
and lenders to finance creation of more new plant capacity, so as to further
increase ou'lut of goods, the only nondepression way of combating inflation;
anl the only way of increasing the rate of improvement in average living
standards.

Not only would this program leave little or no excuse for raising prices
(thus making Government pressure to discourage the practice more effective)
but also, iil those industries where competition is brisk, or profits are regulated
by the government (Federal, State, or local) prices might actualy be lowered
by some portion or all of the corporate remittance reduction; analogous to
passing on to consumers excise tax cuts. In due course, prices -would be subject
to further lowering due to reduced production costs achieved through automa-
tion.

An added feature is that the proposal would prevent further increase in tie
Federal "public debt."; instead the debt would continue to be retired through
Federal Reserve purchases of Government bonds in the open market, in order
to create bank reserves, the present basis for permitting member banks to
make more commercial loans. The Federal Reserve System has already retired
$40 billion of the public debt in this manner, but this fact is effectively obscured
by the official semantics used by monetary authorities to describe the operation.

'Still another desirable feature is that all citizens would benefit from the
policy, instead of the present arrangement which favors organized workers at
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the expense of the unorganized, even though, on balance, the latter support the
former by purchasing the foriner'* output.

Of course, if the Vietnam conflict becomes a major war, requiring more de-
struction of, rather than increase in worker purchasing power, then the guide-
post analysts would come up with the percentage increase in remittances neces-
sary to match take-home wages with the reduced physical volume of consumer
goods available. The important point is that the remittances would be geared
to the meaningful concept of physical volume of ouput, and not the irrelevant
concept of a balanced budget.

Reference attachments:
Authors complete statement in support of conclusions and recommnenda-

tions.
Auxiliary statement: "What Is the Source of 'Deficit' Money?"

COMP,.irTE STATIMEN IN SUPPORT OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENI)ATIONS PFa.
TAININO TO CURuRENT TAX PROPOSALS BY J0SEP11 1-. LPFAPOr.D, ATLANTA, GA.

It is a pleasure to present to this committee information which, I believe, is of
vital importance to the future economic welfare, not only of this Nation, but of
all nations.

When one surveys the worldwide economic scene, the view is not pleasant. In
many nations poverty is spreading faster than the population. In our own
Nation we are frequently reminded that tens of millions of citizens are living in
substandard conditions bordering on poverty.

But what makes all this worse is that there is no agreed-upon practical solution
in sight; authorities are hopelessly divided over just what should be done, and
the steps taken thus far hardly scratch the surface of the problem.

Some authorities say the problem Is due to automation which displaces work.
ers and causes unemployment. Yet, if It were not for the cost-reducing effect
of automation, the wage increases imposed on the economy during tile past 23
years would have caused prices to rise even higher than they did, thus further
reducing demand and causing more worker layoffs than were actually experi-
enced. The present tragic situation in the coal regions of this country Illustrates
this principle. In the absence of automation in coal mines, there would be even
greater unemployment in Appalachia.

Some authorities say the trouble is caused by insufficient gold in the world.
Yet a little thought will confirm to anyone that the presence or absence of gold
in a nation has absolutely nothing to do with the amount of useful natural
res,'irces in that nation, or the intelligence or ability of its citizens to exploit
these resources. If the presence or absence of gold stored in bank vaults does,
in fact, interfere with production of wealth for which there is capacity and
know-ho, to produce, then this, in itself, is a severe indictment of the present
use of gold stored in bank vaults.

Some authoftles say the problem is caused by low prices for imported wealth;
that higher tariffs should be imposed to protect higher prices in this country.
But higher prices result in lower living standards, and are particularly harsh
on those at the lower end of the economic ladder. Upon analysis, such "pro.
tection" of higher prices is found to be merely tovernment-sponsored dissipation
of capital and labor on uneconomical employments contrary to the Interests of
consumers who are thus forced to support these employments. If rertaln work.
ers jobs must be submidzed to avoid welfare problems, it wouid seem that the
matter should be handled as welfare relief, and direct payments made accord.
ingly. Artificially raising prices to consumers is not o,'iy unfair use of Gov-
ernment power, it also delays abandonment of the uneconomical activity, thus
denying the economy the benefits of a more efficient application of the capital and
labor in question.

In this country, -some authorities say that workers' monetary wages are not
high enough, and that profit rates are too high. Yet since 1947 most wages in
the United States have more than doubled, while the average corporate profit
rates in terms of total'receipts have reduced about 45 percent from 5.5 to 3.0
percent. In fact, many businesses are actually caught in a profit squeeze. It
is needless to say what would happen to these businesses if wages were raised
still further. The automobile worker layoffs at Studebaker and American Motors,
for example, speak for themselves in this regard.
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Soni. authorities say our economic problems stem front inflation caused by too

1uu1h credit nioney being used In the economy because the rate of increase in
credlt money Is greater than the rate of increase it outlet of real wealth. But
oi examination, all this relationship really means is that a larger ls)rtlon of the
increased output of wealth in the economy is being financed with credit money,
1han is being financed with noncredit money; and that credit iioney apparently
is carrying an increasing share of the monetary load in supporting current rates
of production. This would logically suggest. therefore, that the cause of the
shortage of noieredlit nioney hi the econolay should be investigated, rather than
arbitrarily cutting off tle substitute medium, credit money, which, though not
as free of "fiscal drag" (interest payments) as noncredlit ioney, is better than
no nloney.

Sonie authorities say, that corporate remittances to the Internal Revenue
Service, exclse levies, and interest rates should be raised to light inflation. Yet
these items are part of the price level. Raising these would fain inflation by
raising prices paid by the public. The logic in adopting these proposals Is
analogous to it businessmlan accepting a small loss on each article Hold heeause
lie exlects that t profit will be realized due to the large number of such sales.'

Somne authorities say the problein Is due to payment Imbalances between ex-
ports and imports ; and that these laylents imst be brought into balance in order
to achieve econoiiic progress. Yet the central banking systems of the world
do not seen to recognize the only practical reinedy for this situation ; i.e., return-
lag to natural self-balancing rates of exchange which.were used for centuries
prior to 1i)W the y(ar tile present lnc--inducing system of fixed unnaturalrates was Iposed Ul ee. 'lit ex change e rate for the Indianrupee Is a glaring i ration of the severe pr' (histortions for traded goods
that ca1 be ('aus1 y th present system :The Inl( i rule is officially subsi-
dized by Indil I Central Rank on behalf of dealers In foreign exchange, at 21
U.S. cents; ereas Its natural a Vt only 12-U.S. cent rhis means that al
American porter must pay $2,eo an ('IC selling for 00 rupees in India,
even thoi It the natural of t c article I.only $12. (T natural value of
100 rul s Is $12 bee e anl Amer an nade article, compar )le to an Indian
niade tice sell n India for 1 rupe , sells for about $ 11 tile United,
States This I.h 'eted In 11i the r(' unsubsidiz 1) rate of ex-
(133111 , of an 111(1 ru ank n in the ni 1 States Is $12, not $21.)
It i. lcelleaq to say what dist tion om $ 2 to $21 Im )osed on U.S.
ilnp terms IF; doing to the P t co merce fe ndathing s being done
to r edy the situation, I ad, the Indiai vernme t attempts o discourage
1n1p rt" Of Wea hich sI ly need high t riffs or out Ight prohlb-
ti fill in order to 11 dVvii ticed volun of exports1au11 ' e I itted p s fo fierl o a rond caused by the un 'ealistic -rate
of et hge sup orted by r Centr I triment of her international
conmi erec. \ \ ! I I

Sti II other al ior ti sa the erpop d, and tha the solution
to ma 's economic. p Iems 1. b co trol, even t ouglh oul a small frac-
tion the earth iitaleraesorehave yet been
exploit 1. Aside from lacki 0c, is vi w vou appear t be an Insult to
prov(lden .

lie-r(- oes all thjs I d? It leads lp a b alley deser ed simply in two
words, bc omic Ignoran.l.1 '-So al dentists are being t ght Incorrect appli-
eation of fq lamental econonde theory because their itors were similarly
taught; the pr em goe back several generations. Thmodern scholar simply
has not fathom %4 natural science of economic a science that is waiting
patiently to be re ered. It was essentta1W.d iscovered 200 years ago by
Adam Smith, but it has . . Mr. Smith's Invisible hand, for
example, is invisible all right, but It Is as real and as Inexorable as time.

It was a suspicion that the foregoing might be the situation that prompted
me to undertake several years ago a comprehensive survey of fundamental
economic theory to find out If I could combine .ny knowledge of economic prin-
ciples with analytical skill acquired through my training In, and experience
with the natural laws of the engineering sciences, to pinpoint the elusive nat-
ural economic secret, or secrets, that I suspected were waiting to be discovered.
For this study it was detded that only rigorous scientific techniques of analysis
would be used based upon unwavering application of fundamental principles
instead of the dogmatic Interpretation of empirical statistics, which has been
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the principal method of inquiry engaged in by most orthodox social scientists
during the past several generations.

My investigation was successful l)eyond Imagination; startling new Informa-
tion was uncovered concerning natural economic laws and how they have always
operated to determine the rate of economic growth, or the lack of it, anywhere;
and this is what my message is all about.

Because social scientists have been so thoroughly doctrihated in their present
basic concepts, it may be difficult for many of them to even consider conclusions
contrary to these beliefs. But, fortunately, some practitioners already have
observed discrepancies between traditional dogma and actual pC-rformance;
they are beginning to sense that all is not exactly what they have been taught
to helleve; and they are now probing Into economic theory that heretofore has
been considered sacrosanct. These analysis have no Ilea of what a Pandora's
box of natural economic secrets lay behind their cautious inquiry. They, too,
will be amazed at what they discover, but because they already suspect some-
thing not presently understood is there, they will be able to recognize it. more
quickly when it comes into view, and interpret It properly in terms of practical
economic policy. Nevertheless, it will be a difficult debrainwasbing operation
at best (as It was for me), stubbornly resisted to the end, analogous to the muanly
stancl believers in the concept of a fiat earth right up to the ti( of Colunbns'
voyages.

ECONOMISTS' FAILURE TO CirALLENGE TRADITIONAL BELIEFS

In essence, present economic theory comprises a variety of neubulous and
often conflicting views postulated from four basic beliefs that have been passed
on from generation to generation, and that have beei almost universally ac-
cepted without question. These beliefs are pure dogma beeause. they are not
conclusions deduced from principles, but are, themselves, assumed to be prin-
el)les. Accordingly, they are rarely challenged, but are the starting point from
whicl practically all economic analysis is undertaken, notwithstanding the fact
that there are many incongruities inherent in them that become very apparent
with only a relatively small amount of investigation.

ANALYSIS OF OFFICIAL ECONOMIC DOGMA

The first of tle four i)elief.,4 embraced by economists, and from which all official
economic concepts have been postulated, is that econonlics is not a science, but
is applied governmental philosophy, subject to tile preferences of government
officials for achieving specific social goals relating to distribution of wealth.

The correct explanation of this matter follows:

Eeonomloe.i 18 a vatitral .9t 'ieiu
Economics is tile science concerned with natural laws governing the al~plieatlon

of human effort to the production and distriutlon of necessitles, comforts, and
luxuries. Natural economic laws, like natural laws4 of any kind, are Inexorable
and immutable. There is no way in which they can be clrcumvented witlut
eventual unpleasant consequenees-tle degree of unpleasantnes.q is proortional
to tile extent of the attempted deviation. Glalileo stated essentially the same
thing several centuries ago when Ills discoveries in tlhe field of astronomy were
rejected by contemporary Intellectuals: "Nature is Inexoraible and 111n1mumtable;

ihe never transgresses the laws imposed upon her, or cares a whit ,iietler her
abtruse reasons and methods are understandable to men." The basic natural
law of economies is the "law of sunp)ly and denmnd." This law determines tle
eqlitahle value of all articles and services. Maxnumn economnle growth will
occur in all sectors of any economy when the value of everyone's services is
determined by free operation of the law of supply and demand in a non-
monol)olistic environment. It Is the duty of government to protect the economy
against monopolisin practiced by any sector. (Monopolismn is collusion among
any group of Individluals to force the economy to pay a higher than natural price
for their services. The natural inrice of anything is the price that automnatieally
occurs in a free competitive market through interaction of the forces of supply
and demand.)

Tie second belief embraced by economiists is that the value of a monetary
unlit Is determined 'by its gold content; hence the acqultion of a large gold
sumly is necessary to protect that valhl.

The correct explanation for this itemi is as follows:
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The gold falla r'
(old has nolhilng w% whatsoever to do with the value of any nation's monetary

unit. Monetary units are empirical units of measure of the exchangeable value
of lroductiv- lonmin effort. I'Jhe valuo of a monetary unit Is established only
by the quantity and qualityy of productive human effort that the citizens in the
issuing nation are willing to exert in exchange for that uilit. This effort can
be broken down into three categories: (1) the mummnber of mimtes and how In-
(lustriously (lvillan and government workers currently work for the monetary
unit: (2) how small a percent profit on sales owners accept in payment for their
econonie leadership In creating job.s for workers; and (3) how small a percent
rate of Interest lenders accept for their services In channeling spare capital to
owners and of hers for productive al)plication.

In the case of the 1.S. dollar, for example, the foregoing three huann-effort-
Iper-dollar ingredients are all that hacks up ithe value of the dollar, because
the dollar price of anything is equal to the sum1 of the dollar charges for their
services of everyone having anything to (10 with its production and/or distri-
bution for sale. When I7.S. citizens in any category receive more dollars per
tnit of output of wealth for their services, the value of the U.S. dollar Is reduced
Iroortomatly. old does not enter the picture in any way.

Cold posesss its present value only because the I.S. Government offers to
surrender dollars-backed up by T.5. human effort-for gol. Contrary to
popular belief, gold does not give value to dollars. Moreover, there is no logical
reason for our giving tin unnatural value to gold by subsidizing it at a higher-
than-natural price, as we now do. And, anyway, gohl is no longer used for
money. There is no commercial market anywhere In which merchants honor
niconed gold asi money. If the U.S. Treasury announced tomorrow that it
would no longer buy gold at any price, nobody would bp interested In Ilytig our
gold at $35 per ounce, and the price of gold on the world market would promptly
plunge to Its natural value as determined by the huge Sulplly of It In storage
around the world, in relation to the limited demand for it for useful applications.
It N d(oulitful that tile natural price of gold is n1 much as $10 per ounce.

The third belief embraced by economists is that the value of a monetary unit
automatically Increases or decreases inversely in some proportion to the volume
of demand deposits in commercial banks plus currency inotes in circulation.
(This quantity theory of money is really inconsistent with the gold content
theory referred to previously. Yet both propositions are embraced with mllore
or less equal fervor by orthodox economists who have not yet noticed the Incon-sistency.)

The correct explanation for this item is as follows:)
The quantity theory of money is false

From the "lilian effort" content of the dollar previously explained, It Is
parent that the value of a monetary unit (which Is reflected in the l)rice of
goods) is Independent of the total amount of money il the economlny. for the
same reason that the power content of a gallon of gasoline is Independent of
the number of gallons in storage back at the refineries: the two variables are
simply unrelated. The only price that changes significantly with tile size of
the money supply is theo price of lloney (Interest rates). The smaller the nioney
supply tlhe higher Interest rates will bue, and the lesser will le the Incentive for
owners to engzage in productive effort requiring borrowed capital. Contrary to
polar belief, an excess (unused) money supply In "storage" in banks does not
contribute significantly to inflation. Conversely, contraction of such itloney
supply does not combat Inflation. Inflation stems only from increases in wage.
profit, interest, or tax rateti, or some colbination of these solo components of
price. The tax rates thac contribute to inflation are price subMsidles, tariffs,
excise taxes, and business taxes such as corporation income taxes; all of which
must be Included In tile selling price of goods and services affected by these
levies. Only personal Income taxes at tile lower income brackets (affecting the
bulk of consumers) are effective in curtailing inflation; and then only that
inflation which is attributable to increased profit rates. This is because an
Increase in personal income taxes does not reduce the cost of production: nlid
hence cannot possibly combat inflation due to increased costs: it only reduces
effective demand for produced wealth which puts a profit squeeze oi owners,
and thus curtails inflation, provided that the inflation is due to higher profit rates.

The fact that excess money supply does not contribute to Inflation to any meas-
ura)le extent was proven beyond question during the thirties. Throughout the
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decade of the great depression conmmer(ial banks hto(l huge excess reserves of
money available for lending; tier(, was no inflation. Indeed, throughout this
period the government was engaged in a desperate futi le effort to create Inflat i(on
(higher )rices) to a degree Iie.auso social scientists advising the (lovernicnt
Ilcorre(tly ilught this was tlie way to solve the deprestion. ('I'he real cause
of the )rolonged stagnaiion-ow-prolI. rates, especially after taxes-\'as not,
recognize(i, but instead was actually (but unkn(winlgly) aggravated by higher
taxes ipllpose (1 i blsiilesSeS in order to balance the Iu(lget. During this period,
taxes ol business profits and on the lconm of the rich were Increased substai-
tially; as a conse(flen(.e, a severe recession set in, In 1937-38, which (onthued
Unabated until advent of World War II.) Inflation (which is always undesir-aiple) was later induced lprimal rily hy wart line wage increases.

The fact that contraction of the money supply does not combat hitfitioti Nas
lea rly demonstrated after the var. Ti'i'hrPgiouL the Ip(stwair period of tie

forties and fifties the wage-price spiral of inflation continuedd unabated, even
though tile Federal Reserve System squeezed the money suldy oii several (i(.(a-
slons. All that, was accomplished through these credit restr'ii(1s wils Increased
lierest rates and lostwar recessions with no effect O1 the colithilling price

spiral. The wage den s(ls of organized workers. whih Ilndu(ed postwar infla-
iill, were simply not Influenced by the availability of credit to owners. Since

1960 the priee spiral has slowed (lown only because ile cost-reducing effect of
automation has been able to keep Up with the cost-increasing effect of wage
increases. But wage Increases now seem to be getting the upper hand again,
and so a resumption of the price spiral can be expected. Squeezing tile money
supply again will not correct this, or even help. With present wage pat terns,
there Is no way that additional erosion of the dollar's value can le avoided, for
the same reason that there Is no way that the whole of anything (-al le more or
less than the sum of its parts.

Contrary to official belief, there is no desirable upper limit to tile size of the
money supply In an economy, as long as the proper amount of productive lllunlal
effort (I.e., at current wage rates) is expended In exchange for every monetary
unit in existence when It Is spent In the economy. This applies to credit molloAy
or noncredit money: new money or ol money. From this, It Is also apipa'enlt
that the balanced budget concept of national taxation IN Irrelevant. all(l that
the need for remittances of any kind hy citizens to their national (Government
is dependent only upon whether the economy lis the capacity to produce a((i-
tional wealth that would be demanded by the citizens through the spending of
these remittances If they were retained.

Treasury cheeks, by themselves, are the real Federal tax monev. and the
civilian human effort engaged In pro(lucing the wealth purlch'sed witi Treasury
cheeks Is the only real tax jiatid by the civilian economy to supliort the Federal
Government. Taxation at the national level does not nceessilrily require a
surrender of money Iiy the civilian economy to the Government: It requires only
that tile civilian economy surrender real wealth (the produce of civilian hunian
effort) comnmandeered iy authority of Congress through the various aipproprlatlon
nets. in exchange for the tax money, Treasury checks. This natural tax proeeqs
eonsIsts only of the civilian economy's honoling 'renslry iei'les as stiioley, as
It now does. Tneidentalily. Treasury cheeks, all by themselves, aret money be-
cause Congress requires til Federal Reserve System to have nieliber banks
convert the cheeks Into deposits and/or cash. on demand of tli payee.

It Is hIteresting to note that all citizens in the economy tire automatically
taxed Individually 0n1( equally (natural taxation) by a hidden increment In the
prevailing price level for civilian goods and services tint would not ie there If
the Treasury checks were not spent to purchase somne of this wealth. Remittances
by citizens to the Infornal Revenue Service (which constitute, in effect. a second
tax on top of the namlral tax already pail) are logically Justified only to the
extent necessary to prvwent excessive Inflation-producIng competition tlt wouhl
otherwise occur between the remittances (if they were retained for expenditure
by the citizens who earned them) and the Government's Treasury check tax
money. for the limited quantity of goods 0ndi( services capable of being produced
by the civilian economy when working at its current full capacity.

For example, during a major war when the efforts of many citizens are diverted
from their normal emplynment producing wealth for tiersonal consumption to
the needs of war, it Is necessary for the citizens to le divested of large portions
of their gross earnings in order to prevent inflation-produeilg competition for
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tle limited (itillty of civilian goods for saIle to tie public. however, if it were
possible during it wltr say, through aut omiation, for nonsvrviem(en to prodli(e

ill of the imiteriel ieeds of the war effort, plus4 all le weaItlh that would be
demanded lii the iiirket 1)' (b limls If they were permited to retala lhetr gross
Vages, thel reittatces to the government , ev('ei dutrilig it wir, would ntot be
ie(messairy. But sillte a major war usually requires '.mcl litlroirllontliely large

dlversio of tnltipower froi t.lie production f wealti for personal o'ImSi nl l
ito lhe lroluction of war mitrliel, the productlIon of siliclet wealth ifor personal
conisuilptloll to satisfy total denmalnd1 Impossible; henve remlltinices to the

governmentt are always required under Huch a it titio. The Il mporta nt point
Is that even when htlie remittances are necessary. they are l tot the tax money; a
balanced budget s never tihe criterion for then ; only tle p roductive capacity of
lie economy Is relevant.

l'ractlcilly every State and local government i the unitedd States needs inore
revetale to pay for urgently le( 'd comuiltntly servis('. Front th foregoing
exjliliatloll, and the fact tlhati State ind lociil gove'rtiiiiuts Spend o1ly about.
hlIf of wlt the Federal Government s dild,, it 'n lie seen t lhat i lie heal tax
problem stens entirely front false concepts about tiixailon at Ile natloal hlvel.
If le Federil governmentt dhl not try so lmrd to balance its exliamdlilure of
Treasury cheeks with citizens' remiltlnaces to lhe Iiternl Itevenue Service, lhe
peolle could ITfford to provide Ihei'l Slate and tcal governntilts with adequate
revenue. Stubborn belief Ii tile need for a Federal balmiced budget is the
hidden culprit.

Normally, the productive output of an (onluty Is an ever-increasing variable
whose rate is deterlined only by the rate at which hioney, "bae(led ill)" by the
proper amount of productive human effort, Is spent in the economy. Curtiail the
active money supllY, (i.e., money lwing spent) an(1 tile production of wealth
will be curtailed, with corresponditng reduction it average living Htandards.
But prices will not fall significantly unless wages tire reduced, Iecause wages
are by far the prInilpal ingredient in the price of anything. T he postwar
experience in the United States, previously referred to, Illustrates this lrincil)le.

Except during ia major war when substantl aulunts of iianpower are
diverted from productive effort, and there are restrictions against "nonessential"
pro(ductiol, there is no such thing as reaching the upiwr linit of all e(cotoiy's
productive capacity because, as the current apparent limit Is approached, the
productive capacity Is automatically Increased (lute to the lllation growth
and new technology ; this process continues ad inflnitumn, with average living
standards rising lit prolrtion to the rate at. which the Nation's real output
Increases faster than the iopilation.

It Is absurd to say that the economy is "overheating," and hence should be
slowed down because It Is producing wealth at. a ithigher rate than formerly.
Increase(] rate of production of wealth, aslde from being the only way to raise
living standards, is the most potent wealmn for combating "inflation." As
previously noted. the latter evil occurs only when the cost-reducing effect of
automiati-imin's ptriceless econoticl blessing-is offset by the cost-increasing
effect of worker's wage increases.

Similarly, It. is false reasoning to conclude, as economists are now doing. that
full emlploymnent carries with It tile threat of "balooning wages" and "rampant
inflation." Actually, the greatest impetus to technological advancement. per-
mitting larger output of wealth at lower unit costs, is lroviled by scarcity of
lahor and/or highter labor costs . (But, to avoid unenl)loyment, tie higher labor
costs must arise only out of i natural scarcity of labor; not out of monopolis-
I ('ally imlosed wage increases.)

During the ftet les and ffties, increased output per worker man-hour (due to
automation) somewhat sofleed I-lie inflationary Ilpa(t of ilionopollstil.ally
imposed wage increases. Without autoiatioii. these wvage icreases would
live caused prices to rise so much higher han they did. that demand would
hatv111ben l urtalled sufliclently to Induce iueh inore unemployment ttan was
actually experien(.d. It is incorrect to equate aiutomati(l with ititl)h0yielt:
i It "natulrl ecotiolmic enviroltnent'" auittomiatlon inltreiase enttploymient : in a
monopolistic environment automation reduces the amnountt of lil oynmt)103ltient
caused bly w:ge increases. Automation (-ami iiever be harinful, for the sane
reason thitt goodnesscan liever be evil.

Prihie Increases due to scarcity (resulting hi higher profit rates) are healthy
and have their own built-in correction: they attract additional effort to the
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production of the scarce Items ; thns soon eliminating the shortage, often causing
prices to be lower than they were before the price rise. Scarcities in a booming
economy (except wartime scarcities) are signs of ecooinle health; surpluse.si
itre signs of (*tOliOnli(e sickness.

Instead of fretting about the possibility of "full employment" and "scarcities"
dule to heavy (emnd---charaeterlst Ies of a healthy "natural e(onoil, envir n-
ne't"'-e.ononlists shouhl be encouraging adoption of (Governnmit liolhlies caicu-
laied to hasten Aclhevienti of tlese cono(miltit Idexes of economic virility. As
not ed, tie liigeillity of 1inaltgelntitt, tihI' real eonouiih leaders--slairred by
('0onit tioi-is-l quite ('aipaible of overcoming "searcit lea" through antoinitlon.
through additional plant lind equti)iient, an(d through utilization of the con-
stantly icreasing clviliAn work force. (Rlehase to the civilian e(olloiliy of
more workers through elhiilion of unnecessary (overnllient ,iiiiis would lelp
also ns would be encouragement of healthy (itizelns to poiSulime retireenint, by
perinitt hig theni to continue working its inuclh its they desire, while drawing full
social security hielieflts.)

The alarin biIng exlpresed by economists over tie current high rate of con-
struction of new plant lnd equipmlent Is. completely uinljlstifled. It. would be
a1 tragedy If public officials adopted the same view lined literfered witli this
vital productive effort whih Is a mandatory prerequisite If more wealth tillid
higher living standards for all cltizenis--the primary goal of any ecoloiy-
tire to he achieved. Current reconinionlatlons for increasing rleittilnces to the
Internal lhevenve Service lt order to discourage plint exlnusilois. if followed,
would lie a major blunder. Such action would not only accopillisli thie oltosite
of its Intended puripoge with regard to curbing Inflation (prices would rise
is owners attempt to pass, oii the Inreased reniiltianceg to coisumiers). but it
would also aggravate the Nltion's poverty problem by discouraging the creation
of new jobs, tile only solution to this prolilei. The last line aich in(reitses
were inlmosed li ia nonwar situation (1937-3R) a severe recession set in ,oon
thereafter.

Although the econonile deniands of the present I'ietliain conflict fire tit
isigniflenit, neither are they yet suffliclent to ,nstify cutrtailhmeit of pro-

diietion of wealth for private eoiisuniption. Wlen production of wealth for
private consumption is curtailed prennturely through Increased reillittanees
to the governmentt and/or curitalliig growth of the active money supliply. lil-
eliployntent soon follows. Ol the other lln(]. If workers, are absorbed in the
Arinod Forces in sufficient numbers. then private production must lie cut back
in favor of Government orders. Under these circumstances lereaseld reillt-
tances to tie TInterial Revenue Service are justified to prevent inflat ioi-produclng
competition for the reduced output available for civilian consiniptiot,

71r way of suinnary. then, tit vital tax secret waiting to lie tuilocked is that
renittances to the Internal Reveiue Service are not tile "Federal tax." lit
that flip "Federal tax" is the goods t1(] services surrendered to the Federal
Goverilment and/or its employees iy the civilian eioliiy in excillge for
authorized Treasury clecks which, all liy themselves. are the "tax ioney" lie.
cause Congress requires the Federal Reserve System to have member hunks
eonvert r'reasnry checks into deposits ind/or (cishi on (lenitnd of tie!- payee,
i preelsely the samne wily that banks so convert uitlhorized civilian 'lieels.

Taxation lit the iintional level is not a transfer of ioney froi cilizelis to tie
(Qorermnent, bit is the process whereby the Government coiniiaiideers wealth
produced by the civilian economy In exelange for official Treasury drafts whih
are always convertible into lei)osits and/or cash anywhere li the econoit.

Remittances to the Internal Reventie Service simply reflect destroyed plurchas-
Ing power Justified only to the extent that tile economy does not have the indus-
trial cnplety to produce the wealth that the citizens would attempt to purchase
If they were permitted to retain the remittances for explenditure as they see fit.

It Is not necessary for Treasury drafts to lie matched with citizens' remittances
to the Internal Revenne Service for the sanme reason It Is tint necessary for the
Crovernment to lower the raote of Improvement In the citizens' living standards
below what the economy has thp industrial capaeitr to achieve. Blind adherence
to the "balaneed Widget" concept of Federal taxation simply provides a built-itn
limitation on the Natlon's economic growth : it s the plrincipal eause of present
ializinant roeket. of Poverty In thls country and around the world.

The fourth and final base belief embraced bv econonii is that monopolistic
power over wages must be granted to workers In a capitalistic economy in order
to assure maxinum improved living standards for workers.
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This Item gets deeply into the fheld of labor-lanagenent relations and, alt hough
I would he happy to discuss It ats I have the others, I Sle('Vt the committee would
rallther conlcenltrate on topics having to,( with fiace. Suiiice it to say, however,
my analysis demonstrates this belief to be false also.

Although this concludes my general remarks, I feel that no analysis of a prob-
lem is coml)lete without a specific re)onlmendation of how the proposed solution
might he Implemenled in a pIractical way. I would, therefore, reslwtfully like to
offer s1ch recommendallon at this time, whih Is a counterpro)posal to tite "tax"
statute under consideration, as well as to the present "guilepost" concept of
granting annual Increased gross wages to workers, much of which, because of the
4nequitable way the "guides" are calculated, must be paid for out of )roflt rates
and/or Inflated )rlces.

('ongress shoul Immediately Im)ose a freeze on all wage Increases, except for
upgrade In worker classification through performance, and except for Increases
resulting in wage rates of less than, say, $2 per hour. In return, Congress should
annually reduce the rates of remittances to tile Internal Revenue Service by an
amount (alculated to give evcryone-ndivihuais and corporations-an Increased
take-hoe net come of apiproxiately 3.2 percent or whatever tile "guidepost"
analysts come ul) with. Any resulting deficitst" should he financed by "selling"
lIi rest -free Treasury 1onds to tile Federal Reserve System.
lit the ease of i current t IrSollal or corporate remittance rate of 114)percent,

for example. til new rate (based upon a 3.2 percent "guldepost") would calculate
48.4 percent or, say, 48.5 percent. For tIe subsequent year tile new rate would
(alculate 46.85 Iereent or, say, 47 percent. In the case of a current rate of 20
percent, the new rate would calculate 17.44 percent or, say, 17.5 percent. For
tilt' sulbseqlent year it would be 14.86 pereent or, say. 15 percent.

Evenl though it, would increase, everyone's tak(e-home pay by tilt, desired con-
trolled amomit, this proposal would not be hIfltionary hec'mse It would not ra ise
emplloyment, costs. find would actually reduhe other Ingredients of price, without
reducing profit rattes. It wonld also l)rovih more funds for owners and lenders
to thllmnllee creation of more new llant eality, so 11s to further increae outpillit
of goods. ti' only nlolldepression way of combating 111111ltion; fnd tile oily way of
il(reasing the rate of Iprovemnt lit average ivilg stlandars.

Not only would tells program leave little or no ex('Ise for raising i)rievs (t111
making Glovernment pressure to discourage the practice more effective) but ailso.
il those industries where competitions is brisk. or profits are regnllated iy tile
("overnlent (Federal, State. or local) piices might actiailly lie lowered by some
portion or all of tile corporate remittance reduction ; analogous to passing on to
consumers exeise tax cults. TI duie collrse. prlres woild 1he object to further
lowering (110 to reduce produetlo costs 11elved through automation.
An added f('atlre Is that the proposall would prevent further Increase In tile

Federal "public delt"; instead the "debt" would (contlnme to Ie retired through
Federal Reserve pllmhases of Government bonds i the "opln market." i order
to ratee bank reserves, the present. basis for permttlng member hanks to make
more con)nlerc'ilal 101111 . Tile Federal Reserve System has alremly retired $40
billion of tile "public debt" i1 tills manner. Iut this fact Is effectively obscured
by tile offlt(ill semantics b150l by monetary authorities to describe the oisration.

S1ill another desirable feature is that fill citizens would heneit front tile policy.
Instead of tile present arrangement which favors organize1 workers at the ex-
l)(1se of tilt( ilorgaized, even though, on balance, tile latter sulllort tile former
by llrelasing the former's output.

Of course, if tile Vietnam conflict becomes a major war, requilring more
destrilhctlon of, rather than Increase itn worker iurehaling power. then the "guld(
post." analysts would come up with the percentage Increase Il remittance neces-
sary to lnateh take-honme wages with tile reduced pysleal volume of consumer
goods availale. '1T10 important point Is that tile remittance would ie geared to
tile neallhllgftll concept of physical vohile of output, and not the Irrelevant
concept of a "balanced budget."

WHAT IS TIlE SOURCE or "DEFICIT" MONEY?

(By Joseph IT. Leopold)

A statement often repeated by economists and public officials in support of a
Federal "balanced budget," is the following:

"When tile Government decides to spend more money than it receives frol tile
citizens, that extra money is 'created out of thin air,' through the banks, and
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when spent, takes on value only by reducing the value of till inoney iii tile
ecolloly."

The above statement is false, as the following analysis demonstrates:
Through the inechanisn of "loans and (liscounts" conniercihl mnks are (-on-

tinually creating new money "out of thin air" to finance currentt production and
distribution of wealth. (Last year they created about $30 billion.) This new
money is always accepted InI the economy on a ipar with all other money; It is
"inflationary" only if it comipetes with other money actively seeing a lixed
amount of wealth previously produced. (In such case, the price rise would le
due to the relative scarcity of goods, reflecting extra profit to the seller.)

But, If, instead of coel ing with other active nioney for a fixed aniount of
wealth )reviously t)ro(lucd, tile new money generates production of a core.
slxnding aniount ot additlomil wealth, then It Is not "inflationary," but becomes
moiietary fuel pwrforning i necessary function--indeed, a fumnctio that is
mn:ndatory if th additional wealth Is to Ie created at till; slnce without ex-
lvndlture of the new money, tile new wealth obviously would not be produced.
New money, therefore, is the niedlulmn that uiakes iom.lilb l)roductlou of inore
wealth in an economy at ever-increasing rates. Curtalhaent it the rate of supply
of new money must result in a corresl)onding curtailment of econonc growth.
This is why all recessions and depressions of the past have followed shortly
after curtailment of the money supply.

InI effect, econounisls hmve aloplted the belief Ilint new money created by banks
for commercial loans is not Inflationary ; but if the same money is created for
Government loans, it is inflationary. A corollary which follows from this
proposition is that Government-spent money does not generate production of new
wealth-only civilian-spent money accomllilshes this. But this makes no sense
since everyone knows that a Governnment-spent dollar coumnmnds the same wealth
anywhere in the economy that a civilian dollar does. As every Member of Con-
gress has learned, owners certainly do not frown on, or shy from producing
wealth in exchange for Government-spent dollars. Therefore, within the pro-
ductive capacity of the economy, including its capability of expanding capacity,
newly created Government-spent dollars are no more or less "Inflationary" than
newly created civilian-spent dollars.

From the foregoing, it also follows that the Governnment can create Its own
"deficit" money, and need not have it created by commercial banks as it now
does. As a matter of fact, all new bank-created money is honored in the economy
only because Congress, in effect, has instructed the Federal Reserve System to
convert the bank-created money into legal tender on demand of citizens. Since
Congress also requires the Federal Reserve System to convert all authorlzd
Treasury checks into legal tender on demand of citizens, Treasury checks, all by
themselves, are perfectly sound money.

The belief, implemented by present official monetary policy, that it is necessary
for commercial banks to first create "deficit" money "out of thin air" and then
lend it to the Government before it can be spent by the Government, is false for
the same reason that a father should not Ibe prevented by his child front per-
forming certain work Just because father taught child how to perform similar
work.

President Lincoln, when confronted with the (hoice of issuing Government
bonds to banks to obtain "deficit" money, or issuing new money directly to the
economy, decided as follows:

"If the Government can issue a dollar bond, it can issue a dollar note; the
element that makes the bond good, makes the dollar equally good. It is absurd
to say that the Government can issue a bond but not a dollar."

Another way of stating this principle is as follows:
"If commercial banks can create money 'out of thin air' and lend it to the

Government at interest, the Government can create the same money 'out of thin
air' and save the taxpayers the interest."

From the foregoing, it is apparent that at least the portion of tile "deficit"
created by comnmercial banks and loaned to the Government is unnecessary;
the Interest paid on these funds, amounting to billions of dollars annually, re-
flects a parasitical drain on the productive sector of the economy.

(W1hereupon. at 12:25 p.m., the committee recessed to reconvene at.
9 a.m., on Tuesday, Mar. 1, 1966.)
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TUESDAY, MARCH 1, 1966

U.S. SrENAT,

(oAtit i"IrEn O NIi N CE,11ahi:rt/oii.// , D.C.
Tie committee met, l1ursiuit, to recess, at 1) a.n., in room 2221, New

Senate 01lice Bultihling, Senator .John J. Williamis chairmana) pre-
sidinig.

Present: Semtors Long, Sinathers, Anderson, 1)ouglas, IMcCarthy,
]farike, Ribicotr', 1%etcidf, Williams, Carlsoni, (Curtis, and Morton.

Senator WVILLIA-mS. The chairman has asked that we go ahead and
start these hearings if it is 111 right.

Secretary FoWLEmI. Yes, sir.
Senator WI1jmrs. Mr. Secretary, last October I introduced a

couple o bills dealim with the question of l)olit.al Ildvertisilg and
whether .or not they Siouhl l)e deducti1)le for business expenses. One
bill suggested tlit they lne deductible and the other that they should

not ie deductilble.
Now, the reason that I did that, as I explained, was to have the

two extremes ais an apl)roach to the problem and to force an answer.
I asked if you had any recommendations. Akre you ready to comment
on these bils as to the recommendations of the 'I reasury Department?

Which bill and what formula for treating these political contri-
)utions disguised as advertising do you recommend?

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY H. FOWLER, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY, ACCOMPANIED BY STANLEY S. SURREY, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR TAX POLICY-Resumed

Secretary FowLEl?. Senator, we have )een studying the bills that
you have referred to relating to the tax treatment of advertising in
political convention programs and similar publications, and also tie
related topic of the purchase of tickets to political dinners or events.
I understand, as you have stated, that one of your proposals would
make the expenditure deductible, while your other proposal would
make such expenditures nondeductible.

These difficulties and uncertainties present the Internal Revenue
Service with a very real problem in trying to apply to this area the
present provisions of internal revenue laws dealing with deductionsgenerally..
I think it would be of great benefit to the Internal I venue Ser, ice

and the Treasury Department from an administrative standpoint to
have this matter clarified as fully as possible.
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As restl-fiLs it choice l(ewetil your two different arl))o(hes 'land
looking at, the mtter fr()m strictly it stlnd)oilit. of tax ))licy, I be-
I ite? it would 1)e more in keelinuq \'it h the 'tneral nitu live of I hese ex-
penditures to iiake tiheiii niolldedlil)le. " 'lit, result. would more
closely 2lif11o tile situations with tile general l)p)roach of Ili talx law
that. iS'ments or contributions for l)olitivil purposes are not, to )I
treated I( s 15edulictbh by the lfavlOl'. h'lhat would )e ou. positioll (i
tliese ieasitirs. 1, of coursee, wNull like to add its it tangential Inat ler
(l11t 1 111i hopeful thatle l)ieseiit lill ('la go through without. getting
over into m11111y odth1 aPeas, btit l know that. is a nt ter' for the comn-
Inittee to determine t11HIM 1 will onlly express my wish ldl hmpe that,
tie consideritio oi this problehi won't, impedle t ho progress villi the,
bill.

Senalor 1WiiiMs. Ithi k you for that, stitaement.
As I said yesterday, I am expecting to su)por; t hiis hill so 1 1n1

not. trving to( delay ii. I (10 think this is iL field ill which wo should
a('t, ow. As I toh( you I)Ptiviitely, I agree comletely that, t hese should
beI nodeleducteible. t itIlways uinlderstAlmod heretofore that hliey wey r
not deductible. With the en(lhorseelient, which we fre nIow getting
from the l)epartment, this proposal will b otered mis ai amenIidiieit
toil his bill. I am hoping it, will I)O ad opted.'[h is is lii ll i'ea t hat needs clarificat ion.

I introduced one other proposal in this conne eion (hat, would deal
with lthe method of treating s1all political Coll( ribltionis. I )rOl)Ose(d
Slint. we make tli smaller l)olitfical (,ont ributions, $10 to $25, Sul)ject, to
70 percent. tax credit'. Tim next $75 would be treated as a (ledu(tion.
I am wondering if the 'Treasury Department has had time to study
that, l)rl)Osal and relt alcl any conclusions?

Secretary Fowxii. Yes; we are engaged in the study of that sill-
,jeet, matter, Senator. WithI respect. to your bill proposing a tax cre(lit
or tax deduction for politiil contributions in smaller amounts, wo are
studying it, in view of the President's st atenient ill his State of ti
Ui(ioi message, to tlie et'ect lit, ways should l)e found to provide
iI('elitives; for political colntriblutiols So ias to make political Ing l21(1
financial supl)port, of political artists more widespread. There are,
various possi1)ilities whili are being looked at. Some of them art ili
tler nature of a review si two an intensive study of this subject was made
several years back. They are being reviewed now from the stand-
point, of their effectiveness, their costs, their administrative feasibility
and ot her relevant, policy considerat ions.

This is a st udy which is very actively g~oig oil, Selitor 'Williams, at.
this time, and until it is Oml)leited and tih ]Presidolnt" submits a detailed
liroposal dealing witlh this prol)lem, amiong others, . would hope that.

o('ould1 be excused without, making any 1)aliculii. iemmnt. oi the
a))roach you suggested, which is certainly ono of lhoime whih is being
studied. That is about all I wfant to say this morning .

Senator lWr[,\.rs. Wi1th that seniendorsoient,, I won't, press you
further, Mr. Secretary, beauso l1lise4 on iy c4inifereuiees I Iavo hd
with th Del)axliient on this sailie subject, I know that, it is I)eiii
studied with the thought, of coming up l re(Iieommendat ions. '1hern-
fore. I will, in ]iie wih ,our suggestion, be inclined to wait until you
get, the report, but 1(10 feel, as you have started l.nd as the 1Pre.sidenit.
stated in his Inessage, this is an iarem with which we should deal. We
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%%ill have oilier tax legislation before us lit a later dalte and I am
hoping by tialt. t ine we a (.a really a forli a. I think it. is geiierally
beie, ved iIa,, Ohis field needs at-tention, and if we can hold it, lup tiiltl
N\e) (11Ill i'l l li Iaaa , of 1'eeuiienlt it, would l)romptly pass.

Secret ary FOWII,. I think that is correct, Senator. We will cer-
tainly work with you to that end.

Selliator 11ILI\,A118. I appreciated hitt, ttand I slall be glad to work
with yol.

Now. I had a third bill. ]'i the 1964 act. we provided for the inlor-
Iation returns to be seit, to the taxpayers who were receiviuig ititerest,

and divideilds, a1ad of course the wages were already taken care of be-
fore, Iy he W--2 forms.

Ill (:i11it ilig it legislit ion al ill exteoldilig the requirement. for the
setdiiig of tie, W--2 s it was called to my attention that we excused tie
Goveiuiuinelit itself from comnplying with he snme rales. I speeihically
refer to tie I departmentt of Agricultiure and the paymenits that they
uiiake on icreaj e reserve, soil bink, a11d various other progralis to (e
fariners. all ol wliieli tider the law are 100-perent taxalle, just, tie
saoe as dividends itld interest. Yet, tme l)epartnient is 1ot semiingioul
these W-2 forms that we e(Iiir of industry. iitrodtced the other
(lily a bill which would bring the l)elmrtment under the same rites and
regulations of reporting not only to tlie recipient of these clhecks but
also to tihe Treasury l)epartnent. This is not a revemue-prodtcing
Iii'lesiire its wo beth realize.

Secretirv lowLvix. Yes.
Senaitor WiLmL\s. And 1 would like to have your comments ilponi

that 1)roposal.
Secretary Fowing. Senator, we certainly favor this proposal in

l)rincil)le. We realize that it involv(, another Department, and I
understand that. members of the Treasury staff are in touch with the
l)epartment, of Agriculture to determine the administrative problems
that might be involved. But I think we are very affirmatively in sup-
port of tle principle and would hope to work something out along tile
lines you have indicated.

Seliator W Jlmuts. Well, I appreciate that, and that amendment
will also be offered.

Inl talking with the Department the only objection that I have had
is in the amount of bookwork involved, but we got that same coin-
plaint from industry and nobody seemed to be concerned, so certainly
the Government should live by its own rules. If it is rather burden-
some mitaybe they would be more sympathetic sometimes when they got
conlllaint fro "industry.

Secretary FoWIEI. It certainly would be helpful to us in adminis-
tering our i)art of tite job.

SenatorVILLAMS. We are making such excellent progress in get-
ting your cool)erition, I have another proposal that I think that we
cal tis)ose of equally fast, and that is a suggestion that I made that
we reduce the oil depletion rate. I propose that we reduce it to '25
percent the first year, 221/2 percent tle second year, and 20 percent
the third year, and remain at that rate thereafter.

I have an old estimate as to revenue that would be produced, this
estimate was made a couple of years ago, but it would be somewhat
similar now.
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Reducing to 25 percent I understand would bring $75 million, 221/2
percent would increase it another $75 or make it $1.50 million, and when
it got into full effect it would be $250 million. I am wondering if we
can get a simple endorsement on that, too.

Secretary Fowmi. That gives me more of a problem, Senator Wil-
lianis, in view of the fact that the present bill is soniewhat limited in
scope and does not address itself to many of the problem areas related
to the structural reform of the tax system.

As I said at the outset while comnicuting on some of your earlier
measures, my main concern is that we not got into areas which would
impede progress in the prompt and quick enactment of this bill,
which I know is your interest also.

The proposal before the committee is designed to raise what we be-
lieve is necessary revenue quickly. It is purposely designed to do that
in a way that could avoid controversy or cert ainly minimize any coit-
troversy and do so in a way that doesn't increase income tax liability
for either individuals or corporations.

We know from past experience that any time you change tax lia-
bilities, no matter how worthy or how clear the reasons, those that,
have their liabilities increased are inclined to be rather strongly op-
posed to any such change.

We also know from our experience on various l)rol)osals that have
been l)roposed to the Congress in the last 3 or 4 years, that clianges
in the structure of depletion rates raises controversial issues which I
believe would be likely to cause substantial delay in the enactment of
this program. For that reason, I would have to say at this time I
would not feel it wise to include any such amendment in the bill.

Senator WILLIAMS. Do I detect a ray of hope that the administra-
tion has endorsed this with the one qualification that this is not the
exact time but if I can find an appropriate time to put this on a bill
where it would not cause delay we would have your endorsement?

Secretary FowLmi. I didn't mean to imply one way or the other. I
think that I had better stand on the proposition that the President
stated in his economic report that we must review special tax prefer-
ences, that is an exact quotation. As a part of any such review, this
is certainly an area that could be examined.

Senator WILLIA S. Is it being examined as a part of your next pro-
posals?

Secretary FOWLER. Not currently. We are pretty well occupied
with this current tax program, and we are not, at the moment, en-
gaged in an examination of the subject. However, I know that it is
being looked into, and has been looked into in other Departments that
have related concerns to the topic.

Senator WInnuAMS. I realize it has been looked into because for the
past 15 years we have had-

Secretary FOWLER. We have had the experience along that line, too.
Senator VILLIAMTS. I was hoping that while we were in such a mood

of endorsement here, we could have continued right on through.
Secretary FOWLER. Senator, I think that probably my endorsement

would not be very meaningful one way or another on this subject.
Senator WILLIAMS. You would be surprised.
Secretary FowLER. There are others who would-
Senator WILLIAMS. You would be surprised.
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Secretary FoWLER. We weren't too successful a few years ago in
dealingr wvitl this problem wheln my redecessor tilted his lance at one
small Hfange of it, and I don't think N ave any more influence in that
direction thaii he had.

Semtor WIllm is. Well, we will try to save you ini spite of your-
sell on that one. [Laughter.]
I noticed iin the papers the other day-and this was not. t quotationn

from you-that consideration was being given to a tax iin reverse is
the wary it; was (lescribed, that somebody wvho has an income i)elow
$3,000, which was the level set by the President, would get a tax refund
in )roportion to the amount of his income that was below this stated
level.

Is the Treasury I)eparhmnent really giving any consideral ion to any
such 1prol)osal ?

Secretary FovLEIt. Well, I certainly lveint, Selnator Williams.
I know it has been a it mailer of some comment and stly in academic
(ircles. I also think the Commission on Automation hias dealt with
it, but I certainly have not given it, any serious consi(leration at this
time. My preoccupation, certainly for as long as the Vietnamese sit-
uation confronts us, will have to do with questions of additions to
revenue rat her tla in reductions.

Senator VLL mm\S. Would you care to give us an opinion on such
a w'ild l)droposal ?

Secretary owm. NO, sir, I would not. I haven't studied it. I
haven't giv-en it, any serious consideration at all.

Senator IWVurLms. This bill before us exteiids the tax 1 percent on
autos and increases it by 1 percent, and it increases the tax on tele-
)liones by 7 l)ercent.

Is there any particular reason why these two items were selected?
Secretary FowLimn. Yes, sir.

There were two or three. reasons. Number one, it seemed to be an
established policy of the Congress, incorpIorated in the excise tax act
reveme producers is the reason they were singled out for gradual re-
pattern. We thought that by asking for a further stretching out
of the process of gradual reduction the Congress has already adopted
we were more in line with established congressional policy in thi3
a1rea.

Number two. The fact that these two taxes are very subsiat-oial
revenue producers is the reason they were singled out for gradual ie-
duct-ion. If we were going to try to raise an equivalent amount of
revenue by selecting a composite of other excises we would have to
impose taxation on a very large number of items.

As you know the tax had been completely removed from many items
last July 1 and January 1. The uininistrative machinery and the
)urden on the seller, the manufacturer or retailer, has been completely

eliminated. To achieve a similar amount of revenue would have
meant not only restoring taxes, but also restoring the whole admin-
istrative machinery.

Senator WILmAs. Well, of course, this bill is not only a stretchout,
it is a reimposition of taxes.

We are reimposing a 7-percent tax on telephones, and we are reinstat-
ing a 1-percent tax on automobiles. Those taxes have been repealed,
and so we are putting taxes back on.

59-593-66-14
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Secretary FowLrR. Well, the rate of tax has been repealed, but the
administrative machinery, already exist. A tax at a lower rate is still
presently being collected.

Senator WILLIA3is. That was the reason I was suggesting that we
move over into the field of the oil depletion because the machinery
is all there. All we would have to do is just make a very simple change
in the formula. You are going to endorse this yet. [Laughter.]

I get mail asking this question, and it is a little hard to answer-
with these taxes on telephones and automobiles having gone off Jan-
uary 1, why put the 7-percent tax back on a telephone and a new
tax on a car at 1 percent, and at the same time not do anything with
the 10-percent tax on cabarets and the 20-percent tax on racetrack
admissions both of which also went off January 1.

Actually the cabaret tax went off December 31 to make sure they
could enjoy New Year's without a tax. Tax on country club dues of
20 percent were repealed January 1, chewing tobacco tax was reduced
10 percent January 1. There are $150 million in those four items.
I get asked the question, just how under the Great Society these can be
counted as necessities while the telephone on the farm must be counted
as a luxury. They want to know when you are going to put these
back. Why did you pick out these four items and say they were the
necessities of life ?

Maybe you can give me a suggestion how we can explain that action
to the people.

Secretary FowLER. By selecting these two taxes, and confining the
problem just to these tvo where the administrative machinery for the
imposition and collection of taxes continue to be intact, we avoided
the reinstitution on a selective basis of a, large number of highly con-
troversial taxes which wouldn't have produced enough revenue. I do
not believe it would be worth the delay and the difficulties that would
have been entailed in selecting from all of the myriad excise taxes
those on which for one basis of logic or another, it might be said that
they should be imposed.

Out of all of the excise taxes that were going to be repealed, Congress
last June decided in its wisdom that these two big revenue producers
were going to have to be repealed or reduced in a graduated way.
We are simply following the policy of a graduated removal of these
two taxes. There is no contemplation in the President's message, or
in any statement that I have made to the Ways and Means Committee
or this committee, that this is a permanent turnaround. It is simply
a postponement of the removal of these two graduated taxes along the
lines that Congress had proposed.

Senator WILrIA 1S. I realize that the bill before us is referred to as
an adjustment act rather than as a tax increase, but you still can't
get aw% ay from the fact that you are putting a 7-percent tax back
on one industry and a 1-percent tax on another.

What concerns me is the justification of this tax on these two indus-
tries. It would seem to me our tax system should be set up on the
basis of equity, and not by singling out one industry as an easy way
to get money or by taxing one or two industries because they aie big.
It seems to mue there should be some equity.

Secretary FowLER. I would agree, Senator, but I think the adminis-
trative matter is an element that is also worthy of some consideration.
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Senator WILLIANS. I do, too, and again you are getting closer to my
oil depletion amendment because that is so simple administratively
to change it to pick up $250 million.Secretary FOWLETR. Again, I come back to the point that there is

some premium on speed in the enactment of this particular bill.
Senator WIrLLt.ms. You would be surprised at the speed we could

get if you would just endorse that oil depletion.
Secretary FowLiF. I have no such confidence in that result.
Senator METCALF. I wonder if the Senator would yield? I would

suggest in spite of the fact, if the administration wotld come up with
some suggestions in changes in depletion not only in oil but in minerals
and other things, that many of us would very seriously consider those
before approving them. If there is an emergency on this bill, an
amendment certainly should not be put on as far as this whole business
of depletion is concerned.

Senator WILLTAMS. I think the Senator is right and, as I stated
earlier, I certainly have no intentions of trying to cause undue delay
in this bill. I realize the interest in the Treasury of getting it enacted,
but I am not too overly concerned over a few days in order to do the
job right. As I have stated earlier, I think the administration made a
terrible mistake when it recommended that Congress reduce these taxes
list year. I so stated at the time and voted against it. There was a
war going on when the administration signed the bill. They knew
there was a war going on, or at least they should have known it-they
were sending 200,000 men over there. They knew it was going to cost
lnonev.

Before Congress adjourned you also knew that the war was es-
calating, and it would have been very simple to have postponed this
reduction. Then you would not have had to go through all of this
tedious process of reinstating the taxes. I am not going to be
stampeded into just a few days in order to get a good deal.

Secretary FowLER. I certainly did not intend to imply that, Senator.
Senator WILLIAN[S. I don't think you did.
Secretary FOWLErR. For the record, I should say this. After the

Excise Tax Act of 1965 was enacted, and after the time I appeared
before this committee to support its enactment on June 8 and 9, a very
substantial change in national policy occurred following a most careful
and thoughtful study and the most intensive consultation, both inside
Governmen and outside Government, on what our military situation
was and responsibilities were. This occurred after the enactment of
the Excise Tax Act. As you. recall, these decisions were announced to
the public on July 28. At the time I appeared before this committee, I
certainly did not contemplate the problem of financing the effort in
Vietnam on an escalated scale. I would also like to cite some exchanges
on pages 30 and 34 of the hearings before this committee wherein the
administration stated its concern about the action of the House in
removing the automobile tax. The administration asked for only a
5-percent graduated reduction. The House had enacted a 10-percent
graduated removal. The reasons we gave for holding off that action
had to do with the fact that it might be desirable to reserve that addi-
tional 5 percent for action at a time when we were moving into a
deflationary period.
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I think that an examination of page 34 of the record of testimony
before this committee will indicate that the timing of the excise tax
reduction on automobiles was in all of our minds at that time.

Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, I realize that that was your testi-
mony, and I don't question for a moment that that was the informa-
tion you may have received as far as the administration was concerned.

But I know for a fact as a member of one of the committees that
last June the Armed Services Committee and the Foreign Relations
Committee were both being alerted to the fact there was a stepup in
the war. We were alerted to that fact in June, prior to the enact-
ment of this bill. It is true that the President did not make a state-
nent to the American public until some time in the latter part of July,

but the administration knew before that. They were alerting the
Congress. They knew they were escalating the war, and there was no
reason why such information had not been transmitted to the Treasury
Department and they should have taken action to stop the reductions.

There is no doubt in my mind that the administration was well
aware of the danger with which we were confronted, and if it was
not then someone was asleep at the post, and I shudder to think that
anybody was sleeping to that extent down there.

Does the Senator from Kentucky want to ask any questions?
Senator MORTON. If you will yield for just one point, Mr. Secre-

tary, I have some appointments in my office, and that is in connection
with this floor stock tax on automobiles. I am sorry I was not here
when you gave your statement.

Secretary FowrI. I don't think this topic has come up, Senator
Morton) in the hearings up to now.

Senator MORTOx. The last paragraph on page 9 of your testimony
mentioned this. It is the method of collecting the floor stock tax.
One of the major automobile companies had been in contact with me,
expressing some apprehension about this, and I hoped that they would
have a brief which I could have studied before coming here, but as of
this morning it hadn't arrived at my office.

I don't know just what their concern is, but there seems to me a
difficulty in collecting it from the retailer.

Secretary FOWLER. Yes, I think I can help a little bit on taLt. This
matter of the method of collection of the tax came up for very intensive
examination in the executive sessions of the House Ways and Means
Committee. We had initially proposed that the floor stock tax be
collected directly from the dealer and paid to the Treasury. There
were those who were concerned that the dealer would not know the
precise amount of the manufacturer's excise tax so that he wouldn't be
cognizant of the precise amount that he could pass on, as it were, to the
customer or reflect in the operations of his business. It was thought,
therefore, that the most equitable way of collecting the tax from the
stand ont of the dealer and thus enable him to cope with the problem
would be as this bill proposes. Although the tax be paid by the dealer,
it is to be collected by the manufacturer from him and then paid over
to the Treasury by the manufacturer.

This wasn't a casual consideration. It was the result of a discussion
that went on for the better part of a morning. The committee came
out with the formula incorporated in the act.
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So far as the Department is concerned, I think it was comme ci,
come Ca.

Senator MORTON. In other words, as I get it, after the action taken
by the Ways and Means Committee and upheld by the House, the man-
ufacturer will pay the Treasury the tax and collect it from the dealer.

Secretary FOWLER. That is right-and in the process inform the
dealer of the precise amount of the tax, so that he can deal with his
customers knowing the exact amount of the tax.

Senator MORTON. Your original proposal to the Congress did en-
visage a floor stock tax?

Secretary FOwLER. That is right.
Senator "M1oRToN. And the difference in what the Ways and Means

have come up with and what you originally proposed are the mechanics
of collection?

Secretary FoWLER. Just the mechanics of collection.
Senator MORTON. How much-do you have any estimate at all of

what this floor stock tax amounts to?
Secretary FOWLER. It is about $25 million.
Senator MORTON. Competition in the marketplace in these auto-

mobiles, I guess we have to collect the floor stock tax, but it is a head-
ache to go through one of these things however you collect it, I can
guarantee you that.

I may before we finish our markup of the bill, I now have a copy of
this memorandum which I have to study, and I may call on-

Secretary FOWLER. Mr. Surrey is very familiar with this.
Senator MORTON (continuing). Mr. Surrey or someone to go over it

with me.
Thank you.
Senator WILLIAS. I appreciate the Senator's raising that point,

and I had it on the agenda.
One further question that is raised concerns the bill. We propose

the bill to be effective on March 15 in general, but there is language
here that says the floor stocks tax will be imposed the day after
enactment. If the President signs the bill the 10th or the 12th
you will have all of this uncertainty as to just when the tax is to go on.
I raised this question with them before the meeting started hoping that
we could work out some kind of an understanding as to an effective
date. That may be a matter which we could better deal with when we
get into executive session.

Secretary FOWLER. In executive session.
Senator WILLMIS. The Treasury is aware of this problem. I do

feel that the bill as it is drafted does need some modification or some
clarification.

Secretary FOWLER. Mr. Surrey is aware of this, and will be glad to
discuss it with you, sir.

Senator WILLIAMS. I have another question to raise in connection
with the bill. It is from a party who claims that under the bill certain
exemptions are made from the excise taxes for nonprofit organizations,
but others are not exempted. Iquote the letter:

We are neither for nor against the bill as such, but do believe that if exemptions
are to be made for certain groups not to pay this excise tax the exemptions
should be extended to all agencies which are exempt under section 170 (b) (1) (a),
of the Internal Revenue Code. That either it should apply to all or none.
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What would be your reaction to that point,?
Secretary FowL.ER. At this time we would be opposed to extending

the exemption any further, Senator Williams.
Again, this is not appropriate legislation for expanding or extending

exemptions.
Senator WILIAMNS. The hill does depart from the exist ing practice

in that it does extend exemptions, as I understand it, to soie new
areas; is that correct?

Secretary Fowui. Nonprofit hospitals. This is something the
House committee wished to do. The administration didn't sponsor it.

Senator WIaITHs. I am not objecting to what. you did, but it just
raises this point.

Secretary FowmE1I. I would hole the process couhl be arrested where
it is in the bill and that we (1o not get into the questionn of all the
other types of exempt organizations that might be considered.

Senator WILLIAM s. One other problem that we have had brought
to our attention. I have before me a letter transmitted by Senator
Ilickeenlooper, I won't mention the company )y name for reasons
you will understand, but they claim they bought a posting niaeimine,
and it is only about 2 years old. In order to handle their withholding
tax under this new "withholding formula, these machines will be
obsolete.

Secretary Fowjui. Senator, I can't give you a definitive answer on
this case. 'All I can say is that during the development of the gradu-
ated withholding prol)osal we met with many emlployeis and this
problem was not raised. The Internal Revenue Service has checked
with other employers.s in the process, and they have not encountered
any computer i)rVl)lem. I think we first heard of the caso when you
raised it informally the other day with one of the members of 'the
staff-who has been trying to track down the source of it. We will l)e
pre)are(l to discuss it with you in the executive session.

Tie thing that gives me some doubt as to whether it, is a serious
prol)lem is the fact that, a, you know, 18 States presently lave gradu-
ated withholding. It is hard to )elieve that there would be major
computer prol)lenis that those in the business wouldn't have adapted
themselves to by this time.

Now it may be that some ol machine that was created for a variety
of other purposes long before this, one of the early devices you might
say, might be obsolete and n!)t adaptable to this l)rocess. But I would
d(;ul)t very much that there is any substantial line of updated com-
puter equipment that cold not be adapted to this operation, or I think
we would have heard of it.

Senator WILTLIAs. This letter indicates that the machine was
bought since 1961E, and I am going to give the letter to Mr. Surrey after
this meeting and will discuss it later.

Secretary FOWLER. Right, sir.Senator WIMs. I shall ask you to study it, and we will take it

up with you when we get into executive session. I (didn't have the
name of the company wheai I discussed it the other (lay, but I do have
the letter now, I will ,give it to you later.

Secretary FOWLEim. Thank you, sir.
Senator'WILLAMS. We were discussing earlier the question of in-

terest rates and the 1967 deficit. I won't go back and review all that
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because I think we reached all agreement that the deficit for fiscal 1967
was between $9 and $10 billion.

Secretary FOWLER. That was your statement. We didn't reach any
agreement on that.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, if we didn't reach an agreement we will go
back over it again.

Secretary FOWLER. We would be here a long time. I just couldn't
agree to the way you phrase it, Senator. That is all.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, let's go back because I certainly wouldn't
for the world want to leave you, least of all, with a misunderstanding
as to the deficit this year. I was perfectly satisfied by the way we had
it clarified before.

Secretary FOwLER. I don't think there is any problem about the
arithimetic-it is the interpretation and application of the arithmetic
ltnd what you don't include in your summation about the other side
of the ledger.

Senator WtLu\.%fs. I am not speaking of the FNIMA. I am sl)eak-
ing of the expenditures, normal expendiltures, and the normal income
of this Government as it was projected to the Congress in the Presi-
dent's message whereini he claimed that there would be a $1.8 billion
deficit.

Secretary FOWLERi. That is right.
Senator \VILLIA s. NOW in order to arrive at that $1.8 billion deficit

you have figured on a $5.4 billion acceleration of the corporate income
tax payments.

Secretary FOWLExiR. Yes, sir.
Senator VILLIAMs. Part of which was taken (,are of in the 1964 act,

and part of which is taken care of in this bill now before us.
But the sum total of the combined accele .tion is around $5.4 billion

that will come in 1967, that would not have come without the accel-
erated payments, is that correct?

Secretary FOWLER. Well, about $5 billion.
Senator WILJTAMS. There were approximately $400 million that will

come under your proposal for withholding tax that would not have
come in normally, is that correct?

Secretary FOWLER. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAms. And there is about a billion and a half that will

come into the Treasu ry in the 1967 fiscal year, as a result of the reduced
content of silver in the coinage, al)out 1$1 billion in 1966, and about
$11/2 billion il 1967 that is nonrecurring income, is that correct?

Secretary Fowixit. It is nonrecurring and it will diminish substan-
tially in 1968.

Seinator WILLIAMS. That is right, it practically vanishes; but $1
billion in 1966, and $11/2 billion in 1967 fiscal, is that correct?

Secretary FOWLEm. That is roughly correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. And tie above normal sales of FNMA certifi-

cates are about $1 to $11/2 billion, is that correct?
Secretary Fowr.ER. That is correct, sir; when you say above normal

I would say-
Senator WILLIAMS. Well, I would say average.
Secretary FOWLER. At the average.
Senator WAILLAMS. You are selling $4.7 billion; this is an accelera-

tion of about a billion and a half above the average sales. The point
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I make, if you take these totals which you will admit are one-shot
operations-

Secretary FoWLER. We definitely admit they are one-shot operations.
Senator WILLIAIMS. Figuring the 1968 fiscal year with the same rate

of expenditures, projecting the same level of income that you have now
you have a $9 billion deficit. This one-shot income is used up, is that
not true?

Secretary FOWLER. This is used up this time. I would like to make
just two comments, Senator, and I think we can leave this where we
have it. My objection went to the phrasing of this as a deficit different
from the $1.8 billion that is included in the President's budget. I will
make my point with just one illustration.

We have had corporate accelerated income incorporated in the 1965
budget to the tune of about a billion dollars as a result of the-

Senator WILLIAMS. That is right.
Secretary Fowmi. In computing the deficit for fiscal year 1965 we

didn't treat that billion dollars of accelerated corporate income in any
different way from the manner in which we are treating the $5 billion
acceleration in fiscal 1967.

Senator WlLIAivs. That is right.
Secretary FowL.ER. And we called the deficit the deficit taking into

account the income that comes from whatever its particular source.
Now, that is-

Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, I am supporting you in accelerat-
ing these payments. Don't misunderstand me in that. I supported it
in 1955, but I did it with the clear understanding that we were moving
forward a portion of the corporate tax payments and that our action
would have the effect of reducing the deficit in those years. Congress
did it in 1955; it does it now. I don't quarrel with what you are sug-
gesting, but what I am trying to point out is that we are going to
reach a cutoff period in 1968 where this nonrecurring income will not
be available. Based on a $1.8 billion deficit for 1967 that is about $150
million deficit. When in 1968 you move beyond this notched period
with the expenditures and income running the same, you overnight
move into an $800 million deficit per month. I am just pointing out
that this is a real problem we have got to recognize and deal with.

Secretary FOWLER. The only other thing I would like to add is that
when the time comes to draw up the budget for fiscal 1968 that the ab-
sence of these, as you phrase them quite properly, one-shot sources of
revenue will have to be very definitely taken into account. The ex-
penditure pattern in fiscal 1968 will have to take into account the in-
creases in revenue that are a derivative of the economic growhfl of our
economy. The budgeting problem in fiscal 1968, assuming a con-
tinuance of the war at its present scale, is going to present a very seri-
ous problem, which I know the President is quite conscious of. It
will mean that the expenditure pattern for fiscal 1968 will have to be
ket, very much in scale.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is the only reason I was raising this here.
I think we have a clear understanding that there is this notch provi-
sion. After 1968, it will have to be taken care of either with reduced
expenditures or it will have to be taken care of with a substantial in-
crease in taxes unless your revenues have gone way beyond what any-
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body has anticipated. I am wondernig if this one-shot operation isn't
something to get us by the 1966 elections, and then you are going to
come back in again with a proposed tax increase. Don't think the
American people should be caught by surprise or allowed to be un-
aware of the fact that this is a one-shot operation that will not cure a
rather serious problem with which we are confronted. Our revenue
and expenditures are not in balance. As one who is going to support
this proposal here this year. I am doing it with the clear understand-
ing that it does not cure the problem with which we are confronted.
It is only an aspirin that is going to relieve the headache at this par-
ticular tine. It is not curing the real problem of a $9 billion deficit.
We are going to have to have a major operation here someday.

Secretary FOWLER. Senator, there is no question but I think we agree
that the financing of an additional $10.5 billion for expenditures in
South Vietnam presents a serious problem with which we are all
con fronted. The financing of this additional requirement, both in this
budget and in the budgets that follow, if the situation continues, will
necessitate a serious holddown in the pattern of expenditures and, on
the revenue side, the taking advantage of t'ie so-called fiscal dividends
of economic expansion. I think this current budget does that to a
very considerable extent by applying revenues resulting from the bill
before us, as well as the fruits of the economic expansion anticipated
in this calendar year, to defraying the costs.

Now, next year when we sit down in the budgeting process the scale
of the war will, of course, be an overriding consideration. I want
you to know that we are just as conscious of the )roblem as you are,
or we won't have these one-shot additions at that time. I believe the
allocation of the increased revenues from an expanding economy to
the war will be an overriding consideration.

Senator WILLIAMS. I appreciate that statement, and the reason I
raised it was that I had two or three make the point as to why the
concern. They say that a one-shot operation was used in 1955 to a
partial degree, as you just stated, and the administration uses a one-
shot operation now to accelerate the payments, why not use it again
next year. The point that I was trying to get through, and you have
agreed, is that we have used it up; it is done.

Secretary FOWLER. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. In 1955 they used a part of it, but this time we

have used the remainder.
Secretary FowiET. That is right, sir.
Senator'WILLiAMs. There is no possible way you can advance these

taxes further. They are current after the enactment of this bill.
Secretary FOWLER. You can't collect taxes in advance.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is right.
Now, one other point, and we were discussing this point in the office

a couple or 3 months ago, and that is the need for a change in the
interest rates on E-bonds, I noticed that it has been changed to 4.15
percent, I think that was-I won't say overdue-but it was certainly a
justi fled correction.

The question that is in my mind, and the point we were discussing,
is that the sale of these E-bonds could very well be used as a. deterrent
to inflation if you could get the people to buy them, encouraging
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them to save rather than spend the money. I am wondering if the
4.15 rate is adequate to encourage the savings that would really help
the situation from an inflation standpoint now.

Secretary FOWL'R. I think, Senator, that the 4.15-percent rate will
go a. good part of the way to giving us a base for a much more in-
tensive, and I hope a much more successful, savings bond program
this year.

We are trying to make this year's savings bond program far more
intensive than at any time since the war days.

I appreciate your interest and concern with this problem, because I
think you see the savings bond program as a useful way of dealing with
any threat of inflation. The more that we can induce savings at this
time, the greater safeguards we have.

In addition to changing the rate of interest and putting a good
deal of effort into the industriaI payroll savings plan-in connection
with which I might add we have very excellent committees and re-
ceive substantial volunteer help from industryV-we are considering
whether or not, a new product line could be devised within the frame-
work of the 4.15 rate, t)ut tailored in such a way as to give induce-
ments over and above the l)resent type of bonds that are 1)eing sold.

I am not prepared at this time to say whether we are going to arrive
at something that we think will be more attractive in connection with
the payroll savings plan, but we are working on it very hard, and
hone to have something to report soon on that subject.

Senator WILLI. I know you are, and I have discussed this sub-
ject with you many times.

Secretary Fowi.LFR. Yes.
Senator'WIILTA S. We are 1)oth pretty much in agreement as to

the objective, but the reason I make this'point is that during World
War II, at a time when we were really confronted with inflation and
price controls, I think the rate was 2.94 on these E-bonds. It was
right around 3 percent, but at that time money deposited in the banks
would draw 1 to 11/2 percent, and the E-bonds were made the most at-
tractive investment.

There was a limitation put on as to the amount each could buy,
but they were used to siphon off much of the spending power of the
consumers. The Government encouraged them to put their money
into savings. Today we do have, and I don't like to say it, but we do
have this threat of inflation. I think that is misleading-I think we
have inflation. I don't think it is something we are dealing with as
a future possibility. We have inflation here within our midst, and
we had better recognize that as such. I think you feel that way about
it.

Secretary FowmEn. No, sir, I don't feel we have inflation. I think
we have threats. We have price instability, but I do not go along
with the proposition that we currently have what I would call in-
flation.

Senator WILIAMS. Well, I won't deal with words. It is a good
bit like this bill is called a tax adjustment instead of an increase, but
I expect the people paying their telephone bills, getting a 7-percent
extra charge on it, are going to think it is more of an increase than
it is an adjustment.
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But regardless of words, the historic record of these E-bonds is
that we made them a more attractive form of savings.

I noticed in the paper this morning that one of the New York banks
is paying 5-percent interest on time deposits, I think they were about
6-month certificates of deposit.

If a man can get 5-percent interest lie is not going to l)uy 4.15-per-
cent E-bonds. You can b1y Treasury bonds that yield 5 )ercent.
You financed a sizable maturity just a couple of weeks ago with 5
percent. If we are going to pay the banks 5 percent woiildn't it be
better to offer a more attrctiveform of some ty)e of a, bon(, an E-
)on(l, or call it a retirement bond, perhaps a 1)- or 20-year bond, but

offer the small investor, the man working in the )lint whom we are
encouraging to lay aside a portion of his earnings, a plan whereby
von will pay him at least the equivalent of what we are paying the
banking system?

Secretary Fownm. I think there is a great deal of merit in what, you
say and this is one of the areas that we are studying quite intensively-
as to whether we can couple the patriotic incentive that is always in-
volved in the industrial and Government employees. payroll savings
ment of thrift and the automaticity of saving that is particularlyy in-
volved in the industrial and Government employees payroll savings
plans. We are studying possible ways of coupling those two things
so is to induce the 8 or 9 million people who are currentlyy engaged in
regular saving through wage and salary payroll deductions to add
to the magnitude of their savings along with inducing additional
millions to become participants in the program. This is the area of
the problem we are addressing ourselves to.

Senator WILLIANIS. I have been a supporter of your program, as
you know.

Secretary FOWLER. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMs. I have been very much interested, and it is not

something I am suggesting we should correct in this legislation but
it does need consideration.

Secretary FOWLER. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. Will the Senator from Delaware yield for a mis-

chievous interjection on my part.?
Senator WILLIAMS. If you will wait for this next question then you

can make all the mischief you wish. I realize that there is a patriotic
appeal being placed on purchases of the. E-bonds, but I don't think it is
quite cricket to figure that the 8 or 9 million workers who are going to
buy these E-bonds should 1)e called upon to contribute their savings
from a patriotic standpoint at 1 percent less than we pay the banks.
Patriotism is something that extends to everybody, not just this par-
ticular group of people who are buying the E-bonds, and I hope we can
work out something in the spirit of equity. I don't think that they
should be asked to finance the Government at lower rates than we pay
the banks; but even more important in this question of dealing with
inflation and the excess purchasing power at this time. It would help
tremendously if we could siphon some of this money into savings.

There is general agreement on that.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now will the Senator permit me.
The CIAIRM[AN. Hold on, the Secretary hasn't had a chance to

answer the question.
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Secret ary Fowimit. I have no further comment.
Sen-tor Y1uIm.s. Now the Senator from Illinois.
Senator l)oumr,,xs. In Greek tragedy Cassandra always perceived

evil and misfortune. From time to time she probably played an im-
l)ort'mlt part. But many times she was quite inaccurate. When the
modern Cassandras get. up and say we are being devoured by inflation,
I think halt. they are exaggerating the danger. I will merely point
out that lhe neowpal)ers th is morn ing carried a release from the bureau
of Labor Statistics tlat the wholesale price level remained absolutely
steady last month. So we need to have' a sense of l)roport ion.

The CIAIMAN. Senator Williams.
Senator )ouLAs. Thank you, I lank the Senator from Delaware.
Senator Wua.mrs. Thank you. I thank the Senator from Illinois

in classifying his own remarks as mischievous. This is the point I ami
making, the great danger as I see it. is that for some time there has
been . reluctaine on the part, of many in responsible positionss to
recognize that inflation can develop in this country or to recognize
that we are at war. I think we are confronted with both. Boih in-
flation and the war are real. If we close our eyes to these threats
an. just- treat them as big bugaboos that will go away I think we are
going to be rudely awakened at some time.

Senator DovorAs. This is not mischievous. It is a threat but not I],
reality.

Senator WittaMs. I, ell, I expect there are 200,000 boys in South
Vietnam who think that war is a. reality, and even though" it is not so
declared. I know that they consider it "a reality, I consider it a rvality
and will consider it a reality until such time as we have everyone back
home safe. T think. that our Government should recognize what is
happening on the domestic front. I am sure that the Secretary of
the Treasury is vitally concerned about inflation.

Secretary Fowm-.ir. Senator Williams, I think I should say that the
administration has been seriously concerned since the earliest time the
wholesale price index indicated that we were not enjoying the price
stability that we had for the past 7 years. I made a numl)er of speeches
in various areas, addressing myself just. to the l)rol)lem of expression
of concern. Many other,,mem lers of the administration, including
the President, also expressed concern from time to time. The Presi-
dent lhas made repeated appeals to those in his own administration, the
department heads, to hold down and reduce expenditures. I heard
him n make this point 3 or 4 times last, summer in connection with the
budget operations. liT went into great detail, in a wiay I have never
seen any previous President pursue the matter, on the necessity for
holding down and giving priority to particular operations and eit-
ting back on others. At the same time, as you know, all during the
late summer and fall there have been repeated appeals for restraint
to management and labor in dealing with the wage and price decisions.
I don't think there ls been any-as a matter of fact, I think there has
been an effort. on the part of the administration to focus, as Senator
Douglas has indicated, on the importance of dealing with this threat.
And I don't think it is fair to say that we have tried to cover it up.

Senator WNLtArs. I didn't say that. T want to congratulate you
on your remarks and your recognition of the problem. You men-
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I ioned ill a colloquy with I lie Seiat or f rom Georgia the other (lay I hat
the wholesale index 1ha( jmn'iid I think it, was around 3 percent and
the bulk of that, increase was in tlh last. 60 or 90 days. I realize that
the administration has been expressing concern, and 1 think very
properly so. I certainly don't join those who characterize your concern
its mischievous. This is a real concern, and I lhupe that. those in Con-
gress who (lon't agree with you won't consider ihat you and anyone
else who expresses a concern is a mnischiefmaker. Maybe the mischief-
nIakers are in lhe other lirection.

Senator MCC'(Irliy. If the Senator will yield, T hope, the Treasury
doesn't get overcommitted to support the position which has been
opene(l ul) by the Senator from 1)elaware. I don't think the )ro)lem
of inflation is particularly serious at. the present. t line. Po you, Mr.
Secret arv?

Secret ary Fowu.:i. No, I think that the threat of inflation, the loss
of price siability, is something that we have to constantly guard
against, Senator McCarthy. I think it is one of the three or four
major national ecoionlic "objectives. I couple maintaining what I
would call relative price stability, along wit i a healthy r1ate of eco-
nonic growth, full employment, achieving a balance in our payments.
I think those are the four objectives. I lont. think any one of them
should have a special )rior'ity, iiid I have sai( so. I thilk lhe problem
is to achieve the economic mix fliat. achieves a maximuni of all of
these things anl not, just, to be preoccu pied with any particular one.

Senlator McC(urrin'. It is a l)retty good mix now, isn 't it.?
Secretary Fowu,:vtm. I th ink it is a'very good mix.
Senator Mc'mIrr-ll. What has been going up? What has influenced

the ill(lex to cause the rise?
Secretary Fow iEt. The wholesale price index of farm productss

has gone up )y 12.3 percent from January 1965 to January 1966, and
the index of i)rocessed foods has gone ill) 7.8 percent. All others,
which includes the industrial category which is in a way the most.
sigiiificant one in terms that we are talking al)out,, went ipl 1.6 percent
over the last year.

Now-
Senator MACitrriY. That, is about what it has average(l, isn't it,

over the last 7 or 8 years?
Secretary FowLEl. Over the last, 7 years the wholesale price index

has been at a fairly steady level. There was no-
Senator Mc(C(irrimm. The overall index though went up 11 points,

roughl y, si lice 1957.
Secretary FowLR. You are talking al)out consumer price in(lex,

Senator.
Senator McC,,rrny. Yes.
Secretary Fowtm i!. We are talking about the wholesale price index.
Senator hIf(h(AriR. Overall.
Secretary FoviERm. The consumer price index has fnone U) Oil the

average of about 1.3 percent over the last 7 years. ihe 1964-65 in-
crease was 1.7 percent.

Senator MCCARTHY. Isn't it a fact that farm p rices have generally
been depressed for the last 10 years and what is happening now is an
equalization? The administration is not opposed to an-increase in
farm prices. They don't think they are out of handi, do they?
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Secretary FOWLE1II. V ell, I am not particularly an expert on farm
prices or prices of foods and farm products and processed foods, but I
do think this is an area, just like any other, that we ought to be con-
cerned about insofar as prices go. I think Commissioner Ross indi-
cated yesterday in announcing a consumer l)rice index for January
that we could continue to expect some increase in meat prices in the
months ahead.

Senator WILLIAMS. You mentioned wholesale prices had been rela-
tively stable in the last 6 or 7 years. Is it not true that in the last year
they rose about 3 percent and that that is what caused the concern?

Secretary FOWLER. That is right. And I think any departure from
relative price stability is something which is a cause of concern. I do
think that there has been a tendency, as Senator McCarthy indicates,
to magnify concern with the threat of inflation and sometimes to di-
minish our concern with the other economic objectives. I think, under
ordinary conditions, and even under the conditions we have today, all
objectives should have close to equal emphasis.

Senator W1LLIAMS. One of the arguments you used in support of
this bill was the fact that it would draw from the corporations a cer-
tain amount of cash, it would reduce their cash flow, and thereby re-
duce their ability to expand or it would act as a deterrent.

Secretary FOWLER. It will diminish private purchasing power in
calendar year 1966 by $2,700 million. That would be its economic
effect.

Senator WILLIAM-S. How much is your corporate tax normally?
Secretary FowLR. I don't have the exact figure.
Senator WILLIA-S. Approximately.
Secretary Fowm.,ER The estimate for fiscal year 1967 is $34,400 mil-

lion. For fiscal 1965, actual receipts were $25.5 billion. The estimate
for fiscal 1966 is $29.7 billion.

Senator WILLIAMS. I realize this bill is not raising corporation tax
rates; it is only advancing payments, but the mathematical effect from
the cash flow of the corporations by this bill is the equivalent of a 6-
percent tax increase, is it not ?

Secretary FOWLEII. I think-
Senator WILLIAMIS. Approximately?
Secretary FOWLEI. You have to take into account the normal prac-

tice, Senator.
Senator WILLTAS. I realize-don't misunderstand me. I am sup-

porting tie bill as I told you in these accelerated payments, but from
a cash flow standpoint of the corporations of America the mathemati-
cal effect is the same as withdrawing 6 percent extra tax.

Secretary FOWLER. I wouldn't want to be in a position of contending
that the economic effect of the corporate acceleration was the equiva-
lent of a tax increase in the same order of magnitude in dealing with
any threat of inflation. I think the two are entirely different things.
One is a much milder deterrent.

Senator WILIAMS. I am just speaking from a dollar standpoint
that that is about what we are doing. One of the arguments ad-
vanced-one of the principal arguments advanced is, of course, you
need the money.,

Secretary FOWLER. That is the principal argument.
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Senator WILLIANES. Sure. One other argument advanced was that
it would withdraw this money from the purchasing stream of these
corporations and thereby act as a deterrent at this particular time of
overexpansion.

Secretary FOWLER. We think that the fact that it has that secondary
effect. is appropriate in view of the general economic situation.

Senator WVILTAMS. Mr. Chairman, if somebody else has some ques-
tions I will yield.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, one thought occurs to me for sim-
plifying our tax laws. According to a chart on page 4 of our summary
of i1.R. 12752, you estimate that the number of people who would
break even under the system that is provided here would be increased
from 10.8 to 20.8 million.

Secretary FOWLER. That is the number of returns; 10 million re-
turns break even under the present system and 20 million would break
even under the new system.

The CHAITIMAN. Fine.
That works out to be about, roughly about 35 percent, I would su)-

pose of all returns would be at the break even on the basis that they
would be within $10 of their actual tax liability.

Secretary FOWLER. About a third of the returns.
The CIIAIRMAfN. Now, my thought is this. There is an awful lot

of minutia and bother about a return where you have only a dollar or
$2 coming to you. Why don't we just provide by law that if a person
takes a standard deduction and if he lists the correct number of ex-
emptions, then within that $10 range there just would be no payment
one way or the other; that is it?

Secretary FOWLER. You mean carry it over until the next year.
The CHAIRMAN. No.
Secretary FowLrmi. Cancel it out.
The CHAIRMAN. Cancel it out. Just provide by law that within

that range of $10, what you owe, if you elect a standard deduction and
claim the right number of exemptions, it what is withheld.

That in that small range, tax liability Would be the amount witl-
held. You wouldn't have to collect small amounts and you wouldn't
have to write small refunds.

Secretary FOWLER . Senator, my natural inclination is to be very
reluctant about forgiveness in taxes in any amount. I would like to
think about it.

The CHAImi ,AN. My point is this, Mr. Secretary: If you elect the
standard deduction you are not itemizing. You just take a standard
amount.. So if you elect a standard deduction, if we overwthhold
by less than $10 it is ours, that is what the law would say. If we
underwithhold by less than $10 it is yours. But we could aflirirmatively
provide by law that the amount wiithheld is the tax obligation, rather
than the amount that you would get in the event that you went into
all the details.

Secretary FOWLER. I am not worried about all the people that are
underwithheld and you forgive the tax. I am thinking about these
people that are overwithheld and want their $10 back.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, my thought about the matter, Mr. Secretary,
is that it would have practically no revenue consequence if you said
either way. It seems to me the chance it would break one way is about
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the same as the chances of breaking the other. A great number of tax-
payers would just like to be done with it once their tax is withheld.
In other words, by the time he gets through with all this computing,
and one, thing or another, and goes down to some consultant and pays
him $10 to figure out if he has $10 refund coining back, it seems to me
it wNould be just as well to say if they withheld on the basis of a correct
statement of what his exemptions were, there is nothing owed.

If he owed the Government another $5 let's just forget about it. If
the Government owes him $5, the same answer.

Secretary FOWLER. Well, 1, of course, have concern about all the
people who aren't involved with withholding. )o you give them the
saine treatment, $10 more or less?

The CHAIRMA~N. No; because if people itemize-
Secretary FOWLr:i. INo; who use the standard deduction but file a

return-have nonwage income.
The CHAIJIAN. Well, if you are going to go to the trouble of work-

ing it all out and listing everything this wouldn't apply, bLt where you
are withholding and only a standard deduction is involved, I think
most people prefer just to be done with it, especially if the range in
which you are working is a range of less than $10. If you are getting
down to a $3 range I know they would rather be done with it than to
mess around with it.

Secretary FoWLEiI . They are still going to have to file a return.
Senator, I think this is a very interesting suggestion. I would hope

that at some point during the year we could have some tax simplifica-
tion matters for the Congress to consider. I am reluctant to pass judg-
ment on it in connection with this particular bill. I think if it proves
to have merit after study, I would see no reason why it couldn't be
taken up just as well later rather than in connection with this bill.

The CHAIRMAN. I would appreciate it if you would look at it, be-
cause I look at this chart and we come down here and it says 20,800,000
people are going to break even. That looks great. I would say hurrah,
there are that many people who are not going to be bothered with and
working all this tax out, they would 'break even. That is the whole
basis of the graduated system, to try to equalize tax withheld with tax
due. I think if we get down especially to within $5 or even within
$10, it is fair to say we have worked this out as closely as we could. If
ye are iiot trying to jimmy the thing one way or the other then let us
withhold on that basis and forget about this small difference.

I think it would do well to apply the principle if we can work it out.
If we could have 20 million taxpayers that would be done with by the
time they got through withholding it would be a great simplification
and a great relief to them.

Secretary FOwLER. o We will certainly get to work right away on a
staff paper to deal with this and try to have it within 24 hours or so,
or by afternoon, so that in your executive sessions you could consider
this. I just don't want to pass on it without giving some thought to
the consequences of it. I don't want to go along on any principle of
forgiving a. tax owed without giving it very serious consideration.

The CrAIRMAi. The withholding tax is popular among working
people but I think it would even be more popular if the average work-
mngman finds his tax is all paid up by the end of the year through
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withholding and lie doesn't have to bother with complicated computa-
tions. I think he is entitled to know what he is paying but I also
think that the less bother there is, the more popular the tax would be.
As you know, very few people like to pay taxes.

Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, there has been one other point

calledd to my attention. In the bill there are two withholding sched-
tiles, one for married persons and one for single persons. How will
heads of household be treated, single or married?

Mr. SURREY. The head of a household is treated in this bill as a
single person. That result more closely coincides to his ultimate tax
liability than would be the case if he were treated as a married person.

Senator WILLIAMS. Would that result in an overwithholding on the
head of households?

Mr. SuRREY. It would result in some overwithholding for that per-
son. If you swung it the other way, it would result in underwith-
holding. The allocation to the single side is closer to the final tax
liability. In other words, you are going to have a plus on one method
and a minus on the other method and the minuses would have been
much greater than the pluses.

Senator WILLrAMS. Does it result in more overwithholding under
this formula than it would under the existing law?

Mr. SURREY. I couldn't answer that question right off. Since it will
yary from bracket to bracket, I would have to check the particular
income levels and the amount of withholding.

Senator WILLIAMS. Will you check that so that when we get into
executive we can take this point up further? In line with the state-
ment by the chairman of the committee about the future date when
we will be dealing with a simplification of the Revenue Code, I have
just this one request to leave with you. This is perhaps from a per-
sonal standpoint, but when you simplify the Revenue Code further
let's not simplify it as we have the withholding rates under this bill,
because I will be frank with you, I don't understand it and I don't
think very many others do. 'It took about 60 pages of this bill to
simplify the withholding task here.

This simplification reminds me of a letter I received from one of my
constituents about this bill. He said, "I will not object to any sug-
gested tax increases in this bill or the method of paying, all I object
to is the simplification." He said, "You have simplified the form so
much now it costs me more to pay the accountant than to pay the tax."

Secretary FoWLER. As a layman in the tax field I believe I somewhat
share your point of view on this. However, I believe that the end
result of this tax bill will be for simplification.

Senator WILLIAMS. I hope so. But the end result of this with-
holding is only a difference of about $65 million a year, isn't it?

When this gets to working, say 3 years from now, the difference in
the withholding as provided for under this bill is about $65 million a
year; is that not correct?

Secretary FoWLER. The total overall result--
Senator WILLIAMS. Of the withholding.
Secretary FOWLER. Well, I don't think it will end up in any differ-

ence as far as--

59-593-66---15
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Senator IVILLIMArs. Not as far as the tax is concerned. The $65
million amount, as I understand it based on the committee report-

Secretary FOWLER. Yes; but I think those totals, Senator, obscure
the fact that for different people there will be different, results.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is right.
Secretary FOWLER. The table on page 4 of the staff summary of the

bill indicates that there will be a substantial reduction in the amount
of overwithholding, a substantial reduction in the amount of under-
withholding, and a substantial increase in the number of people, as
Senator Jxng indicated, who are pretty well at the break even.

Senator W LTArs. I accept that.
But speaking from a mathematics point of view. The first year,

1967, you will pick up an additional amount of approximately $220
million under this withholding provision as passed by the House; is
that correct ?

Secretary FowiLER. $210 million.
Senator WILLIAN S. In 1968, you don't pick up any money but you

lose $290 million, do you not?
Secretary FOWLER. That is correct.
Senator'WILLIAMS. So you atually lose revenue in fiscal 1968 as a

result of what we are doing?
Secretary FowLR. Yes.
SenatorWVILLTAIS. Then in 1969, 1970, and the years thereafter

there is a $65 million difference when it gets back on the even keel;
is that right,?

Secretary FOWLER. Yes; that is right.
I think this measure is one wh'ch results in a good structural change

in the method of tax collection and one that is more appropriate to
take at this time in view of te revenue situation and the economy than
it would be at some other time N hen there would be some worry about
its adverse effect.

Senator WILLIAMS. In other words, it would draw $220 million
from the economy during 1967 when you would like to draw from the
economy?

Secretary FOWLER. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. $220 million?
Secretary FOWLER. Approximately.
Senator'WILLIAmS. This is to combat this inflation which some

don't want to recognize, and which the mischiefmakers say we don't
have.

Secretary FOWLER. I wouldn't put it that way. I would say that a
primary purpose is to affect a permanent structural change in the col-
lection system. The incidental fact that it has this impact at this time
is appropriate and not something to be concerned about-as we were
last spring when we considered whether or not the imposition of a
graduated withholding system would have an adverse effect..

Senator WnITAms. And the fact that, $220 million-
Secretary FOWLER. If it has any affect on the economy, it will be

good.
Senator WILLTAmS. The $220 million extra that we will take in dur-

ing 1967 will be offset by $290 million lost in revenue in 1968, and the
fact that this happens to be an election year is only incidental, is that
right?
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Secretary FOWLER. Only incidental. I never thought of it until this
minute, Senator Williams:

Senator WILLIAMS. I am sure of that, just as when the withholding
rate was reduced from 14 percent during the 1964 election year. The
fact that it provided lower taxes in an election year and extra pay-
inents in the year after was again only incidental.

Secretary FOwLER. Senator Williams, I went back into private life
in April, 1964, so I was unaware of an election.

Senator WILLIAMS. I won't hold you responsible for it.
Senator MCCARTHY. If the Senator will yield.
We Democrats look to what happened to the Republicans after they

cut taxes in the 80th Congress. It didn't help them very much in the
next election. Apart front the economic considerations, from a purely
political point of view, there would be no reason to believe that re-
(lucing taxes in an election year would be of any help at all, would
there ?

Secretary FOWLER. I think, Senator, the changing of taxes up or
down is a perilous business.

Senator MCCARTHY. In fact, I think it is almost, politically more
difficult to explain tax reductions than it is to explain tax increases.

Secretary FOWLER. I have had the greatest difficulty.
Senator MCCART11Y. We observed that in the great cut of 1964 some

people preferred to be relative ely better off than their neighbors rather
than to have both their neighbors and themselves to be absolutely
better off.

Secretary FOWLEIt. It seemed to be a real problem.
Senator WILLIAMS. Now that we are being told that tax reductions

(10 not help politically, we might also say that this crew style tax cut
of the Great Society that went into effect January 1 and is now being
repeated 12 days later, didn't help either the political situation or the
taxpayers.

Senator MCCARTI1Y. Could I ask the Secretary.this question: Let's
assume that the excise tax change you are proposing is not approved
by this committee, do you have a fallback provision? Are there any
other taxes that you have as a second choice, that we might increase to
raise an equivalent amount of revenue?

Secretary FOWLER. No, I don't have any fallback position. In that
event I think that would be a factor that would expedite our con-
tingency planning to some extent.

Senator MCCARTHY. You don't want to make any suggestion? Do
you want to leave it up to us?

Secretary FOWLER. I will leave it up to the wisdom of the committee.
I know they will replenish the revenue to the extent that they can.

Senator MCCARTHY. If we didn't give you the $1 billion if we used
our own discretion to raise $1 billion by putting on our own taxes, do
you think we would do more harm than if we didn't give you the $1
billion in excise taxes?

Secretary FOWLER. I would get some taxes from some other source.
Senator MCCARTHY. You would leave it to the committee?
Secretary FOWLER. I would leave it to the conimittee.
Senator 'MCCARTIIY. I appreciate the confidence. It is a rather

limited confidence.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator CARLSON. Before you conclude this hearing, I would like to

state I was unable to be here when the Secretary made his statement
and answered some of these questions, and I shall read the transcript
at the earliest opportunity.

Secretary Fowl,E.R. Thank you, Senator Carlson.
The CHi AIRIfAN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. You have testified

before us for 3 days now and that is about 10 hours on the witness stand
and we appreciate very much your testimony, and in my judgment you
are doing a forthright answer to every question that'has been asked
and we appreciate your advice here.

Secretary FowLaoat. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIMAN. That concludes the session this morning, and we

have an executive session scheduled at 10:30 of this committee.
Senator RuilcoFF. Mr. Secretary, and, Mr. Chairman, I would like

to tell you that I intend to offer an amendment to this bill on the floor
for tax credit for college tuition. It involves a substantial sum of
money and lhs a lot, of interest, both in the country, and in the Senate,
I believe, and I would imagine that you would be violently opposed to
it this year, too.

Secretary FowiF.R. I was asked at the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee by, I believe, Congressman Curtis--he has'known of my long
interest and deep concern with manpower training and retraining--
whether the Treasury would favor a tax credit- in connection with his
human resources development bill. I replied to him in much the vain
that I must reply to you, that given the conditions that we have today
it will have to be the position of this Department to oppose any meas-
ure that involves a substantial reduction in taxes for any group or
individuals. As I understand your proposal, the amounts involved
certainly qualify within the meaning of the term substantial.

Senator RIBICOFF. It is substantial.
Secretary FoWLER. And, therefore, we would be opposed for that

reason, over and above the other reasons you are familiar with which
were the basis of our opposition to this proposal when it came up in
connection with the 1964 tax reduction bill.

Senator RIBICOFF. Well, I feel one of these days, the Congress will
pass it. I believe, in almost all your tax programs, the middle income
groups are being short-changed and very little is ever proposed that
would be helpful to them. I did want to put you on notice and also
the Chairman that there will be another fight on this on the floor. I
will offer this as an amendment to the bill when it comes to the floor.

I just wanted to tell you. in fairness.
Secretary FowLPm. I think for all the reasons, Senator, that we have

been opposed to your bill before, there is now the additional reason
that I just don't think it is the time for tax reduction in any substan-
tial amount to be considered.

Senator RtmiCOFv. Of course my only reply to you is it never is the
season. It wasn't this year. Last year when you were cutting taxes
it wasn't the season either.

Secretary FOWL-ET. No.
Senator RiBICOFF. Now that you want more taxes it isn't the season

now.
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Secretary FOWLERn. No, we had substantive reasons for our opposi-
tion then. I say there is only the additional reason now. I hope your
continued advocacy of this measure would be more for the record
than-

Senator RIBICOFF. It is not for the record. I call assure you it will
not be for the record. It had quite a few votes last time and I hope to
have same thing this time.

Senator MCCATIY. A r. Secretary, I reassure you I don't intend to
offer any amendments of head-of-household treatment to people over 35.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you give us your estimate about how much
the matter would cost? If you can't give it to us now-

Secretary FOWLER. It. is approximately a billion dollars.
Senator RieicoF'. I would say between $700 million to a billion.
Secretary FoWLaR. $700 million to a billion were estimates prepared

over the last several years. The cost goes up as college enrollment
increases.

The CHAIRMAN. In full operation, it would cost more than that.
It would be maybe $2 billion.

Secretary FOWLER. The cost will go up as college population and
tuition costs increase.

Senator RIBICoFF. If prosperity goes up, but suppose this went into
effect, not, in 1967 but in 1968. In other words, suppose we amended
it to be effective in 1968 instead of 1967. I am not saying that I
would contemplate that, but would you still be opposed to it?

Secretary FowrLER. Oh, yes. Tax reduction should not be consid-
ered in piecemeal fashion. I have a very great concern, as you know
my predecessor did, that in connection with further tax reduction
consideration should be given to the impact of the tax system on the
low-income groups. I think if any priority is to be given'in tax reduc-
tion, the first priority should be given to the low-income group.

Senator HAWKE. Do you prefer the Hartke-McCarthy plan, di-
rect subsidy to the students of tax subsidy ?

Secretary FOWLER. Very strong advocate.
Senator Rmxcorr. Would youle opposed to that amendment?
Secretary FOWLER. Considering the general budgetary considera-

tions, I would have to be opposed to anything that would adl sub-
stantially to the President's budget as presented at this time.

Senator STKATHIERs. Let me just say this, I want to claim a little
parenthood with respect to this proposal of Senator Ribicoff. I in-
troduced an amendment 12 years ago, I think it was, on this same
matter without any success then, and at one time-of course I know it
depends upon how far you go but it cost $5 billion, I was told-and one
of the reasons that they talked me out of it was because of that fact

Then I have since subsequently been advised that now with respect
to education, that the educational recommendation made by the ad-
ministration and adopted into the law have been such now that most
any boy and particularly the low-income boy can get an education,
and the ones who can afford to send their children anyway, don't yar-
ticularly need it.

I still have great sympathy for it, but I support the administra-
tion's position on it.
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I did want you to know that at one time I was one of the fathers;
there were many fathers of this kind of legislation.

The CHAIR-MAN. Mr. Secretary, the committee has received a great
many inquiries from tax-exempt organizations urging a uniform ex-
emption from excise taxes for all tax-exempt organizations which are
publicly supported and to which 30 percent charitable contributions
can be nade. I note that the House bill includes a new exemption from
the communications tax for l)rivate hospitals. What is your advice as
to the advisability of extending this exemption ?

Secretary FOWVLER. In our view, this is not the appropriate time to
consider revenue losing measures. The increased revenues which
would result from enactment of this bill are necessary in light of the
current economic and fiscal situation. It is inconsistent with this goal
to add measures which will reduce revenues at this time.

In addition to the revenue implications of this suggestion, there are
serious policy issues involved in the question of exempting various
organizations from the excise taxes. Aside from the telephone and
automobile taxes which are scheduled for gradual reduction, the excise
taxes which would be affected are ones which are in the nature of user
charges, regulatory taxes, and sumptuary taxes. It is inconsistent with
the purpose of these taxes to exempt from them a large number of
organizations. For example, the principle behind user taxes, such is
those which are devoted to the highway trust fund, is to recoup the
costs of certain programs from those who benefit from them. Within
this context, there is little logic for exempting a particular class of
users merely because of their income tax classification.
. Moreover, granting exemptions to a large number of organizations

would substantially increase the administrative burdens for the busi-
nesses on whom the excise taxes are imposed. They would have to
process many requests for exempt sales which would involve extensive
paperwork. Similarly, verification problems for the Internal Revenue
Service would be substantial.

Finally, adoption of this suggestion would not end the issue. Past,
exl)erienc!e has proven that it would merely provide an impetus for still
other types of organizations or businesses to press for similar relief
in the future. The usual argument advanced is that an exemption is
needed for any organization or business which performs functions
similar to those of an organization that is already exempt. The ex-
emi)tion in the House bill for nonprofit hospitals was requested on just
such a. ground. The result can only be a further erosion of the tax
base. As I have indicated, this is especially inconsistent with the
philosophy of most of the remaining taxes. Perhaps the most sensible
solution at this time is to remove the limited and selective exemptions
now in the law rather than add to them.
. The CHAIRMAN. At this point, without objection, I should like to

submit several statements and letters for inclusion in the printed
record.

That concludes the hearing, and we will now go into executive
session.

(Whereupon, at 10:45 a.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene in
executive session.)
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STAMFORD, CONK., January 18, 1066.
lion. RUSSELL LONG,
U.S. Senate,
lVashington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: If the 10-percent Federal excise tax on telephone service is to be
restored, is there any possibility of all amendment to exempt the Nation's non-
profit hospitals?

Since schools have long been exempt and since all governmental hospitals al-
ways have been exempt, it is believed that this would correct a longstanding
inequity, which never was the intention of the Congress.

In a 1962 letter to me, the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury said that his
department would oppose any exemption for hospitals on the same grounds that
it opposed the exemption for schools.

Undeniably, I have an ax to grind, as this letterhead makes obvious, but in
my opinion the Government has an Interest in keeping hospital costs as low as
possible, particularly since medicare, that may be more important than the
small amount of Federal revenue that would be lost.

Sincerely yours,
DAVID V. SuAW.

EMPIRE COMMUNICATIONS CO.,
Eugenc, Orcg., January 26, 1966.

Ilon. RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman, ,Scnatc Finance Committee,
Scnatc Office Building, lVa8hington, D.C.

)EAR SIR: If it becomes necessary to reimpose the excise tax on communica-
tions, would you please consider the following:

A tax on radio common carrier messages and equipment is an extremely dis-
criminatory tax. No other segment of radio communication industry pays any
tax. There is no tax on the equipment or use of radio for private radio coin-
municatIons either at the manufacturer level or user level that in even the slight-
est fashion equals the communication excise tax.

For years, RCC owners have been collecting the excise tax from the user-
subscriber in the face of severe competition from nonprofit cooperatives and
individual users of privately licensed radio systems. A like comparison in the
transportation field would exist if the only tax to be levied was on the common
carrier passenger service with no highway, gasoline, and license tax being col-
lected from private automobile and similar users.

May I cite a few examples?
An RCC charges a customer $30 a month per unit which includes message

,service and equipment. Total present tax is currently $0.90 and would be
,3 if the previous rate of 10 percent is restored temporarily. A private user
obtains a license from the FCC and uses the equipment free of tax and pays
no tax on the purchase of the equipment.

Now let's look a little further. The $30 a month per unit which Includes
message service is broken down as follows: $10 message service, $20 equip-
ment rental. If the subscriber owns his equipment or rents or leases from a
manufacturer or some other source, he still does not pay a tax on the equipment
rental. The subscriber pays the full tax only if the equipment is rented from the
radio common carrier.

Another example is the person who, with others, operates a cooperative message
service. The service charge is $12.50 a month for station operator and message
service. Equipment and maintenance is furnished for an additional $18 to $20
a month from any one of a number of sources. No tax is collected for either of
the charges.

The total amount of excise tax on RCC services to be collected at the old
(10 percent) rate would be figured only in the thousands of dollars per month
not even tens of thousands. While this does not amount to anything in terms of
the millions collected on telephone service, it has a very damaging effect on our
radio common carrier.

We plead for a fairer and more equitable treatment. Eliminate all tax on
radio common carrier service and equipment.

Sincerely yours,
LESLIE F. SMITH, Jr., President.
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TACOMA, WASH., February 1, 1966.
Hon. RUSSELL 13. LONG, of Louisiana,
U.S. Senate,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR 1.ONG: "Painless method for increasing withholding-tax pay-
ments."

In 1965 I had an extended correspondence with Dr. L. N. Woodward, chief of
staff, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, on a proposal to Increase
withholding-tax payments. He suggested that I should bring my proposal to
the attention of members of the tax-writing committees.

Employees are now subject to a 4.2-percent social security-medicare levy oil
the first $6,600 of their income. Once they paid this levy on $6,600 wages, the
deduction stops. My suggestion was to ask employers to continue to deduct
the 4.2-percent levy after the maximum social security contribution has been
paid In full but credit withholding taxes.

Under the present law, once an employee receives $6,000 income, his after-
tax paycheck suddenly Increases (this happens on April 1 for a $26,500 man, on
November 1 for an $8,000 man). Under the new proposal, the employee's after-
tax paycheck would be unchanged the year round. The employer would note,
as he does today, when the employer passes the $6,600 mark, stops the social
security tax but increases the employees withholding tax with the same amount.

The chief advantages of this method are simplicity, painlessness, and ease of
understanding. The potential drawback of this method Is the possibility of
some underwithholding and overwithholding. Both conditions exist, of course,
with any system of withholding. Under the Treasury's proposed graduated
withholding tax rates, the dangers of overwithholding increase.

The continuation of the 4.2-percent deduction as additional wit lhholding income
tax would achieve most, if not all, the objectives the Treasury is seeking.
Underwithholding would be minimized. Overwithholding would be also mini-
mal. What overwithholding would happen, would necessarily happen in the
last quarter (more likely the last month) of the year. A quick refund is avail-
able now and it could be accelerated.

The staff of the Internal Revenue Taxation Committee very kindly made
extensive research into this plan. I am sure it is available to you from the
committee.

Sincerely,
JOHN PARKANY,

Ph. D. (Economies), Columbia University.

UNITED FOUNDATION,
Detroit, Mich., February 14, 1966.

Hon. RusSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee.
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: It has come to our attention that your committee has
under consideration at the present time certain proposals to increase certain
excise tax rates which have been placed on a decreasing scale by the Excise
Reduction Act of 1965.

You may recall that William H. Bulkeley, president, National Social Welfare
Assembly, testified before the House Ways and Means Committee on this sub-
ject in July 1964 on behalf of some 40 national health and welfare voluntary
organizations. We take this opportunity to endorse Mr. Bulkeley's rcommen-
dation urging an end to the discriminatory pattern of exemption fromn excise
taxes under present law and the recommendation that all publicly supported
organizations exempt from taxation as described in section 501(c) (8) of the
Internal Revenue Code be exempted from the payment of retailers' and manu-
facturers' excise taxes and the tax on communication and transportation
services.

We would suggest to you that this might be accomplished by a simple amend-
ment providing any organization which falls into any of the definitional cate-
gories of section 170(b) (1) (A) of the Internal Revenue Code shall be exempt
from all of the above-described excise taxes."

We urge you and your committee to include such an amendment, the result of
which would effectively clean up what is now a statutory jungle.

Sincerely,
JAMES L. BLEAN,

Assistant Secretary-Treasurer.
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UNITED COMMUNITY FUNDS AND COUNCILS OF AMERICA, INc.,
New York, N.Y., February 14, 1966.

lion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairm a), Finance Committee,
enatee of the United State8,
l'ashington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: From time to time over the past 8 years our organiza-
tion, In company with many other charitable groups, has sought the same exemp-
tion from excise taxes enjoyed by hospitals, private schools and colleges, the
Red Cross and State and local government. When the Excise Reduction Act
of 1965 was being written, we were told that since most of the excise taxes were
being eliminated, an exemption was no longer necessary.

Now the President has asked for the restoration of the manufacturer't; exise
tax on automobiles and the tax on telephone communications. Indications ar-e
that the Ways and Means Committee will report favorably to the House on tht
proposal and that your committee will be asked to act speedily oil the bill passed
by the House.

Consequently, we take this means of requesting that there he incorporated in
the text of the bill an exemption for all charitable and other organizations, con-
tributions to which are deductible under section 170(b) (1) (A) of the Internal
Revenue Code. This would eliminate the discriminatory treatment to which
some charitable organizations have been subjected for many years and would
be consistent with the action taken in the 1964 Revenue Act to accord uniform
treatment to colleges, hospitals, publicly supported charitable organizations,
churches, etc., under the Internal Revenue Code.

It may be that such an exemption will be contained in the bill as it Is enacted
by the House. If it is, we would hope the Senate Finance Committee would
retain it in the text to be recommended to the Senate. If it is not, we would
urge your committee to incorporate an amendment to this effect.

Sincerely yours,
LYMAN S. FOR),

Executive Director.

AMSTERDAM COMMUNITY CHEST, INC.
Amsterdam, N.Y., February 14, 1966.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate Offlce Building,
lVashington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: We understand that at the present time there are certain
proposals before Congress to restore certain excise taxes which would affect
public and private charitable organizations.

The present regulations seem to be unfair in that they qualify some nonprofit
organizations for this exemption, but do not do it for others.

May we suggest that the proposed amendment be so worded as to provide
that any organization that falls into any of the definitional categories of section
170(b) (1) (A) of the Internal Revenue Code shall be exempt from all of the
above-described excise taxes.

This section 170(b) (1) (A), as you know, relates to the deductibility of con-
tributions and describes in its various subparagraphs all the categories of
organizations which qualify for the so-called 30-percent limitation as to con-
tribution deductibility.

The simple expedient of incorporating this brief and uncomplicated amend-
ment into the bill, which will increase the excise taxes on the purchase of
automobiles and the use of telephones, would accomplish a much desired end
for charitable organizations such as the Community Chest and United Fund.

Respectfully yours,
WILLIAM A. WILDE, Jr., President.
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UNITED CRUSADE, SACRAMENTO AREA,
Sacramento, Calif., February 11, 1966.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

SIR: We understand the House Ways and Means Committee is now studying
proposals which could reverse the intent of the Excise Reduction Act of 1965
and that excise tax rates on such things as automobiles and telephone communi-
cations might be increased, rather than decreased.

This renews the concern of the local and national voluntary health and
welfare organizations about the inconsistencies and discriminatory exemptions
involved in the excise tax program.

If it seems to be necessary to increase excise taxes, may we urge your commit-
tee to eliminate some of the inconsistencies by adopting section 170(b) (1) (A)
of the Internal Revenue Code as the definition of "exempt organizations."

It is our understanding such a redefinition would result in very minor revenue
losses.

Very truly yours,
RICHARD W. HELDRIDGE, President.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS,
New York, N.Y., February 23, 1966.Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

MY DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The National Association of Manufacturers wishes
to again state its view that selective excise taxes to raise general revenue are
discriminatory and should be eliminated from the Federal tax system. We
were especially gratified that the Congress, in enacting the Excise Tax Reduc-
tion Act of 1965, provided for the elimination of practically all existing excise
taxes except those earmarked for special purposes and the so-called sumptuary
taxes.

Our current concern is the part of H.R. 12752, the Tax Adjustment Act of
1966, now before the Committee on Finance, which would temporarily reimpose
auto and telephone excise tax reductions which took effect on January 1, 1966,
and place a moratorium on further reductions until April 1968. We, of course,
are not in a position to refute or contest the reasons advanced for this action.
However, we do wish to express our support for the provisions of H.R. 12752,
under which the auto and telephone rates would revert in April 1968 to the levels
provided in the 1965 act for January 1968 and thereafter be reduced as scheduled
in that act. We urge your retention of these provisions.

We respectfully ask that this letter be made part of the record of your coin-
mittee's hearings.

Sincerely,
W. P. GULLANDER.

AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION,
WASHINGTON SERVICE BUREAU,

Washington, D.C., February 25, 1966.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman. Committee on Finance,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Your committee has before it H.R. 12752, the Tax Ad-
Justment Act of 1966. which was passed by the House of Representatives on
February 23. 1966. On behalf of the American Hospital Association, whose
members number about 90 percent of the Nation's hospitals, I should like to
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call your attention to section 202(b) of the bill. It provides an exemption from
the excise tax on telephone and teletypewriter services furnished to voluntary
nonprofit hospitals. We urge you to act favorably on this much needed exemp-
tion. The following comments are intended to explain the imperative nature
of the measure.

The costs of operating hospitals must be borne by the patients, purchasers
of hospital insurance, subscribers to hospital prepayment plans, Government
agencies, charitable donors, or whoever actually pays for the patients' hospitali-
zation. In the case of excise taxes on telephone services, we estimate that at the
10-percent level the voluntary nonprofit hospitals of this country which have been
subject to the tax would be paying out about $6 million per year; at the 3-percent
rate now in effect, these hospitals would expend about $1.8 million a year. At
either level of tax, the burden has been hard to justify because it falls primarily
upon sick people whose costs of illness are already extremely high.

Your committee labored long and well to produce Public Law 89-97. Under
this legislation, commencing July 1, 1966, the Federal Government will be assum-
ing most of the hospital costs of the aged and, as a consequence, will be )aying
an estimated 25 percent of the hospital bills in non-Federal short-term hospitals.
It is in the best interests of the Federal Government to avoid any unnecessary
strain upon the hospital insurance trust fund created by Public Law 89-97.
Certainly, the excise tax upon hospital telephone service provides no benefits to
the patient. To tax hospitals in this way increases the cost of hospital care as
well as the financial demands upon the many Government programs which pur-
chase hospital care for their beneficiaries-all without contributing anything to
Improve the care of any patients.

We must point out that governmental hospitals, whether Federal, State or
local, already enjoy a statutory exemption from the obligation to pay excise taxes
on telephone service. There is, of course, no discernible difference to the pa-
tient as between governmental and nongovernmental nonprofit hospitals. It is
patently unfair to tax one kind of hospital and not the other since the burden
falls upon the innocent patients whose physicians have chosen to place them in
nongovernmental hospitals. The solution is to exempt all nonprofit hospitals
from excise tax burdens. This is thie intent of section 202(b) of the Tax Adjust-
ment Act of 1966 (H.R. 12752), as approved by the House, relative to the telephone
taxes.

For some years now the excise tax statutes have contained an exemption for
nonprofit educational institutions. Although many voluntary nonprofit hospitals
conduct extensive educational programs, they generally have not qualified as
educational institutions for purposes of enjoying the exemption from payment of
certain excise taxes. Here, again, there has been a discrimination against hospi-
tals which is impossible to justify. After all, hospitalized patients are as much
in need of keeping down the cost of their care as students in private nonprofit
education institutions are in need of restraints on the rise of their tuition rates.

The amount of money at issue in the telephone tax matter is a few million
dollars a year. To the hospitals and their patients this Is a significant sum,
but to the Treasury it is not. We suggest that the Treasury, in the national
interest, would do well to abandon this oppressive and troublesome tax in order
to provide some small relief to the financially strained patients being cared for
in the Nation's voluntary nonprofit hospitals.

For the foregoing reasons the American Hospital Association respectfully
requests that the specific exemption granted to voluntary nonprofit hospitals in
section 202(b) of H.R. 12752 be approved by the Senate Finance Committee.
Hospitals had been willing to endure the current 3-percent rate on telephone
service in the knowledge that within less than 3 years it would be reduced to
zero. With a threatened restoration of the 10-percent tax, however, we must
reemphasize our plea that excise taxes upon goods and services purchased by
nonprofit hospitals are completely unjustified under any rational theory.

We would like this letter to be Included as a part of the record hearings on
H.R. 12752.

Sincerely yours,
KENNETH WILLIAMSON,

Associate Director.
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CHICAGO ASSOCIATION OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY,
Chicago, Il, February 28,1966.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Ch airman, Senate Finance Comm ittec,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Because of the current need for revenue for defense pur-
poses, the Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry does not oppose the
enactment of H.R. 12752-the Tax Adjustment Act of 1966.

The association members believe most strongly, however, that while defense
requirements remain at the current high level, there must be a substantial curtail-
ment of nonessential expenditures. They also believe that any tax increase
must be temporary in nature and must be based solely on defense requirements.

Respectfully submitted.
WALKER WINTER,

Vice President, Government Affairs Division.

A.%.MERICAN TELEPIIONE & TEIEGfRAPII Co.,
New York, N.Y., February 25,1966.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comm ittee,
Washington, D.C.

My DEAR MR. LONG: This statement is respectfully submitted on behalf of the
telephone companies of the Bell System to express our regret that an increase
in the excise tax on local and long-distance telephone and teletypewriter services
is under consideration by the Congress.

The proposed increase in the telephone excise tax contained in the Tax Adjust-
ment Act of 1966 (H.R. 12752) will again postpone the direct benefits of the
recently enacted tax reduction which the 45 million residential and business cus-
tomers of the Bell System have waited so long to receive. We fully recognize the
country's need for additional revenues during the Vietnam emergency, but there
will be keen disappointment among our customers that reimposing the full 10-per-
cent tax on telephone service has been chosen as a means of obtaining a substan-
tial portion of these revenues.

If excise taxes on telephone service are to be increased in the present emergency,
we earnestly request that the emergency and temporary nature of the increase
be made clear in the committee reports accompanying the legislative proposal.
The bill as passed by the House of Representatives would provide for a reduction
of the proposed 10-percent rate to 1 percent for the 9 months of 1968, and for
complete elimination by 1969. If the 10-percent rate is reinstituted, we strongly
urge that the tax on telephone service be entirely repealed effective April 1, 1968,
inasmuch as the revenue effect would be reatively minor and such action would
eliminate the cost of billing, collecting and remitting the tax. If additional rev-
enues are still needed beyond that date, a solution other than continuing a dis-
criminatory tax on telephone service should be found.

We have previously testified before your committee and before the Ways and
Means Committee on a number of occasions urging the repeal of the telephone
excise tax. The principal reasons we submitted in support of the repeal were:
(1) The impact of the tax is heaviest on lower income groups, (2) the tax is
levied on a necessity, (3) telephone service is the only household utility service
on which Federal excise tax is still imposed, (4) the tax adds to an already heavy
tax burden carried by users of telephone service and (5) it has been emphatically
Indicated that the public generally regards this tax as unfair and discriminatory,
especially as it applies to a service that Is an essential, not a luxury. These
reasons are equally applicable today.

We earnestly hope that whatever action is taken, your committee will give full
recognition to the discriminatory nature of this undesirable tax.

Sincerely yours,
A. L. STOTT,

Vice President and Comptroller,
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STATEMENT BY E. S. HALL, Pit. B., B.S. (M.E.), ECONOMIST, RESEARCH ENGINEER,

PATENT ATTORNEY, FREEDOM, INC., FARMINGTON, CONN.

I agree on the need for more revenue, but believe there's a better way to get
it-a tax way out of inflation and Vietnan to price stability and peace.

1. Communists, brainwashed by Karl Marx, fanatically believe it is their mis-
sion to liberate nations from capitalism and socialize the world. Neither months
nor years nor decades of killing Communists in Vietnam can convince them they
are wrong, but a right idea could. As Victor Hugo put it, "No army is as power-
fui as an idea whose time has come."

2. Government spending has given us 5 years of prosperity, but (referring to
the following equation) when deficit spending raises the numerator, dollars,

number of dollars spent
number of units of commodities paid for -average price of commodities

faster than business raises the denominator, commodities, the ratio, price rises.
This price rise Is commonly called inflation. More precisely, inflation is the
increase in the quantity of money and credit (relative to the quantity of available
goods) which causes the price rise. Inflation weakens the dollar, robs us of
purchasing power, causes strikes for higher wages, hurts our competitive position
in world markets and our balance of payments. Inflation is "the cruelest tax";
It taxes unmercifully the millions on fixed incomes: pensions, compensation, in-
surance and social security benefits, etc.

3. Inflation doesn't just happen; it's a crime committed on the theory it is the
way to avoid recession and extend prosperity (but it's not the only way). Gov-
ernment commits this crime (inflation by deficit spending) because our income
tax law, the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 as amended, is inadequate.
Thousands of pages-yet it cannot even raise enough revenue to keep up with
spending and prevent inflation. Preposterous. We need a new tax code.

4. All the inequities and complexities of the Internal Revenue Code grow from
two unsound roots: (1) Indirect taxation, the attempt to tax business; and (2)
"progressive" taxation, the attempt to soak the capitalists and benefit the work-
ers. A direct and proportional (flat percentage) income tax law can be equitable
and simple, but it is not yet politically possible. As long as employees are
independent contractors not receiving their parts of profit or loss, they will vote
for Congressmen who support double taxes on profits and the progressive income
tax.

5. Employees are part of the business. As free people, they own themselves.
They own part of the business, the human part. Why not recognize the fact by
making them limited partners? When employers and employees are limited
partners receiving their respective parts of profit or loss, they will work together
to increase profit and prevent loss. No strikes.

And a simple proportional income tax law will be politically desirable, a real
vote-getter, the freedom tax law for example, a law that will-

(1) Let employers elect to withhold a simple tax on profits, salaries, and
wages (instead of the complex taxes of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
as amended). Comparisons made from annual reports show that, in a
profitable business, everyone concerned will get a tax cut, a take-home raise.

(2) Let the needy elect to change from partial to total security.
(3) Taxing the broadest tax base (national income) insures lowest rate,

20 percent collecting $110 billion. Adjust the rate currently as an automatic
governor on the price level. Free-market price stability.

6. An example of industrial peace and price stability In the United States will
expose Karl Marx as a quack. Communists and other Socialists will be left
without a mission. Their ideology will collapse. The war in Vietnam-all
"wars of liberation"-wlll cease. We can lead the world toward peace.

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

February 11, 1966.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DCAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Please find enclosed what appears to be a well-reasoned
critique of the workability and practicality of the proposed income tax with-
holding formula, by Mr. Howard W. Anderson, executive secretary-treasurer of
United Food Markets, Inc.
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I would hope that the questions Mr. Anderson raises receive serious considera-
tion when the committee deliberates on the advisability of amending and/or
enacting this legislation.

Yours sincerely,
B. B. IIICKENLOOPEI.

UNITED FOOD MARKETS, INC.,
Des Moines, Iowa, January 241, 1966.

Hon. Senator BOURKE IIICKENLOOPER,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: I have always heard that elected Members of the House and
Senate appreciate receiving thoughtful, constructively critical letters from their
constituents. This will be an attempt at such a type of letter.

In studying the transcript of Treasury Secretary Fowler's tax program, stem-
ming from Prc3ident Johnson's state of the Union address, we are greatly con-
cerned with the type of income tax withholding formula which is proposed. It
appears to be unworkable.

In September of 1961, our company came under the provisions of the Federal
wage and hour law for the first time. Up until that time, we had paid our store
employees by cash, at the store, and were only involved with postings to en-
ployees earnings records at company headquarters. After that date, we knew
we would need to initiate payroll at headquarters, as we were now involved with
adequate recordkeeping, regular hours, cvertime hours, etc.

To do payroll centrally, we purchased a National Cash Register "Computronie"
accounting machine, at a cost of $15,000. It is no small undertaking to comply
with all requirements demanded of us relative to income tax withholding, social
security deductions (with ceilings involved), employee benefit deductions, United
Campaign deductions and U.S. Savings Bond deductions, and do all this accu-
rately and still mail payroll checks promptly to all employees. Two additional
yearend functions are also involved; that of reconciling income tax withholding
per W-2's for all Individuals with the W-3 form, and mailing correct W-2's to
all employees by January 30.

In addition to this, we are required to calculate weekly regular hours, over-
time hours, regular earnings and overtime earnings, and record all this in such
form as will satisfy the Labor Department for the purpose of their periodic
audits.

After using the NCR "Computronic" for only 2y years, we replaced It with
a National Cash Register "395" accounting machine. It replaced some mechan-
ical speeds of the "Computronic" with electronic speeds, and gave us additional
"memory" capacity.

One factor leading us to the decision to purchase the "395" was the belief that
the State of Iowa would enact a withholding of income tax law for State pur-
poses. The last Iowa Legislature did enact such a law and we have just re-
programed the "395" to take care of this. The "395" had the capacity to handle
the additional job and is performing quite satisfactorily. The "395" was pur-
chased at a cost of $26,325.

The formulas as promulgated by the State Tax Commission gave us problems
in reprograming, but they were at least solvable.

I have serious doubts that the formulas as offered by Treasury Secretary
Fowler are adaptable to an NCR 395; $26,325 is about at the upper limits of what
our company can afford to pay for accounting machine equipment. Cost of
investment is not the key issue, however. The key issue is this: Business must
be furnished with a method of accelerating income tax withholding from indivi-
duals that is workable. Business has always been willing to try to comply with
legislation involving it. We are willing to try in this instance. But the formulas
are ridiculous.

Our "395" Is equipped with a card reader that "reads" the fixed data of an
employee. It "reads" that an employee has five exemptions; it knows that each
exemption is worth $13, to be subtracted from gross wages; It makes this compu-
tation electronically and then multiplies that figure by 14 percent, and with-
holding is calculated correctly.

Fowler's table A for single people, and. table B for married people, is a pro-
gramer's nightmare. It would not appear that our card reader would have
enough columns (the limitation is 80 coluImns) to enable us to enter all necessary
fixed data, nor the proper internal capacity to make all the indicated calculations.
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I am not an expert. However, the manufacturers of computer and accounting
machines are experts. They should be asked to appear at your hearings to
testify as to whether or not the task is possible.

The executive branch of government evidently does not care. The legislative
branch of government must care. Congress must satisfy itself that companies
all over the land can do the task that is to be handed to them.

We read that this legislation is to be passed by March 15, and in effect on
May 1. If our equipment will not handle it, we would not be able to receive
delivery of a more sophisticated piece of equipment for over a year, if we ordered
it today, and if we could find a piece of equipment within our financial capability
that would handle it at all.

The Nation's workers are to be on pay-as-you-go. The budget of the worker's
Government does not have to meet this lofty goal, however. The Government can
have guns and butter, but at the price of a deficit, and with the smokescreen to
be furnished by accelerated withholding to reduce the apparent size of the
deficit, and by a method that willl create chaos in the office of any employer who
prepares a payroll.

We could do this job, manually. To revert to a manual method in this day
and age would be absurd. It would require more clerical help and our people
would receive their paychecks at least 2 days later than presently.

Wage earners in the State of Iowa, in paying higher social security taxes, in
paying 2 years' Iowa income tax in 1 year and now to have Federal income tax
be collected on an accelerated basis will have been pretty well thumped. The
President has also reserved to himself the right to ask Congress for increased
rates for Federal income tax.

Companies with accounting machines less sophisticated than ours have an even
greater problem in seeking a solution for payroll preparation.

We will be willing to cooperate with Government In collecting Income taxes on
an accelerated basis, but we are making this urgent appeal to the legislative
branch to cause the Treasury Department to rewrite the formula in some work-
able manner, that will be adaptable to our high cost equipment.

If the term "in excess of $200, etc." could be eliminated from the formula, it
would be helpful. If the wage earner brackets could be based on gross wages,
it would be helpful.

Sincerely yours,
HOWARD W. ANDERSON,

Executive Secretary-Treasurer.

SUMMARY OF ATTACHED STATEMENT OF NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE DEALERS
ASSOCIATION

I. I.R. 12752, as passed by tho House, would temporarily increase the auto-
mobile excise tax from 6 to 7 percent until March 31, 1968, at which time It would
be reduced from 7 to 2 percent-a reduction at one fell swoop of 5 percentage
points. The tax would be further reduced to 1 percent on January 1, 1969. Addi-
tionally, a 1-percent floor stock tax would be imposed on automobile dealers cover-
ing all new cars in their inventories on the effective (late of the legislation.

II. The National Automobile Dealers Association opposes the 1-percent in-
crease in the automobile excise tax. It is a regressive, discriminatory tax
constituting a substantial burden on low-income purchasers of essential trans-
portation while high-income purchasers of luxury Items bear no tax burden at
all. It is inequitable to single out the most tax-burdened product In our national
economy for an increase in tax when most other articles carry no tax whatsoever.

III. NADA also opposes the proposed reduction of the auto excise tax from
7 to 2 percent on April 1, 1968. A too sharp reduction In the excise tax at one time
would have the effect of discouraging purchases of automobiles during the interval
preceding the reduction date. Additionally, It would produce severe dislocations
in the used car market.

IV. The proposed 1-percent floor stock tax Is opposed for the following reasons:
1. Congress has never, since the first auto excise tax In 1917, imposed a floor

stock tax on automobiles. To do so now would set an unwarranted precedent for
similar action if the tax is increased again In the future.
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2. The tax must be paid by the dealer himself regardless of whether he can
pass it on to the car purchaser. Since this tax will not be shown on the label, it
will be difficult to collect it from the purchaser and the dealer should not be ex-
pected to absorb the increase himself.

3. This inventory tax will burden the dealer with expensive and time-consuni-
ing recordkeeping and compliance problems. To add this burden to the already
excessive amount of paperwork required of dealers by Federal, State and local
governments and manufacturers, will compound an already difficult situation,
particularly for small dealers.

4. The mechanics and timing involved in computing the increased tax on units
in inventory on the effective date of the proposed tax increase will create difficult
problems for dealers.

RECOMMENDATION

1. The National Automobile Dealers Association urges the Senate Finance
Committee to strike the 1-percent increase in the auto excise tax from H.R. 12752.
Such action would, of course, resolve the problems that would be created by the
1-percent floor stock tax.

2. The association also urges the committee to amend H.R. 12752 by phasing
out the tax so that it will not be reduced at any one time by more than 2 per-
centage points.

3. If the committee, in view of the pressing need for revenues, decides to retain
the 1-percent Increase in the automobile excise tax, NADA urges the elimination
from Ih.R. 12752 of the floor stock tax on dealers.

STATEMENT SUBMIT'IED BY THE NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOcIATION

The National Automobile Dealers Association welcomes the opportunity to
register with this committee its reasons for -opposing those portions of the admin-
istration's 1966 tax program which propose an increase in the automotive excise
tax from 6 to 7 percent for a period of 2 years as well as the imposition
of a floor stock tax of 1 percent on automobile dealers covering all new automo-
biles in their inventory on the effective date of the proposed change In the rate
of tax. As passed by the House on February 23, H.R. 12752. the Tax Adjustment
Act of 1966, contains both of these recommendations of the administration.

The NADA is a national trade organization comprising nearly 22,000 franchised
new car and truck dealers engaged in selling and servicing new cars and trucks
of all makes, domestic and imported, in all 50 States.

Organized in 1917 to represent new car and truck dealers, NADA has long
opposed discriminatory tax on automobiles. Since the imposition of a 3-percent
excise tax in October 1917, and through all of its 50-year history, NADA has
sought to remove the excise tax from one of the most heavily tax-burdened
products In our national economy-the essential family car.

This struggle culminated in a partial victory with the passage last year of the
Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1965 which provided for a gradual phaseout, over a
5-year period, of all but 1 percent of the 10 percent automotive excise tax. Our
industry was relieved to see the Congress reduce this tax even though other in-
dustries fared far better. By comparison, the full 10-percent retailers' excise
taxes on jewelry, furs. toilet preparations, and luggage were repealed completely
in 1.96. as were most of the manufacturers' excise taxes and taxes on facilities and
services.

H.R 12752, as passed by the House, would temporarily increase the automobile
excise tax from its present rate of 6 to 7 percent until March 31, 1968, at which
time it would be reduced from 7 to 2 percent-a reduction at one fell swoop of
5 percentage points. The tax would be further reduced to 1 percent on January 1,
1969. In addition, for the first time in the long history.of the excise tax on auto-
mobiles, the bill Imposes a 1-percent floor stock tax on automobile dealers covering
all new cars In their Inventories on the effective date of the legislation.

This association Is impelled to express, on behalf of its members and their cus-
tomers, the car-buying public, Its vehement opposition to both the Increase in the
automobile excise tax and the Imposition of a floor stock tax on our dealers, as
provided In H.R. 12752.

At the outset, we wish to make it crystal clear that the members of our asso-
elation, as loyal Americans, fully recognize the exigencies of the emergency situa-
tion presently confronting our country which require increased Federal revenues
for our Government to meet its commitments In this difficult period of our Na-
tion's history.
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Our quarrel is not with the question of the need for additional Federal reve-
nues. Rather, it is concerned with the source from which and the method by
which the bill would raise some of these revenues--specifically, the increase by
1 percent of the automotive excise tax for a 2-year period and the imposition of
a floor stock tax on automobiles in dealers' inventories when the proposed 7-per-
cent rate becomes effective. Our reasons for opposing these two provisions of
H.R. 12752 are set forth below.

I. THE AUTOMOBILE EXCISE TAX INCREASE

It is discriminatory and inequitable to single out an essential commodity for an
increase in tax while ignoring luxury items as an alternative source of needed
revenues.

With the exception of the proposed restoration of the excise tax on telephone
service, only one other industry has been tapped to carry the burden pf our in-
creased national defense effort. Other than the purchase of a home, the purchase
of a car represents the biggest single investment by the average taxpayer. Thus,
the amount of excise tax on the present purchase of an automobile-averaging
approximately $138 on a new vehicle at a tax rate of 6 percent-is a significant
cost factor to all new car purchasers. It is a particularly serious financial con-
sideration to the 21/2 million new car purchasers each year with incomes of less
than $7,500 per year, for most of whom a car is a necessity, not a luxury. As
to them, the evils of a highly regressive tax will be compounded if the tax rate is
increased from 6 to 7 percent-a jump of approximately $23 in tax.

H.R. 12752 compounds the discrimination and inequity which presently exist
in the excise tax treatment of automobiles vis-a-vis other articles, particularly
those in the luxury category, which bear no tax whatsoever. As noted above, the
10-percent retailers' excise tax on jewelry and furs was completely eliminated
last year, and the manufacturers' excise tax on such luxury items as hi-fi and
color television sets, musical instruments, sporting goods, photographic equip-
!ment, and other articles has been terminated.

Yet the automobile-a far more essential product than most of those enumer-
ated above-was granted only a 3-percent reduction from the 10-percent tax last
year and of the remaining 7-percent tax, 6 percent was scheduled for reduction
in gradual stages through 1968, with permanent retention of the final 1 percent
on January 1, 1969.

If equity and fairness are valid criteria in evaluating the Federal excise tax
structure, candor compels us to state that we can find little equity and less fair-
ness in the proposition that only the purchasers of automobiles and the users
of telephones should be subjected to increased taxes to help the Government
meet Its financial needs, while no sacrifice whatever is asked of purchasers of
either luxury items or of other far less essential articles than the automobile or
the telephone.

The fact that the automobile excise tax is a large revenue producer and is
collected with a minimum of administrative effort on the part of the Government
is a patently flimsy basis on which to justify the selection of the automobile for
further discriminatory tax treatment. To do so violates every maxim of equality
of tax treatment and of fairplay in the levy and collection of taxes.

Ir. REDUCTION OF AUTO EXCISE TAX FROM 7 TO 2 PERCENT IN 1968

H.R. 12752 provides for the restoration of the 7-percent automobile excise tax
tatq for a 2-year period beginning the day after the date of enactment and ending
6n March 31, 1968. The rate will then drop to 2 percent on April 1, 1968, and to 1
percent on January 1, 1969. Under the provisions of the Excise Tax Reduction
Act of 1965, the rate was reduced from 7 to 6 percent on January 1, 1966, and is
scheduled to drop to 4 percent on January 1, 1967; to 2 percent on January 1, 1968;
and to the permanent level of 1 percent on January 1, 1969.

In its report on H.R. 12752, the House Ways and Means Committee explained
that the bill provides a 2-year moratorium on these tax reductions scheduled.
under present law, at the end of which period, the rate will revert to the level
which would have been in effect in the absence of the moratorium.

This time schedule is a considerable improvement over the administration's
recommendation which would have delayed the entire schedule of reductions
until 1968. Nevertheless, the reduction on April 1, 1968, of 5 percentage points in
the automobile excise tax presents serious problems to the automobile industry.,

59-593-66----- 6
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Too steep a reduction in the excise tax at one time would have the effect of dis-
couraging purchases of automobiles during the period preceding the redu,' . on
date. Additionally, it would produce severe dislocations in the used car ma ket.
Both this committee and the Ways and Means Committee recognized this fact In
their consideration last year of H.R. 8371, the Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1965.
In Its report on that bill, the latter committee pointed out:

"* * * there are problems In the passenger car Industry making undesirable
too large a decrease in the tax as of any one time. The prices of new cars have
an important bearing, for example, on the prices of used cars in the hands of
dealers and owners. A too sharp reduction in the 10-percent manufacturers'
excise on new automobiles might, therefore, produce severe dislocations In the
used car market Additionally, any substantial rate reduction scheduled any
appreciable time in advance could be expected to have the effect of discourag-
ing purchases in the interval before the reduction takes place * * *" (I1. Rept.
No. 3, p. 18.)

For the same reasons, NADA is opposed to the reduction of the tax from 7 to
2 percent on April 1, 1968, as provided in H.R. 12752. We would urge your com-
mittee to amend the bill by phasing out the tax so that it will not be reduced at
any one time by more than 2 percentage points.

III. TIE FOPOR STOCK TAX OF I PERCENT

H.R. 12752 imposes a floor stock tax of 1 percent of the manufacturer's or
importer's price on all new automobiles held in inventory by dealers or dis-
tributors on the day when the 7-percent tax rate becomes effective. This tax
is to be paid by the dealer and is to be collected from him by the manufacturer
or importer.

NADA must register Its strenuous objection to this provision of the bill which
would have a serious adverse impact on every member of our association. In
short, it would pose Innumerable problems for dealers and would saddle them
with expensive and time-consuming administrative and compliance burdens
which they should not be expected to bear.

It should be emphasized that Congress has never, since the first automobile
excise tax was written into law in 1917, imposed a floor stock tax on automo-
biles. In that connection, a little bit of history Is informative. The tax was
increased from 3 to 5 percent in 1919. After its repeal In 1928, it was reimposed
at 3 percent In 1932, increased to 3'/2 percent in 194 and raised to the perma-
nent rate of 7 percent in 1941. A "temporary" 3-percent increase took place in
1951 and was continued from year to year by successive Excise Tax Extension
Acts. In all this period of time, not once did Congress see fit to Impose a floor
stock tax on the automobile, even though in 1956 a floor stock tax was imposed
on trucks, truck trailers, buses, and other articles (sec. 4226, Internal Revenue
Code of 1954).

For Congress to now impose a floor stock tax would set an unwarranted pre-
cedent for similar action if the automobile excise tax were to be increased again
in the future-a possibility that can hardly be said to be far fetched in the light
of both the past history of the automobile excise tax and the present specious
arguments advanced by the administration to support its case for a "temporary"
increase in the tax this year.

It should also be noted that; the floor stock tax must be paid by the dealer
regardless of whether he can pass it on to the car purchaser. Since this tax
will not be reflected on the var label, It will be difficult to explain it and to
collect it from the purchaser. Certainly, the dealer should not be expected to
absorb the increase himself and he cannot, in fact, afford to do so.

The retail passenger automobile business is an Intensively competitive trading
business and our recent experience under the Excise Tax Reduction Act of
1965 indicates conclusively that a deq'ler cannot fail to pass along tax reductions
to the consumer If he is to be compeJtive. Dealers also know from long ex-
perience that they cannot pass along to and collect from the customer charges
not reflected on the price label placed on each passenger car by the manufac-
turer in compliance with Public Law ,85-506, the "Automobile Information Dis-
closure Act." This means that the 1-percent floor stock tax would have to be
wholly, or In great part, absorbed by dealers who are not financially able to
assume this burden.

It is true that the automotive industry has had several extremely good years,
back to back. It is also true that the major automotive manufacturers are all
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reporting recordbreaking sales and after-tax profits. But the profit picture of
the retail automobile merchant is not nearly as rosy and the figures set out
below clearly indicate that he has not enjoyed anywhere near the same pros-
perity, despite recordbreaking sales, as the manufacturers. By way of illus-
tration, the Industry average on dealer profits on sales, before taxes (Federal,
State, and local), was 2.2 percent for 1962; 1.9 percent for 1963; 1.8 percent
for 1964; and 2.1 percent for 1965. We emphasize that these are pretax figures.
We also emphasize that for 1965, the best sales year the Industry has ever had,
some 12 percent of the dealers showed an operating loss. This is twice the
number showing such a loss for 1964.
H.R. 12752 provides that the floor stock tax is to be paid by the dealer on a

date not earlier than 60 days after the date of enactment as indicated in
regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasurs or his delegate.

Even assuming that the floor stock tax can be colklted from car purchasers,
to the extent that dealers are unable to sell those units in their inventory on the
effective date of the tax increase within the period designated by the regulations
for payment of the floor stock tax, they must tie up sorely needed operating
capital in prepaid excise taxes. This is not an Insignificant consideration. At
the end of January of this year, of the 1,394,000 units then in dealer inventory,
NADA's research department estimates that approximately 3 percent of these
units were 1965 models produced before August of last year.

A further Indication of the burdens imposed on automobile dealers, If the
floor stock provision becomes law, is the fact that, of NADA's membership of
nearly 22,000 franchised car dealers, our research department has found that
16.5 percent of the dealers employ 1 to 3 persons, 20 percent have 4 to 7 em-
ployees, and 36.4 percent have 8 to 19 employees. Generally speaking, about 11
percent of dealership employees are engaged In clerical and office work. It is
obvious, therefore, that in the smaller dealerships, the burden of computing,
collecting, filing, and paying the floor stock tax will almost certainly fall upon
the dealer himself. To add these problems to the already excessive amount of
bookwork required of such dealers by the nature of the sales transaction of the
automobile, the paperwork requirements imposed by his manufacturer, as well
as the recordkeeping demanded by State and Federal Governments, is without
question compounding an already difficult workload situation for these small,
independent merchants.

The mechanics and timing Involved in computing the increased tax on units
in inventory on the effective date of the proposed tax increase will create addi-
tional difficulties for the dealer. In its report on the bill, the Ways and Means
Committee explains the procedural application of the floor stock tax in the fol-
lowing language:
* * * A tax of 1 percent of the manufacturer's (or importer's) price is im.

posed upon all new automobiles held in stock by dealers or distributors on the
(lay when the 7-percent-tax rate becomes effective. The tax is to be paid by the
dealer and is to be collected from the dealer by the manufacturer (or importer).
The Secretary of the Treasury will prescribe regulations which will instruct the
dealer to prepare for the manufacturer (or importer) a list of the cars in his
inventory on the day when the 7-percent tax becomes effective together with any
other information needed for the manufacturer (or importer) to determine the
sales price. The manufacturer (or Importer) then will prepare a bill for the
dealer on which he itemizes the floor-stock tax upon each of these automobiles.
The dealer then Is to pay this tax to the manufacturer (or importer) who
transmits it to the Government. If a dealer refuses to submit either the Informa-
tion or the tax to the manufacturer (or Importer), no liability for the tax at-
ta(ches to the manufacturer if he informs the Internal Revenue Service of the
failure. In addition, the manufacturer (or Importer) Is to provide the dealer
with Information the dealer can use to show the customer a close approximation
of the floor-stock tax on each car. This is to be made available on, or shortly
after, the date the floor-stock tax applies. The Treasury Department may au-
thorize the use of averages in any of the above computations to the same extent
as already has been done in the case of the floor-stock refunds. The floor-stock
tax of 1 percent will be paid on a date not earlier than 60 days after the date of
enactment as Indicated In regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his dele-
gate * * *" (H. Rept. No. 1285, pp. 30 and 31.)

It is immediately evident that this procedure does not answer the basic prob-
lem confronting the dealer; namely, computing and explaining the additional
1-percent tax to those who purchase cars in the interval between the effective
date of the tax increase and the time the dealer receives from his manufacturer
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the itemization of the floor-stock tax on each of the automobiles in inventory
on the effective date. It may well be a lengthy period of time before the manu-
facturer can furnish each dealer with this Information. Nor does the additional
information to be provided by the manufacturer to the dealer, which Is to be
used "to show the customer a close approximation of the flood-stock tax on each
car," solve this problem unless received by the dealer before the date the floor.
stock tax becomes effective. What information is to be provided the dealer by
the manufacturer is left unanswered.

It is beyond the scope of this brief presentation to point out other problems
which readily come to mind in the interpretation and application of the floor-
stock tax as explained In the above-quoted language of the committee's report.
Suffice it to say, however, that many technical problems will exist.

It is earnestly submitted that a floor-stock tax generating a relatively small
amount of revenue to the Fede-al Government-roughly $25 million on a new-
car inventory of 1 million units-has no justifiable basis when balanced against
the heavy expenditure of time and money by, and the inconvenience to, both
automobile dealers and their manufacturers who are charged with the admin-
istrative burdens of this unwarranted tax, thus making them, in effect, salary-
less employees of the Treasury Department.

The discrimination and inequity so evident in the proposed 1-percent Increase
in the excise tax on the most tax-burdened product in our national economy is
difficult to swallow. The addition of a floor-stock tax provision to H.R. 12752
makes it impossible for our members to swallow this bill, and we wish to record
with this committee our vehement opposition to H.R. 12752, as passed by the
House. We earnestly solicit your support in rejecting each of these provisions.

If, however, your committee concludes that it must, in view of the pressing
revenue needs of the Government, legislate a 1-percent increase in the automobile
excise tax, we urge you to reject the floor-stock tax provision of H.R. 12752 in
fairness to the small businessmen who would bear the brunt of this ulprece-
dented and unwarranted tax.

[DEALER COPY]
Charge to:
Dealer order No. -.

Ship to (if different from above)
Make: Oldsmobile.
Final assembly point: Lansing, Mich.
Vehicle identification No.:-.
MIodel: Cutlass Supreme ---------------------------------- $2, 846. 00
Destination charge ------------------------------------------ 68. 75

Subtotal ------------------------------------------- 2, 914. 75

Factory-installed options and accessories:
M33 Jetaway variable vane transmission ---------------------- 205. 37
N40 Roto-matic power steering ----------------------------- 94. 79
D31 Glareproof rearview mirror ------------------------------ 4.43
Y60 Visor vanity mirror ------------------------------------- 1.69
Luggage compartment lamp --------------------------------- .
Glove box lamp ------------------------------------------ 2.95
1U63 Deluxe radio --------------------------------------- 64. 25
P26 Standard-sIze whitewall tires --------------------------- 31.60
P01 wheel discs ---------------------------------------- 16.85
B32 Auxiliary front floor mats ------------------------------- 6. 77
A02 Soft-ray tinted windshield ----------------------------- 19. 49
A39 Deluxe front and rear seat belts-includes retracting -------- 14. 74

The following Items, options or accessories on some other models, are
standard equipment on this model vehicle: A65 custom sport seat,
B30 wall-to-wall floor carpeting, BS0 foam-padded front seat cush-
ion, B52 foam-padded rear seat cushion, B80 chrome roof drip mold-
Ings, N30 deluxe steering wheel, 028 ash tray lamp, Y67 deluxe in-
terior equipment.

Total options and accessories ---------------------------- 464.61

Total -------------------------------------------- 8,379.36
Based on reduced excise tax rate effective June 22, 1965.
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OLDSMOBILE DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS CORP., LANSING, MICH.

Cutlass Supreme:
Suggested retail price_ $2, 846.00
Dealer billing price --------------------------------------- 2,154.60
E.O.H. (7.24 percent) ------------------------------------ 156.00

Code Accessories, options, and extras Suggested Dealer price E.O.H.
retail price

A02 ...... Tinted windshield ------------------------------- $19.49 $14.10 $0.09
1132 ...... Partial floor mats -------------------------------- 6.77 3.90 .27
M33 ---- Jetaway transmission ---------------------- ----- 205.37 148.20 10.37
P01 .--- Wheel discs ........------------------------------- 16.85 12.20 .85
U63 ---- Deluxe radio ----------- .---------------------- 64.25 46.40 13 25
A39 ---- Deluxe seat belts ------------------------------- 14. 74 10.60 .74
1)31 ---- Tilt mirror --------------------------------------- 4.43 2.60 .18
N40 ---- Power steering ----------------------------------- 94.79 68.40 4.79
1126 ---- Standard wbiteside wall tires --------------------- 31.60 22. 80 1.60
Y60 ---- Accessory Package ------------------------------- 6.32 4.50 1.32

7 percent.

Suggested retail price ----------------------------------------- $3, 379.36
htold back --------------------------------------------------- 53.20
Total car and accessories, options, and equipment ---------------- 2, 488.31
Total, E.O.H. amount ------------------------------------------ 179. 36
l)estination amount ------------------------------------------- 68.75
Invoice amount ----------------------------------------------- 2, 736.41

Date shipped, October 18, 1965; date of note, October 25, 1965; date of execution,
October 18, 1965. CAR INVOICE, DEALER'S COPY

Sold to General Motors Acceptance Corp. (grantee).
Shipped to dealer and destination shown above.
Terms: No cash, promissory note, copy attached, payable at the office of

General Motors Acceptance Corp., designated below.
Notice to consignee (important).-When accepting delivery of this shipment

be sure to examine car carefully and have shortage or damage noted on your
delivery receipt to carrier; also be sure to secure seal record on all doors (side and
end) on rail shipments. We cannot assume responsibility for loss or damage to
cars in transit, unless notation of shortage or damage is noted when accepting
delivery.

Instructions to dealers.-Fill in the wholesale release order on the reverse side
of your promissory note copy and attach it to your remittance when releasing
car from trust. Amount due on car is shown above, to which amount must be
added the applicable flat charge and interest. Interest accrues from the interest
date indicated above to (late of payment. To release car for demonstration,
follow instructions shown in the current GMAC demonstration agreement.

"We hereby certify that these goods were produced in compliance with all
applicable requirements of sections 6, 7, and 12 of the Fair Labor Standards Act,
as amended, and of regulations and orders of the U.S. Department of Labor
issued under section 14 thereof."

MACHINERY & ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE,
Washington, D.C., February 28, 1966.

Re Tax Adjustment Act of 1966.
lion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, New Senate Office Building,

Wash ington, D.C.
DEAR Mit. CHAIRMAN: In connection with current public hearings, we welcome

this opportunity to present for the record our views on one aspect of the tax
program outlined by President Johnson in his state of the Union message and
included In H.R. 12752 as passed by the House. As you know, the Machinery &
Allied Products Institute and Its affiliate organization, the Council for Tech-
nological Advancement, are the national spokesmen for the capital goods and
allied equipment industries of the United States.
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Our comments are addressed to one part of the bill-(section 104)-the pro-
vision that the schedule for accelerating corporate income tax payments, In ac-
cordance with section 122 of the Revenue Act of 1964 and as set out In section
6154 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, be further speeded up so that corpora-
tions will be on a current basis with respect to estimated tax liability by 1967
Instead of 1970 as now provided. For 1966, this would nean that on April 15
and June 15 a calendar year corporation would owe 12 percent payments, In-
stead of 9 percent payments, on Its estimated current Income tax liability; in
1967, these payments would rise from the now-scheduled 14 precent to a full 25
percent.

It is clear that, for the average corporation, adoption of the speedup recom-
mendation will increase cash-liquidity requirements and the problems inherent
In estimating. The strain that will be caused for some corporations by adding
these proposed percentage increases to the existing schedule for stepping up pay-
ments will be quite severe. For that reason, we urge that the conunittee, in
connection with its consideration of this proposal, study the possibility of liber-
alizing secton 6655 of the Internal Revenue Code which relates to the determina-
tion of underpayment by a corporation of estimated tax liability and the con-
sequences of such underpayment. Specifically, recognizing that the annualiva-
tion method of estimating corporate income and tax liability for the payment due
on the 15th of the 4th month is now based on the first 3 months' experience, we
recommend that the amualization method should be amended to permit also,
at the corporation's option, -cimation based on the first 2 months' or first
month's experience.

ANNUALIZATION METHOD OF ESTIMATING FIRST CORPORATE TAX PAYMENT DUE IN
CURRENT YEAR

A corporation Is required to make Installment payments on its current-year
tax liability on the 15th day of the 4th, 6th, 9th, and 12th months of its taxable
year-for a calendar year corporation these due dates are April 15, June 15,
September 15, and December 16. The 6-percent "addition" for underpayment
Is assessed If any of these payments is based on an estimated tax liability which
amounts to less than 70 percent of actual tax liability.

However, there are three alternative methods which the corporation may use
to avoid liability for the 6-percent "addition." The first two are based on the
preceding year's tax liability and the preceding year's income taxed at the cur-
rent year's rates. Use of these methods obviously creates special problems when
the current year's income greatly exceeds the preceding year's Income and a
very substantial part of the current year's tax liability must be paid in one
lump sum with the filing of that year's return on the following March 15. The
third alternative, annualization-estinating the current year's earnings and
tax liability on the basis of experience for a fraction of that year-seems to be
of greater significance than the first two alternatives for the average corporation.

Under the annualization concept, the corporation is to pay at least 70 percent
of whatever fraction of the tax liability of the current year, based on the earn-
ings for that year up to that point, Is to be paid by that date.' With respect
to annualization for the second, third, and fourth quarters-in connection with
the payments due on June 15, September 15, and December 15, In the case of a
calendar year corporation-the installment can be based on earnings experience
through either the end of the immediately preceding month or the end of the
third month preceding the current month. Thus the corporation can base Its
projected earnings and tax liability for the second, third, and fourth quarters
on the basis of earnings experience through either the 15th or the 75th day prior
to the due date for paying that particular installment.

In the case of the first installment, however, no option is available; in the
case of a calendar year corporation, the first Installment due on April 15 must
be annualized on the basis of experience through March 31.

The problem caused by underestimation and liability for the 6-percent under-
payment "addition" perhaps has not been too significant for most corporations
when, under the annualization method, the minimum payment due for calendar
year corporations on April 15, 1964 and April 15, 1965, has -been merely 0.7 per-
cent and 2.8 percent, respectively, of Its actual tax liability for those years.
But under the administration recommendation these percentage figures rise
sharply to 8.4 percent and 17.5 percent, respectively, for April 15, 1966 and
April 15, 1967,
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You will recall that a similar problem arose in connection with the enactment
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 which initially required corporations to
begin to pay their income tax liability on September 15 and December 15 (in
the case of calendar year corporations) of the current year. With respect to
the application of the annuaUzation method to these current year payments, the
Congress accepted in the final version of the bill a Finance Committee amend-
ment which permitted annualization based, at the option of the corporation,
on experience either through the month prior to the month in which payment
was due or through the month prior to the month in which payment was due
or through the period ending 2 mouths before that month.

The following reason for the amendment given by this committee seems to
us equally applicable to the current situation respecting the payment due for
the first quarter:

This provision will substantially ease the compliance burdens for a number
of corporations which, because of the difficulties in inventorying, would have
inadequate time to prepare an estimate on the basis of the annualized income
through the months ending before the month in which the Installment is to
be paid.'

1 S.Rept. 1622, 83d Cong., 2d sess., p. 140.

Accordingly, we suggest that section 6655(d) (3) (A) (i)-the provision re-
lating to the application of the annualization method to the first quarter pay-
ment-be amended to permit estimation. at the corporation's option. based on
the first month or the first 2 months of the current taxable year as well as esti-
mation based on the first 3 months.

This brief presentation has been confined to one aspect-and a technical
aspect-of the current tax recommendations of the President. We do feel
obliged, however, to offer general comment with regard to the tax program
and related Government policy considerations which are now before the Com-
inittee on Finance. During the deliberations of the Committee on Ways and
Means regarding H.R. 12752, as reflected in the committee Report No. 1285. some
consideration was given to the question of overall fiscal policy. in particular,
restraint on nondefense Government expenditures. This subject was also dis-
cussed at some length in the floor debate in the House. We hope and urge that
the Committee on Finance in its consideration of H.R. 12752, and later the Senate
as a whole, will give increased emphasis to the question of. and in our view the
need for. increased restraint on nondefense Government expenditures.

Respectfully,
CHARLES W. STEWART, President.

WESTERN GROwETRS AsSOCIATION.
Los Angeles, Calif., February 25, 1966.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG.
Chairman, senate Committee on Finance,
,Scnate Oflee Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: The Western Growers Association represents the vege-
table and melon Industry of California and Arizona. Its members ship to every
corner of the United States and Canada over 300.000 carlotq of these food
commeditleg, In fresh form, annually. Under H.R. 12752, the Tax Adjustment
Act of 1966, a request Is being made to restore the reduction of excise tax on
telephones which the administration recommended and Congress approved In
196.5.

This $500 million industry dealing in perishables arranges for distribution of
its production almost completely by telephone communications. Daily supplies,
shipments, costs, and sales are discussed and confirmed over the telephone. It
has been conservatively estimated the annual telephone bill of the produce in-
dustry Is over $100 million.

It Is most discriminatory to place a 'special tax on such specialized service so
vital to growers. To an industry already caught In the trap o "err-tncreasing
costs, with no control on prices for Its commodities, the proposed telephone tax
Increase is a most severe blow.
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On February 24, 1966, the %oard of directors of the Western Growers Associa-
tion met and adopted a resolution, copy enclosed, urging that the Members of
Congress oppose the reinstatement of the excise tax on telephone service.

We respectfully solicit your support for the protection of the flow of our per-
ishable produce to the Nation's markets.

Yours very truly,
FRANK V. CASTIGLIONE,

EBecutive Vice President.
RESOLUTION

Whereas the use of telephone communications are an integral part of the
production, shipment, and distribution of perishable food commodities to con-
sumers; and

Whereas the proposal to restore the reduction in excise tax on telephone
service which thq administration recommended and the Congress approved in
1905 is detrimental and prejudicial to the already overburdened production costs
of growers; and therefore, be it
* Resolved, That wp urge Members of the Senate to oppose reinstatement of the

tax on telephone service and seek sources of needed revenue which are not
prejudicial to such a vital, integral part of the distirbution of food comodities
to the Nation's marketplace.

Adopted: Western Growers Association, Los Angeles, Calif., February 24, 1966.
F. W. CASTIGLIONE, Secretary.

AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION,
Washington, D.C., February 28,1966.

lon. RussELL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
U.8. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DbEAR CHAIRMAN LONG: The American e',rm Bureau Federation, a general
farm organization representing more ian 1,677,000 member families In 49 States
and Puerto Rico, has long maintained a keen interest In Federal tax policies.
Through an extensive policy development 'program, our member families discuss
problems and develop recommendations on rany issues which affect them directly
in the business of agriculture as well as those matters which have an important
Impact upon them as citizens of the United States.

In view of the expenditures made necessary by the Vietnam conflict, we recog-
nize the necessity for the reduction of nonessential Government expenditures. A
prime candidate for close scrutiny by Congress Is the increased emphasis on
direct payments in the Department of Agriculture budget. These payments could
be substantially reduced.

Farm Bureau Las carefully reviewed the recommendations made by the admin-
istration with regard to certain tax adjustments. We are opposed to the proposal
to restore the January 1 reductions in the excise tax rates on telephone service
and pasenger automobiles.

Farm Bureau's 1966 policies state:
"Federal excise taxes should be limited to nonessentials and user taxes such

as the tax on passenger transportation by air and the taxes now committed to the
Federal highway trust fund. The reductions enacted in 1965 should become
effective as scheduled. In revising the excise tax structure, priority should be
given to the eliminatien of taxes that affect farm production costs."

Farm Bureau believes that the Federal excise taxes on telephone service and
passenger automobiles-

Are highly discriminatory;
Invade a field of taxation which should be left to local and State

governments;
Bear heavily upon farmers and ranchers, increasing their production costs

and decreasing their net income.
In 1965 Farm Bureau supported the removal and reduction of many of the

Federal excise taxes. We urge that priority be given to the removal of those
excise taxes which directly affect our cost of production--especially telephone
service and automobiles.

While removal of the. taxes on telephone service and automobiles was scheduled
over a 4-yeor period (except for a 1-percent tax on automobiles which was made
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permanent), the excise taxes on many luxury Items were removed immediately
upon the effective date of the act.

The President's recommendation would delay most of the reductions on tele-
phone service and automobiles for 2 years but would not reinstitute the taxes on
luxury items. We do not believe this Is sound tax policy.

We are certain that the committee will agree that it is not in the best interest
of American agriculture, business, or consumers for excise taxes to be manip-
ulated in the fashion proposed by the administration's recommendations. For
example, in 1965 the excise tax on telephone service was 10 percent; on Janu-
ary 1, 1966, it was reduced to 3 percent; under the President's proposal, the
tax would be increased to 10 percent approximately a month after the enactment
of the new legislation. This tax would be reduced ,back to 3 percent January 1,
1968, and decline by 1 percent for the succeeding 3 years. We do not believe
that the committee wishes to build such complexities into the application of
Federal taxes.

We have recommended that the Congress take the necessary action to redfice
the deficit and make substantial progress toward the objective of a balanced
budget by limiting Federal expenditures. We believe that reduced Federal ex-
penditures are preferable to the manipulation of Federal excise tax rates in the
manner proposed by the administration.

We are not opposed to the remaining three recommendations made by the
President in regard to (1) corporate income tax payments; (b) a graduated
withholdig system for individuals; and (c) quarterly social security tax pay-
ments.

We respectfully r that this let e made a part of the hearing record
in regard to this ter.

Very t y yours,
CHARL B. SHUMAN, President.

TATE ENT IETO s LEAGUE, IN C.

, r. Clhalr'ao and mem ers of e mittee iy name is W'illiam Jackman.
I in president vst Tn., New To k. The I vestors League is
a nonprofit, nonpartian, ry ember- ip organization of thousands of

1i cstdrs, small and a t 9g in e 5otat of the Uni i.
H.R. 12752 provides rescinding h telepho ie and aut mobile Federal
cl tax a e -ci e iment would rece ve $750 million

,ecise es from e - rs a $420 iiion from the excise taxes on

The rescind Ing of t e exelseitfso hit people who cou d least afford it.
T lephones a d au nob es a 01o r I les and an e. ise tax on them
a ounts to ak g the ki t e poor, a elderly rry the heaviest
bu en of the proposed tax pr rm. lnequity, it seems m t unfair to single
ou. ut two Industries for ero s taxes w le others o free. Certainly

o a pelry, an n ubs a, not necess lies.
Ass Ing that th Government needs t e r enue, we fe that there are better

and les ainful ways In it.
We e aily wish to suggs .0 this committee thi they incorporate as an

amendment o HR. 12752 theproposals set forth H.R. 12301 introduced in
the House on nuary 26, 1966, designed to enco, ge equity investment in new
and small husin s, to relieve unemploym i , and provide substantial addi-
tional revenue t the ral Governm ich it now so sorely needs.

In essence, H.R. 12301 pr at the maximum tax rate on long-term
capital gains be cat from tb present 25 to 12% percent.

Such a tax cut would benefit elderly homeowners tremendously. These taxes
on long-term capital gains are largely no tax on income at all, but a tax on
capital and thoroughly punitive in character.

People who have had substantial stockholdings for a long period of time will
not sell and reinvest because of the high tax rate involved. A recent survey
conducted by the highly respected firm of Louis Harris & Associates, Inc., cbn-
chides that if the maximum capital tax rate were reduced to 12% percent, the
market value of sales by all individual investors would soar from $10.3 to $67.3
billion. Total capital appreciation of $29.2 billion would become subject to the
lower capital gains tax rate.
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Thus, nearly seven times as much stock would be sold. Nearly 10 times as
much capital appreciation would be unlocked and thus become subject to the
lower capital gains tax rate. In terms of dollars, $57 billion more of capital
would be freed for reinvestment than under the present rates, and the Treasury
would receive $2.5 billion in revenue--over $2 billion more than under the present
rates.

Gentlemen, here is a tax rate reduction that will give the Government a sub-
stantial new source of revenues which will be contributed willingly by the rich
and enable the poor to have their excise tax reductions which they so thoroughly
deserve.

Gentlemen, I thank you.
WILLIAM JACKMAN, President.

0


